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ABSTRACT 
An environmental monitor is taken to be a system which generates 
estimates of environmental pollutant levels throughout an emironmental 
region for all times within a time interval of interest from measure­
ment data taken only at discrete times and only at discrete locations 
in that region. This study addresses the following optimal environ­
ment'! monitoring problem: determine the optimal monitoring program — 
the numbers and types of measurement devices, the locations where they 
are deployed and the timing of those measurements —which minimizes 
the total cost of taking measurements while maintaining the error in 
the pollutant estimate below some bound throughout the time interval of 
interest. 
Diffusive pollutant transport in distributed environmental systems 
is treated with the method of separation of variables to obtain a set 
of stochastic first-order ordinary differential state equations for the 
process. Techniques of optimal estimation theory are applied to this 
set of state equations yielding a set of matrix estimation error co-
variance equations whjse solutions are used in accuracy measures for 
the resulting estimates in the synthesis of optimal monitors. 
ii 
The main results are associated with the infrequent sampling prob­
lem. If the estimation error constraints imposeJ upon the monitor are 
sufficiently lax, the solution for the optimal monitoring program results 
in relatively long times between required measurements. This leads to 
drastic simplifications in the solutions of the problems of optimally 
designing and sequencing the measurements, where only certain terms in 
the solutions of the estimation equations are found to effect the re­
sponse for large time. This dominance of certain asymptotic terms is 
seen as a potential area for future application in more complex environ-
•"intal pollutant transport problems. 
Owing to the ease in their interpretation, numerical applications 
for one-dimensional diffusive systems are included to illustrate the 
main results, though all the results are shown to generalize to the 
three-dimensional case. Considerable use of graphical computer output 
is made which clearly exhibits the features of the infrequent sampling 
problem. An extensive list of references in areas relevant to the opti­
mal monitoring problem completes this report. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1 
The problem of the optimal monitoring of pollutants in environ­
mental systems concerns the minimum cost estimation of pollutant 
levels throughout a region while maintaining the errors in the 
estimates within a given bound. The optimal monitor synthesis 
problem considered in this thesis logically separates into the two 
monitoring subproblems of optimal design and optimal management. 
Optimal monitoring system design includes the specification of a 
model for the physical system, the choice of measured variables, 
measurement devices and their spatial distribution in the medium. 
The optimal management problem concerns finding the best sequencing 
of measurements in time to result in the minimum cost sampling 
program. The optimal monitor is then defined as that solution of 
the design and management problems together which results in the 
minimum cost measurement program necessary to maintain the error in 
the pollutant estimate below a given bound over the time interval 
of interest. 
This is a departure from most studies in the optimization of 
systems with cost for observation in that use is not made of a com­
biner performance criterion which typically consists of the time 
integral of a weighted combination of measurement cost and estimation 
error. Insteid, in this study, advantage is takrn of the separation 
of the design and management problems whose two solutions separately 
determine the characteristics of the measurements at the required 
sample times, and the timing of those measurements themselves. 
Thus, estimation error is not minimized, but rather, bounded in a 
2 
fashion which corresponds with actual applications where legal limits 
are placed upon allowable errors in the pollutant level estimates in 
environmental monitors. It 1s bounded In such a manner that the 
minimum total number of samples is necessary over some time Interval, 
resulting in the minimum cost monitoring program. 
The separation of the monitoring design and maiagement problems 
was proposed by Brewer and Moore [24]. Moore [95] has considered 
application of such corcspts to the area of aquatic ecosystems, where 
the Extended Kalman Filter 1s applied to the highly nonlinear equa­
tions of the dynamics of population growth of aquatic constituents. 
This thesis, instead, concentrates upon strictly linear processes 
in the hope that the mathematical simplifications possible there 
may be extendable to the nonlinear case in future studies. In the 
optimal estimation of the state vector of a linear, discrete-time, 
stochastic system, the Kalman Filter [66] provides a particularly 
elegant computational solution. The two equations for prediction 
and correction of the associated state estimation error covariance 
matrix have been conjectured by Brewer and Moore [24j as containing 
the key to the solution of the management problem; it is shown here 
that they indeed do lead to a problem structure which results In 
the optimal solution of not only the management problem, but to that 
of the design problem as well. 
Owing to the anticipated complexities of the optimizations asso­
ciated with the various parts of the monitoring problem, advantage 1s 
taken of the simplicity of the separation of variables technique in 
the theory of linear, partial differential equations In obtaining or­
dinary differential equation models for distributed systems (see Berg 
3 
and McGregor I18J). In reducing the resulting state spaces for such 
normal mode models to spaces of finite dimension, the quantitative 
methods recently developed by Young I131J 1n atmospheric modeling 
greatly extend the area of applicability of such analytical techniques. 
In particular, nonhomogeneous, anisotropic media may be handled by the 
spatial discretization of the medium Into component subregions over 
which constant average values for system parameters are sufficiently 
accurate. Component coupling by the use of pseudo-sources to make up 
for differences in the normal mode submodels is the key factor given 
by Voung which allows for the simple approximation of the dynamic re­
sponse of large, varied, distributed environmental systems. The exist­
ence of these techniques underlies the studies 1n this thesis in their 
extension to large scale practical problems in environmental monitoring. 
With the use of a finite-dimensional, normal mode state model, 
the resultant continuous-time state equations are discretized in time 
for use in the Kalman Filter. The natura of the Kalman Filter is now 
well known 1n its applications in the aerospace field. Recent appli­
cations in more diverse areas (see, for example, the special issue 
1n IEEE [62]) have established It as a powerful tool of broad scope 
1n the field of system estimation. Its numerical advantages over 
other optimal estimation techniques (well documented 1n Gelb [44]) 
make it the logical choice for use in environmental monitoring 
systems where processes of Interest may dictate the use of huge 
models to obtain desired levels of spatial arid temporal resolution 
in the results. 
4 
The main results of this thesis concern the special class of moni­
tor addressed In the infrequent sampling problem. This case is char­
acterized by high levels of allowable pollutant estimation error which 
result in relatively long periods between required sample times. These 
long times between samples allow the transient terms involved in the 
growth of the uncertainty in the pollutant estimates to reach steady-
state values so that only asymptotic solutions of the estimation error 
covariance equations need be considered in the design and management 
problems. This drastically simplifies the solution of the monitoring 
problem for the case of infrequent sampling. 
Applications of the theory developed here are seen to arise in any 
environmental or other dispersive system where the dynamics of the dis­
persal of the pollutant or variable involved is dominated by diffusion 
and where convective transport can be ignored. This rules out its use 
in air quality monitoring systems on a regional basis where convection 
typically dominates diffusion in pollutant transport by a ratio of 30:1 
[76]. However, as developed by others cited in Young 1131], models of 
pollutant transport on a global scale are often based upon diffusion as 
the dominant mechanism of dispersal. In fact, examples in Young indi­
cate that the normal mode modeling techniques mentioned earlier can be 
successfully applied to global atmospheric modeling where only diffusion 
is included as the dispersion mechanism. 
An interesting extension of the results of this thesis might be to 
a study involving assessment of the climatic impact of flying a fleet 
of SST's upon the protective ozone layer in the atmosphere (see, for 
examp'ls, Mac Cracken, et al. [80]). In such an application, knowing 
where and when to best sample atmosphere pollutant levels could greatly 
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facilitate validation of numerical atmospheric models, in initial appli­
cations, and greatly reduce long-range monitoring costs upon implementa­
tion of such a program. 
Groundwater systems seem to be a probable area of application, as 
indicated in what follows, though no experimental verifications have 
been attempted. Systems involving heat transfer by conduction which 
involve stochastic heat sources could find application for the theory 
of the infrequent sampling problem. For example, in nuclear reactor 
cooling systems, a central control computer could be time-shared to 
consider only the best sites for temperature measurement in the walls 
of the pressure vessel over time. 
The need for better environmental monitoring has been described 
in the literature [46,95,102]; typical measurement costs have been 
tabulated [14]. Propagation of uncertainty in distributed systems has 
been considered in some detail 156,59,101], Related studies using 
other approaches do not address the monitoring problem either as it 
separates into the design and management problems, or with the drastic 
simplifications which arise in the infrequent sampling problem (see 
the work of Seinfeld [113], Seinfeld and Chen [114,115], Seinfeld and 
Lapidus [116], Reiquam [104], Bensoussan [17], Soeda and Ishihara [119]). 
Thus, there is a naed for improvement of the synthesis procedures for 
monitoring systems in large scale environmental problems. 
The thesis is organized into seven chapters and seven appendices, 
to keep things even. Chapter 2 summarizes work by others in germane 
problem areas and defines the scope of the present study. Chapter 3 
develops briefly the normal mode modeling technique of the application 
of the method of separation of variables. Chapter 4 deals with the 
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time-discretization of the associated f in i te set of continuous-time, 
ordinary differential state equations and summarizes the more salient 
features of Kalroan Fi l ter Theory, Chapter 5 presents the main theory 
associated with the infrequent sampling problem, punctuated with con­
clusions as they can be made. Application and demonstration of the 
analytical results of Chapter 5 are made in the numerical examples of 
Chapter 6, in which more conclusions are seen to follow. In Chapter 7, 
the main results for the optimal monitoring problem for the case of in­
frequent sampling are collected in summary and possible extensions for 
future study indicated. Some of the more routine analytical develop­
ments, as well as al l of the computer program listings, are gathered 
in the appendices. A rather extensive l i s t of references relevant to 
the optimal estimation, monitoring and measurement system design prob­
lems completes this document. 
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
This chapter begins with a suiroary of representative work done by 
others In fields of Importance to the environmental monitoring problem. 
An attempt Is made to present a reasonably complete survey of pertinent 
literature in the hope that future researchers may benefit from the 
sources this author has utilized. 
The broad area of optimal measurement system design is then narrowed 
greatly in scope as it applies to problems In certain classes of environ­
mental pollutant transport. The problems of the optimal design and 
management of environmental quality monitoring systems are finally 
stated in the contexts of two cases for bound on the allowable error In 
either the monitor state or the monitor output estimite. 
2.1 Background 
The major topics of concern in the study of environmental monitor­
ing systems in this thesis include the following: mathematical modeling 
in dispersive environmental systems; the numerical treatment of certain 
classes of partial differential equations; the stability and asymptotic 
solutions of systems of ordinary differential equations; optimization of 
a function of several variables; deterministic dynamical system theory; 
stochastic system theory and optimal estimation; optimal measurement sys­
tem design in lumped and distributed parameter systems and finally, moni­
toring system synthesis for environmental applications. 
Considerable Interest has been turned to problems In the dispersal 
of pollutants In environmental systems in recent years. Some typical 
contributions 1n the areas of the atmospheric sciences include the model­
ing of air pollutant transport on a regional basis [81 J, the climatic 
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impact of f l y ing a f lee t of SST's in the upper atmosphere I80J , studies 
1n the parameter sens i t iv i ty of models of the planetary boundary layer 
[35.99J, and studies of models of the global transport of pollutants 
[36,131]. In one recent study by Young [131J, the classical methods of 
applied mathematics were successfully applied to the solution of global 
pol lutant transport problems in a unique way that takes advantage of 
analytical results available fo r certain classes of part ia l d i f fe ren t ia l 
equations. By the expansion of solutions for such equations in i n f i n i t e 
series form, followed by quant i tat ively meaningful truncation of those 
serious solut ions, approximate solutions for otherwise Targe, d i f f i c u l t 
problems can be obtained. This procedure involves coupling together 
solutions for problems in adjacent subregions to e f f i c i en t l y approximate 
the response in larger areas. The theory for such Fourier-type expan­
sions is now well established [18,34,82,118J but the unique extensions 
made by Young possess the potential for applying classical normal-mode 
analysis long associated with problems in the mechanics of l inear solids 
[93,47] to a far braoder class of problems, including environmental 
pollutant transport in nonhomoqeneous, anisotropic media. 
This author follows Young in the application of normal-mode techni­
ques to problems in the solution of the dynamic equations of environmental 
pollutant transport. Such methods y ie ld f i n i t e sets of ordinary d i f f e r ­
ent ia l equations whose solutions form time-varying mul t ip l iers for the 
spatial mode shapes which comprise the normal mode solut ion; bond graphs 
are seen to of fer a concise graphical representation of such normal mode 
models (see, for example, Karnopp and Rosenberg [6S]) . The study of the 
numerical treatment of systems of ordinary d i f fe ren t ia l equations is a 
fundamental part of the solution of the monitoring problem when using 
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the normal mode approach; recent advances 1n the numerical solution of 
general, nonlinear, time-varying, possibly stiff, ordinary differential 
equations are typified by the work of Gear [43], Hindmarsh [57,58], and 
Byrne and Hindmarsh [25], Analytical treatments can be found in Coppel 
[28]. 
In the case of linear, time-Invariant ordinary differential equa­
tions, the class involved in the infrequent sampling problem considered 
in this study, the powerful techniques of linear system theory can be 
used (see, for example, Desoer [32], Takahashi, et at. [121], Brewer 
[22], Freeman [41], Timothy and Bona [123],and Schultz and Helsa [109]). 
In the actual implementation of algorithms associated with the solutions 
of such linear systems, certain topics in matrix theory in numerical 
analysis prove to be useful [38,40,129]. Involved in the optimal design 
problem in monitoring system synthesis are the problems associated with 
the optimization of a function of several variables; Beveridge and 
Schechter [20] is found to be an excellent reference in this area, while 
Fleming [37] provides a more firm background in the theory of a function 
of several variables. A gradient routine by Westley [127] was chosen for 
the constrained minimization of the nonlinear objective functions associ­
ated with the optimal design problem. Such gradient methods are con­
trasted, for example, with the work of Radcliffe and Comfort [103] in 
which constrained direct search methods are presented which do not involve 
the use of derivatives of the objective function; gradient methods are 
found to offer computational advantages over direct search methods in 
their application to the optimizations involved in the optimal design 
problem. In the particular problems of finding the position of maximum 
uncertainty in the pollutant estimate for the monitoring problem with 
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bound on error in the output estimate, root finding methods for finding 
zeros in the derivative of the expression for the error were found to be 
superior to direct search methods for such scalar maximizations (see 
Hausman [53,54]). 
The field of optimal state estimation in stochastic dynamic system 
theory is well developed in what it offers for v.he solution of the opti­
mal monitoring problem. Gelb [44,122]makes a particularly lucid presen­
tation of the more practical topics in applied estimation theory; the 
original work of Kalman [66] and Kalman and Bucy [67] still stand as 
basic reference material for the concepts involved. Sorensen (in Leondes 
[78]) presents a concise introduction to Kalman Filter techniques; 
Meditch [85] also presents a clear development of the optimal filter. 
Aokr [ 3] contains a considerable amount of material concerned with spe­
cial topics in stochastic system theory, as does Sage [105]. Jazwinski 
[65] is sufficiently complete in its rigor to serve as one single refer­
ence in the area of stochastic processes and filtering theory; for more 
fundamental material in the theory of stochastic differential equations, 
including a particularly rigorous development of the Kaliran-Bucy Filter, 
see Arnold [ 6]. 
The Special Issue of IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, Decem­
ber 1971, dealing with the Linear-Quadratic Gaussian Problem [62], of­
fers an extensive collection of topics in optimal estimation theory; 
It Includes a well edited bibliography which should be a basic resource 
to any researcher 1n this field. The proceedings of a special confer­
ence sponsored by NATO [98] summarizes many military and aerospace ap­
plications of estimation theory. 
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There are many special topics In estimation theory which could 
prove of Importance In future extensions of the work in this thesis, to 
practical applications in nonlinear systems. Of them, adaptive filter­
ing 1s of particular importance; see the work of Mehra [86,87,88,89], 
Jazwinski [64], Berkovec [19], Godbole [45], Nahi and Weiss [97], and 
Scharf and Alspaeh [108], Extension to nonlinear estimation are con­
sidered in Wlshner, et aZ.[130], Athans, et al. [9 J, Hells [126], Gura 
[49], and Gura and Hendrikson [52]; Moore uses the Extended Kalman Fil­
ter, as cited earlier, in his work on the monitoring problem [95]. As 
well as Moore, others have examined the effects of using an imprecise 
model in the optimal filter upon the performance of optimal estimation 
schemes; among them are Jazwinski [65] who considers the area of filter 
divergence at length, Aok1 and Huddle [4 ] , Leondes and Novak [77] and 
Inglehart and Leondes [63]. 
The area of theory most closely allied to that of the optimal moni­
toring problem is known variously as optimal estimation with cost for 
observation, optimal measurement system or subsystem control or the op­
timal timing of measurements. Aoki and Li [ 5] were among the first to 
address such problems, along with Meier [90,91,92], Athans uses his 
Matrix Minimum Principle [ 8 ] along with the work of Schweppe [11] in an 
application in continuous-time systems; this work is strongly based upon 
direct extensions of optimal control theory (see Bryson and No [26] or 
Athans and Falb [10]). Schweppe [12,110,111] has made developments of op. 
timal measurement strategies in radar applications* Denham and Speyer 
[30] did some early work in midcourse guidance. Kramer and Athans [73, 
74] have made recent rigorous contributions to the mathematics associated 
with the combined optimal control and measurement problems, along with 
PIiska [100]. 
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Other studies Involving the optimal timing and use of measurement 
data include Kushner [75], Breazeale and Jones [21], Sano and Terao 
[106], Hsia [60], and Dreyfus [70]. 
Some of the most germane references found in the area of optimal 
measurement system design include Cooper and Nahi [27], Sauer and Melsa 
[107], Vande Linde and Lavi [125], Herring and Melsa [55], Shoemaker and 
Lamont [117], and Soeda and Ishlhara [119]. 
Studies which concentrate on monitoring and measurement system opti­
mization in distributed parameter systems include the work of Seinfeld 
[112,113,114,115,116], Draper and Hunter [33], Reiquam [104], Bensoussan 
[17], Atre and Lamba [13], Murray-Lasso [96], and Prado [10lJ. 
Bar-Shalom, et al. [is] consider monitoring systems much like those 
considered here but for a far more general class of problem. Moore [95] 
and Brewer and Moore [24] serve as the inspirational basis for much of 
what is developed in this thesis. 
2.2 Problem Statement 
Consider a region into which pollutants are being injected by a col­
lection of deterministic and stochastic point sources. Two problems in 
the monitoring of the pollutant levels in that region over time are con­
sidered in this study. 
First, suppose that measurements are required of pollutant levels 
for the purpose of closed-loop control, in which case feedback signals 
are to be constructed to control seme of the amounts of pollutant being 
emitted into the medium. An example might be thermal pollution near a 
power station where it is required to optimally monitor temperatures in 
the surrounding area for the purpose of closed-loop control of the mean 
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power level. Assuming that a model can be constructed for the dynamics 
of the pollutant dispersal in the form of a finite set of first-order or­
dinary differential equations, whose solution forms the "state" vector 
for the model of the process (see Desoer 132]), It is well known that 
the mean square length of the error between the state vector and the es­
timate of the stochastic state vector fs given by the trace of the esti­
mation error covariance matrix for such a stochastic process as a func­
tion of time (see Kalman [66]). Thus, if it is required to minimize the 
mean square error 1n the estimate of the stochastic state vector, a suit­
able choice for the performance criterion for the optimal monitor with 
bound on maximum allowable error in the state estimate is 
J,(t) = Tr[p(t)]. (2.1) 
where 
P(t) = E (x(t) - x(t))(x(t) - x(t)) T (? ") 
is the estimation error covariance matrix for the optimal estimate S(t) 
of the state x(t), both of dimension n, at time t, E[-J denotes the ex­
pectation operator applied to the random argument and (•) denotes the 
transpose operation. Here, 
n 
Tr[A] = ^ T [A]^ (2.3) 
n=l 
is the trace function. The notation [ALj means the (i,j)Jh_ element of 
the matrix A. 
Second, suppose legal limits are placed upon the maximum error in 
the estimate of the pollutant level itself allowable at any time, any­
where 1n the medium. This case represents a problem of practical 
interest where a monitor might be used on-line to detect infractions 
of legal pollutant concentration levels in some airshed or watershed. 
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Let the concentration of a pollutant of interest as a function of space 
and time bt denoted by ?U,t). Define 
5(c.t) = c(c) T x(t) (2.4) 
where x(t), as before, is the state vector of dimension n of pollutant 
dispersal in the region, ? is the coordinate position vector of the 
point where the concentration £ is being calculated and where c(c) is 
a vector (typically of eigenfunctions in the spatial coordinates c for 
the case of normal mode models) which maps the state x into the concentra­
tion % at the point £. In this application, the function of the monitor 
is to provide an estimate ?(s,t) of £(c,t) such that the maximum error 
between the pollutant concentration and its estimate is maintained below 
a given constraint or bound for all times of interest and throughout the 
medium spanned by t,. Thus, a measure of the uncertainty or error in the 
estimate of the pollutant level at some point c anywhere in the medium 
is given by the variance in the estimate C(?,t), denoted by a (c,t). 
Derive using (2.2), 
o 2(C,t) B E (c(s.t) - C(?,t)) Z 
= E ^(5) T(x(t) - x(t))\/c(c) T(x(t) - x(ty 
- E[j{c)T(x(t) - x(t))(x(t) - x(t) )Tc(s)J 
= c ( 5 ) T E[(x(t) - x(t))(x(t; - x(t))TJc(c) 
= ztflMsty- < 2 - 5 > 
Thus, the variance in the estimate of the pol lutant concentration i t s e l f , 
also termed the monitor output, anywhere in the medium can be expressed 
d i rec t ly in terms of the monitor state estimation error covariance ma­
t r i x P(t) and the readout vector £(?). Hence, a logical choice for a 
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performance criterion for the monitoring problem with bound on maximum 
allowable error in the output estimate is 
J 2(c\t) = a2(£*,t) 
= max a (?,t) 
= max c(c)TPCt)c(c) 
5 
= StffytM?)' (2-6) 
where C is the position of maximum variance in the estimate of uie pol ­
lutant concentration, or output, at time t . 
Thus, the two estimation error c r i t e r i a to be considered here are 
given in (2,1) and (2.6) for the optimal monitoring problems with bound 
on state and output estimation error. Once an error c r i te r ion is se­
lected in a given problem, the requirements of the optimal monitoring 
system design problem are to select the optimal choice of monitor model 
complexity, the optimal number and qual i ty of measurement devices to de­
ploy and their optimal locations in the environmental medium fo r a l l 
measurement times t« over the time interval of interest . The added re­
quirement of the problem of optimal monitoring management is to select 
the optimal measurement times t K such that , together with the results for 
the optimal design problem, the minimum cost monitoring program is found 
which maintains the chosen estimation error c r i t e r ion within i t s bound 
throughout the time interval of interest . 
This is a somewhat d i f ferent approach from those taken in the o p t i ­
mal design of systems with measurement cost by previous authors. Athans 
[ 7 ] defines a scalar cost functional which is a l inear combination of 
the tota l observation cost and the mean square error in the estimate of the 
variables of interest . As in a l l problems with such combined performance 
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criteria, most of which are direct extension1; of the original concepts 
of optimal control, relative weighting parameters are required amongst 
the cost and estimation error terms to make the criteria adjustable to 
the needs of a specific problem (see Bryson and Ho [26], or Athans [10] 
regarding the concepts of optimal control. See Athans [7], Kramer and 
Athans [73], Athans and Schweppe [12], Meier, et al. [92], Shoemaker and 
Lamont [117], Cooper and Nahi [27], Sauer and Melsa [107], Vande Linde 
e.nd Lavi [125], Kushner [75], Sano and Terao [106], Dreyfus in Karreman 
[70], and particularly Aoki and Li [5] for examples of work in the area 
of optimal system design with measurement cost). The choice of such 
weighting parameters inevitably complicates the measurement system de­
sign problem. Particularly in applications in the environmental area, 
combining the minimization of costs associated with measuring a process 
with the minimization of a measure of the errors made in the estimation 
of the variables in that process does not seem to address the correct 
problem. In any practical implementation, legal limits would be placed 
upon estimation errors allowable in the pollutant estimates. On the 
other hand, the use of a combined performance criterion typically admits 
arbitrarily high estimation error levels at certain points in time, 
since the objective of the optimization is to minimize the time integral 
of the performance criterion, not its instantaneous value. Thus, the 
minimization of a performance criterion involving the time integral of 
a weighted combination of measurement cost and estimation error is not 
solving the right problem in the context of an environmental monitor. 
Thus, the separation of the optimal monitoring problem into the 
problems of optimal design and management leads to a problem structure 
which conforms better to the requirements in actual applications than 
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do those which come from the application of principles of optimal con­
trol with combined, quadratic performance indices. 
If, at all measurement times, the cost of making a measurement of 
a given quality is a constant, then the total cost of the required moni­
toring program over the time interval of interest is directly related to 
the number of times a measurement of a given quality has to be made, 
scaled by some cost weighting factor which is typically a function of 
the accuracy of the measurement instrument involved. Roughly speaking, 
then, the total cost of the whole monitoring program is an increasing 
function of the total number of individual samples which must be taken 
over the time interval of interest in order to maintain the value of the 
selected estimation error criterion within its bound over that entire 
time interval. With this assignment of measurement cost as a function of 
measurement instrument accuracy, then, the two optimal monitoring prob­
lems to be considered in this study are defined as follows: 
The Optima] Monitoring Problem of the First Kind -
Find the optimal number and quality of measurement de­
vices, their optimal locations in the medium and the op­
timal measurement times such that the total cost for the 
measurements required to maintain the estimation error 
in the state of system below a given bound over the time 
interval of interest is minimized. (2.7) 
The Optimal Monitoring Problem of the Second Kind -
Find the optimal number ana quality of measurement de-
vices, their optimal locations in the medium and the op­
timal measurement times such that the total cost for the 
measurements required to maintain the maximum estimation 
error in the pollutant concentration anywhere in the me­
dium below a given bound over the time interval of in­
terest is minimized. (2.8) 
Notice that in the above problem definition?, the choice of model 
complexity for use in the monitor - the order of the model and perhaps 
certain aspects of its structure — has been excluded. It is reintro­
duced later in Chapter 6 in a sensitivity analysis of monitor performance 
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as a function of the number of normal mode states retained in the series 
solution approximation for the dynamic equations involved. 
In what follows, the problem stated in (2.7) or (2.8) are equiva­
lents referred to as the optimal monitoring problems with bound on 
error in the state or output estimate, respectively. 
The next chapter considers normal mode models for pollutant trans­
port which result in sets of first-order, ordinary differential equations 
of the initial value type; these are commonly known in system theory as 
continuous-time state equations (see Desoer £32]). 
In Chapter 4, these continuous-time state equations are discretized 
in time (see Freeman [41]) for computational implementation and for use 
in the Kalman Filter in the optimal estimation problem. In Chapter 5, 
attention is finally returned to consideration of the monitoring problems 
stated above. 
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CHAPTER 3. NORMAL MODE MODELS FOR 
DIFFUSIVE SYSTEMS 
The transport and dispersal of a particular pollutant in some re­
gion P can be described by the following partial differential equation: 
K = "5 " ? F + p ? ' P $ F " «F + f + 9 O-1) 
where 
F = mixing ratio of pollutant (grams of pollutant per 
kilogram of medium); 
f = gradient operator; 
y = local velocity of medium; 
p = mass density; 
K = diffusivity coefficient; 
a = scavenging rate coefficient; 
f = stochastic pollutant source term (grams pollutant 
per unit time per kilogram of medium); 
and finally 
g = deterministic pollutant source term (same units as f). 
The terms of the right-hand side of (3.1) represent, respectively, (1) 
forced convection (or advection), (2) Fickian diffusion, (3) environmental 
degradation (or scavenging) of pollutant from the region, (4) stochastic 
and (5) deterministic pollutant production within the region. 
For some environmental media, particularly the atmosphere, the prop­
erties p and K vary in space and time. In some cases, (3.1) will not be 
an accurate description where K may also vary with direction of diffusion 
and/or the scavenging term may require a far more complicated description. 
The above equation describes the transport of only a single pollutant 
species, F; if more than one pollutant is being considered, an equation 
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like (3.1) is required for each one where more terms may be necessary to 
describe chemical reactions among the various pollutants if they exist. 
Another case where (3.1) may be an incomplete description is with a 
meteorologically or hydrologically active pollutant, one which can change 
the energy balance of the medium; an example is a pollutant whose pres­
ence effects optical properties within the region. For this latter case, 
the full enevgy and momentum equations of fluid mechanics must be aug­
mented to (3.1) to complete the mathematical description of pollutant 
dispersal [35,36], Thus, modeling pollutant transport in general is seen 
to involve a great deal of analytical difficulty. 
While approaches to the solution of (3.1) typically evolve from the 
use of finite difference methods [80,81,99], the extensions of modal 
analysis techniques proposed by Young [131] to pollutant transport prob­
lems will be used in this study. The powerful results which come from 
the application of normal mode analysis are felt to extend directly to 
finite difference models as will be suggested at the end of this report; 
thus, use of normal mode models is not a real restriction. 
In order to gain insight Into the mathematical relationships involved 
in monitoring the dispersion of pollutants in time and space, consider a 
more tractable simplified version of (3.1), namely 
| | = wh - a? + f + g (3.?) 
where 
5 - concentration of pollutant (grams of pollutant per 
cubic meter of medium). 
The simplifications adopted in using (3.2) 1n place of (3.1) include the 
following: mass density p is assumed to be constant, which allows the 
use of concentration instead of mixing ratio as the dep3ndent variable 
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when the fluid can be assumed incompressible; spatial variation of the 
diffusivity K is negligible and advection is dominated by diffusion as 
the principle mechanism of transport. 
Since (3.2) is linear in £, and since the main emphasis of this 
study i» upon the stochastic nature of its solution, the deterministic 
source term may be eliminated since its effects could be added later to 
the stochastic solution by the method of superposition. The result is 
f§ = <®h - a? + f. (3.3) 
This equation forms the basis for this study. It is the stochastic dif­
fusion equation including scavenging written in arbitrary coordinates 
(it should be noted that (3.3) equally well describes stochastic heat 
transfer in solids including radiation to the surroundings). 
The above assumptions mean that applications of the results which 
follow to problems in atmospheric pollution are remote at best. However, 
(3.3) is sometimes used for long time scales in global atmospheric studies 
(see references cited in [131]), In such cases, C is interpreted as the 
pollutant concentration averaged over mixing times sufficiently long that 
local wind velocities can be viewed as small scale effects of large scale 
eddies. However, application of the results to be developed around (3.3) 
are thought to be possible in groundwater systems or th>se surface water 
systems for which local velocities are small. 
It should be noted that spatial variation in the density and dif­
fusivity can be reintroduced into the problem to extend the results of 
this work to inhomogeneous anisotropic regions. This can be done by di­
viding the region P into component subregions in each of which the as­
sumption of constant p and K Is a reasonable approximation. Young £131] 
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has shown that by coupling such component submodels together, low order 
models of relatively high accuracy are able to be formed. 
For now ignore the inclusion of poll tant scavenging in the trans­
port equation. It will be introduced later as 1t effects the results 
for the optimal monitoring problem for diffusive transport alone in Chap­
ter 5. Thus, with this final simplification, the stochastic partial dif­
ferential equation governing Fickian diffusion results: 
|| = K7 25 + f. (3.4) 
Various methods exist for solving (3.4) but owing to its simplicity 
and useful areas of application, the method of separation of variables 
will be used to convert (3.4) into an infinite expansion of ordinary dif­
ferential equations ir, time whose solutions multiply related eigenfunc-
tions in space. Study has been made of the number of terms to retain in 
the expansion for adequate accuracy [131]. Determination of this number 
will not be of concern here though its importance will be demonstrated 
by example in Chapter 6. 
Development of a finite set of continuous-time state equations of 
the form 
& = &S + B (3.5) 
y = Cx + V (3.6) 
from the application of the method of separation of variables to (3.4) is 
followed by developments for problems with media of various dimensions 
in the remainder of this chapter. More rigorous theory regarding the 
separation of variables technique 1s summarized and referenced in [131]. 
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3.1 Separation of Variables for the Diffusion Equation 
Here the solution of the inhomogeneous stochastic di f fusion equation 
(3.4) in arbi t rary coordinates is expressed as a f i n i t e set of normal 
mode state equations of the form (3.5) with the use of the method of 
variatiOTi trf parameters fcee Berg and fttftrego-r [ I S ] , p. 152). 
Begin by considering the homogeneous counterpart to (3 .4) , namely 
§§ = KV2C. (3.7) 
Assume a solution for ? of the form 
5(P,t) = x(t)e(P) (3.8) 
where P is some point in the medium P. Substitute th is into (3.7) to 
obtain 
x(t)e(P) = Kx(t)\72e(P) (3.9) 
or 
m=^- »•»> 
The left-hand side is a function of t and the right-hand side is a func­
tion of P so that for arbitrary P and t, both must equal a constant, the 
so-calle separation constant or eigenvalue. Choose this constant to 
be -X so that the following separated equations result: 
i(t) + Xx(t) = 0, (3.11) 
V 2e(P) + | e(P) = 0. (3.12) 
The equation in time, (3.11), Is already seen to be in the form sought 
1n (3.5). The spatial equation, (3.12], 1s the Helmholtz equation which, 
together with the boundary conditions for the medium, forms an eigen-
problem over P, the region of interest. The resultant eigenfunctions 
e (P) can be used to form bases for solutions of (3.7); assume a solution 
of the form 
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C(P,t) = 2 ^ x n(t)e n(P). (3.13) 
n=l 
Substitute this into the inhomogetieous diffusion equation (3.4) to ob­
tain 
oo oo 
) i n(t)e n(P) = K ^ x n(t)7 2e n(P) + f(P,t). (3.14) 
n=l n=l 
The eigenfunctions are distinguished by the property of orthogonality, 
which can be stated as 
[ 0 n + m 
e„(P)em(P) dp = \ (3.15) re„  -
n = m 
the integration occurring over the whole region P. Use th is property in 
(3.14) together with (3.12) to obtain 
E i n ( t ) 1 e n< P > e n/ P > * - - « ] [ **M ^ e n < P V P > d" 
+ / f (P, t )e m (P) dp. (3.16) 
JP 
The orthogonality then reduces (3.16) to the following set of first order 
ordinary differential equations 
+ I f(P,t)e„ *n(t> ° -\*x\M + I W^K^ dp. (3.17) 
The integral in (3.17) is the contribution to the nth mode due to the 
source term f(P,t). If f(P,t) can be expanded in a series of eigenfunc­
tions it can be given by 
25 
f(P.t) = ) f n ^ n ^ ' - ( 3- 1 8 ) 
Multiply by e m(P), integrate over the region and apply orthogonality again 
to obtain 
f 
fn(t) = f(P.t)en(P) dp, (3.19) 
Jp 
where f„(t) is the modal input for the ntjn_ differential equation. Thus 
wit .19), (3.17) may be written in the compact form 
x„(t) = - y n ( t ) + f n(t), n = 1,2 (3.20) 
This infinite sequence of ordinary differencial equations is known as the 
set of normal mode state equations and together with the mode shapes 
given by the eigenfunctions e n(P), they comprise the normal mode solution 
in (3.13) of the inhomogeneous diffusion equation (3.4). 
The remainder of this chapter will concern forms for the eigenfunc­
tions e (P), the spatial side of the problem. This will involve solving 
for the eigenfunctions once the coordinate systems are specified and 
boundary conditions given. Thus, finding e n(P), the eigenvalues *n and 
solving for the source terms fn(P) will be considered next for a range 
of different problems. Solving for the time response x (t) will be ap­
proached in Chapter 4. 
3.2 One-Dimensional Diffusion 
Here w i l l be considered the problem of di f fusion in a one-dimensional 
medium. Classical ly, th is is the problem of heat conduction between two 
i n f i n i t e paral lel f l a t plates. The problem also embraces that of po l lu t ­
ant d i f fusion where d i f f u s i v i t y constants dominate in one coordinate 
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direction only. Consider, then, the system described schematically as 
follows: 
•> \ 
f? /r™ w l ^1 Sources 




- i >J 
- 2 «^ 
Figure 3.1. 
3.2.1 No-Flow Boundary Conditions - For the system of length 2L 
described 1n Figure 3 . 1 , the following specifies the related i n i t i a l -
boundary value problem: 
B£jfcja„ K 3f£i5ja t f ( 2 l t , t g ( 2 > t ) ! 
dz-
gjC(0,t)=0, 5fc(2L,t)s0j 
CU.O) = ?„; 
f^z.t) ^
 W l ( t ) ^ z - zw y 
E[w,(t)j = 0, 
EJytJw^T)] = W,6(t - T); 
f 2 ( z . t ) H „ 2 ( t ) « ( z - z W z ) , 










Erw2(t)w2(T)J = W2 «(t - T); (3.25B) 
g i ( z , t ) = u^t) o/z - z u \ (3.26) 
Thus, the system represents diffusion in a one-dimensional medium of 
length 2L and diffusivity K with no influx or efflux of the diffusing 
substance at the ends. The in i t ia l condition throughout the medium is 
chosen as a constant, 5 Q . There are two stochastic point sources, f j at 
z = z and f , at z„, , with zero means and constant covariances given by 
W-l <- Wn 
W, and W?, respectively. One determ'nistic source of strength u^(t) acts 
a t z - y 
Measurements y j ( t ) and y 2 ( t ) are taken at points z 1 and z ? . Expres­
sions ior these measurements in terns of the resulting system of normal 
mode state variables are sought. 
As in (3.13), begin the analysis by assuming a solution of (3.21) 
of the form 
CO 
£(z,t) =2__ x n(t) cos ((n - 1) j f z). (3.27) 
n=l \ - / 
Substitute this into (3.21) to obtain 
x„(t) cos ((n-Dfz) 
n=i 
n=l 
+ f(z,t) + g(z,t). (3.28) 
Right-multiply by cos Um-1) ^ - z), integrate over the length of the 
medium and invoke the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions to obtain 
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2 r*2L . 
2Lx n ( t ) = - (n - D 2 i | | : x n ( t ) + / f ( z . t ) cos ( j n - 1) ^ z)dz 
+ / g (z , t ) cos f ( n - 1) g f z ) dz, n = l ; (3.29) 
4=0 
2 f 2 L 
Lx„( t ) = -(n - D 2 f - x n ( t ) + / f ( z , t ) c o s N n - 1) j f z ) dz 
+ / g(z , t ) cos ( (n - 1) j f z)dz, n = 2 , 3 , . . . , ( 3 ' 3 0 > 
4=0 
The above may be generalized into one in f i n i te set of f i r s t -o rder ordinary 
d i f fe ren t ia l equations in state-space form f i r s t by making the def in i t ions: 
n = 1 ^L 2L 
(n-l) zCTr2 
n = 2 , 3 , . . . ^— 
(3.31) 
(n-l)2lt7T2 
With these definitions, the complete normal mode solution for the one-
dimensional stochastic diffusion equation, equation (3.21), may be written 
as the sequence 
*n ( t ) = • rr" *n ( t ) + r I f ( z , t ) c o s ( ( n - ^ i f z ) d z 
+ ^ - / g (z , t ) cos f (n - 1) g f z j d z , n = l ,2 
n
 4=0 ^ (3.32) 
Thus, the concentration £(z,t) is found by solving the modal equations 
(3.32) and substituting 'nto the 'ssumed solution (3.27). To do this, 
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the solution must fit the initial condition so that 
s0 
CO 
• ) x n(0) cos((n - 1) ^ - z ) . 
For this case, it is easily seen that 
x,(o) = e 0 
x n(0) = 0, n = 2,3,... 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
Point sources are the most straightforward types of inputs to repre­
sent in normal mode form (see Mac Robert I 8 2 ] , p, 124). The stochastic 
and deterministic sources are transformed as follows: 
,''2L 
z=0 
f^z.t) cos ((n - 1) gf z)dz 
-r ",(t)«(2-zH)cos({n-l)fz)dz 
i""(?-»£\) w,(t), n - 1,2,... . (3.35A) 
Similarly, for f,(z,t), 
-2L 
J - j f 2 (z , t ) cos ((n - 1) 2Tz)dz 
n
 -4=0 
c i c o s f t n - l j ^ z ) w , ( t ) , n * 1,2, . . . . (3.35B) 
The deterministic term is 
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- | ^ c o s ( ( n - l ) ZL z u J u ^ t ) , n = 1,2,... . (3.36", 
If the infinite series in (3.13) and (3.27) are truncated after 
term n> the retained modal equation may be written as follows: 
0




t"» (<»•'> if s ) 
. (3.37) 





The noise-corrupted measurements 
1 c o s ^ z , ) ... cos ((n-1) ^ . Z l ) 
1 c o s ( # z 2 ) . .. cos((n-l)jf2 z) (3.39) 
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In summary, the stochastic initial-boundary value problem (3.21) - (3.26) 
l.as been transformed through the method of separation of variables into 
a truncated sequence of first order ordinary differential equations (3.37) 
with initial conditions (3.38). Measurements made of the system are ex­
pressed as in (3.39). These equations comprise the state and output 
equations which may be written as 
x = Ax + Dw + Bu, (3.40) 
y = S* + v. (3.6) 
As in equation (3.4), most of the examples of interest here will 
exclude terms like gu. in (3.40). 
Once the truncated sequence of normal mode state equations is de­
termined, the resulting pollutant concentration at any point z in the 
medium for any time t may be found as follows: 
e(z.t) = Y x n(t) cos ((n - 1) |f zj, ( 3 . 4 1 ) 
Finally, insight into the structure of the finite normal mode model of 
the one-dimensional diffusion process may be gained by portraying rela­
tionships (3.37), (3.38), (3.39), and (3.41) in a bond graph [69]; see 
Figure 3.2. The table at the bottom of the figure defines the functional 
relationships involved in the coefficients b, c, and d; these are in 
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Figure 3.2. Bond graph of normal mode state, measurement and output 
equations used In the monitoring problem. 
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3.2.2 Fixed Boundary Conditions - Consider the initial-boundary 
value problem 
M | « t i . K £ s ^ t i + f ( z > t ) . C 3 i 4 2 ) 
UO.t) = 0, 6(2L,t) = 0; (3.43) 
S(z,0) = 0; (3.44) 
f(z,t) = w(t)6(z - z w ) , (3.45) 
E[w(t)] - 0 (3.46) 
E[w(t)w(t)] = WS(t - T ) . (3.47) 
The essential difference from <.he problem in Section 3.2.1 is in the 
nature of the boundary conditions. The so-called "fixed" boundary condi­
tions of (3.43) are referred to as the Dirichlet conditions by others (see 
Berg and Mc Gregor [18], Section 3.6). They represent the physically 
rare situation where the pollutant concentrations at the ends of the 
medium are fixed to some specified source levels as functions of time; 
here those levels are arbitrarily chosen to be zero. This difference 
manifests itself in the form for the eigenfunctions, e (z), and eigen­
values, x n. 
In this case, assume a solution of (3.42) of the form 
C(z,t) = ) x n(t) sin (n •£ z Y (3.48) 
Substitute (3.48) into (3.42), r ight mult iply by sin ( m ^ f z ) , integrate 
over the length of the medium and invoke orthogonality to obtain 
2 f 2 L 
L* n { t ) = - n 2 %• x n ( t ) + / f ( z . t ) s i n ( | | £ z) dz. (3.49) 
Jz=0 
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As before, generalized modal resistances and capacitances may be defined: 
n = 1,2,... 
4L 
T~ST iTKir 
Thus, the general modal state equation 1s 
(3.50) 
V*> - • i *•.<*>+ ^  J_ f<z«*>s1n ( n £z)dz-(3-51> 
The general solution (3.48) must satisfy the initial condition, or 
00 
e(z,o) = o =2_, V 0 ) s i n (" if z}' C 3 , 5 2 ) 
from which 
n=l 
x„(0) = 0, n = 1,2,... . (3.53) 
The stochastic forcing term 1s treated in a manner similar to (3.35A) 
for the case with no-flow boundary conditions. 
If the Infinite series in (3.48) is truncated after tern n the fi­




« • $ [•sin ("ST**) 
»<t) (3.54) 
Note that the major difference in the dynamics between systems with 
no-flow at the boundaries (as In Section 3.2.1) and systems with fixed 
boundary concentrations (as in this section) is In the first element of 
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the matrix A. In the former, it is zero; in the latter, it is less than 
zero. This implies that the initial condition of the first mode of the 
problem with no flow at the boundaries will remain unchanged in time 
whereas that of the fixed boundary concentration problem will vanish for 
large time. This difference is central to the considerations of Chapter 5. 
3.3 Two-Dimensional Diffusion 
Consider the diffusion of a pollutant in a thin, flat, three-dimen­
sional volume. For simplicity, consider the region to be of rectangular 
shape with sides of lengths 21^, 2L 2, and 2L 3 in the C,. 5 Z» a n d ? 3 c o" 
ordinate directions, as shown in Figure 3.3. 
Figure 3.3. 
If the vertical height 2L 3 is small in comparison to the horizontal di­
mensions 2L 2 and 2L 3, the gradient of the pollutant concentration In the 
C, direction can be neglected so that the average concentration In the 
vertical direction can be assumed for the concentration throughout the 
vertical dimension for any horizontal location. 
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Two dimensional di f fusion applies to such a simpl i f ied model. Con­
sider the case of di f fusion in a homogeneous medium with no-flow bound­
ary conditions and with r stochastic point sources at various locations 
in the medium. The init ial-boundary value problem in two dimensions may 
be wr i t ten for th is model as fol lows: 







+ f ( s , t ) ; (3.55) 
0, 5, = 0 , ? 1 = 2 L r 
- g ^ — - 0 , C2 = 0, 5 2 = 2L2i (3.56) 
£(5.0) = £ 0 ; (3.57) 
E[w,.(t)] = 0, 
E t y U J w ^ T ) ] = W^t t - T ) , 1 = 1,2 r. (3.58) 
The no-flow boundary conditions (3.56) correspond to the case which has 
interesting practical applications where many such models may be coupled 
together to span a larger, possibly inhomogeneous, region. The initial 
pollutant concentration throughout the medium is chosen to be a constant 
in the initial condition (3.57) for simplicity, r individual stochastic 
point sources, each located at I = c ,? I , are described by the 
~
wi [ w i , wi^J 
relationships in (3.58). 
The separation of variables of this two-dimensional initial-bound­
ary value problem proceeds much like the one-dimensional case. However, 
in this case, owing to the inclusion of two spatial dimensions, the 
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eigenfunctlons 1n the general case (3.13) w i l l be products of independent 
functions of the two space variables as follows: 
««n<S> E en(«l>em<S2> " c o s (J " " 1 ' 5q-« l ) c o s ( ^ ' h ^ } ( 3 - 5 9 ) 
Thus, assume a solution for (3.55) of the form 
5 (
~
C , t )
 " L L x nm ( t , e ™ ( £ ) 
n=l m=l 
=
 Z J X™>(t) cos ( J - ' > 217 ? 1 ) " ' ( j 1 " ' 1 ' ^ ^ < 3 - 6 °> 
This is a direct extension of the one-dimensional form in (3.27). 
Applying the same techniques used in the one-dimensional problem 
leads to the following resultant normal mode problem formulation for the 
two-dimensional case (for details, see Voung [131], p. 76, Duff and Nay-
lor [34], p. 148, Mac Robert [81], § 13 and particularly Berg and He 
Gregor [18], Chapter 10). 
Define the generalized modal resistances and capacitances " v and C 
as In (3.31) where v 1s either n or m as in (3.59), and u 1s either 1 
or 2 to correspond with coordinate Ci or c„, as follows: 
R v C v 
v = 2 , 3 , . . . 
\ 
2 L U (v - 1 ) Z L T I 2 
(v - I )2KTT2 
(3.61) 
As in the one-dimensional case, substitute the assumed solution S(j.t) 
given in (3.60) into the differential equation (3.55), right-multiply by 
eigenfunction e U ) , integrate over the medium and use orthogonality. 
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Transform the i n i t i a l condition (3,57) in a manner similar to (3.33) and 
(3.34) and the set of i> stochastic point sources as was done in (3.35A). 
Truncate the double- inf in i te series solution in (3.60) to include n terms 
in each coordinate direct ion in order to obtain the following f i n i t e set 
2 
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with initial condition given by 
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X„10) 
x 2 1(0) 
Vl< 0 ) 
x,2(0) 
x (0) : o 
(3.63) 
For m noise-corrupted measurements 
y = Cx + y; (3.6) 
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In the state equation (3.62), the position of the i t | i point source is 
written as 
(3.65) 
where the components in each coordinate direction ?, and c ? are as in 
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Figure 3.3. Similarly for the jth measurement position in the measure­
ment equation (3.64). 
?i 5 > (3.66) 
also as shown in Figure 3.3 (do not confuse the subscript j with time 
indices used in later chapters; here, locally, z^ means the vector of 
the coordinates of the jth. measurement position). 
The result is that the two-dimensional diffusion problem results 
in sets of normal-mode state and measurement equations which are directly 
related to those in the one-dimensional problem. The only differences 
are that here SHOTS of the eigenvalues occur in the diagonal A matrix and 
products of the eigenfunctions occur in the C and D matrices. The order 
of the system, i.e., the number of states retained, goes as the product 
of the number of modes retained in each coordinate direction. Thus, for 
the same number of modes, n, for each coordinate, to obtain accuracy in 
the solution comparable to that for n modes in the one-dimensional prob-
lem, a total of (n) modes must be included in the two-dimensional 
model. Dimensionality, thus, grows as the number of modes in one dimen­
sion to a power equal to the number of space coordinates describing the 
domain of the medium in the problem. 
3.4 Three-Oimensional Diffusion 
The results for the two-dimensional case can be extended directly 
to three-dimensional regions In applicable coordinate systems (see refer­
ences listed in Section 3.3 for conditions under which this extension 
is possible). In this case, solutions may be assumea to be products of 
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eigenfunctions in the three spatial coordinates and may be written 
°° to t» 
? ( 5 , t } = L Z L x i w r ( t ) e n^l> e „A 2 >M ? 3>- < 3- 6 7> 
n=l m=l r=l 
TI.I details of the development are identical to those in the two-dimen­
sional case and lead to the same forms for the A, D, and C matrices in 
(3.62) and (3.64) except that the diagonal elements of A are sums of 
eigenvalues for eigenfunctions in three, not two, coordinate directions 
and the elements of D and C are triple products of the one-dimensional 
eigenfunctions. Dimensionality of the resultant system of state equations 
goes as (rc) . 
Three-dimensional examples are included in the discussion of moni­
toring systems in Chapter 5 where the development is carried further. 
It should be pointed out that the method of separation of variables 
used in normal mode analysis applies in other coordlante systems as well 
(e.g., cylindrical and spherical). See any of the references cited in 
Section 3.3 for their development. 
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CHAPTER 4. MODEL DISCRETIZATION AND APPLIED 
OPTIMAL ESTIMATION 
The purpose of this chapter 1s two-fold. First, the continuous-time 
normal mode state equation models of Chapter 3 are transformed into dis­
crete-time recurrence relationships for use in the Aalman Filter. The 
statement of these discretization methods is separated from the continu­
ous-time model development of the previous chapter since they stand 
alone and can be applied to a variety of modeling techniques which re­
sult in systems of first-order ordinary differential equations. In addi­
tion to the normal mode modeling techniques developed above, they would, 
for example, apply equally well to uncoupled differential-difference 
models resulting from applying modal analysis [79] to finite-differ­
ence models [47] or to models resulting from using collocation methods 
[94]. Thus, the discretization methods outlined here are general and 
form a logical connection between the more familiar theory of continuous-
time dynamic processes commonly associated with distributed system model­
ing and the theory of discrete-time dynamic systems where the majority 
of applications have been limited to the fields of control system and 
aerospace system analysis and synthesis. 
Second, the optimal estimation problem is defined and its solution 
with the Kalman Filter is stated. While details of its development are 
referenced in the literature, a concise summary of an algorithm combin­
ing the simulation of the response of the model of a physical process 
with all necessary calculations for the optimal estimation is included 
at the end of this chapter. 
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4.1 Discretization of the System Model 
4.1.1 The System Model Equations - The systems under considera­
t ion are typ ica l ly modeled with sets of continuous-time, f i r s t -o rder 
ordinary d i f fe rent ia l equations of the form 
x = Ax + Bu + Dw (4.1) 
y = Cx + y (4.2) 
where the etatietios of the i n i t i a l state x (0 ) , disturbance vi(t) and mea­
surement error v ( t ) are given by 
E[x(0j ] = m 0 , 
E[x(0)x(0) T ] = M 0 , 
E[w(t)] = Q, 
E[w(t)w(x)T] = W(t)6(t - T ) , (4.3) 
E[v(t)] = o. 
E[y(t)v(T)T] = y(t)s(t - x), 
E[x(0)w(t)T] = 0, 
E[x(0)y(t)T] = 0, 
E[w(t)v(T)] = 0. (4.3) 
The discrete-time counterpart of the above is 
~
X K+1 = S'W^K + ~ J K+1 + »K+1 W-«) 
*K+1 = SK+I^K+1 + X K +1 • W-S> 
where the dr iv ing functions are defined by 
\ 
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J^+l »(t K + 1,t)B(t)u(t) dt (4.6) 
~'K+1 
*K+1 
j(t K + 1,t)D(t)w(t) dt. C4.7) 
These two terms are convolutions of the deterministic and stochastic in­
puts and * { . , . ) , the state transition matrix defined by the matrix differ­
ential equation 
I = A», *(t,t) = I. (4.8) 
In the above, the system matrices A, B, C, and p may be functions of 
time. For the time-invariant case, however, certain simplifying obser­
vations and approximations may be made. Let the time step be fixed, i.e., 
T
 = (tv+i " *(•) a n d obtain (see Appendix A) 
&1 MlVTV-efiT-I+AT + ^ p - t ^ j — . . . . (4.9) 
-K+l I)A"'B 
T ( I + 2T CA1) + 57 (AT)2 + . . .)§, (4.10) 
= T(J + 2J-(AT) + 3I (AT)2 + . . . )D . (4.11) 
With these definitions, i t is possible to discretize the problem which 
results in a form necessary for the Kalman Filter. The discrete form of 
the state equation becomes 
*K+1 " &1«K + &\h + £K+!SK- ^ J 2 ' 
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Here it is assumed that the input terms u K and w,, are sampled at time t„ 
and held constant over the interval t.i t < tv+i* t n a t is> 
u(t) = u(t K) 
«(t) = w(.tK) 
t K < t < t K + r (4.13) 
This assumption reduces the calculation of the convolutions for u „ + 1 and 
w K + , in (4.4) given by £4.6) and (4.7) to the far simpler matrix-vector 
mult ipl icat ions in (4.12) above. This is possible since the matrix ser-
ies for K., and r £ + , in (4.10) and (4.11) are analy t ica l ly exact expres­
sions for the convolutions when the variables are sampled and held as in 
(4.13). 
The matrix series in (4.9) - (4.11) are c lear ly impossible to evalu­
ate exactly. The truncation of those series to a pract ical balance be­
tween accuracy and computational load has been suggested by H. M. Paynter 
(see Brewer [ 22 ] , Ch. 8) . The number of terms k retained in the series 
is found as a function of the maximum size of the elements of the matrix 
[AT]. A bound on the size of the remainder in the series is used to de­
termine where the series should be truncated. Standard integration 
techniques (e .g . , Runge-Kutta or l inear multistep methods) are not used 
here under the assumption that i f the time stepsize T = ( t j , + , - t K ) is 
su f f i c ien t ly small , smaller than the smallest character ist ic tiroes in 
the system response, then the accuracy of the truncated series approxi­
mation w i l l be suf f ic ient for the purpose of th is study. 
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4.1.2 The System Disturbance Stat is t ics - I t can be shown 
(Jazwlnski [65 ] , p. 100) that the convolution w K + 1 of the stochastic 
variable w(t) in (4.7) 1s i t s e l f a zero-mean, white Gaussian sequence 
with covarlance matrix given by 
0 K + 1 
, 1 :K+1 
= I * ( t K + 1 . t ) 0 ( t ) W ( t ) D ( t ) T 5 ( t ^ . t ) 1 d t . (4.14) 
\ 
This term represents the increase in uncertainty in the estimate of the 
system state over the time interval T = (t K +, - t„) due to the stochastic 
disturbance term w(t) as in (4.1). This term is used in the error co-
variance equations in the Kalman Filter in the next section. 
W(t) is a deterministic quantity so the integral in (4.14) does not 
involve a stochastic integrand. However, its numerical integration in 
general is still far from trivial. For this reason a recursive method 
for the evaluation of &, + 1 will be used, a method which closely follows 
the truncated series approximations for *„ +,, ^ + 1 » and I V , developed 
in Appendix A. 
The development of the algorithm to compute Q.,+, is detailed in 
Appendix B. The method involves differentiating g„ +, in (4.14) with 
respect to time, resulting 1n a matrix Riccati equation. Hamilton's 
equations are then found for the Riccati equation, which are then solved 
as a state transition equation. Partitions of its state transition ma­
trix are shown to comprise the resultant expression for fi. An iterative 
numerical technique (see D'Appolito [29]) is used in the actual implemen­
tation. 
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Suffice it to say here that a method is used to find state transi­
tion matrices $.. and $.„ (see Appendix B) such that 
OK+1 = *2lt T )$22 ( T ) T- < 4 - 1 5 ) 
4.2 Optimal Estimation -The Kalman Filter 
4.2.1 Optimal Estimation — State estimation in dynamic systems 
is covered widely in the literature. Various developments of the Kalman 
Filter for optimal estimation can be found in Kalman [66], Kalman and 
Bucy [69], Sorensen in Leondes [78], Sage [105], Bryson and Ho [26], 
Heditch [85], Jazwinski [65], and 1n an extensive Bibliography 
in IEEE [62]. 
The reader is referred to any of the above for analytical deriva­
tions of the Kalman Filter equations. The emphasis here is upon their 
implementation, taking advantage of properties peculiar to the models 
being used in this study. 
The optimal estimation problem and its solution in the Kalman Filter 
are now described. Given is the discrete-time dynamical system described 
by the following difference equations: 
»K+1 • *K +1*K + &1«K + 4l*K C4.16) 
*K+1 =£K + 1*K + 1 + X K + T «•"> 
Here, x K is an n-vector, u.. an p-vector, w an r-vector, and y K and v R 
»i-vectors. The vectors x, w, and v are white, normally distributed ran­
dom vectors with the following statistics: 
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ECs 0] = m Q , E Xo So. 3 * > 
£ [ " K ^ = 2 ' E *KSj = y^Kj 
E t y ^ = 2* E : K * J . = Vty 
E *o KKJ = Q. E 
_5o »K = 2» 
E 
»K * l j • 9-
(4.18) 
A notational convenience will be that for a normally distributed 
random vector 5 with mean value p and covariance Z, £ is described as 
follows: 
K * N(u,Z) (4.19) 
The recursive linear estimation problem for the system above is to 
determine an estimate x K of the state x at tj, that is a linear combina­
tion of an estimate at t|, , and the measurement y K which minimizes the 
expected value of the sum of the squares of the errors in the estimate, 
that is, that estimate which minimizes 
*$-*}$-$•• (4.20) 
I t has been shown (see Kalman [66]) that the following comprises a 
f i l t e r which generates the "best" estimate in the mean-square sense of 
(4.20), of the state of the stochastic system (4.16) - (4.18). 
The predicted error covariance matrix PJ;+1 is defined by 
?K+1 x
K 
~K+1 *K+1 \) (*K+1 ~K+lJ (4.21) 
and represents the error in the predicted estimate 3£ + 1 o f X K + 1 a t *K+1 
based upon measurements up to and inc lud ing y K a t t „ and i s given by 
~K+1 5K + 1 £K$K+I + 8 K + r (4.22) 
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Eg ^ H0- (4.23) 
Note in equation (4.22) that Q K +i 1s the uncertainty in the estimate due 
to the stochastic input w(t) acting over the interval t„ < t < tK+-, in 
the state equation (4.1). This is discussed 1n Section 4.1.2 and at 
length in Appendix B. This is pointed out here since many references for 
the Kalman Filter assume a discrete form for the stochastic input which 
1s sampled and held as in (4.13) and (4.16). In those cases, the so-
called disturbance distribution matrix r.,+, in (4.16) comes Into the pre­
dicted error covariance equation as follows: 
EK+1 = ?K+1EK$K+1 + ^ K + l ^ K + T 
where W„ is the sampled value of the disturbance covariance matrix W(t) 
at t = t„ in (4.3). In this thesis, since the system being studied is 
continuous in nature, equation (4.22) will be used instead. 
The Kalman gain for the optimal filter may be shown to be 
K T f K T j" 1 
-K+1 = EK+l-K+l[?K+lEK+l-K+l + -K+lj • ( 4 , 2 4 > 
The predicted state estimate at time t K +, knowing measurements at 
times up to and Including t K is 
&1 * 4l~*K + &1-V <"-25) 
«S = %• (4.26) 
The corrected state estimate at t K + 1 including the measurement at 
»£! • & 1 + ~GK+1 ffK+1 " fiK+l8K+l] • ( 4 ' 2 7 > 
time t|, +, is 
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And finally, the corrected error covariance matrix at t „ + 1 given 
statistics of the measurement at t „ + 1 is 
E £ I • [l • - G K + I £ K + I ] E K + I [ I - SK+I£K+I ] T + §K+I~ V K + I§K + I T - < 4- 2 8> 
An alternate form of the above can be shown to be 
$ 1 - [ l • e K + i£ K + i ]~ p K + r (4-z») 
Each form has Its own advantages as will be shown in the next chapter. 
Note the choices for the initial conditions for the covariance equa­
tion (4.23) and the state estimate (4.26). They are precisely those given 
for the system itself in (4.18). This 1s the best Information available 
about the initial state to use 1n the filter. It turns out that if 
knowledge of these initial conditions 1s Imprecise, the effect upon the 
later values of the state estimate diminishes as new measurements are 
processed. 
4.2.2 Summary of Filter Algorithm - For convenience, the system 
simulation equations and Kalman Filter equations are listed together as 
in Figure 4.1. 
The equations 1n Figure 4.1 are sufficient to both simulate a 
physical system((4.16) and (4.17)) when the actual system cannot be used, 
and to compute the filter calculations themselves. The computational 
cycle 1s as 1n the figure. Time is initialized to zero, K = 0, and each 
equation computed. Upon completion of one cycle, time 1s Incremented 
and the recursion 1s carried out again until the final time of interest 
is reached. 
SI 
*K+I = ?K+I2K + &ISK + TK+ISK- 5O "• N(Sto ft> (4.16) 
&i - sl\&W + 9 m • E? - Ho (4.22) 
^K+1 ° EK+1~K+1 £K+IEK+I£K+I f £K+IJ (4.24) 
;K _
 4K JK . VK JO . 
*K+1 " ~K+1^ K + iK+lV *0 3 0 (4.25) 
£K+I = SK+I^K+I + XK+I (4.17) 
jK+1 _ }K . - r .
 c Jit -| 
*K+1 " *K+1 »K+1 L~K+1 *K+l*IC+lJ (4.27) 
E™ " [l - SK+I£K+I]EK+I[I - §K+I£K+I] T + S W S K + I § K + I T (4.28) 
Figure 4 . 1 . System simulation aad Kalman Fi l ter computation. 
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CHAPTER 5. OPTIMAL DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT 
OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
The purpose of this chapter is to propose a method of solution for 
the monitoring problem as stated in Chapter 2. The models for various 
processes considered in Chapter 3 are discretized using the methods of 
Chapter 4 for computation in the Kalman Filter. The structure of the 
filter is studied in the context of the monitoring problem in order to 
obtain a set of monitoring design and managment equations. Properties 
of these equations are examined in detail to yield the optimal solution 
for the monitoring problem for the case of time-Invariant systems with 
constant source and measurement noise statistics and time-invariant 
estimation accuracy constraint. Numerical examples to illustrate the 
conclusions follow in Chapter 6. 
5.1 Monitoring and the Kalman Filter 
As stated in Chapter 2, two variations of the monitoring problem 
arise in practice. The first is to maintain the error 1n the estimate 
of the state of the system be'ow some bound over the complete time inter­
val of interest. The emphasis on limiting the error in the estimate of 
the state arises in the use of that estimate In closed-loop state feed­
back applications where high accuracy in the state estimate is of primary 
importance. The second variation in the monitoring problem is to main­
tain the error in the estimate of the output, the system variable itself, 
everywhere in the medium, below some bound throughout the time interval 
of Interest, The system variable could be pollutant concentration, 
radiation level, temperature, etc. The thrust behind maintaining high 
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accuracy in the knowledge of the system variable cones with application 
in the detection problem, where it is required to know, to some degree 
of certainty, where and when a pollutant concentration exceeds a legal 
limit. 
Both of these variants can be approached within the structure of 
the Kalman Filter. As described in Chapter 4, the filter provides an 
optimal estimate of the state of a linear, stochastic prrcess, optimal 
in the sense that the expected mean-square error between the estimate and 
the state Itself is minimized. Thus, when taking a measurement of an 
actual physical system, the Kalman Filter uses the information obtained 
In the measurement 1n the best way 1n order to update the estimate of 
the state. The discrete-time, recursive nature of the filter provides 
a fertile structure from which the solution to the monitoring problem 
can grow. 
In either case, with a bound on state or output estimate error, 
the basic structure of the problem is the same; to take the fewest total 
number of samples over a given time interval in order to maintain the 
error in the estimate within some bound. This says nothing about the 
number of samples to be made at each measurement time, whether or not 
that number changes from measurement to measurement, whether sample loca­
tions move from measurement to measurement, just that when the time in­
terval is over, the least number of samples were necessary to insure 
the accuracy of the estimate. 
As summarized 1n Figure 4.1, the first step 1n the Kalman Filter 
algorithm 1s to Initialize the estimate of the state vector and state 
estimate error covarlance matrix (from (4.26) and (4.23)). The state 
esttate and its error covariance matrix are then predicted ahead one 
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step in time 114.16) and (4.22)). Sefore each measurement, the Kalman 
gain 1s computed (4.24), Next a measurement 1s made of the process It­
self (4.17) which starts the correction phase of the algorithm. The 
new information from that measurement 1s used to correct the estimate of 
the state (4.27) and the statistics associated with the measurement are 
used to correct the error covariance matrix (4.28), Finally, the time 
is incremented and the new corrected values are used to reinitialize the 
prediction equations at the beginning of the algorithm so that the algo­
rithm may be repeated for the next cycle. 
This sequence of predicting, taking a measurement, correcting, pre­
dicting, taking another measurement, etc., was the original calculational 
form of the Kalman Filter (see Kalntan £66]). Since then, applications 
to guidance and orbit determination, for example, have resulted in 
splitting apart the prediction and correction phase;., allowing for re­
cursive prediction of many cycles before a measurement is taken and its 
corresponding correction made £301, [44], [65]. Moore [95] has shown 
how this splitting applies In use of the Extended Kalman Filter in moni­
toring system design for nonlinear aquatic ecosystems (see Jazwinski [65] 
for detailed discussion of the Extended Kalman Filter). Thus, separating 
the prediction and correction of the estimate has been suggested as a 
beginning for the solution to the optimal monitoring system design and 
management problems (see Brewer and Moore [24] and Brewer and Hubbard [23]). 
Suppose then, that the Kalman Filter algorithm is initialized as 
usual but instead of taking measurements at each cycle, sampling 1s de­
ferred until it 1s absolutely necessary to gain more information about 
the actual system throuf/h a measurement in order to m<- intain the error 
1n the estimate within some bound. This seems like an approach which 
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would logically lead to the fewest number of samples over a given time 
interval but in fact, the optlmaltty of sampling only at times when the 
error limit is reached is difficult to prove. Since it can be shown 
that for certain special cases, the minimum cost measurement program is 
to sample only when the estimation error is at its limit, assume for now 
that the optimality of such a sampling schedule extends to all cases in 
order to proceed in the development of relationships for the optimal de­
sign problem; defer until later proof of the fact that sampling at the 
limit is the optimal solution of the management problem. 
Once the bound is reached, it is necessary to take a measurement. 
A major phase 1n the monitoring problem is at hand, that referred to as 
the "design" problem [24]. At a measurement time, the design problem 
seeks to answer the following questions: 
1) What is the best number of samples to take 
for this measurement; 
2) What are the best types of samplers to de­
ploy, 
3) Where are the best sites in the medium at 
which to locate the samplers? 
The term "bes*" appears in all these questions but best Is what sense? 
In the context of the monitoring problem here posed, best can only mean 
In the manne- which will lead to the fewest total number of samples 
being taken over the entire time Interval of interest. Thus, if the 
assumption of the previous paragraph is true, that is, if it 1s optimal 
to sample at the estimate error limit only, then the goal of the design 
problem should simply be to answer (1), (2), and (3) above such i.nat 
the time when the error bound is next reached is maximised. Then, if at 
each measurement, the time to the next measurement is maximized, overall, 
the number of measurement times should be minimized. 
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However, this doe? not take into account changing numbers of sam­
plers at various measurements. For now, ignore this part of the problem 
in order to establish firm results about the case where the same number 
of samplers are used at each measurement time, deferring until later 
remarks about the general problem. 
Thus, the result in the solution of the "design" problem also solves 
the management" problem, that of the optimal timing of the measurements. 
With this framework established for solution of the monitoring problem, 
first the case of bound on error in the state estimate is considered, 
then that of bound on error in the estimate of the system variable, or 
output, will be dealt with. 
5.2 One-Dimensional Diffusion with No-Flow Boundary Conditions 
A most important recent application of normal mode analysis is the 
bilateral coupling of diffusive elements (see Young [13TJ). Throjgh sim­
plifying infinite order normal mode models in a quentitative manner, it 
is possible to approximate the characteristics of an inhomogeneous medium 
by coupling together homogeneous models. This is done by assuming "no-
flow" or Neumann boundary conditions at the junctions and introducing 
pseudo-sources to account for resultant differences. The technique 
readily extends to multiple space dimensions and is thus, very powerful. 
With the practical importance of this technique established [131J, 
the case of or.e-d1mens1onal diffusion with no-flow boundary conditions 
is a fundamental system to consider 1n optimal monitoring system design 
and management. This case is used as the basis for all the theoretical 
developments in the following sections. For completeness, extensions 
and applications of the results to other diffusive systems are considered 
in the last sections of this chapter. 
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5.3 The Design Problem for a Bound on the Error in the State Estimate 
5.3.1 The Infrequent Sampling Problem - In the statement of the 
recursive linear estimation problem in Chapter 4, the Kalman Filter was 
stated to be that filter which minimiz' 5 the mean-square length of the 
error vector between the estimate of the state and the state itself of 
a linear stochastic system. That is, for all times, t„, it mirimizes 
Notice, from (4.20)and (4.29) that the covariance matrix is defined by 
{( 
EK~K+1 " ~K+V\~ 
K+l 
K+l , / <&]• <5-') 
that is, at time t K +,, the covariance matrix just after the sample is 
K+l given by PK+-i- It can be seen from the aDOve that 
^"K+l „ YfcK+l W E ^ x ^ - x K + v ) [ ^ - x R + 1 ) I - T r | p — I. (5.2) 
Thus, in order to minimize the mean-square length of the estimation 
error vector for a measurement at time t,,+,, that measurement should oe 
chosen which minimizes the trace of the corrected covariance matrix. 
Thus, the choice of a convenient scalar performance index for the prob­
lem of maintaining the error in the state estimate within some bound is 
to use the tvaae of the estimation error covariance matrix. 
Returning then to the requirements of the design strategy of the 
last section, it is necessary to choose a measurer.:nt so that, in this 
case, the time when the trace of trie covariance matrix next reaches its 
limit will be maximised. This might be thought to be the same thing as 
finding that measurement which minimizes the trace of the covariance 
matrix at the time of the measurement; but as will be seen, these are 
not necessarily equivalent. To study the evolution in time of the 
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trace of the covariance matrix, repeat the equations for the predicted 




[l - § K + 1 £ K + l ] £ K + 1 [ l - § K + l S K + l J + 5 K + 1 V K + 1 G K + 1 T . (4.28) 
§K + I - ~ P ! U K + I [ S K + I & I S K + I + * K + I ] " < 4- 2 4> 
Use (4.24) and (4.29) to obtain 
Note that the two forms for p^Jj, (4.28) and (5.3), can be shown to 
be equivalent (see Sorensen [78]) Both are listed since It Is u n ­
known that the former is superior computationally from an accuracy point 
of view 1n that it tends to preserve the pos1t1ve-def1n1teness of the 
covariance matrices better (see Aoki [ 3 ] , ) but the latter is 
much simpler to manipulate analytically. Thus, (5.3) rill be used 1n 
all the analysis involved in the solution of the monitoring problem and 
in any numerical gradient algorithms resulting from that analysis where­
as (4.28) vriU be used directly In the filter calculations themselves. 
To make the problem tractable, constrain the range of the problem 
as follows: 
Assumption: Only systems of the form (3.40) will 
be considered tthere the eyetem matrix A, aontrol matrix 
g and disturbance matrix D are all time-invariant and /c «\ 
where the disturbance noise oovarianos matrix W and ' 
measurement noise oovarianae matrix V are aonaiant. 
With this assumption, initialize the algorithm at time t Q by setting the 
covariance matrix in (4.22) to tfQ. Then, predict to time t, to get 
P° = j H 0 j T + n , (5.5) 
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where the subscripts have been dropped owing to the condition of assump­
tion (5.4) and $ for a fixed time step Is given 1n (4.9). Next, it is 
necessary to check to see if the error limit which may be called Tr,._ 
has been reached. That 1s, 1s 
T
*S * lrlim ? 
I f not, advance in time to t 2 and predict ahead again: 
E° • «E?*T + 5 
Check again: 
I f not, 
$ZM,$ + 4fl» + Q. (5.6) 
[4 TrIBI > Tr I i f f l ? 
E° - JE 2V • 0 
2 0 2^ T 
• t39(jS3 + S 2S* Z + *3* T + 8> (5.7) 
Assume that ?.fter K steps, the limit is finally reached. From Appendix 
C, (5.7) can be generalized to the form 
/ • f sn-V"lT. eS - * "» / > ^ " 1 • (5.8) 
It is now necessary to make a measurement. Apply (5.3) to obtain, 
for the measurement at time t K, 
Note here that from assumption (5.4), y 1s a constant, thus no subscripts, 
but Q K 1s net. Q K 1s what 1s available to change 1n the design of the 
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measurement to be taken. It is again, to be chosen to maximize the 
time over which prediction may take place before the limit on the trace 
of the predicted covariance matrix is reached at the next measurement. 
That is, find Q K at time t K such that N is maximized where 
DK . AN„K.N T . \ An-l n.n-l T , K 1 M 
£ K + N " * EK* + > 4 Si . (5.10) 
and 
(5.11) 
In developing a strategy for the choice of Gi/ to maximize N, the 
properties of (5.10), the matrix solution of the linear matrix recur­
rence (4.22), are now considered. Since the recurrence is linear In P, 
its solution may be decomposed into the zero-input response and the zero-
state response; these terms are more commonly known as the homogeneous 
or unforced and particular or forced solutions in differential equations 
or dynamic system theory. The first term in (5.10) is seen to involve 
only the initial "state" of the covariance matrix just after the sample 
at time t K, the zero-input response. The second term, the zero-state 
response, has nothing to do with the covariance at time t K and involves 
only the strength of the disturbance noise, ft. An observation can thus 
already be stated: 
Conclusion I. The selection of C K at time t K to 
maximize t ^ , the time of the next measurement, is 
solely a function of PR and not the forcing function. (C.I) 
This can be seen by rewriting (5.10) as follows: 
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T "^ T 
£ K + N ( C K ) - J N E £ ( G K ) { N + ) * n" 10» B" 1 • (5.12) 
Here, it is seen that the predicted value of the covariance matrix at time 
t K +„ is a function of the measurement matrix back at time *„. However, 
only the first of the two terms in the expression for the predicted co-
variance matrix involves that measurement matrix. 
Thus, in order for t „ + N to be as large as possible before condition 
(5.11) is met, it is required that the trace of the covariance matrix 
at time t K + N be minimized by the appropriate choice of the measurement 
matrix at time t„. This presents a formidable problem in the general 
case. The general solution might be approached through the use of dy­
namic programming or through a direct search algorithm structured as 
follows: 
(1) Pick, in sone manner, Q|q; 
(2) Predict ahead to time t K + N using (5.12) until 
(3) Tr[PJ< + N(C K i)] > T r J i n 
(4) Store N in N,, return to (1); 
(5) Stop when convergence to largest possible Nj Is assured. (5.13) 
Such a procedure could be quite costly to execute since it is a direct 
search technique, rather than a technique for which an analytical expres­
sion for the gradient of the objective function c:n be found. Also, 
each evaluation of the objective function, that is, the finding of each 
Nj when (3) 1s satisfied, Involves carrying out the solution of the ma­
trix equation (4.22) N ( times (It should be mentioned that since the 
interest here is only in the trace, only the diagonal terms of (4.22) 
need be computed each time, but this 1s still costly, nonetheless). 
Since an algorithm of the type In (5.13) is cumbersome at best, 
seek more concise solutions for the problem in (5.10) and (5.11). To do 
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this, more information ci the structure of the process Involved Is neces­
sary, that is, more knowledge of the forms of $ and Q. Suppose the sys­
tem which $ represents is a one-dimensional diffusion process with no-flow 
boundary conditions: see Section 3.2.1 for such a system. Suppose that 
the problem 1s formulated in normal modes so that the system matrix, 




o • < - I ) 2 F 
(5.14) 
Thus, for this time-invariant system matrix, i ts state transition matrix 
for the time step T = ( t K + 1 - t K ) according to (4.9) is given by 
O' 





o -0.-1) ^ ? T 
(5.15) 
Notice that with the ordering of the eigenvalues in the system matrix in 
(5.14), the diagonal elements of «, written t^, exhibit the following 
property: 
*11 * ^ » *11 * *1+1 1+1 * "• ^ ° l,2,3,...,n-l, (5.' 
where
 n I s t h e number of states retained in the normal mode mode and 
is thus also the dimension of the square matrices 6 and *. Choice of 
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a normal mode model has resulted 1n this unique relationship in (5.16) 
which allows drastic simplification of the optimization problem in (5.10) 
and (5.11). 






From the form of (5.17), using property (5.16) shows that for N large, 
the first term of (5.10) 1s given by 
(5.18) 
1 and j i- 1, 
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Thus, for N sufficiently "^rge, all that 1s left of the homogeneous term 
1n (6.10) at time t K + [ ) U -,ie first element of g* at time t R. This 
result, together with Conclusion I yields 
Conclusion II. For N large, the following are 
equivalent:
 r „ -, 
(1) Find C K which minimizes Tr[EK+N(CK)J i 
(2) Find CKwh1ch minimizes ^ ( C K ) J . {C.II) 
From the discussion just after (5.12) 1t 1s obvious now that the 
choice of £ K > for the optimal measurement matrix at time t K, can be 
stated as 
Conclusion III. For (Llarge, to maximize t|<+N, 
the time when Tr|E^+H(CK)J > Tr j i m , choose cj at 
time t K which minimizes ( E R ^ K O H " (C.III) 
Thus, for the asymptotic case of N sufficiently large so that (5.18) 
applies within some tolerance level, the monitoring problem is solved. 
Such an infrequent sampling program may well apply to many physical sys­
tems where the dynamics of the transient response are fast in comparison 
to the time between samples. The above conclusions reduce the monitor­
ing system design problem to one of minimization of the (l,l)-element 
of P* in (5.9), a procedure for which writing the gradient of the objec­
tive function is straightforward. 
In order to more fully understand the nature of the solution (5.10), 
consider the second term, the zero-state response, in (5.10) and (5.17). 
This term is a matrix convolution of the disturbance covarlance matrix 
Q and the statf transition matrix 4. As such, it possesses qualities 
of convolutions of other linear processes. Write the general element 
for the second term of (5.17) as 
8 l l 5 l a i j L * l W ' l a n d j ^ l . (5.19) 
n=l 
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From property (5.16), 0 >; ^  < 1, 1 + 1. Recognizing the products 
(i}j,t,j) in the convolution term 1n (5.17) as conmon ratios in geometric 
progressions, the element of the matrix convolution may be seen to ap­
proach the limit 
L n d j f 1.(5-20) 
Thus, a l l the elements in the second term of (5.17) go to steady-state 
constants as N gets large, except the f i r s t which grows monotonically 
as a ramp with slope [ f l j i i . 







where the (1,l)-elements of the matrices are shown partitioned from all 
the other elements of those matrices;- this 1s a notatlonal convenience 
used throughout what follows. 
From (5.21), the simplified relationship for the trace can be written as 
[CCeK^^K^/NMll^r^J. Tr|P^„rc^| - |P!)(C„)| + H[BJi, + Tr| 8 I- (5.22) 
The meaning of Conclusion II becomes clear In that changing the nature 
t„ by char, 
only through P K < G K ) J 
it at time t K + N . Then, 
(5.23) 
of the measurement at time hanging C.. effects the value of 
Tr P £ T N ( Q K )  P K < G K ) J f o r N sufficiently large. Also, 
say the equality in (5.11) is just me m K + N > e
(5,23) can be used to demonstrate Conclusion III. From (5.20) and with 
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a as defined In ( 5 . 2 1 ) , 1 t Is seen that for various choices o f C„ in 
SS - K 
( 5 . 2 3 ) , T r rn" ] remains Invar ian t so long as N remains s u f f i c i e n t l y l a r g e . 
LSSj 
Thus, In the equality In (5.23). the f i rs t two terms on the right-hand 
side always sum to a constant and as CK 1s chosen to minimize IPK{CK)J , 
N 1n the second term Is maximized; Conclusion I I I 1s thus seen to hold 
whenever the limit 1n (5.18) 1s approached. 
A graphical depiction of the relationships 1n (5.22) and (5.23) 1s 
shown In Figure 5.1 . In Figure 5.1A, a representation of a typical plot 
of the ful l trace of P over tine is shown while 1n Figure 5.IB, the ele­
ments of the asymptotic approximation In (5.22) are drawn. Writing the 
trace of the matrices In (5.17), obtain 
-W=fe]„+[4^ [44 
«[«„ • m2zEfv~}) + •••+ r^y*%r"} <5-24> 
As N grows large, (5.24) t:~-*t to (5.22) but during the Initial transient 
period, the last terms of both lines of (5.24) are going through changes. 
These changes account for the approach to the asymptotic slope near time 
tu In Figure 5.1A. 
Notice how If a different choice of C K results In a smaller value 
of | P K ( C K ) 1" Figure 5.IB, that the start of the plot would be trans­
lated downward with the same offset of Tr[(jJ to result in a longer time 
SS 
interval before the limit Trlim 1s reached again. 
5.3.2 The Effect of a priori Statistics - Choice of H Q and m Q 
in the filter equations (4.16) and (4.22) has come under considerable 
study ever since the introduction of the Kalman Filter. Much effort has 
gone Into identifying these terms in actual applications and consider-
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Tr[p£+H] 
T r [ $ 
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(B) Asymptotic approximation 
Figure 5.1. Schematic representation of the basic relationships In the 
Infrequent sampling problem. 
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able time spent in assessing the sensitivity of the results to lick of 
knowledge of the Initial statistics. Attention 1s now turned to these 
topics within the framework of the above results for the case of Infre­
quent sampling. 
It 1s required to find the effects that various values for M Q, the 
matrix of 1mt1al uncertainties 1n the estimate of the state, xX, have 
upon the optimal measurement system design £„ for che first measurement 
at time t„. For the case of bound on 
(5.8), It is necessary to sample when 
at time t.,. For the case  bound on error in the state estimate, from 
' • [ p 0 K ] c T r [ ? V T + ^ J n " 1 S J n ' l T >• ^ U m - < 5 - ' 5 > 
n=l 
If K lo sufficiently large at the f i rs t sample so that (5.18) approxi­
mately applies, then (5.25) may be written as 
[%]u * "Mil + T '" [ s^ * l r t i m ( 5 ' 2 6 > 
as 1n (5.23). Thus, only the (l,f)-element of matrix H Q 1s of any signi­
ficance 1n the first sample for K sufficiently large. Furthermore, 
sines Tr[ f! ] is a constant for various choices of H Q, the remaining two 
SS 
terms 1n the left-hand expression of (5.26) sum to a constant over all 
choices of M_. To deduce the significance of this, write out the ma­
trices for (5.25) in a manner similar to (5.21): 
K 
P° = $\*K tyfV" 1: (5-27) 
n=l 
for K large, (5.18) allows (5.27) to be written as 
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% ]11 K[n ] n 0 
p° - + + 
o. O a is. 
(5.28) 
Note that 1f (5.20) applies, then a par t icu lar ly important result fo l lows, 
namely that the ( l , l ) -element of the predicted covariance matrix at the 
f i r s t measurement time is given by 
K L K ^ I l *«Sn)= «wst. (5.29) 
no natter what HQ may be. 
For the measurement i t s e l f , E K i s used in the following expression: 
P° - P°C iyK+v]'\$- (5.30) 
But from (5.28), since, for K large, a is f i xed , and since (5.29) holds, 
* is 
making the optimum choice C., of C^ 1n (5.30) Is independent of the Ini­
tial error covariance matrix H Q, but directly related toTr.. which is 
summarized in the following: 
Conclusion IV. For K large, determination of the 
optimum measurement matrix C K at t K 1s determined by the 
error limit Trlim and is independent of HQ. (CIV) 
Conclusion V. For K large, the only effect (jg has 
upon the monitoring program is in determining with T r z f m 
the time of the first measurement t K. (C.V) 
Thus, if the constraint T r ^ in (5.25) Is such that (5.18) and thus 
(5.26) hold, choice of the Initial condition for B 0 is of little impor­
tance. However, in practical applications, the better approach to the 
identification of the a priori statistics is to concentrate analytical 
efforts upon the identification of only the (1,1)-element of Mg and not 
ujon identifying the full matrix in cases where the simplifying approxi­
mations of the infrequent sampling problem apply. In this manner, a 
better estimate of the first state should be possible for the same 
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analytical effort leading to a longer time before the first sample is 
necessary. 
5.3.3 Fixed Number of Samplers at Each Measurement and Fixed Error 
Limit - Thus far, little has been said about the number of sampling 
devices to be deployed at each measurement time. Consider here what 
happens when the same number of samplers, m, is to be used at each mea­
surement. Consider further the case when the error limit placed upon 
the uncertainty in the state estimate, Tr,. m, is the same throughout the 
problem. 
Suppose a sample has just been made at time t K. In order to study 
the optimal designs which arise-at different measurement times, consider 
the next two sanples which occur at times t|.+N and t K + N + f ) . Since T r J i m 
1s constant. If both N-, and N 2 are large in the sense of (5.18), obtain 
the following conditions at the two sample times: 
^ U j ap(!*)] n + Wi + T r * s f * lrn*< 
r K+N, I r K+N, ., <\ 
> Tr. lim' 
(5.31) 
(5.32) 
Since Tr[ 8] is the same for both measurements, for the case of the 
equality in both (5.31) and (5.32), I t is seen that 
[?i$o]n • W T = p;(eK + N l) + NgCfl,,. (5.33) 
11 
Now, if the full matrices In (5.32) are written out, obtain 
r ' p K + N l l 
-
PK+N, N 2 r s j u 0 
1 ^ . \Jl1 + 
1 + N 2 
O O ss 
(5-34) 
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Substituting N 1 for N in (5,211, comparing with C5.34) and using (5,33) 
leads t o 
K+N it K + " l 
E K + N = ER+N +N ' N l a n d N2 s u ^ 1 c 1 e n t 1 y large. (5.35) 
Thus the predicted covariance matrices at each sample time must be equal. 
The corrected coyarJance xoatrices just after both samples ma> then he 




«[*c* PK C C V T + V T V PK (c"\ (5.36A) 
LfK+N^K+N^tyiK+N, * JJ SK+tl^KtH^K/ 
l , + N 2 » \ K+N, , „ \ K+N, , „ \ ,
 T 
l,+Nj^K+N,+N2 ) " EK+NJ+NJ^K+N, ) " EK+N^NJ^K+N, ]£K+N,+N 2 
r . K+N, / , \ . T 1-1 . K+N, , , v 
* [EK+NJ+N^K+NJ+NJI^K+N^K+NJ+NJ + -J ^ K + N , + N / K + N , * N J £ K + N , )• 
(5.36B) 
By recognizing that the two predicted covariance matrices are equal from 
(5.35) equations (5.36) lead to the most important result for the moni­
toring problem: 
Conclusion VI. For the infrequent sampling moni-
toring problem with a fixed number of samplers and con­
stant error 11mlt, the optimal design of the monitoring 
system - the optimal number of sensors and their place­
ment - need only be done once, for the same design is 
optimal for all other measurement times. (C.VI) 
Also, from (5.35) and (5,36) can be seen 
Conclusion VIA. In the optim) monitoring prob­
lem, measurement times are equally spaced. (C.VIA) 
These relationships ara Illustrated in Figures 5.2A and 5.2B. The firsv 
curve represents a typical trajectory of the full trace while the second, 
the asymptotic approximation. Since P £ + N = E K + N + N • t h e resulting 
optimal measurement matrices £ K + N and C K + N + N must be the same. 
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r K + N I 
T l ~ p r + , ; + , . , 
^— Time 
N, [g] 
(B) Asymptotic approximation 
Figure 5.2. The infrequent sampling problem with fixed number of sam­
plers and constant error bound. 
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5.3.4 Variable Number of Samplers - The case where the number of 
samplers to be deployed at each measurement time may vary 1s 1n general 
quite difficult. However, in cases where (5.18) applies, the case of 
infrequent sampling, results can be obtained. If the error limit Tr,. 
is constant over the time interval of interest, then the result derives 
immediately from Conclusion VI: 
Conclusion VII, For the case of infrequent sampling, 
the optimal number of samplers to use may be found by re­
petitively solving the optimal design problem for CJJ at 
the fi rst measurement over the range of ">=1 tc m-n sam-
plers, then extending the results over the full time inter­
val to find which C^ as a function of m leads to the few­
est total number of samples. The optimal number of sam­
ples to take at each measurement time is the same for all 
measurement times. (C.VII) 
Thus, for infrequent sampling, the optimal number of samplers to use is 
seen to be constant at each measurement, and that optimal number can be 
found in a computationally straightforward manner at the first measure­
ment time. 
Even though the optimal number of samplers to use at each measure­
ment is a constant, it is important to note that at any specific sample 
time, the optimal number of samplers to use is independent of the number 
used in the other samples. This can be seen by comparing (5.31) and 
(5.32) as was done in (5.33). If m,. samplers had been used at time t„ 
in the left-hand side of (5.33), m..+,, could have been used at time t K + „ 
in the right-hand side. Since for the case of the equality, the two suras 
in (5.33) must be equal, if the dimension m K of the measurement on the 
left-hand side were smaller than "u+u on the right-hand side, then in 
general P K would be larger than Pi/xJ a n d simultaneously N, smaller 
than N,. Thus, in the case of infrequent sampling, at the sample time 
t K + N in (5.31), the value of the covariance matrix P£ +„ for use in (5.36A) 
to determine C^ + N at time t R +„ is no longer truly a function of CJ nor 
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of mK, Its dimension. This 1s so since the sumnEjSCcj!) + f t g^ - l in 
(5.31) is a constant; i f CjS changes, so wil l N, to maintain the sum at 
that constant. Thus, since Trig] in (5.31) 1s fixed, and since the 
SS 
Cher two terms form a constant, the trace Tr ' K 1 
~K+Ni o n t h e l e f t - h a n d 
side is determined only by the error limit itself, T r ^ . Hence P £ + N 
for N-, large does not directly depend upon C K, even though such a func­
tional relationship is implied by writing P £ + N (c£). Thus, various num­
bers of samplers could be used at different sample times. However, it 
is only in considering the solution over the full time interval of in­
terest that the overall optimum is seen to be the use of the same number 
of samplers at each measurement. This concept is demonstrated at length 
in the example"; in Chapter 6. 
5.3.5 Analytical Measurement Optimization - Thus far, the optimal 
monitoring problem posed in Section 5.2 socialized to the casii of bound 
on error in the state estimate has been found to be equivalent to the 
minimization of Pj^(CK) as a function of Q K in Conclusion III. Little 
has been said, however, about the actual determination of ct, the opti­
mal choice of C„ which minimizes the objective function Pu(C„) . 
~K L~ K""Jn 
As is well known, analytical methods of obtaining extrema are supe­
rior to numerical methods wherever analytical methods exist (see 
Beveridge and Schechter [20]). Analytical solutions to extremization 
problems usually exist, however, only for very special cases. A fortu­
nate situation arises in the present case since some work has already 
been done in dealing with extrema and derivatives of the trace functional 
(see Athans and Schweppe [11] and Athans [8 ]). 
Pursue an analytical solution of the optimal design problem, which, 
with the simplifications of Conclusion III, may be stated as follows: 
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Find the optimal measurement matrlc C K such that 
lE^K^n 1S m1n1m1zed- C 5- 3 7) 
This Is minimization of the first element of the corrected covariance 
matrix after a sample at time t„ over all choices of possible measure­
ment matrices, C K. Analytical methods exist for approaching an allied 
problem which may be stated as follows: 
Find the optimal measurement matrix C K such that 
Trrj^(CK)] is minimized. " (5.38) 
As shown in Conclusion II, these are not the same problems. (5.38) is 
minimizing the trace at the time of the eample whereas, by Conclusion II, 
(5.37) is equivalent to minimizing the trace for times far beyond the 
aample time. However, techniques for the solution of (5.38) could prove 
to be applicable to (5.37). 
Motivated by the computational efficiency of an analytical solution, 
an attempt is thus made to solve 
3 7 T{#K)]-9- < 5- 3 9> 
The notation in (5.39) means taking the partial derivative of the trace 
of P K ( £ K ! (a scalar) with respect to £., (a matrix). This concept has 
been developed by Athans and Schweppe [11] and applied to a similar prob­
lem by Shoemaker [117]. In order to find the stationary matrix solution 
of (5.39), extensions of concepts of finding extrema in ordinary cal­
culus are made to the case of scalar valued functions of a matrix. 
Consider the system starting at time t Q. For a measurement at time 
t K, seek C K such that, using (5.9) in (5.39), 
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As detailed in Appendix D, the result is 
C* = 0, (5.41) 
This can be seen to correspond with the case of taking no measurements 
such that the extremum found in (5.40) is actually a maximum, not a mini­
mum. An initial attempt was made at constraining the range of C in such 
minimizations with the method of Lagrange multipliers with no success; 
more study is still needed of such analytical techniques. One study is 
currently underway by Shoemaker I117J in which restricted classes of prob­
lems are treated through the use of analytical techniques; such methods 
were not found to be appropriate for use in this study since they require 
n measurements at each sample time, a severe restriction. 
Alternate performance indices to that used in (5.40) yield matrix 
equations whose solutions are not known, so that the analytical approach 
with the trace function is not found to be fruitful; see Appendix D. 
It can be shown that attempting to solve the more germane problem 
of finding Cjl in (5.37) such that 
(5.42) 3CJ^  [~K(£K) 11 
also results in sets of equations for which solutions are not known. An 
even more appropriate optimization problem might be to maximize the time 
itself between required measurements. For the discrete-time formulation 
used here, however, this is equivalent to finding 
where N is the number of timesteps between samples. Solutions to this 
problem were pursued but led to less conclusive results since, due to 
the discrete nature of N, many choices of C., resulted in the same maxi­
mum value for N. Thus, the analytical approach, though instructive in 
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the e.rea of matrix calculus, is abandoned as a means of solving the moni­
toring problem (see Appendix D for details of gradient matrices for the 
trace function and its calculus). 
5.3.6 Numerical Measurement Position Optimization - In the last 
section, attempts were made at analytical minimization of TrIP K{C„)I or 
E K ^ K M W 1 t n respect to the matrix Q R itself. A fundamental question 
underlies extremization of measurement functionals directly with respect 
to the elements of the measurement matric C„; once Q K is found, how is 
it related to the vector of actual optimal sensor locations in the medium, 
z K? None of the studies of measurement system optimization found in the 
literature adequately addresses the optimal measurement design problem 
from the point of view of optimal placement determination. 
The normal-mode formulation of the diffusion problem is introduced 
as a means of tying together Q K and z... For the case of one-dimensionai 
diffusion with the no-flow condition at the boundaries, from (3.39), 
write Q K as a function of z.. as follows: 
1 cos^z,) cos(2fz,)... co,((n- 1)^2,) 
1 cos^Zg) cos(z^-z2y.. COS((K - 1) 2^2) 
£LzK) s 
( *« . ) 
(5.43) 
Thus, C K is a continuous function of z.K so that all the conclusions de­
veloped thus far apply with £(z K) substituted for C_K and for minimiza­
tion with respect to z„ Instead of C„. 
For example, with the use of C(z..) as defined in (5.43), Conclu­
sion III may be written as follows: 
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Conclusion IIIA. For N large, to maximize t K + N , the 
time when T»T.E|(+N(C|[Z.K)))>TI"£WII' choose that z K at 
time t K which minimizes [P^Ctzj^))],,. (C.IIIA) 
Consider the problem of the minimization of the scalar-valued objec­
tive function pSfc(z K)) of a vector z R. Such problems ha.e received 
considerable attention. (An adequate coverage of the various techniques 
may be found in Beveridge and Schechter [20].) The monitoring problem, 
where the allowable positions of the samplers are constrained to H e 
so.newhere within the region of the medium, suggests consideration of ton-
strained optimization techniques. There are various types of constrained 
minimization methods, methods requiring use of only the objective function 
itself (so called direct methods), methods which require the objective 
function and its gradient (first-order gradient methods) and those which 
1n addition require the Hessian of the objective function (second-order 
gradient methods). Sscond-order gradient methods are often the fastest 
of available methods [l03]. Thus, in the interest of numerical efficiency, 
such second-order methods are considered. 
Define the objective function of interest to correspond with Con­
clusion IIIA: 
J<?K> -= [e°K - E K £ T ( « K ) { ^ K > $ V + x T ^ e S ] , , - <5-44> 
As shown by Athans and Schweppe [11J for the case of the trace operator 
TrlO, the total differentia} am) trace operators are linear so that 
(see Appendix D) 
d Tr[X] = Tr[dX]. (5.45) 
Similarly, in (5.44), what may be called the "["]^-operator" is also 
linear, being a linear part of the trace, so that 
d [ X ] n = [ d X ] n . (5.46) 
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From Appendix D, 
Define 
dX"1 = -X'HdX)!!" 1. (5.47) 
T 5 |c(z K)P°C T(z K) + VJ. (5.48 
(5.46), (5.47), and (5.48) are used with (5.44) to find the gradient of 
the objective function which may be written as follows: 
^W-LiESfe^r 'E^ 
^SEfeOV'fer^],, ' (5-49> 
where the unit vector e. H [0,0,1,0,...,0], the l in the ith. element. 
Thus, the gradient of J(? K) may be written analytically in a straight­
forward manner. Note that the inverse %' need be cc-mputed only once 
per evaluation of the gradient and that 1t is an (n x m) matrix, not 
an (w x «) matrix. Usually, the number of measurement sensors m 1s 
smaller than the number of states in the model n so that this inversion 
is computationally manageable. (As a historical note, this quality of 
Inverting the smaller (m x m) matrix was one of the important features 
inherent 1n the practical utility of the Kalman Filter; see Jazwinski 
[65].) 
For the second-order gradient of J ( J K ) , known as the Hessian, adopt 
for the time being the following notation: 
(1) Drop the time subscript K, the tildas, and the func­
tional relationship so that C = C(j K). P H g° ; 
<2> c i s S 7 S ( 8 K ) ; 
<3> c i j E 8 i 7 5 i 7 G ^ - < 5- 5 0> 
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With (5.50), differentiate the ith element of (5,49) with respect to the 
jth element of z„ to obtain the U»J)th element of the Hessian as follows: 
ra^ijj • -["{C^VCR - K^fclW+ c K c T ) / T " l c p 
- P C V 1 <(c1)'cT + CP(C|)>T"YCJ)P 
+ PCT T " 1 ^ ^ ) ? - P^CJJT'^CJ^CVCP 
+ P C V 1 {(C^PC 1 + C P ^ ^ T ' V C J J P C V ' C P 
- PCV 1 (C 1 J)PCV 1 CP - PCT"1(C.)P(CT)T"1CP 
+ P c V ^ P c V 1 ^(cJPC 1 + Cp(cj)>T" :CP 
- PCV^CJPCV^CJP - P(CJ)T"1CP(C])T'1CP 
+ P C V V ^ P C 1 + CP^JOT^CP^JJT'^P 
- PCTT"1(c i)p(r.I)T"1CP - P c V c P ^ c J ^ C P 
+ P C V C P ^ T " 1 /(C^PC 1 + CP^JHT^CP 
- PcVcP^TjT'^cJpJ (5.51) 
This represents only one term i,f the m x n Hessian matrix which would 
be given by 
where L , is a unit matrix. 
The computational efficiency of second-order gradient methods is seen 
to be lost in the horrendous task of defining the Hessian of the objective 
function and for that reason, first-order gradient methods are nought. 
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Before going on to first-order gradient methods, a word about direct 
search methods 1s in order. While in general less efficient than gradi­
ent techniques, direct search methods possess the distinction of not re­
quiring an analytical expression for the gradient, an important practi­
cal advantage. This is of significance first since it permits a user 
to proceed much more rapidly from his problem statement to its coded 
form for numerical solution. Secondly, and more importantly, the vast 
majority of physical problems do not admit the writing of an analytical 
expression for the gradient so that for those problems, direct search 
methods are all that is available. An interesting example of a direct 
search technique is that due to Radcliffe and Comfort [103] j R w nich 
Powell's unconstrained conjugate directions minimization procedure with­
out derivatives [l03] is extended to the case including nonlinear equality 
and inequality constraints. However, in the monitoring problem, it is 
a straightforward process to define a gradient of the form (5.49) so 
that first-order gradient methods are preferred over direct methods for 
their computational efficiency. 
The algorithm chosen for finding the minimum of J(? K) in (5.14) was 
written by G. W. Westley and is named KEELE [127]. It is an algorithm to 
find a loaal minimum of a function of many variables where the variables 
are subject to linear inequality and/or linear equality constraints. It 
represents an extension of a Davidon variable metric procedure reported 
by Fietcher and Powell [127] using gradient projection methods (see Rosen 
[54]) to include the case of linear constraints. 
Note how in the monitoring problem, it is necessary to constrain the 
ranges of the variables so that resultant monitoring positions bear phy­
sical significance to the problem statement. Note also how only linear. 
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not nonlinear, constraints are required: each of the elements of zl 
must satisfy a constraint of the form 
0 < z* < 2L, i = l,2,...,m, (5.53) 
where the one-dimensional medium 1s of length 2L. 
Note how this algorithm, and all gradient algorithms, seek only 
local, not global, minima. The only way known to approach solution of 
the global minimization problem is by solving a sequence of local mini­
mization problems starting from different initial guesses until some mea­
sure indicates probable convergence to the global minimum (see Beveridge 
and Schechter L20]» p. 499 and Radcliffe and Comfort [i03],P- 3). For 
this reason KEELE has been modified to include random initialization of 
the starting vector z„. This technique has beer, found to yield satis­
factory results provided a sufficient number of random starting points 
is used 1n each attempt at finding a global minimum in J(?..). 
Thus, within the probability that the best local minimum found is 
the global minimum, the optimal positioning of the m samplers at any time 
t„ is considered solved. 
5.3.7 Numerical Measurement Quality Optimization - The last ques­
tion left to answei at a measurement <;ime 1n the design problem of Sec­
tion 5.1 is what types of sensors to deploy at a samnle? Consider the 
filter equations of relevance for a measurement at time t„: 
y K « C(z K)x K + y K, (5.54) 
P£ = P° - P°C(z K) Tfc(z K) P°C(z K) T+ yj" C(z K)P°, (5.55) 
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h P°CCz K) T|c(z K) P^ (z K ) T + VJ , (5.56) 
As presented in Chapter 4, the noise-corrupted measurements 1n (5.54) are 
characterized by mean vector and covariance matrix given as follows: 
E[vK]i o. 
M' 
Thus, the additive measurement noise forms a sequence of zero-mean, white, 
Gaussian random vectors with covariance given by V. To conform to this 
problem structure, the only variables lnft to determine in specifying the 
sensors at a measurement are the strengths of the noise terms in v„ as 
defined by their covariances, tha elements [V]^. of the covaHsnce matrix 
y. From the theory of random variables, if the measurements in (5.54) are 
made with independent sensors, the elements of y„, the individual random 
errors among the samples taken, will be uncorrelated. For this case, V 
is a diagonal matrix which leaves only the specification of the m Elements 
[JfJlfi i = 1»2>. ••«&!• The diagonal elements of y may DO interpreted as 
the mean-square values of the errors in each of the m samples. Thus, 
their sizes 4re inversely related to the quality of the measurement in­
strument used so that if a high quality sample is desired for ty„] 4 > then 
—K 1 
OfJii should be small, and vice versa. 
Thus, if the sole objective In the solution of the monitoring prob­
lem is to minimize the total number of samples necessary over the entire 
time interval, the optimal choice of measurement instruments is clearly 
that choice which leads to the most accurate measurement - use the highest 
accuracy sensor available. If, on the other hand, the more meaningful 
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measure of minimizing the total monitoring program cost is to be used in 
the overall optimization, a more complicated problem structure results. 
Contributions to the total cost could include costs associated with every 
sample that is taken, a quantized cost range associated with available 
measurement instruments of various accuracies, etc. Tradeoffs result 
between taking a large number of low accuracy measurements and a small 
number of high accuracy measurements at a sample time. 
Though this aspect of the total problem is an important part of the 
complete optimal design, it is left for later study with an outline of 
the structure of its inclusion within the infrequent sampling problem 
framework given in Appendix E. 
What is clear from the conclusions so far, is that once the optimal 
choice of measurement instruments is made for one sample, that choice is 
optimal for all other samples which leads to the final result for the 
monitoring design problem with bound on error in the state estimate: 
Conclusion VIII. For the case of infrequent sam­
pling, the complete solution of the optimal monitoring 
design problem with constant bound on error in the state 
estimate - the determination of the optimal number of 
samplers to use at each measurement, their optimal loca­
tions and the opt.mal choice of measurement instrument 
accuracies -may be obtained at the first measurement 
time, with the same design being optimal for all other 
measurement times. (C.VIII) 
5.4 The Design Problem for a Bound on the Error in the Output Estimate 
5.4.1 The Minircax Problem - The second form of tha monitoring de-
siqn problem is considered in this section. It is required to make the 
fewest measurements possible over the time interval of interest while 
maintaining the error in the estimate of the pollutant concentration it­
self, the output, within some bound everywhere in the medium. This is a 
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more complex situation than that of maintaining the error in the state 
within some bound; the pollutant concentration over the whole region must 
lie within the error constraint so that the entire region must be con­
sidered when testing for violation of the constraint. 
At time t.,, let the pollutant concentration at a point z in a one-
dimensional diffusive medium of length 2L be given by 
£ K(z) = c(z) Tx K, (5.58) 
where the vector c(z) for the scalar output C K(z) is much like the mea­
surement matrix Q(z„) for the veotor measurement y„ in (5.43) and is 
given by 
£{z)T - l,cos \£ zj.cos ^ 2 ^ z \ . . . J c o s ((n-1) jfj-. (5.59) 
Equations (5.58) and (5.59) are formalizations of the s2H"es expression 
in (3.41) and can be seen schematically in the bond graph in Figure 3.2. 
The pollutant concentration at any point is thus simply the sum of the 
modal concentrations at that point in the medium. 
Equation (5.58) applies for the estimated pollutant concentration 
from the filter as well and may be written as 
C K(z) = &(z) Tx°, (5.60) 
where x„ is the value of the state estimate predicted to time t„ from 
time t n (see (C.18) in Appendix C). it is required to maintain the error 
in this estimate to be within some bound. Since ? K(z) is a scalar random 
variable, an expression of the error between the estimate 5 K(z) and the 
actual value £ K(z) in the mean-square sense is the variance in the esti­
mate. The variance in the estimate of the output in (5.60) is found to 
be 
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O 2 K C Z ) ^ E [ ( £ K U ) - 5 K U ) ) 2 ] 
-=|w Tft-^)(sw T{iS-J) T] 
= E [ e ( z ) T ( s O - x K ^ . x K } T c ( 2 ) ] 
5
 S(z)TP°e(z) (5.61) 
where the last line follows from the definition of the predicted covari-
ance matrix, equation (4.21). Thus, at time t„, associated with the 
estimate of the pollutant concentration at any point i given by ? K(z) 
is its variance o?(z), a measure of the error in that estimate, which 
is merely a function of the predicted state estimate error covariance 
matrix, whose properties are by now well established. 
Since the monitoring problem with a bound on the error in the out­
put stipulates that everywhere in the medium, at all times over the time 
interval of interest, the fewest number of measurements must be made to 
keep the error in the output below a limit, the concern is with checking 
the maximmi value of the variance ot(z) for all z over the length of the 
medium as time goes on to find when the error limit is reached. The as­
sumption is, as it was for the problem with bound on error in the state 
estimate, that at the time when the error in the estimate of the output 
reaches its limit, a measurement should be made. That measurement should 
be made so that the time before the error limit is next reached is maxi­
mized; extension of the local optimal design for one measurement period 
to the overall time interval is assumed possible, the proof of which will 
be considered later in Section5.8 dealing with the optimal management 
problem. 
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Suppose at time t„, the variance In the estimate of the output at 
some point z in the medium is in violation of the error limit defined as 
°Um> t h a t 1 S > 
a2K(z) > 4„ (5.62) 
It is required to make a measurement at time t K that will result 1n the 
longest possible time, say t K + N , when the error limit is reached again. 
This will occur when, at some point z in the medium, the maximum value 
of the variance over all other locations in the medium exceeds the limit. 
This suggests the following algorithm for finding the optimal measurement 
design at time t R that will result in the longest time t K + p | when another 
measurement is necessary: 
1) Select, in some manner, a measurement design 
at time t K and make a measurement; 
2) Predict ahead to time t K + 1 ; 
31 Find the position z* of the maximum variance 
max a* ( z) ; 
z K+l 
4) Test for violation of the error limit 
max o~ , (z) > c,. ; 
z K+l ' K m 
5) If violated, go to (6); 
If not violated, increment time one step and 
return to (2); 
6) Store the time when the limit was violated 
1n N,; 
7) Check for convergence to the global maximum t K + N * 
If not satisfied, return to (1), reinitialize 
time to t K and select a different trial mea­
surement; 
If comergemce has accwrved, the optimal de­
sign is that which resulted in largest N^, 
the longest time t„
 N -, call it t K + N*. (5.63) 
Such a direct search technique would be costly to implement. The effi­
ciencies of gradient techniques do not apply since a gradient of the ob­
jective function (which would literally be N-, the time to the next mea­
surement) with respect to the measuremsnt design variables cannot be 
expressed analytically, Thus, more information 1s sought from the struc­
ture of the problem to avoid using direct search methods. 
As in Section 5.3.7, exclude for now the choice of measurement instru­
ment accuracy from the monitoring design problem. Consider only the 
choice of the number of samplers m to be used in the measurement at time 
t„ and their optimal locations, which are the elements of the ra-vector 
z... Then, the algorithm (5.63) may be concisely written as a minimax 
problem as follows; 
Find min max a„.„, (z„,z) > a,. • (5.64) 
z,, z K +N ~K ^m 
In general, such a minimax problem is quite difficult, requiring advanced 
techniques of mathematical programming for its solution. However, in the 
case of infrequent sampling, the solution of (5.64) is virtually complete 
in the earlier results of this chapter. 
In order to solve (5.64), from the definition of cr£(z) in (5.61), 
obtain the following: 
° K + N M = s( Z) Te£ + N(S | fk<z) • s( 2 ) T K ) / •£ *n"V" 
n*l 
; ( * ) . < 5 ' 6 5 > 
where 
EKSK) • % • $ ( Z K ) T [ C ( Z K ) P ° C ( Z K 7 • v]" 1 C ( ; K )P° ( 5 6 6 ) 
is the corrected error covariance matrix jus'- after the first measurement 
at time t K, as a function of C(-) of z„ in (5.43). Expand (5.65): 
T 
N (z K ,z) - c(z)TJNp|J(zK>N c(i) t S ( z ) T V * n " W ' " 1 £(z). (5.67) 
n=T 
to find the same combination of zero-lnp' t response and zero-state response 
that was found in equation (5.10). 
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For the physically interesting case of no-flow boundary conditions 
in one-dimensional d i f fus ic , the eigenvalues of A in the state equation 
(4.1) lead to the ordering of the terms in J given by property (5.16). 
For N sufficiently large, conditions (5.18) and (5.20) are satisfied so 
that (5.67) may be written as matrices to show 
„2 M a[' -(£0 •••] M, 
[l co5(^z) ...] 











from which the most important result for the monitoring prohlem with 
bound on output error derives; for N sufficiently large, 
4^K'ZY [*&*)]„ + N t 8 ] H + S« 2> T| S£^). (5-69) 
Notice that In the asymptotic case for N sufficiently large, even though 
2 
a +^jj at time t„ +„ is a function of both z„, the positions of the measure­
ment devices at time t„, and z, the location in the medium where the vari­
ance is being tested at time t K + N , the functional relationship tepcviateA 
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into Independent functions of each argument. The selection of measure* 
ment positions z K Is seen to effect only | E K U K ) . exactly as 1t did 
1n the problem with bound on state error (see equation (5-22)). The 
location z In the medium where a^ + N Is being tested effects only the 
vari'ance associated wi'th the steady-state terra of the matrix convolution 
of the input disturbance statistics, *here the matrix 8 was defined 1n 
(5.20) and (5.21). The second term on the right-hand side of (5.69), 
N [ g ] 1 1 ( represents the increase in uncertainty in the estimate of the 
first mode, which has a constant value throughout the medium, and thus 
1s a function of neither z„ nor z. 
This may be summarized as follows: 
Conclusion IX. For infrequent sampling, the vari­
ance in the estimate of the pollutant concentration, the 
output of the monitor at time t|<+N, separates into inde­
pendent functions of the measurement positions at time 
t|< and of the pollutant concentration position at time 
*K+N- (C.IX) 
Returning to the minimax problem stated in (5.64), application of 
Conclusion IX leads to the following fortuitous result: 
Conclusion X. For infrequent sampling the follow­
ing problems are equivalent: 
(!) Find z{! at time t|< and z at time t|<+N such that 
(2) Find z{! at time t K and z*at time t K +f| such that 
m j " I - K ^ K U H + N[~-1n + T £ ( z ) T ° e ( z ) - a\im- (c-x) 
- K >- SS 
This result reduces the solution of the monitoring design problem from 
the oi-,/|etely unmanageable task of (5.63) to the relatively simple com­
bination of two separate problems in minimization and maximization. Solu­
tion of the former 1s Identical to that treated 1n the monitoring problem 
with bound on error 1n the state estimate as detailed in the section on 
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numerical measurement position optimization, Section 5.3.6. Finding z£ 
Ni, 1s minimized results in the smallest con-at time t., such that 
tribution due to the initial covariance at time t K to the variance in the 
output at time tj. + N. 
Solution of the latter problem, the maximization of the variance 
due to the steady-state convolution matrix at time t „ + N is developed in 
the following. From (5.17) and (5.21), an expression for the variance 
associated with the zero-state, or forced, response in (5.67) may be ex­
panded as matrices as follows: 
N 
S(z)7Y • n " W ' - l T c ( z ) = s ( z ) W ) • 
l—1 I f 
[. «(i0-.»] flu £W„X oX^n -
iPl






^^ijL^w^^j. ( s - 2 °) 
n=l s s 
so that every element of the matrix convolution in (5.70) approaches its 
steady-state value as N becomes Urge except the first, which grows as a 
ramp with slope [nJii- Thus, for N large, 
A T 
S ( z ) T ^  J""1"*""1 S(z) ^  H[8]„ + c(z) T ^  c (z). (5.71) 
n=l 
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It is to be emphasized that as the limit in (5.20) is approached, the 
variance associated with the matrix convolution (5.71) separates into a 
t1me-vary1ng term and a term which is a constant. Thus, for N sufficiently 
9 
large, the only term involving z in the expression for oj;+N(z.,,z) is not 
a function of time and can be precalcylated independently of the actual 
time that c.he error limit cC. is reached in (5.64). This separates de-
term'nization of the maximum over z of a^ + N(z„,z) from the actual value 
of N, and thus t|/+N» provided only that N is sufficiently large for (5.20) 
to apply. 
The relationships in Conclusion X are portrayed graphically in Fig-
ure 5.3A and B. Figure 5.3A depicts the actual evolution of a with time 
whereas 5.3B shows the asymptotic relationships of (5.69). The important 
point is that the last term in (5.69), the term involving z, has the same 
maximum as a function of z at each sample so 'iony as the number of time 
steps between each pair of samples is sufficiently large. Thus, 
Conclusion XI. The position of the maximum vari­
ance in the estimate of pollutant concentration at the 
time each measurement is required in the monitoring 
problem with bound on error in the output is independ­
ent of time, provided the time between measurements is 
sufficiently large, and is thus the same position at 
every measurement. (CXI) 
The procedure for the solution of the infrequent monitoring problem 
with bound on error in the output estimate is as follows: 
(1) At time t|(, solve for the optimal measurement posi­
tions Z|( such that 
(2) Compute ffi"lusing the relationships 
LSSJ 
[4-T^te • -" ' • [»]„-
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mjn max o K + N(* K.z) 
max CT^(Z) 
(A) Actual response 
Time 
min max o^iz^z) 
Time 
(B) Asymptotic approximation 
Figure 5.3. The Infrequent sampling problem with bound on error in the 
output estimate. 
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(3) Find N large enough that the infrequent sampling 
approximations appiy, that is, so that 
[sL'^L/W^^^ and j f 1; 
(4) Find z , the position where the variance approaches 
its steady-state maximum, where 
<?• = max c(z) T a c(z); 
SS z " S~S~ 
(5) For the pair (z£,z*), predict the solution to time 
lK+N,. w n e r e 
(6) Reinitialize time tv = t^+Ni• and return to (1) 
for next measurement. t W ! (5.72) 
All of the results for the monitoring problem with bound on error 
in the state estimate apply here as well, permitting statement of the 
final result for the monitoring problem with bound on error in the out­
put estimate: 
Conclusion XII. For the case of infrequent sam-
pling, the complete solution of the optimal monitoring 
design problem with bound on error in the output esti­
mate — the determination of the optimal number of sam­
plers to use at each measurement, their optimal loca­
tions, the optimal choice of measurement instrument 
accuracies and the position of maximum variance in the 
output estimate at each measurement —may be obtained 
at the first measurement time with the same design 
being optimal for all other measurement times. (C.XII) 
5.4.2 Determination of the Position of Maximum Variance in the Out­
put Estimate - In the solution procedure (5.72), steps (3) and (4) 
must be developed. First, from the form of *, 
1 • * n > *22 » *22 ' •" * Kn > °* ( 5 , 7 3 ) 
as seen in (5.15). Thus, in the determination of the number of terms 
necessary 1n the computation of the matrix convolution [ft] In (3), from 
N 
(5.70) and (5.20), the critical terms In the matrix, those which approach 
% 
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the i r steady-state values slower than a l l the others, can be seen to be 
[ n ] 1 9 and [£2 ] 5 1 , where, from (5.70), 
N u N * ' 
(5.74) 
As a measure of how rapidly the series in (5.74) grows as N increases, de­
fine 
4N-1 4N-1 
plj " 4..A.. va./o; 
as the ra t io of the contribution to the series for [ f iL.- dnp to seep N 
N 1 J 
compared to the contribution from step 1 in the series. Thus, a meaningful 
check for approaching the steady-state value of the convolution is to 
f ind N su f f i c ien t ly large that 
P^j < E; i , j = 1,2 n, i = j f l , (5.76) 
where c 1s some practical convergence c r i t e r i on . 
Since Q I t s e l f is a covariance matrix (see Appendix B), i t is posi­
t i ve -de f in i te ; hence [8 ] i o = telov T n u K 1 l c a n D e readi ly seen from 
(5.73), (5.74), and (5.75) that the series for terms [Q3,, and ££ ] , . grow 
N , e K i x 
more slowly than a l l the others (excluding, of course, M „ ) since 
N " 
p12 * p21 > p1j' a 1 1 o t h e r ( 1 , j ) ' ( 5 , 7 7 ) 
Thus, a convenient measure for the convergence 
Um [n] = [n] 
lt*° 8 SS 
is, simply, to find for just the second element of *, * 2 2, that value of 
N such that, for some convergence accuracy e, 
.N-1.N-".
 4N-1 
N . *11 »22 . *22 , ,S-2 ,
 c ,- ,„> 
Pl» - ~*—Z " A — *09 * e- (5.78) 
It 'n*22 *22 
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Thus, for the infrequent sampling approximations to apply within some 
tolerance e, at least N time steps must occur between sample times so that 
steady-state conditions are adequately approached. 
In order to f ind the maximum in step (4 ) , that i s , f ind z* such that 
c(z) 52 c(z) is maximized, an analyt ical approach is f i r s t sought. Since 
SS ~ 
the problem is a simple extremization of a scalar-valued function of a 
single variable, elementary calculus techniques apply so that for some 
value of z K a necessary condition for an extremum is 
From Conclusion IX and (5.69) 
(5.80) 
a f < & f l M - 3 F \ | ^ . n + ^ S \ ! • £U)T|s &(z 
i s ( z ) T ) | E ( 2 ) t c ( Z ) T | ( i c ( z ) ) 
SS SS 
Recalling that since U is a covariance matrix, 
0 = 8 > 
SS SS 
so that 
al 0 K + N M S 2 ( l l^) )8 e (z ) . 
Thus, 
S(z) 1 l ,cos( ^ z j , cos^2 ^ z ) , . . . | , 
£^J = 0 . . 2 f s 1 n ( 5 f z ) . - 2 2 f - s i n ( 2 ^ z ) . 
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M N ( M > 2 ££-<•-"i"" [(i -" H c o s I"•" # 2 taj ' ( 5 , 8 , ) i-i j - i 
2 
For an extremum in vt
 N(z.,,z), set (5.81) to zero, from which it is seen 
clearly that for finding the solutions of (5.79), analytical methods are 
of little nee. 
The numerical solution of (5.79) using (5.81) and (5.69), however, 
is straightforward. Since the derivative can be so concisely written, 
it is well known that solving for the roots of (5.79), then checking the 
value of the function (5.69) at each root so as to classify each extrema 
in order to arrive at the global maximum is superior to direct one dimen­
sional search methods (such as golden section or Fibonacci" search) which 
do not employ derivatives (see [20] and [53]). Thus, any of the widely 
available root solving methods for nonlinear equations could be suitable 
for the determinization of z* at the maximum cf crK+N(Z|,,z) (see, foi ex­
ample, [61]). 
5.5 Diffusive Systems Including Scavenging 
Return now to the original problem of monitoring diffusive pollutant 
dispersal including anvironmental degradation or scavenging of the pollut­
ant. The relevant transport equation, from (3.3), is given as 
| | = KV 2? - a? + f, (5.82) 
where a is a smaller parameter. This equation describes di f fusion in an 
arbi t rary homogeneous region P where the small term -a? accounts for the 
scavenging of the pol lutant from the medium. The scavenging term is 
typ ica l ly much smaller than either the source or di f fusion terms and 
usually leads to a slowly-changing component in the system response. 
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Application of separation of variables to the homogeneous form of 
(5.82) leads to the following state and Helmholtz equations: 
x(t) + tt + ^ )x(t) = 0, (5.83) 
7 2e(P) + £e(P) = 0. (5.84) 
Comparison with equations (3.11) and (3.12) for the case of simple dif­
fusion, the case in (3.4) with a E 0, shows that the only difference in 
the associated eigenproblem i: In the rates of response in the time equa­
tion. The equation regarding the spatial response is identical with that 
for the case of simple diffusion. Thus, all the eigenvalues are seen to 
be shifted by the same amount a, the value of the scavenging parameter 
itself. 
Notice that nothing has been said that restricts this result to 
specific coordinate systems, boundary conditions, etc It 1s a general 
relationship between the eigensystems of (3.4) and (5.82). Thus, the 
modal state equations for the case with scavenging may be written 
* n(t) = -(Xn + oe)xn(t) + f n(t), n = 1,2 (5.85) 
where f „ ( t ) is the modal input to mode n (see (3.19)). Comparison of 
(5.85) with (3.20) for the case of simple di f fusion shows that the prob­
lem with scavenging changes the response of the system with no-flow 
boundary conditions to that of a problem which l ies somewhere between 
simple di f fusion with no-flow boundary conditions and simple di f fusion 
with f ixed boundary conditions. I t would seem from what we have seen in 
the infrequent sampling problem thus far that for the cases where a 
is small in (5.82), extensions of the ear l ier results of th is chapter to 
the problem including scavenging should be possible. 
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Another way of seeing how the inclusion of the term -aE. in (5.82; 
effects the structure of the eigenproblem associated with (5.82) can be 
shown by reconsidering the one-dimensional example of Section 3.2. Con­
sider here only the homogeneous response. Thus, the problem may be 
stated as follows: 
'•^;t,l!! K 3 ^fi - "g(z.t); (5.86) 
M|Mi,0, ^f^EOi (5.87) 
Sfz.O) = 5 0(z). (5.88) 
Now, make the transformation (see Mac Robert [82], p. 33) 
S(z.t) = n(z,t)e"at. (5.89) 
Substitute (5.89) into (5.86) to obtain 
nfz.t)^-"*] + ^ ^ - B ' a t = K i ^ f L e- a t - an(z,t)e-at., (5. 
which reduces to 
^1=K%^. (6.91) 
3 t
 3z 2 
But the eigensystem for (5.91) given boundary conditions (5.87) is just 
that for the problem of simple diffusion already discussed in Section 3.2 
from which the homogeneous solution may be written as 
^3. - K ( n - l ) 2 ^ / \ 
niz.t) = 2 ^ x n£°> e 4 L cos f(n - 1) J? zj (5.92) 
n=l ^ / 
where the initial conditions for the modes are given by 
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x n(0) 
•r ? n(z) cos (n - 1) 2L y dz. (5.93) 
S'.ibstitution of (5.93) into (5.89) then yields the important result for 
the case including scavenging 
- _K(n-l) 2-Lt 









Thus the solution to the problem including scavenging has exactly the 
same eigenfunations as the case without scavenging and a set of shifted 
eigenvalues each of whose elements is just that of the problem without 
scavenging shifted by an amount a. 
5.5.1 The Infrequent Sampling Problem - Consider a one-dimensional 








2L*< - » • * 
at
 S z i (5.95) 
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3z U * 32 " • 
S(z,o) = 5 0 ; 
f(z,t) = w(t)6(zw • • z ) , 
(5.96) 
(5.97) 
HvWh = 0. 
E[w(t)w(r)] = W«(t - T ) . (5.98) 
After s impl i f icat ion of the series solution of the homogeneous prob­
lem in (5.94) to a f i n i t e number of terms, n, i t can be seen from the 
form of (3.37) for the problem without scavenging that the fol lowing set 
of modal state equations resul ts : 
1 






f COS (<"-'>*«») | 
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with in i t ia l condition 
x(0) = [ 5 0 , 0 0 ] T . (5.100) 
The measurement equation is exactly that of (3.39) for the case with no 
scavenging. 
Thus, comparison of the dynamic matrix /\ for the case with no scav­
enging in (3.37) with that in (5.99) for the inclusion if the a-term 
shows the one major difference for the Infrequent sampling problem. In 
the former, [ A ] ^ = 0 while In the latter, [ A ] ^ = -a + 0. Thus, the 
first modal state variable will fn general exhibit a relatively slow re­
sponse governed by the term e . The effect of the initial condition 
x,(0) will decay at that rate whereas it remained constant in the case 
with no scavenging. This leads to differences In the asymptotic prop­
erties of the solutions which are developed in the following. 
Consider the time discretization of (5.99). The state-transition 
matrix « given in (4.8) for the A matrix in (5.99) is 
o" m 
o 4 - , ) 2 S + a > 
(5.101) 
where the integration step T s (t K +, - t K ) . Assume as before that the 
problem starts at time t- with initial estimation error covariance ma­
trix given by tf0. Assume further that at time t„, the estimation error 
constraint is reached so that a measurement is necessary at time t„. It 
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Is required to design the measurement by finding the optimal measurement 
position vector zt so that the time when the error constraint 1s next 
reached 1s maximized. 
Consider the evolution of the predicted estimation error covarlance 
matrix with time after the sample at t R: 
n*l 
Expand the above as matrices as was done for the case with no scavenging 
in (5.17) to obtain 
& & ) • fetoi'Mi [*i*« 
M.* 





Now, 1f a in (5.95) is su f f i c ien t ly small, then the diagonal elements of 
J , cal led ^ , i = 1 ,2 , . . . . n , w i l l be related in (5.103) by the fol low­
ing ordering property: 
^N *N 1 > $j.| » „,j2 > <j>N > 0. (5.104) 
Using (5.104), the matrices in (5.103) may be approximated by the follow-, 




[Q], v 6 2 ( n- i> u 
O 8 ss 
(5.105) 
Comparison of (5.105) with (5.21) for the case with no scavenging shows 
the expected result that here, the asymptotic matrix solution approaches 
that of just the (1,1)-element of th? matrix with time plus the steady-
state matrix n due to the forcing function. 
SS 
For the monitoring problem with bound on error in the state estimate, 
from (5.105) the trace of the estimation error covariance matrix Is given 
by 
N 
Tr[EK-Hl(sK 3 - [ E K ( S K J / l " + Kill Y, * l i n " 1 > + T r [ | s J ' ( 5- ' 0 6 ) 
n=l 
which is similar In form to (5.22) for the problem without scavenging. 
The only differences H e in the first two terms on the right hand sides 
of (5.22) and (5.106). Both pairs of terms describe the response of 
i p K l**} I with tirno i n the former case, the response is that of a fm{$]:] w1th time" 
ramp with slope [fl],-. starting at efe>] •v*v In the latter case, the 11 
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response starts from the same value but then slowly approaches a finite 
steady-state value in the limit as N + « much like all the othar terms 
do in the matrix. The main difference is that the (1,1)-element of 
P K + N ( z K ) grows much, much slower to its final value than all the other 
K * 
elements of P D + N ( z K ) ; this is the result of requiring the scavenging 
parameter a to be small, leading to property (5.104). 
A graphical depiction of the trace of (5.102) and its asymptotic 
approximation in (5.106) is shown i,i Figure 5.5. Comparison with Fig­
ure 5.2 for the case with no scavenging shows the difference in the as­
ymptotic responses. 
For the monitoring problem w' h bound on error in the output esti-
mate, using the form for P.£+N(£K) in (5.105) in the equation (5.68) de­
veloped earlier leads to 
N 
< 4 N & > Z ) a [?K(4/U + I83„ Y, • i i ( n " 1 ) + e ( ? ) T
 S V ( Z ) - ( 5 ' 1 0 7 ) 
n=l 
Comparison of (5.107) with (5.69) for the case with no scavenging shows 
the same asymptotic properties as exhibited in the problem with bound on 
error in the state estimate above which leads to the general result for 
the problem with scavenging: 
Conclusion XIII. For diffusive systems with scaveng­
ing, all the results for the infrequent sampling problem 
for normal diffusion apply directly so long as the scaveng­
ing parameter is sufficiently small. (C.XIII) 
5.6 One-Dimensional Diffusion with Fixed Boundary Conditions 
Consider the case of a one-dimensional diffusive system with the 
pollutant concentrations at the ends of the medium fixed at known values 




(A) Actual response 
(B) Asymptotic approximation 
Figure 5.5. The infrequent sampling problem for systems with scavenging; 
compare to Figure 5.2 for systems with no scavenging. 
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Section 3.2 2. Such systems are of much lesser practical Importance than 
those with ho-flow boundary conditions since It 1s difficult to find many 
physical situations of any significance where fixed end conditions occur 
(see Brewer [22] and Young [131]). 
For such a system, the following state and measurement equations 
apply: 
x = Ax + Dw, 
y = Q* + X. 




- 4 KiT 
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From tne definition of A above and 4 1n (4.8) and (4.9), the state transi­
tion matrix for fixed boundary concentrations is given as follows where 




»ST -4*4 (5.11) 
r^  
, ,2 Kn' T 
4L Z 
Comparing this transition matrix with that from the case for no-flow 
boundary conditions (see (5.15)) shows how the fundamental difference in 
the two normal mode expansions effects the dynamical responses of such 
systems. In the case with no-flow boundary conditions [*],, = 1, where­
as for the case with fixed concentrations at the boundaries, 0 < [Jl, < 1. 
This difference manifests itself in ways which effect both the moni­
toring problems with bound on error in the state and output estimates. 
Consider the predicted covariance matrix equation from time t„ to time 
S-K+N 
A M I . 
* P„* + \ 
n=l 
$"" V 
From (5.111) l e t 
M,, = A . . , 
* l l ' 










Comparing (5.113) with (5.17) for the case with no-flow boundary condi­
tions shows that the properties of first elements of both matrices in 
(5.17) which proved to be crucial to the simplicity found in the infre­
quent sampling problem do not hold in the case with fixed end concentra­
tions. 
However, as in the case with scavenging, notice that owing to the 
ordering of the eigenvalues in the A matrix in (5.110), there is a corre 
sponding ordering in the elements of * such that for P„+., in (5.113), 
> A N > 0. 1 > (f^ > <t>22 (5.114) 
Notice from the matrix A that for the first two terms, 
4X 1 " X 2 (5.115) 
so that the second mode decays four times faster than the first. Thus, the 
two dominant eigenvalues are widely enough separated to proceed with ap­
proximations for an infrequent sampling problem. 
Use (5.112) in (5.113) to obtain 
1 " 1 
& * 
o 




which is exactly the same result as in (5.105) for the case with scav­
enging. The trace of (5.116) follows the form of (5.106) for the scav­
enging problem so that for the monitoring problem with bound on error 
in the state estimate, all the results for the infrequent sampling prob­
lem apply. Trajectories for Tr[p£ + N(z£)] would appear similar to those 
for the problem of no-flow boundary conditions including scavenging as 
shown in figure 5.5; the rate of approach to steady-state for the (1,1)-
element of P £ + N would be faster if X 1 for this problem is larger than a 
in the former problem. 
For the monitoring problem with bound on the error in the output 
estimate, the case of fixed boundary conditions causes a confusing rela­
tionship in the minimax problem for finding the location of maximum vari­
ance in the output estimate. From the approximation for P £ + N in (5.116), 
LEH< 
o 
[sln(^z) sin ( i r f . ) . . ] ISA 
o 
sin (t£j 
sin k ± *) 
* [.1«(£») *m (*]£*) - ] 
8 
ss 
sin ( JT *) 
sin (2 j f *) 
'(5.117) 
I l l 
where c(z) Is derived from the def in i t ion of £ (z , t ) in (3.48). Thus, 
for N large, 
V ^ T 
+ sin yz]_ ZJL8J-,-, ^ *!•, s~ s~ 
n=l 
which is of the form 
0JJ+N(2K» Z) = a ( 2 K , z , N ) + e^ z , N > + E' 2 ) (5.119A) 
= a(z K)|3(zMN) + B(z)6(N) + E( Z ) . (5.119B) 
It is required to find zjj and z* such that, for N large, 
4^1''*) = "JjJ T °K+N( ZK' Z)- (5-120) 
From the separation of functions in (5.119B), it is clear that finding zt 
should be done exaotly as before, that is, 
Find zj at t K such that [ t ^ ) ] „ = % [ ^ Jin' ^ ^ 
It would appear that knowing z.£, the optimal measurement positions 
for the measurement at time t«, one could then substitute its value di­
rectly into (5.118) to solve for the position of maximum variance, z*, 
at time t K + N- However, as seen 1n (5.119B), the terms (a 8 y) and (B 6) 
are functions of time t K + N > such that the relationship between (agy + 86) 
and (e) in (5.1198) is always changing. A general statement of a separa­
tion principle like (5.69) for systems with no-flow boundary conditions 
cannot be made for the case with fixed boundary conditions. However, if 
more knowledge exists about the specific problem under study, for example, 
if in (5.118), [n],, » [ Q ] i j , i and j f 1, then the term (B«) In (5.119B) 
may dominate the right-hand side of that equation for N large such that, 
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for such a special case, 
T C K+N(?K* Z ) = ™ X s i " Z [ t z 
What is clear about the general case is that the minimax problem 
in (5.120) simplifies to (1) finding z., in the minimization in (5.21) 
as before then (2) evaluating the position z* for the maximum oy +„(z K,z ) 
in (5.118) iteratively as N increases until for some t R + N , o^ + N(z^,z*) 
>,cC. . The latter procedure is greatly simplified using the approxima­
tions of the infrequent sampling problem as can be seen by comparing the 
simplicity of the expression for aj; + N in (5.118) with the complicated 
V 
expression that would have resulted had the full matrices for P K + [, in 
(5.113) been involved instead. 
Thus, results for the infrequent monitoring problem with no-flow 
boundary conditions extend with restrictions to the case with fixed 
boundary conditions. 
Conclusion XIV. For N large, all the results for 
the infrequent sampling problem with no-flow boundary 
conditions with bound on error in the state estimate 
extend to the case with fixed boundary conditions. The 
results for bound on error in the output estimate do not 
all extend to the case with fixed boundary conditions 
in general; however, application of the infrequent sam­
pling problem approximations does drastically simplify 
solution of the functionally interdependent minimax 
problem to the solution of two independent problems in 
minimization and maximization. (C.XIV) 
5.7 Extension to Monitoring Problems in Three Dimensions: Systems with 
Liiission Boundary Conditions 
As a means of demonstrating the power of the results for the infre­
quent sampling problem, consider extensions to diffusive systems in 
three dimensions; examples of applications might include pollutant trans­
port in estuaries or bays and radiation level detection in settling basins 
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or in groundwater systems. Suppose there is a rectangular three-dimen­
sional region into which known stochastic sources are injecting pollut­
ant. In the case of bay, estuary or settling basin systems, the upper 
surface of this region would interface with the earth's atmosphere where­
as in groundwater applications, the upper surface of this hypothetical 
region could coincide with the local level of the water table. The re­
quirement of the problem is to place the fewest number of sampling sta­
tions at the best locations on the surface of the region, taking the few­
est number of samples over a given time interval in order to maintain the 
error in the estimate of the concentration t'tceoughout the three-dimen­
sional volume below a given bound. This is an interesting variation of 
the general problem in three dimensions where sources may occur anywhere 
in the volume but measurements are required to be taken only on one sur­
face of the volume. 
The validity of the description of pollutant transport in such sys­
tems by the use of Fickian diffusion has not been thoroughly studied. 
However, it seems reasonable to assume that if small enough subregions, 
which may be called "components," are considered, thtn coupling large 
numbers of such component subregions together, each of which is governed 
by its own diffusion equation, could result in a system of submodels 
which could be used to model a large, possibly inhomogeneous, anisotripic 
medium. Thus, this example is presented for its conceptual interest as 
a starting point toward a more sophisticated approach to solutions for 
pollutant monitoring problems of this type. 
Assume the component subregion is described schematically as in 
Figure 5.6. One of the v generalized sources, w ^ t ) , is shown somewhere 
in the volume with its position vector defined as 
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Figure 5.6. Three-dimensional component subregion for a three-
dimensional monitoring problem. 
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Sw, S \% '% ' \ 
1
 L M '2 '3. 
Sw S K , c w «sw t 1 = 1,2 P. (5.122) 
One of the set of m generalized measurements y. is shown on the surface 
with its position given by 
2j S [ Z V Z V 2 L 3 ] T . J = 1,2 m. (5.123) 
If the size of the rectangular region 1s sufficiently small, the dif-
fusivity throughout the medium may be approximated as a constant. The 
boundary conditions of the submerged surfaces are chosen to be of no-flow 
type so that other such components may be coupled together in order to 
approximate inhomogeneous material properties over larger regions (see 
Young [131], Chap. 3). 
At the upper surface of the component, the assumption is made that a 
no-flow boundary condition adequately models the characteristics of the 
pollutant exchange across the upper boundary of the region. In problems 
involving transport of a volatile soluble contaminant in water systems 
(like DDT or disolved radioactive wastes), this assumption could be 
changed, for instance, to include emission of the pollutant into the atmos­
phere at the earth's surface. An approximate model of such emission is 
Robin's boundary condition (see Berg and He Gregor [18], Sections 3.6 
and 4.9, Mac Robert [82], p. 28 and Duff and Naylor [34], Section 7.3). 
The only difference such a modification makes in the normal mode analysis 
is in the eigensystem which results for the ?, coordinate direction, which 
1s similar in form to that for no-flow boundary conditions but has inter­
esting conceptual differences (see 118], Section 4.9), 
Suppose the initial pollutant concentration throughout the medium i 
given by the function 5 0(c). Thus, the initial-boundary value problem 
for this system is defined as follows: 
& • " ( 
* • • • 
Cj » 0, e , - ^ . 
K2 ? 2 ° 0» ? 2 = 2L 2 . 
c 3 = 0, ?3 = 2 L 3 ; 







'iM""i<*><e' - s , )^ - s 2 ) 6 ( c 3- s 3 > 
E^tt)] = 0, 
E[w.(t)w.(T)] = W.6(t - T ) , i = 1,2 r . (5.127) 
The no-flow boundary conditions are specified for all surfaces by 
(5.125). The initial condition as a function of the spatial coordinate 
vector 5 is given in (5.126), while the stochastic point sources with 
their statistics are described in (5.127). 
The essential difference between this problem and the two-dimensional 
case treated in Section 3.3 is in the extension to eigensystems in three 
dimensions and the resultant increase in dimensionality as mentioned in 
Section 3.4. 
Begin the analysis by assuming a solution in separated variables of 
the form 
^ • ^ " L I L L W * ) ws> 
£=1 nR n=l 
*mM e * U l > e m ( ? 2 } en^3>- ( 5 ' 1 2 8 > 
Jt=l m=l n< 
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From the one- and two-dimensional problems 1n Chapter 3, elgensystems for 
the coordinates C 1• & 2, and ; 3 , given boundary conditions (5.125), can be 
w i t ten down Iranedlately as follows: 
h * TT~ ' 4 = 1,2 (5.129A) 
11 
(5.129B) e, l(5 1) = cos U - 1) —- c, I 
\ , = R T " ' m = l , 2 , . . . , (5.130A) 
m m 
e m (c 2 ) = cos ( m - l j j j - e j ; (5.130B) 
\ , =^4~ • n = 1 ' 2 (5.131A) 
n n 
e n k 3 ) = cos ( n - l ) ^ - ? 3 . (5.131B) 
The generalized modal resistances and capacitances, the R's and C's above, 
are exactly those given for the two-dimensional case in (3.61). As before, 
substitution of C(c,t) in (5.128) into the differential equation (5.124), 
right-multiplying by eigenfunctions, integrating over the volume and ap­
plying orthogonality results in the following generalized normal mode 
state equation: 
* *fat14 Jf .„' , < 5 , t ) c"s ( < " ' ) a q e 0 c " ( " - n £. '*) C 0 S (ti"1> i ^ ' W r (5.132) 
The initial conditions for x(t) are found as follows from (5.126) and 
(5.128). 
%{~] ~=LLL x » c o ) e * U i > ^ '^J- ( 5 , 1 3 3 ) 
x?f npl n=l 
If CQ(C) 1S expandable 1n a triple Fourier series, then x J l m n(0) is given 
N 
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as Allows (see Mac Robert [82], p, 43)f 
r Z h r 2 4 r 2 L 3 




where the eigenfunctions are given in (5.129) through (5.131). 
The stochastic point sources are transformed into modal inputs in a 
similar fashion: 
r c V / f (5. t ) e.fc,) ^ ( ^ e n U 3 )d { 3 d ? 2 d : i 
\™<\Xs2H,3) 
where, treating the point sources as distributions, the eigenfunctions in 
(5.135) are evaluated at the coordinate positions of the ith. point source. 
Truncating the triple Fourier series in (5.128) and retaining n terms 
in each results in a set of state and measurement equations entirely ana­
logous to those for the two-dimensional problem in Section 3.3. The di­
agonal element for A for the (i,j,k)-th, equation is 
•^--{jk'4i+S' ( 5 ,136 ) 
so that the eigenvalues of the three-dimensional problem are simply the 
sums of those for one-dimensional problems written in each of the three 
coordinate directions. Similarly (see (3.62) and (3.64)), the elements 
of the D and C matrices are merely triple products of the eigenfunctions. 
Thus, the similarity with the two-dimensional case is well established. 
Notice that in the discretization of the elements of A from (5.136) 
and Table (3.61), [A] , , = 0 so that ct^ = 1; thus all the results for 
the Infrequent sampling problem with no-flow boundary conditions extend 
.(« i = 1,2,. (5,135) 
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directly to multidimensional regions, Thus, regardless of the dimension­
ality of a region, 1f no-flow boundary conditions exist at all bound­
aries, the monitoring problem may be treated in a straight orward manner 
with thp techniques of the infrequent sampling problem. 
Consider the Inclusion suggested earlier of the emission of pollut­
ant into the atmosphere at the surface of the component subregion, at 
C, = 2L,. A model for such emission (see Mac Robert [82], p. 28) i„ 
given by the following homogeneous boundary condition: 
3?(C.t) 
3?3 
•+ h[e(£,t) - C 3(c rC 2)] = 0; 5 3 = 2L 3, (5.137) 
where £, is the pollutant concentration in the atmosphere over the sur­
face ?, = 2L,,taken to be constant over time. Thus, the atmosphere acts 
like a pollutant source with constant concentration £;,{?,,?,). h is a 
constant relating the emlsslvity of the surface e to the diffusivity 
within the component subregion by 
h 5 e/K. (5.138) 
Berg and Mc Gregor([18], Section 4.9) show that the eigensystem for a one-
uimensional system with a no-flow boundary condition like (5.123C) at 
C, = 0 and a boundary condition with emission of the form (5.137) at 
-g, = 2U can be described as follows. 
V ^ = (n - D s r + V n = l,2,...; (5.139A) 
e n(5 3) = cos (5.139B 
where J T } must be a positive root of the transcendental equatio 
^ tan (21.3^)= h. (5.139C) 
ion 
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A graphical solution of (5139C) shows that there is an ordering of the 
roots y T " 1 such that, for u , 
\ > p., > P 2 > ... > p n > u n + 1 > ... > 0. (5.139D) 
For example, for 2L 3 = 1 and h = 0.1, 
n 1 2 3 4 5 
\ 0.3111 3.1731 6.2991 9.4333 12.5743 (5.139E) 
Thus, it is found that an ordering in this problem exists such that, for 
V 
0 > A, > Xj > .... n = 1,2,... . (5.139F) 
Since the eigenvalues for the three-dimensional problem are the sums of 
those in eigenproblems written in the three independent coordinate di­
rections 5., c 2, and c„, from (5.136) it 1s seen that if an emission 
boundary condition is used at s, = 2L 3, the crucial first eigenvalue in 
the A matrix is given by 
Xlll = (° + 0 + v, 2J (5.140) 
2 
where p, 1S the first eigenvalue for the modified elgensystem (5.139). 
This leads to an ordering for the * matrix elements such that 
1 > * n > * 2 2 > ... (5.141) 
so the: the concepts developed for the infrequent sampling problems for 
the cases with fixed boundary conditions and scavenging apply here as 
well. It should be noted that since P 1 > 0, the first eigenfunction 
1n (5.139B) will be a function of c 3 so that the minimax problem possesses 
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the modified separation property of (5,119) for the case of fixed bound* 
ary conditions. Thus, the case of practical interest accounting for emis­
sion at a boundary is seen to fall within the framework of the infrequent 
sampling problem. 
Conclusion XV. For N large, the results of Conclu­
sion XIV tor the case with fixed boundary conditions are 
seen to extend to regions with emission or radiation 
boundary conditions. (C.XV) 
Another interesting point about the structure of this type of moni­
toring problem is that pven though the dynamic response of the process 
must be computed for the entire region 1n three-space, the measurement 
position optimization is constrained to a two-dimensional subspace, that 
is, to the surface 
C 3 = 2L 3. (5.142) 
This reduces the domain of the optimization considerably and emphasizes 
the power and versatility of constrained optimization techniques. In 
Section 5.3.6, a first-order gradient technique with linear constraints 
was described. In the context of the problems of this section, the power 
of such a technique is demonstrated in being able to express the require­
ment (5.142) directly as an equality constraint upon the domain of 5 3 in 
the optimization. 
In the application to groundwater problems, a more practical problem 
scatement might be to constrain measurements to be taken anywhere down to 
a depth e below the upper surface of the component subregion, that is, to 
a depth E below the water table. This form of a constraint is readily 
placed upon the domain of the optimized variables as follows (see (5.5.3)): 
For the position of the jth measurement device, require that z. , 
-J3 
the element of z^ in the 5, coordinate direction, be limited to 
(2L 3 - e) < Zj < 2L3 j = 1,2,...,m; (5.143) 
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the form of a constraint for the optimization algorithm must be 
z
 s W < 5 - 1 4 4 > 
thus, decompose the single inequality constraint in (5.143) into two of 
the form (5.144) to obtain 
zi * 2 L 3 -
- Z j < (2L3 - c). (5.145) 
Thus, the subspace for the measurement posit ion optimization consisting 
of a layer of depth e beneath the surface of the region is entered into 
the optimization algorithm as two simple inequali ty constraints on the 
elements z. given in (5.145). 
J 3 
Thus, formulation of a three-dimensional pol lutant monitoring prob­
lem over a homogeneous region with various boundary conditions amounts 
to a straightforward extension of the methods used for one- and two-di­
mensional problems. In addi t ion, confining the admissible region for 
optimal monitor placement is a natural application of constrained op t i ­
mization techniques. 
5.8 The Management Problem 
Thus far, consideration has been given solely to the problem involved 
1n the design of a measurement - the number and quality of measurement 
sensors and where they should be placed - in order to minimize the total 
number of samples necessary over some time interval. It is the require­
ment, on the other hand, of the management problem to determine at what 
times within that time interval the measurements should be made in order 
to minimize the total number of samples necessary overall. 
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It is desired to prove that the optimal management program is to 
sample only when the error criterion for the state or output estimate 
has reached its limit. In general, this is a difficult fact to establish. 
Results are clear for the scalar case, however, and (algebraically tedi­
ous) constructive proofs for a system with only two normal mode states 
and one measurement device indicate that such a sampling program is also 
optimal for the vector case. However, obtaining a comprehensive proof 
that sampling only at the limits is optimal for multidimensional normal 
mode representations remains an elusive task. Heuristically, the veri­
fiable resi.lt for scalar systems still seems to be extendable to the 
multivariable case, as will be shown. 
5.8.1 Optimality in the Scalar Case - Consider a scalar system 
whose Kalman Filter covariance equations (see Chapter 4, Figure 4.1) can 
be reduced to 
(5.147) 
where ui and v are the disturbance and measurement noise variances, p 
is the variance in x and c is the scalar measurement coefficient. 
Assume the process starts at time t Q. In order to deduce the opti­
mal sampling program, compare the two following monitoring programs which 
correspond to sampling at the error limit (2) and sampling before-the 
error limit is reached (1): 
(1) Predict to t 1, sample at time t] and predict ahead to tfj; 
(2) Predict to t N, then sample. (5.148) 
The optimality of one program over the other will be established after 
time t K + N by the determination of which of the two has the smaller 
„




PK+I C K+I + v 
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variance p, since both wil >ve used the same number of measurements 
(one each). 
.".; a starting point, make the assumption that, the characteristics 
of the measurements at the two times (specified by cjL, and v in (5.147)) 
2 
are the same. The more general case where v can vary and c, at t, in 
2 
the first measurement program and cf; at t N in the second may be differ-
2 2 2 
ent is commented upon later. Thus, for now, let ct = cz, H c at both 
samples. 
Case (1) 
(A) Predict from t Q to t , : 
0 J- j. 
p1 = S> MQ + <o; 




h p°c 2 + v 
= (<j.2u0 + u) 
_ 
($ 2 u Q + u ) c 2 + v 
(C) Predict to t^: 
N-l 







(A) Predict to t N : 
P„ = (*') 
•'N Z ? n-l (• ) i 
n=l 




(B) Sample at t N; 
N 0 W+} (5.153) 
It is required to show that in (5.148), program (2) is optimal 
(which is an analogous case to sampling at the limit in the monitoring 
problem when pH > p 7. , an error limit). This can be shown by finding 
conditions under which 
(5.154) 
To illustrate the relationships involved in the optimality of such 
a monitoring program, consider Figure 5.7. 
P, 
P N < P N. 
Figure 5.7. Relationships involved in scalar optimal manage­
ment program. 
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The optimality of case (Z) is verified if after both programs have 
included one measurement, after time tK+f-, the variance for case (2) is 
below that of case (1). 
In order to prove (5.154), proceed as follows. Consider the "amount 
of correction" A to the variance p at a sample as the difference between 
the predicted and corrected values at the sample time. From Figure 5.7, 
then, define 
Al - (P? • P i ) < 5 , 1 5 5 ' 
A N a (p° - p|j) (5.156) 
!t wi'l be shown in what follows that if pj! is a monotonically increas­
ing function of t K, then 
(PN > P?) •* (AN > A l ) - ( G- 1 5 7) 
Then, predict A, ahead in time to t„ to show 
(AN > A,) -ofy >pjj) (5.158) 
which proves (5.154). Finally, it is necessary to show that if sampling 
at t N is superior to sampling at t,, then for all times t N + R after t.., 
( P J > P K ) - * ( P J + R > P N N + R } (5-159) 
i/ 
F i r s t , consider the evolut ion of p £ + „ a f t e r a measurement a t time 
„K 
PK+N ( • ^ • ^ ( • V V 
n=l 
where, if the measurement after t„ is the first measurement, 




Since p° > 0 and c Z > 0 in (5.161), 
\>l < P° . (5.162) 
that is, the variance in the estimate is (expectedly) decreased at a 
measurement. In general, the variance, or uncertainty, will grow be­
tween measurements, or at least it will under certain conditions upon 
K 2 the combination of pj^, <t> and <u in (5.160), those conditions which are 
of interest in the monitoring problem. Thus, restrict the study here to 
systems which possess monotonically increasing values of predicted vari­
ance as shown in Figure 5.7. Hence, require that 
(5.163) 
Next, consider the corrections in (5.155) and (5.156). To deduce 
the inference in (5.157), from (5.149) through (5.153), find 
PN° > P?-






V I* 2 + V 
(5.164) 
(5.165) 
To find conditions under which 
A N > A 1 , (5.166) 
substitute (5.164) and (5.165) into the above, cross multiply by the 
denominators a.id collect terms to obtain 
[(PS)2P?<2 • ( P ^ ] > [(-fif # ' • (ptfv]. (5.167) 
from (5.157) and (5.167) follows 
Conclusion XVI. For the scalar case of the moni­
toring management problem and for problems with increas­
ing uncertainty 1n the state estimate between sample 
times, the amount of correction made to the predicted 
variance In the state estimate Is an Increasing func­
tion of the predicted value of the variance at the time 
of the measurement. (C.XVI) 
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This concept of the comparison of the amounts of estimation error cor­
rection at different measurement times Is suggested in a later section 
as the basis for a proof in the extension of these results to the vector 
case. 
In order to prove (5.154), establish now the inference in (5.158). 
Referring to Figure 5.7 and using (5.151) and (5.1528), obtain 
n 0 J 
PN " PN (•'J-'pfL 
n=l 
V ) m 
N-l 
• c* 2 ) N - ] "P? 
E ^ V 
However, for a stable system. 
i i 1, 
[ P N - P N ] S V 
Thus, by construction from Figure 5.7 
[ > > *l] "* [Pi > P!] 
7 N-l i V 9 I"1 
(*) Pi + > (* ) <» 
n=l 
•A] 
from which (5.158) follows. 
Finally, to demonstrate (5.159), for case (1) in (5.148), 
P«+R 
ft 
o R i \ ' 9 n-l 







and for case (2) 
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n=l 
from which (5.159) is obviously seen to follow regardless of the value 
o o 
of <r. Hence, if pfj > p ^ m > some error limit, sampling at the limit is 
seen to be optimal at the sample time and optimal thereafter. Thus, in 
the scalar case, (2) is the best monitoring program. 
o 
Notice how no restrictions were placed upon 4 , <o, or v except that 
the system must be stable and to and v as variances must be positive. 
Thus, Conclusion XVI includeb both the zero eigenvalue case for $ = 1 and 
the negative eigenvalue case where 0 < <j> < 1. Thus, it is a general re­
sult for scalar models where the asymptotic properties (5.18) and (5.20) 
of the infrequent sampling problem need not necessarily apply. 
Thus, the verification of (5.157) through (5.159) prove that for a 
p 
fixed measurement position reflected in c and fixed instrument accuracy 
fixed by v, sampling at the estimation error limit is optimal. 
In the original comparisons for monitoring programs (1) and (2), 
2 2 2 ? 
the assumption was made that ci = c in (5.150) and cjj = c in (5.153). 
The general case is now considered where the characteristics of the mea­
surement at time t, in program (1) are free to differ from those at time 
t N in (2), that is, c* f cjj. 
The objective of both monitoring programs under the earlier problem 
definition is to provide a sampling schedule which requires the least 
overall number of samples necessary to maintain the estimation error be­
low its limit at all times. An important observation for the scalar 
case is that, for a measurement at time t.., maximizing the time t K + N be­
fore the error limit is again reached is strictly equivalent to minimiz­
ing the estimation error just after the sample at time t K (this may not 
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be the case in the extension to the vector problem due to the linear 
combinations of increasing/decreasing responses inherent in theTr[-] 
and g- [.,.J functions; this case is considered later). Thus, the Objec­
ts n 
tive of sampling schedule (1) is to choose c, such that p, is minimized 
and that of sampling schedule (2) is to find that cjj which minimizes pjj. 
The optimality of the two is then established by determining which pro­
gram after time t N results in the smaller estimation error; that is, in 
determining which of Pu(c| ) and p„(cjj ) is the smaller at time t N. 
for the scalar case, it can be shown that the optinal measurement 
positions reflected in c? and oL must be independent of the time each 
measurement is taken, independent of the value of the variance at the 
times of the measurements and they must strictly be equal to each other. 
To see this, compare the first line of (5.150) for a sample at time t, 
with the case for a sample at time t N in (5.153). Examining the denomi­
nators of the two expressions leads to the observation that the optimal 
choice for c* in both cases must be the same. In order to maximize the 
time until the estimation error limit is next reached after each measure-
1 N 
ment, p-j and p N must be minimized at the times of those measurements. 
From the forms of the expressions for the corrected variances, this is 
achieved when the denomiators in both cases are maximized. Clearly this 
occurs at the same common value 
c* 2 = c* 2 = c* 2. (5.174) 
Thus, for the eaalar case, the optimal measurement positions as deter­
mined by c* are seen to be independent of the value of the variance p 
at the times of the measurements and, which is actually the same thing, 
independent of time. The same Is obviously true of the selection of the 
best Instrument accuracy as reflected In the measurement error variance 
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v which leads to the general result for the optimal management problem 
for scalar systems; 
Conclusion XVH. For the scalar case of the tnonl-
toring management problem, the optimal sampling program 
is to sample only when the estimation error criterion 1s 
at its limit. (C.XVII) 
Notice that the results in Conclusions XVI and XVII are general in 
that no restriction has been made which would limit them to the infre­
quent sampling problem only. The infrequent sampling problem is obviously 
included under them as a special case. 
5.8.2 Extension to the Vector Case — Arbitrary Sampling Program — 
Consider the general case with n states retained in the normal mode ex­
pansion for the model, m measurements at r stochastic disturbances for 
the monitoring management problem with bound on error in the state esti­
mate. As in the scalar case, assume the process starts at time t«, then 
compare the following two arbitrary monitoring programs: 
(1) Predict to t], sample at t\ and predict to t N; 
(2) Predict to t N, then sample. 
In the problem with bound on error In the state estimate, the optimal 
program will be that which has the smallest value of Tr[P] after t N. The 
relevant equations are, for prediction, 
T r 8- T 




and for correction. 
Assume that the same measurement matrix £ Is used in both sampling programs. 
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C"e Q ) 
(A) Predict from t Q to t,: 
£? = *H 0J T + Si (5.178) 
(B) Sample at t^ 
Ei • Si - E°E T [CP?C T + y] _ 1cpO 
=(*!5oJ T + s ) - r*yo~ T + s)s T|9(i!?o~ T + ~)~T + xl £(JHoS T + ? ) s < 5 - 1 7 9 ) 
(C) Predict to t„: using (5.176), obtain 
N-l 
£! - ! H "Y, * H - l T +X/"V _ l T 
n=l 
^ n=l 
- { " " ^ ( J M Q J 1 + Q)£ T fe ( jy 0 * T + Q ) E T + y l " C ( * M 0 * T + s ) } * " " 1 
(5.180) 
Case (2) 
(A) Predict t N : 
(5.181) 
n=l 
(B) Sample at t N : 
EM • eS - E 0 N C T [ Q B ° G T • y j ' 1 c E ° 
N N \ 
• (*V T + A £ r" 1osn _ l TV ( t V T + Z J"" 1 ^"" 1 ^ 7 
^ n=l . ' ^ n=l 
x U v T + f «n" v- i T V + J " V * v T + Z jn"lss""lT! 
(5.182) 
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In order to establish the optimal1ty of program (2), it is required 
to find conditions on J, a, and MQ such that 
Trjjpjj > Tr[pJjJ. (5.183) 
In general, this is difficult to accomplish owing to the complexity in­
volved in comparing traces of inverses of matrices. Since it is so dif­
ficult to say anything at the symbolic level of (5.180) and (5.182), an 
example with n = 2, <" = l, and r = 1 was developed algebraically which 
resulted in the same result as found with the scalar case in Conclusion 
XVII. However, an analytical result for the general case has not been 
found. 
Thus, a general result for the optimal management problem for the 
vector case has not been obtained analytically, though the results for 
the scalar case do suggest extension to the vector problem. Numerical 
determination of the optimal sampling schedule for specific problems, 
though tedious, should be possible with dynamic programming (see Meier, 
et al. [92] for a related problem). 
5.8.3 Extension to the Vector Case - Infrequent Sampling Program -
Following the discussion for the scalar case where it was found that 
the amount of correction to the estimation error criterion was directly 
proportional to its predicted value at the time of a measurement, it is 
desired to show the following for the vector case of monitoring with a 
bound on error 1n the state estimate: 
(A) Predict to time t K, sample there and find the correction 
£,TrK 5 Trfe - EJ^ J; (5.184A) 
(B) Predict to time t K + N then sample and find the correction 
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ATr, K+N 4°™ - *&} (5.184B) 
(C) Show that 
(5.184C) 
(D) Finally, predict the case in (A) ahead to t K + N and show 
(5.184D) 
Graphically, these relationships are shown in Figure 5.8 which is simply 
the vector analog to Figure 5.7 for the scalar case. 
t   
A T rK+N » i T r K 
I K 1 
Figure 5.8. Asymptotic relationships for Tr[£] in the vector opti­
mal management problem. 
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It 1s assumed that tines t K and t K + N are sufficiently long to per­
mit the approximations in the infrequent sampling problem (5.18) and 
(5.20)) to apply at each sample. With these simplifications, obtain 
from (5.22) 
T { E H 4 , + K ° " + T r | j s } 
~
PK = E° - efej [ s K $ T K + y ]"V p ° -
;K+N[~K+NEK+N £K+N + ^J 
pK+N 
-K+N && CK+NEK+N' 
For consistency, as before assume that 
~K = £K+N E ~ 
a t both measurement t imes. Thus in (5 .184A) , 
ATr„ = Tr 
S i m i l a r l y , for (5 .184B) , 








I t is required in (5.184C) to compare ATrK in (5.190) with ATr K + N in 
(5.191). Making substitutions for pjj and P°,+ N for the matrices in (5.185) 
and (5.186) shows that the only difference in £[! and Ej; + N is in the 
valua of their (l,l)-elements; see the second terms in (5.185) and (5.186). 
This results from the infrequent sampling approximations. 
Even with this simplification, analytical comparisons in (5.190) 
and (5.191) could not be found to substantiate (5.184C). Approaches used 
included use of the following theorem from matrix theory for the inversion 
of a partitioned matrix: 
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THEOREM I f fln is nonsingular, then the inverse 
of the part i t ioned matrix 
6 * 
is given by 
where 
«11 ! Siz 
A21 
_ 1 
1 5 2 2 
A" 1 + X<f^X 1 - ? § _ 1 
e " 1 * 1 e"1 
i« x = 6 n f l 1 2 . 
§ = ~22 " ^21~" 
I - A 2 l A i r 
(5.192) 
Attempting to use (5.192) in comparing (5.190) and (5.191) where the 
par t i t ion i s taken to ' ive A,, include only the ( l , l )-elements of those 
matrices shows that allowing only the ( l . l ) -element of K and P? + N to 
be d i f ferent effects every element in the inner inverses in (5.190) and 
(5.191); thus, use of (5.192) does not seem to help. 
I t was thought that use could be made of the 
MATRIX INVERSION LEMMA For £ > 0 and V > 0, 
E - E£T[££ST + y]_1££ = O f 1 + s V 1 ^ " 1 . (5.193) 
(see Sorensen in Leondes 1781, p. 254). 
However, though the number of terms in ATr K and ATr K + f | decreases, 
the complexity in their comparison increases. Thus, the pursuit of an 
analytical statement for the solution of the optical management problem 
in the vector case was abandoned. 
5.8.4 Suggestion of a Heuristic Proof for the Vector Case - For 
the general management problem (of which the infrequent sampling problem 
is only a special case), the following heuristic proof is offered in 
substantiation of the optlmality of sampling only at the error limit when 
the model state is a vector. 
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Suppose the problem started at time tQ and now is at time t„. The 
following two sampling programs as before are to be compared: 
(1) Sample at t|< and predict to t^ +f,; 
(2) Predict to t K + N and sample. (5.194) 
For consistency, assume again that the same measurement matrix C is used 
in each case. Then, the optimality of (2) over (1) can be shown by prov­
ing that, at t K + N > 
T r
 ~K+N f o r C a s e ^ < T r ~K +N f ° r C S S e ^ ' (5.195) 
The above may be proven with a simple extension of the scalar results of 
Conclusion XVI to the vector case. This extension can be made after 
making the following 
Con.iecture A. The absolute values of the individual 
elements of the predicted covariance matrix in the linear 
recurrence (5.175) are monotonically increasing functions 
of time. (C.A) 
Numerical experiments have shown the above to be true but an analytical 
proof has not been obtained: Assume the conjecture to be true in what 
follows. 
The optimality of case (2) can be established by reasoning as fol­
lows at the first measurement time t„; 
(1) Assume the measurement associated with the matrix C effects 
allthe modal state variables, that is, information is gained in 
the estimate of each state of the filter at a measurement; 
(2) The information obtained in each mode decreases the absolute 
value of every element of the covariance matrix during a mea­
surement; 
(3) Conjecture A implies that the absolute values of all the ele­
ments of the predicted covariance matrix [PR+N3 at time t^ +tj 
are larger than those of [£$] at time t|<! 
(4) Then, from Conclusion XVI for the scalar case, the absolute 
value of the correction to each element of [J$+N] at t K + N 
should be greater than that to each element of [E$] at t|<; 
(5) By the uniqueness of the solutions of linear recurrences, the 
elements of [P|<+M] for a sample at time t^+o must thus be 
smaller in absolute value than those of r.PK,M] at tiM.M for a 
sample at t R. K + N N N (5.196) 
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A graphical interpretation of this even for a small number c" re­
tained modes adds more confusion than clarification to the above. Such 
a pictorial description would follow Figure 5.7 for the scalar case, 
where such a graph can now be thought to apply to eaah element of the 
(n x n) covariance matrix. 
If the above construction has validity, 1t applies to both the 
trace of the state estimate error covariance matrix and to the variance 
of the system output estimate anywhere in the medium. Thus, in both 
the moi 'toring problem with bound on state estimate error and that with 
bound on output estimate error, the optimal management program would be 
to sample only when the error criterion reaches its limit. 
Though a proof has not been found, the concepts presented here may 
prove to form a basis for future solution of the optimal management prob­
lem for the multidimensional case. 
5.9 Extension to Systems in Woncartesian Coordinates: General Result 
for the Infrequent Sampling Problem 
Duff and Naylor [34], in Chapter 6 on the general theory of eigen­
values and eiaensystems discuss at length conditions under which partial 
differential equations of applied mathematics are separable. Results 
are given there of conditions under which eigensystems for given coor­
dinate systems can be found. The results presented in this thesis for 
the Infrequent sampling problem, based upon properties (5.18) and (5.20), 
extend directly to systems 1n any coordinate system for which complete 
orthogonal eigensystems can be found; the requirement Is only that the 
first eigenvalue must dominate the asymptotic response, a condition 
which has been seen to admit a wide variety of suitable boundary condi­
tions. As developed in Young [131], no-flow boundary conditions can be 
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used in conjunction with pseudo-sources at the boundaries of actual sys­
tems in the coupling of component models to one another, greatly extend­
ing the applicati n of infrequent monitoring theory. 
The results of Conclusion XIV for systems with fixed boundary con­
ditions extend as a worst case to systems in any separable coordinate 
system where a complete set of orthogonal eigenfunctions nay be found. 
In those cases, fi*°d boundary conditions, or emission or radiation 
boundary conditions lead to the modified separation property in (5.119); 
this results in the necessity of solving for the position of maximum 
variance in the output estimate in the monitoring problem with bound on 
output error as a function of time. This is not a serious difficulty 
and does boast the property that as in Conclusion XII for no-flow bound­
ary conditions, once the position of maximum variance is found at the 
first sa pie, that position will be the position of the maximum vari­
ance for all subsequent samples. Thus, the time-varying maximization in 
(5.119) and (5.1ZC) for one-dimensional diffusion with fixed boundary 
conditions, or for systems with emission or radiation boundary conditions 
as in Conclusion XV, need be solved only at the fivet sample, the same 
result applying for all other samples! the result extends directly to 
all systems of higher dimension in separable coordinates with complete, 
orthogonal eigensystems. 
The more ideal results of Conclusions VII and XII for systems with 
no-flow boundary conditions appear to also extend to systems in arbitrary 
coordinate systems where, again, complete orthogonal eigensystems exist. 
The requirement in order for the solution of the minimax problem to be 
Independent of time in Conciusion XI is that the eiaenfunction associated 
with the dominant eigenvalue, in this case, the zero eigenvalue, be inde-
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pendent of the spatial coordinates. Consistent with this requirement, 
make 
Conjecture B For diffusive systems in any coordi­
nate system where solutions may be expressed in terms of 
a complete, orthogonal eigensystem, the case of no-flow 
boundary conditions leads to a dominant eigenvalue of 
zero modulus and an associated eigenfunction which is 
independent of the spatial coordinates. (C.B) 
Examples include diffusive systems in cylindrical coordinates. For a 
system with a no-flow boundary condition at radius r = R, the eigenfunc-
tions are Bessel functions; the eigenvalues are the positive roots of 
3 £ J 0 ( A R ) = 0, (5.19?) 
the first of which is zero. The eigenfunctions are 
e n(r) = J 0(A nr), (5.198) 
but since A, = 0, the fir-it eigenfunction is independent if r (see Mac 
Robert [b2], for *n extensive treatement of Bessel functions in the area 
of spherical harmonics). 
Another example concerns radial and latitudinal atmospheric pollu­
tant transport on a global scale (see Young[131], Chapter 4). It can be 
seen that eigenfunctions in the radial direction are Bessel functions 
while those in the latitudinal direction are the Legendre polynomials. 
Both eigensystems possess zero first eigenvalues and related eigenfunc-
ions which are independent of the spatial variables. 
In cases such as these, the complete separation of the minimax 
problem as in Conclusion X into two independent problems in minimization 
and maximization, both of which may be solved independently of time leads 
to 'in elegantly simple solution of the infrequent monitoring problem with 
bound on error in the output estimate. 
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The following general results for diffusive systems in various di­
mensions and coordinate systems summarize the extension of the one-
dimensional results of this chapter *,o the general case in multiple 
dimensions. 
Conclusion XVIII. The complete solution of the de­
sign problem for an infrequent sampling monitor may be 
determined at the first sample time, the results being 
optimal for all subsequent sample times. The optimal 
sampling management program appears to be to sample 
only when the estimation error criterion is at its 
limit. These results apply to diffusive systems in 
separable coordinate systems with homogeneous boundary 
conditions where complete, orthogonal eigensystems exist 
and to normal mode models of arbitrary finite dimension. 
(C.XVIII) 
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CHAPTER 6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
Examples are presented in this chapter which serve to numerically 
substantiate many of the analytical results of Chapter 5. The discrete-
time Kalman Filter algorithm of Chapter 4 is programmed as shown in 
PROGRAM KALMAN (see Appendix F) using the normal mjde problem formula­
tion of Chapter 3 and the time-discretization algorithms of Chapter 4 
and Appendices A, B, and C. The first-order gradient optimization algo­
rithm with linear constraints described in Section 5.3.6 (see Westley 
[127]) is coded as SUBROUTINE KEELE and included as part ot KALMAN. For 
the case m = 2, for the optimal positioning of two noise-corrupted mea­
surement devices, and for a one-dimensional diffusive medium, it is 
found to be convenient to generate contour plots of the value of the 
estimate error criterion (either Tr[P£ + N(z K)] or [ P J ^ f z J L j ) as a 
function of the two measurement device position coordinates I?KJi and 
f z K ] 2 , at various times t „ + „ . The surfaces shown in these plots with 
the high level of information they contain were instrumental in arriving 
at many of the conclusions of Chapter 5. 
The basic problem to be considered is developed in the following 
section; various examples based upon it to demonstrate the more salient 
features of the infrequent monitoring problem are included in subsequent 
section;.. 
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6.1 Problems in One-Dimensional Diffusion with Ho-Flow Boundary Condi­
tions: Method of Solution 
Consider a one-dimensional problem in diffusion including scavenging 
described as follows: 
Figure 6.1. One-dimensional Diffusive system example. 
For the pollutant concentration £(?,T), consider the following initial-
boundary value problem: 
3 5 u» 5 = 0, x, = U 
W 




The single stochastic point source 1s defined by 
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U U . T ) = OI(T)S(C - c j , 
E[OI(T)] = 0 
E[u(T,)a>(T2)] = W«(T, - x 2 ) . (6.4) 
In the interest of generality, transform the problem to dimension-
less functions of time and space as follows: 




W * T » . (6.5) 
Substitution of (6.5) into (6.1) yields the following dimensionless form 
for the one-dimensional diffusion initial-boundary value problem: 
9 
| f = S-l - 0.5 + f(z,t)j (6.6) 
• & i | f £ U 0,
 z = o, z = 1 ; (6.7) 
n 
«{z,0) = \ cos '^(n - 1) irzj); (6.8) 
n=l 
and where the dimensionless point source is given by 
f (z , t ) = w(t)<5(z - z w ) , 
E[w(t)] = 0. 
ElXt^wttg)] = Wa^ - t , ) . (6.9) 
With these generalizations, the modal resistances, capacitances 
and eigenvalues from Table (3.31) become the following for the dimen­
sionless problem with scavenging: 
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n = 1 » 
n = 2.3. . 2 (n-l)V 
The forcing terms from (3.35) become 
\ ((n-l)V + a) 
[ c n cos ((n - 1)TT z w)jw(t). 
concentration at any point z 
CO 
£(z , t ) = ) x n ( t ) cos f{n - UirzV 
1.2.. 




For a sufficient number of modes to be both theoretically interesting 
and computationally expedient, choose n = 5 for the number of terms 
retained in the expansion in (6.12). This choice will be studied later 
as to its effect upon the outcome of the infrequent sampling problem. 
Thus, the modal state equations may be written in dimensionless 
















2 cos (IT Z W ) 
2 cos (2ir z j 
2 cos (3ir z w) 
2 cos (4* z ) 
w(t). 
(6.13) 
The initial pollutant distribution ?(z,0) is chosen as in (6.8) so that, 
from (3.33), the initial modal state variables are written simply as 
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8(0) = m Q (6.14) 
The covariance of the error in the estimate in the Initial state 1s 
chosen to be 
*" 0.05 






For m = 2, the two noise-corrupted measurements in the vector y are 
given by 
X £ i * v 
»1 1 cos(nz,) cos (.2irz,) 







where the mean value of the measurement noise 
E[y] 5 o. (6.17) 
Choose the position of the stochastic source as 
z w = 0.3. (6.18) 
For this case, scavenging is ignored so that 
a = 0.0. (6.19) 
Let the source and measurement noise statistics be defined by the fol­
lowing covarlance matrices: 





A typical output record of the problem description from KALMAN Is 
shown in Figuure 6.2. The data corresponds to a problem with a bound on 
the error 1n the state estimate where the error limit Tr,. = 0.075. 
At each measurement time, NSEARCH £ 5 random starting vectors are to be 
used In the measurement position optimizations. The Initial guess for 
the measurement positions Is chosen as z„ = £0.15,0.15] (called Z). 
The computed values for A, and D are shown. For a steps1ze of OT 5 0.01, 
the so-called Paynter number » 35, that is, the number of terms used in 
the series approximation for e- In (4.9), for an error criterion of 
EPS = 0.00001. The state transition matrix * £ + 1 (called AK) and the 
discrete disturbance distribution matrix l£ + 1 (called OK) from (4.12) 
are computed along with the Incremental disturbance noise covariance 
matrix g K + 1 from (4.14) and Appendix B (called WKP1). The steady-state 
disturbance covariance matrix n from (5.19) and (5.20) {including the 
r -, SS 
term | ft I ) Is listed as WSS along with the number of tlmesteps NSS 
Nn 
necessary for the Infrequent sampling approximations to be valid; see 
(5.78) for the value e -" 100*EPS (same EPS given above). 
For the monitoring problem with bound on error in the state esti­
mate, a measurement is necessary whenever at time t „ + N , Tr[g£+N(z,£)T > 
Tr,. . At each sample, an attempt 1s made to locate the global optimum 
of the measurement position vector jJ + N such that 
For the initial guess of z K + H = [0.15.0.15]1, and for NSEARCH S 5 other 
randu^ starting vectors, the constrained first-order gradient algorithm 
DISCft i Te KALHAN F I L T E R SIMULATION PROGRAM. V E R S / 2 / 7 5 , ftOV f 
PFJ03LE1 INPUT JS AS FOLLOWS. . . 
EXAMPLE TO SHOW GROWTH OF T R A C E I P ( K , K + N ) J Slf l lFACE WITH T I 1 E T ( K * N ) 
ITS SHAPE APFRCACHES THAT OF I P l K . K h l l SURFACE ASYHPTOTI ;ALLY FOR LARGE H. 
WO VECTOR I S . . . 
1.OODE*00 1.OCOE'OO 






CAPW MATRIX IS... 
1.250E-01 
CAPV MATRIX IS... 
















2W VECTOR IS... 
3.000E-01 
Z VECTOR IS... 
1.500E-0! 1.500E-01 
NUWSEft OF POINTS FOR RANDOM SEARCH INITIALIZATION IN5EARCH) • 
THIS IS A MONITORINS PROBLEM OF TKE FIRST KIND 
WITH A CONSTRAINT ON THE ALLOWABLE ERROR IN THE STATE EST MATE 
THE ESTIMATION LRROR CRITERION IS THE TRACEIP<K\K+N)3 
THE CONSTRAINT ON THE ERROR IU THE STATE ESTIMATE IS FIXE") AT 
Figure 6.2A. Problem description from PROGRAM KALMAN. 
PARAMETERS FOR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION ARE. 
D IFFUSION CONSTANT K * 1.O00E+O0 
LENOT:' OF MTPUW L = 1 .OO0E-00 
SCAVCKSINO RATE ALPHA = .OE+OO 
MATRIX I S . , . 
- . O E * D D .OE+OO 
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1 . 2 S 0 E - D 3 1 . 3 9 9 E - C S - S . 3 B 3 E - 0 * » l , Q 7 6 E - 0 ? - 1 . 0 1 7 E - 0 3 
1 . 3 3 B E - P 3 1 . S 6 B E - 0 3 - 7 . 1 6 0 E - 0 4 - 1 . 7 7 6 E - 0 3 - I . 1 5 2 E - 0 3 
- 6 . 3 B 3 E - 0 4 - ? . i e 6 E - C 4 3 . 3 0 1 E - 0 4 6 . 2 7 £ E ' 0 4 0 . 4 5 3 E - 0 4 
- 1 . 3 7 0 E - 0 3 - I . 7 7 6 E - D 3 8 . 2 7 0 E - 0 4 2 , 1 1 5 E - 0 3 I . 4 2 7 E - 0 3 
- 1 . 0 1 7 E - 0 3 - 1 . 1 S 2 E - 0 3 5 . 4 D 3 L - 0 4 1 . 4 2 7 E - 0 3 9 . 9 2 I E - 0 4 
WSS MATRIX I S . , . 
9.000E-02 1.43BE-02 - I . 9 5 7 E - 0 3 -2 .C77E-03 
1.4d6E-02 A.7MG-03 - 1 . M 0 E ' O 3 - 2 , 0 3 2 E - 0 3 
-1 .957E-03 -I .e^OE-03 6.047E-04 1 , I45E-03 
-2 .677E-03 -2,0'(2E-Q3 1.145E-03 2.54GE-03 
- I .231E-C3 -I . 4 1 / E - 0 3 6.333E-04 1 .559E-03 
•1.281E-03 




THE NUMBER OK TEftK$ I N THE TRUNCATED MATRIX CCMVOLUTION SERIES 
FOR THE STEAOT-STATE VALUE OF tUSS) NSS * 71 
Figure 6.2B. Problem description from PROGRAM KALMAN. 
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KEELE produced the results for the first measurement partially shown in 
Figure 6.3. The global minimum is chosen as the best minimum found 
after the NSEARCH + 1 attempts. 
Figure 6.4 is a time history of Trlp£+N(zJ;)], that is, a plot of 
the performance criterion with the optimal measurement positions from 
time t K used in its evaluation between measurement times t K and t K N. 
Three sample times are shown at t = 0.09, 0.48, and 0.88. At each sam­
ple, the optimal positions of the m = 2 measurement devices with covari-
ances given in (6.21) are found such that the time to the next sample 
is maximized. Examples of actual state and optimal state estimates are 
shown 1n Figure 6.5. In the plots, those labeled X(.) are plots of 
states with time, those labeled XH(.), (mnemonic for '( or x-hat) are 
the corresponding state estimates. 
In assessing the globi'l optimality of z£ and P?, found at time t K 
(as in (6.2?)), contour plots are constructed for the objective function 
[P^(j K)] 1 1 plotted against [z K] horizontally and Is K] vertically. The 
minimum plotted value is noted with a "*", the maximum with a "0". In 
between are nineteen equally spaced levels, denoted with the symbols 
(*)( )(D( )(2)( )...(9)( )(U). The actual evolution of the optimiza­
tion calculations can be followed with such contour plots in order to 
understand the procedures of the algorithm. More importantly, study of 
the contours serves as an important method of understanding the nature 
of the design problem, since the plots convey a level cf information 
otherwise not available through tabular listings or other means. 
At each sample time, say t K + N , the predicted covsriance matrix 
I?K+N is written out for post processing and after the entire time inter­
val in the monitoring problem is covered, contour plots of the 
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1.26982870E-02 6.621772E5H-01 1 .67144930E-01 
THE NUMBER OF CALLS TO FVAL IS 1 
1.32010362E-02 2.273t1246E-01 6.63S29703E-01 
THE NUMBCR OF CALLS TO FVAL 16. 442 
1 .E6441469E-02 2. U235SC4r-01 6.I3540379E-O1 
BEST LOCAL MINIMUM FOUND AFTER B TRTS I S . . . 
1.26441469E-02 2.11234672E-01 3.15347999E-01 
Flpure 6,3, Sunmary of results of minimization of F P ^ Z , . ^ ] at the f i r s t sample time from SUB­
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Figure 6.4. Time response of TrJpK+MfZ|,)J» the performance criterion for the optimal monitor­
ing problem with bound on error in the state estimate; samples occur at t K = 0.0D, 
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Figure 6.5B. Trajectory of the optimal estimate of the f i rs t modal state 
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Figure 6.5D. Trajectory of the optimal estimate of the second modal state, I E K + N ] . versus 
time t K + N- L J 2 
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[p£ +J)(z,, + N)] surfaces are made for each sample time. Much use of 
these plots is made in what follows. 
6.2 Problems with Bound on State Estimation Error 
6.2.1 ftsyaptotic (tesporso of Stats Estimation Error — Fov the 
monitoring problem with bound on allowable error in the estimate of the 
modal state vector, i t is necessary to make a measurement whenever for 
a time tK 
' •K+N' 
T {BK + N(SK) i T r l t a . (6.23) 
that i s , whenever the trace of the error covariance matrix predicted 
from the last measurement at positions z „ at time t „ to time t K + N reaches 
the estimation error l i m i t T r , . . 
In order to numerically substantiate the fundamental results for 
the Infrequent sampling problem contained in conclusions I I , I I I , and 
I I IA , the relationship between T l* l£J( + N(? K)J and [£*(?..)] is now con­
sidered. Suppose the monitoring problem is started at time t Q with 
PS 5 H„ as the i n i t i a l value of the error covariance matrix; le t i t s 
-0 -0 
value then be predicted ahead to lime t „ when 
Tr[p°]= Tr i\/ *V * n"V" l T > T r z i r a . (6.24) 
at which point a measurement must be made. The monitoring design prob­
lem is to choose £ at time t K so that the maximum time t K + N results when 
For a measurement at 2 K , the corrected estimation error covan'ance ma­
t r i x 1;<med1ately af ter the measurement is given by 
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$(h) - PK° - $ ( * * / [5(2K)EK-C(?K)T + §\h#> &•*> 
where 
^ K ) ; 
1 cos (TTZ,) cos (2TTZ.) 
1 cos (irz2) cos (2TTZ 2) 
(6.27) 
In order to generate a contour plot of Tr[p£(jK)] from (6.26), plot 
values of Tr[Pj;(zK)] for all values of the elements of z» over the full 
length of tne medium (0 < z, < 1 and 0 < z, < 1 in (6.27)). The surface 
for the first sample at t R = 0.09 1s shown 1n Figure 6.6. 
To study the evolution of the trace of the predicted error covari-
ance with time as a function of the measurements at time t„, let 
-
PK+I(SK) • <(SK)S T + * 
~
PK+2(?K) " <i(*K> T + 8 
n=l 
(6.28) 
Contours of the traces of the above predicted covariance matrices at 
tines t K +,, t K + 5 , t K + 1 0 , t|.+11, and t K +, 5 as functions of jo are shown 
in Figure 6-7. Notice how tht global minfmum "*" moves with time. ote 
also how the error 1n the estimate In the region near the stochastic 
source (z w = 0.3 along both coordinates z 1 and z 2) Increases in v ^e 
as time grows relative to the rest of the surface due to greater uncer­
tainty in the estimate in that area. 
CONTOUR PLOT OF TRACE[P(K,K+N>(2(K>11 A3 FUNCTICI CF [Z(K)31 HORIZ, C2(KM2 VERT 
EXAMPLE TO SHOW CROWTH OF TRACECPIfc.K+Hll SURFACi UlTH TIME TIK+N). 
ITS SHAPE APPROACHES THAT CF [P(K,K1J11 SURFACE ASVMPTOTICALLT FOR LAROE H. 
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figure 6.6, Contour plot of TnP|[(Sv)| a t f i r s t measurement time, t K = 0.09. 
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Figure 6.7A. Contour plot of 
measurement. 
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Figure 5.7C. Contour plot of Tr ElLinfe*). a l t 1 m e t ^ m - 0-19. ten timesteps after first 
measurement 
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Figure 6.7D* Contour plot of T H P I M I U K M 
moaciirAmont 
at time t 
e sure e  
K+ll 0.20, eleven timesteps after first 
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Figure 6.7E. Contour plot of Tr p £ , 1 ( / z „ M at time t „ . 1 i : * 0.24, f i f teen timesteps after 
f i r s t measurement. L " K + 1 5 ^ K / J K + 1 5 
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Figure 6.8. Contour plot of E K ^ ' I I I 
asymptotic response of 
at f i r s t measurement time, t R = 0.09; compare with 
T r [~W M surface at t. K+15 0.24 in Figure 6.7E. 
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6.8 shows that for all values of z R 
4 - • • • " ' 
As N increases, so does the convergence to the result 
Finally, to demonstrate the result in Conclusion II, a contour plot 
of [P£(Z„)],. is shown in Figure 6.8. Comparing the traae of P at time 
-f. -N I] 
Vt-15 1 n F i 9 u r e 6- 7 E w i t h t n e O.U-efceman* of P at time t K in Figure 
r all values of z„, 
'[EWB^K)]-^)],!- < 6- 2 9) 
 
^
T { ? K + N ( ? K ) ] = [ ~ P f e ) ] n - (6.30) 
Another way of seeing these relationships is as follows. Write the 
trace of both sides of (6.28) as follows: 
4u4 -([j&ol, * 4M 2 2 + #M 3 3 + - ) 
• feu • tS322£] 4t]) * ESJ33 J •||- 1 > • . . . ) . 
X
 n=l n=l / ,,, 
(b.31) 
where the two lines in (6.31) correspond with the two terms in (6.28). 
As N becomes large since 0 < <tbj < 1, i = 2,3,...,», all the terms in 
the top lin /anish except the first, which remains unchanged with N. 
For large N, the first term 1n the second line grows continuously at a 
rate [SJn P e r l 1 m e s teP while, according to the asymptotic relation­
ship (5.20), all the other terms approach steady-state constants over N. 
The meanings of Conclusions I and II are clear in (6.31) in that at time 
t K + , the only term of Tr[P[;+N(z„)] which is still a function of z K is 
[P^Zj,)],-,; none of the other terms effect the optimization over values 
of z K. 
Heuristically, the response of the surface of Tr[Pv+M(i|()] o v e l' a H 
values of z,K as t K + N grows can be thought of as follows: 
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EU?K)] = T f | ] + [ e ^ ) + Nig], (6.32) 
which may be studied schematically as in Figure 6.9. For successive 
values of N, the contour of the surface of T r rPjJ + N (?i K ) I I over z R is com-
i / 
posed of the contour of [ P £ ( Z „ ) ] , , plus a constant value of Tr[ £2] plus 
~K ~K i i
 s s 
a value which grows with t ime, NEgJ^. The shape of the contour 
Tr[p£ + f J (? K )3 should be exaatlythe same as the shape of the [P j^ (z | < ) ] 1 1 
surface and the value of a point anywhere on those two contours should 
d i f f e r only by a constant. 
Figure 6.9. Asymptotic growth of TrlE^J. 
As a simple verification, compare the values on the two surfaces 
for the global minimum itself, the point plotted with a "*". From the 
calculations, for time t K = 0.09, 
[Pfc*)]u " °- 0 1 2 6 4 5- (6-33) 
For fifteen steps after the sample at t K + 1 5 = 0.24, from Figure 6.7E, 
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Tr 
-K+15 ( z * ) j = 0.044224. (6.34) 
To estimate the stsady-state constant in (6.32) and Figure 6.9, hand ca l ­
culate the series in (6.31) by using only the f i r s t few terms and use 
values for Q (called WKP1) from Figure 6.2 to obtain 
*11 = 1 N*,, - 1 5 . fl,, = O.00125O N nn - 0.01875 
• 2 , = 0.9060 0 * *22 + *22 + •••) ~ 5.5485 fl22 = 0.001568 n 22 E *22 = • 0.008/0 
*33 •= 0.673B ( 1 + 4 » + * 3 3 + - ) " l-am ( 1 3 3 = 0.000330 n 33 E *33 - 0.00060 
*44 = 0.4114 ( l + *44 + *44 * - . . ) - 1.2037 n 4 4 = 0.002:15 "44**44 * • 0.00255 
hs •= n,»06Z ( ' + *55 + *55 + •••) " Um° 
"*
 N£>11 + T , j s 8 s] = """ 
£lg5 = 0.000992 n 55 r *55 






'W ~ 0.01288. 
(6.36) 
Thus, from (6.33) and (6.35), approximate (6.32) at z* as 
[ P K ( Z K 3 I , + N a " + T r L | ] ' + N f i 1 1 + r | Ci\ = 0.04428. (6.37) 
I t is thus seen from a simple hand calculation that (6.34) and (6.37) are 
V 
in close agreement; thus values on the two surfaces nP K(z K)] and 
Tr[P£+ls(Z|,)] do in fact differ only by a constant, the constant in (6.35). 
For increasing values of N, t K + M , t„. N , etc., as in Figure 6.9, for N T+N. K+N, 
large, any point on the Tr[P„+f.(g1,)J contours would then simply consist 
of Tr[ 8] from (6.36) added to Nfn].,, plus the value at the same point 
The Tr[P„ + N(z„)j surface is just a trans-on the surface of [Mzj,)] 
11 
lation in time of the [P£(z.,)] surface for N large. 
~K ~K „ 
Another way of interpreting the asymptotic growth of the trace sur-
face to that of the (1,1)-element of K as N becomes large is as follow 
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At the time of the f i r s t sample, for t „ = 0.09, decompose the surface 
for Tr[P£(z K)J into surfaces for each element of the trace, that i s , 
[ E K ( Z K ) ] . [E|^(z K) l , . . . , £P£(zK)J , as shown in contour plots of 
Figu'e 6.10. The f u l l t race, as in Figure 6.6, is shown in Figure 6.10A 
with the individual elements shown on succeeding p lots. As time t K + N 
becomes large, the formula for the trace in (6.31) may be rearranged as 
fol lows: 
T r [ & « ] " [EK(?K)]„ + B9nN 
n=l 
n=l 
Each line in (6.38) represents what happens to each diagonal element of 
p£ + N comprising the trace as time goes on. Since 0 < ^  < 1, i = 2,3, 
4,5, as N becomes large, all the terms except the first loose their func­
tional relationship with the positions of the measurement device given in 
z„. In terms of the plots for [£* + NJ through [ P £ + N ] in Figures 6.10B 
through 6.1 OF, as time goes on these surfaces become flat with constant 
values equal to the steady-state values of the right-hand terms in (6.38). 
Thus, for large time, the surface Tr[P K + N(z K)] is made up of a number of 
steady-state "slices," a flat surface growing at the rate [£?]„ per time 
step and the surface [PD(z,,)] . 
CONTOUR PLOT OF TRACErPCK.K+NMZfK) )3 AS FUNCTION OF tZtK)31 HORIZ, IZ(K)32 VERT 
EXAMPLE TO SHOW GROWTH OF T R A C E C P ( K , K * N ) ] SURFACE WITH T I K E T C K * N ) . 
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Figure 6.10A. Contour plot of Tr [*K) at first measurement time, t„ = 0.09. 
CONTOUR PLOT OF T R A C E [ P ( K , K + N > ( Z ( K ) > 3 AS FUNCTION OF t Z ( K ) J l HORIZ , t Z < K 1 3 2 VERT 
EXA11PLE TC SHOW GROWTH OF T R A C E I P ( K . K + N ) 3 SURFACE! WITH T IME T ( K + N > . 
ITS SHAPE APPROACHES THAT OF [ p ( K , K ) 3 1 T SURFACE / iSYMPTOTICALLY FOR LARGE N. 
TJKE= 9 . 0 0 0 0 E - 0 2 
F I R S T MEASUREMENT 
ELEMEhTt 1 , 11 
+ 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 - ^ 2 2 
4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 ?2222?i i .?2 
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Figure 6.1GB. Contour plot of first term of Tr P£ (z K) » ?K(JK) * 
CONTOUR PLOT OF T R A C t [ P ( K , K * N ) ( Z t K ) )3 AS P J N C T M N OF [ Z ( K ) 1 1 H O R I Z , C Z ( K ) J 2 VERT 
EXAMPLE TO SHOW GROWTH 3F T R A C E ! P ( K , K » N ) 1 SURFAi:^ WITH TIME TCf. + H) . 
I TS SHAPE APPROACHES TH.-T OF t P < K , k ) 1 1 1 SURFACE A'.."MP10T1CALLY FOR LARGE N. 
TIME= 9 .0000E-02 
FIRST MEASUREMENT 
ELEMENTC Z, 2) 
2 2 2 
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Figure 6.IOC. Contour plot of second term of Tr P* ( ? K ) . ?K(?K) -
0 . 6 
t Z l K ) J 2 
C3NT0UR PLOT O F TRACECPCK^K-Ni t Z ( K U l AS FUNCTlC- t OF I Z t M H H C R I Z , t Z ( K . 1 1 2 VERT 
EXAMPLE TO SHOW GROWTH OF T R A C E [ P ( K , K * N ) ] SURFACE U I T H TIME T C K * N ) . ]T<; SHAPE APPROACHES THAT OF [ P < K , K i 3 1 1 SURFACE XSVMPTOT!CALLY FOR LARGE r.. 
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Figure 6.10D. Contour plot of th i rd term of Tr 
;)]. [#4, 
CONTOUR PLOT OF TRACETP(K,K4N)CZ(K))1 AS FUNCTION OF tZ(K)J1 HORIZ, tZ(K)J2 VERT 
EXAMPLE TO SHOW GROWTH OF TRACEtP(K.K+N)] SURFACE WITH TIME T(K«N). 
ITS SHAPE APPROACHES THAT OF [P(K,K>111 SURFACE /S"MPT0YI5Ai-LY FOR LARGE N. 
TIME" 9.O0O0E-O2 
FIRST MEASUREMENT 
ELEMENT! 4, 4) 
IUIAL 
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9 8 G 5 4 33 33 4 5 6 7 0 99 
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Figure 6.10E. Contour plot of fourth term of Tr (4 [#0 44 
CONTOUR PLOT OF TRACEtP(K,K*Nl li(K)) J AS FUNCTION OF tJIIOlt HPRIZ, t2(KJ3Z VERT 
EXAMPLE TO SHOW OROUTH OF TRACECP(K.K*N)J SURFACE WITH TIME T(K*N)! 
ITS SHAPE APPROACHES THfl* flF [P(K,K)111 SURFACE /.3V«PT0T|CALLV FOR LAROE N. 
0.2 
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Figure 6.10F. Contour plot of fifth term of Tr [•* (4 [^L 
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6.2.2 Optimality of Measurement Locations - In Figure 6.4 was 
i/ 
shown the trajectory TrlP K + N(z K)J where the optimal choice cf measure­
ment positions was used at each measurement time. In contrast, suppose 
the designer felt that an intuitively good choice for the measurement 
positions would be to place the two statistically independent sensors 
right at the position of the source, that is z, = z„ = z = 0.3. Fig­
ure 6.11 compares the optimal trajectory Tr[p£+f.(zp)] of Figure 6.4 using 
i/ 






z K = [0.3,0.3]', that is, with measurements positions at the source. 
The optimal case is plotted with the symbol "1", that with measurements 
at the source with the symbol "2". Clearly, Case (1) is optimal since 
over a larger time interval it would result in fewer measurements neces­
sary to maintain the estimation error below its bound. 
6.2.3 Comparison of Performance Criteria - Moore L 9 5 ] suggests 
that the minimization of the trace T rEP£(z K)] at a sample time t K mey 
not be the best thing to do to lead to the fewest number of samples nec­
essary over some time interval. To demonstrate that this is in fact a 
true conjecture, consider a slight modification to the problem of Section 
6.1. Let 
I 04 W 
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Figure 6.11. Time response of T r [P^ + H ( z * )J for (1) z* the result of the minimization min [ p ^ z K j j , 
M „ + * „ H . . . i t h s y m b o 1 ",.. a n d ( 2 ) L*n = r?*"| = z ^ f b o t h m e a s u r e m e n t s a t tKe source 




The other problem parameters are as before. 
To measurement strategies are contrasted. The first is, at each 
measurement time t K, finding z K such that 
as before. The second is finding z„ such that 
2 N 
x T {*4 Tr* = min Trj P£(z,/) |. (6.43) 
In ti.1s problem, measurements are necessary at t 0, the initial time and 
it is found that immediately after the first measurements, strategy 
number 2 using zj! appears superior to that using ir.. The two trajectories 
5 U l u 
are plotted with symbols "1" and "2" in Figure 6.12. However, it is seen 
that at t - 0.021, the two curves cross afterwhich Criterion 1 remains 
superior, leading to a second measurement at t = 0.078 vs t = 0.071 for 
Criterion 2. At the end of the interval 0 < t < 0.1, Criterion 1 clearly 
possesses the lower estimation error. Thus, it is not optimal to mini­
mize the trace of the estimation error covariance matrix at the, time of 
the sample but 1t is optimal to minimize its value for large time N, 
which, by Collusion II, is equivalent to minimizing the (l,l)-element 
of the covariance matrix at the time of the measurement. 
6,2.4 Effect of Instrument Accuracy - To study the effect of the 
quality of the measurement instruments upon the evolution of the 
Tr[PK+N(zj,)] contours in the above problem, consider the measurement 
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Figure 6.12. Time response of 7r| P^ + ( j (z* j j for (1) z* the result of the minimization min P K (? K ) plotted 
with symbol " 1 " and (2) z£ the result of the minimization min Tr |p£(z K )J plotted with symbol 
"2 " ; note how after the f i r s t measurement at t K =0.0 , (2) possesses lower estimation error but 
with t ime, the curves cross such that (1) is superior at the end of the time interval shown 
and thereafter. 
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This accounts for a 5:1 difference in variances in the two sampling de­
vices in contrast to the 2:1 difference in the problem above. The evo-
/ i/ 
lution of T r L P ^ + N ] is shown in Figure 6.13. The contour plot of Tr[P£ 
i/ 
(z K)] at t K = 0.09 is shown in Figure 6.14. Contour plots of Tr[p£+f, 
(Z|/)] are shown for t „ + 1 , t K + 5 , t K +, ( |, and t K + 1 5 in Figure 6.15 and 
finally that for [P,,(z„)J,, in Figure 6.16. In this case, since the two 
-K. -K. ii 
measurements are of much different quality than those in the previous 
case, the error contour is much less symmetric, showing where the more 
accurate sensor [z]o is preferred over the more '.inaccurate £z],. Notice 
the large motion that the global minimum "*" can make over time in a 
particular problem; the positions of zt the global minima can change 
greatly as a function of t.,+,, for the surfaces Tr£P K + N(z K)]. 
6.3 Problems with Bound on Output Estimation Error 
In the monitoring problem with bound on the maximum allowable error 
in the estimate of the pollutant throughout the medium, it is necessary 
to make a measurement whenever for a time t K +„, 
T 4J,h'Z) * Aim' ( 6 " 4 5 > 
a 2 K + N(z K,z) S c(z) TP* + N (z K) c(z) (6.46) 
where 
as in Section 5.4.1. 
Suppose the first time (6.45) is satisfied is at sample time t K > 
It is required to select the best set of measurement locations zt such 
that 
0 K + N ( 4 Z * ) = m l n K m!x ° K + N ( 2 K ' Z ) (6-47) 
EXAMPLE TO SHOW QROWTH OF T R A C E I P t K - K + N H SlRi-'ACE WITH T IME T ( K * N ) . 














































































Figure 6.13. Time response of Tr 
! 0.96. 
p£ + N(z^j], showing three sample times at t R = 0.09, 0.52, and 
CONTOUR PLOT OF TRACECP(K,K+N) (ZIK)) 1 AS FUNCTIC-J OF CZCKUI HORIZ, [2CK)1Z VERT 
EX^tfPLE TO SHOW GROWTH OF TRACEEPCK,K*N)1 SURFACE WITH TIME T(K*N) . 
ITS SHAPE APPROACHES THAT OF tP(K,K)J11 SURFACE ASYMPTOTICALLY FOR LARGE N. 
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T(K) = 9.0000E-02 
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Figure 6.14. Contour plot of T r l g ^ A ] a t f 1 r s t measurement time, 
for case with d i f ferent measurer->nt error covariance matrix V 
t „ - 0.09; compare with Figure 6.6 
K. 
CONTOUR PLOT OF TRACEtPCK, K+Nl t2(K> 11 AS FUNCTIOt- Cl= CZ<K)11 HORIZ, [2CK)J2 VERT 
EXAMPLE TO SHSW GROWTH OF TXACEtr(K,K*N>3 SUff^ AGE WITH TIME T(K*N>. 
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Figure 6.15A. Contour plot of Tr 
measurement. 
p K 
~K+1 M at time t K+l 0.10, one time step after first 
CONTOUR PLOT OF T R A C E C P f K , K + N ) < Z ( K ) ) 3 AS FUNCTION OF t Z t K U l HORIZ , £ Z ( K ) ] 2 VERT 
EXAMPLE TO SHOW GROWTH OF T R A C E [ P ( K , K + N ) 3 SURFACE WITH TIME T I K + N ) . 
I T S SHAPE APPROACHES THAT OF C P ( K , K > ] 1 1 SURFACE ASYMPTOTICALLY FOR LARGE N. 
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Figure 6.15B. Contour plot of Tr 
measurement. & 5 (*0] a t t in t„ ,. = 0.14, five time steps after first LKt5 
CCM-OUR PLOT OF T R A C E t P ( K , K * N K 2 ( K ; ) I AS FUNCTION OP t Z ( K ) 7 1 HORIZ , EZ fKJJS VERT 
EXAMPLE TO SHOW GROWTH OF TRACECP(K.K*N)3 SURFACE! WITH TIME T ( K + H ) . 
I TS SHAPE APPROACHES THAT OF [ P ( K , K ) 3 U SURFACE ASYMPTOTICALLY FOR LARGE N. 
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TIK) = 9.0000E-02 
N = 10 STEPS ftFTE* 
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EST) MAT 1 Oi l 
EKROR CRITERION 
CONSTRAINT = 
7 . 5 O 0 C F - 0 2 
1 - 2 5 0 Q E - 0 1 1 
Figure 6.15C. Contour plot of Tr 
measurement. 
•K+10A'K (h) at time t K+10 0.19, ten time steps af ter f i r s t 
cz(K>ia 
0.3 
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Figure 6.15D. Contour plot of T r EK+^^K) a t time t K +,_ = 0.24, fifteen time steps after first 
measurement. L J 
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Figure 6.16. Contour plot °l [&h% at f i r s t measurement t ime, t „ = 0.09; compare with asymptotic 
response of Tr [p£ + N (z K )1 surface at t K + l g = 0.24 in Figure 6.15D. 
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at the next sample at time t K + N when (6.45) is next satisfied. From 
Conclusion X, the minimax problem in (6.47) separates into finding zt 
such that 
[' E^4i = IK L - ^ 
that z* which 
\ ^n-lr,*"-1 / $ 5$ £ 
and independently findino leads to 
4 T ' max c(z) c(z) 
(6.48) 
(6.49) 
for N large. Various properties of the solution of th is problem are 
demonstrated by example in what fol lows. 
6.3.1 Asymptotic Responses of Output Estimation Error - to demon­
strate the asymptotic separation of the minimax problem in (6.47) into 
the independent problems of vector minimization in (6.48) and scalar 
maximization 1n (6.49), the problem of Section 6.1 was solved but as a 
monitoring problem of the second kind with 
~0.05 p . " 
0.02 
0.00001 , (6.50) 
0.00001 
. ^ 0.00001 _ 
and with thi. bound on maximum variance in the output estimate 
P° = 
~0 " 
lim 0.1. (6.51) 
For this case, a plot of the evolution of o^+(j(S(('z*) '" t n e ">in1max prob­
lem statement In (6.47) as a function of time t K + N 1s shown in Figure 6.17. 
The asymptotic separation of the minimax problem is demonstrated in 
Figures 6.18 and 6.19. The former 1s a plot of a^[z0,z) as a function of 




















































































Figure 6.17. Time response of aL.wU((«z*)> t h e P e l " f ° r m a n c e criterion for the optimal monitoring prob­
lem with bound on error in the output estimate for a,. = 0.10; samples occur at t., = 0.11, 
0.47, and 0.85. 
EXAMPLE TO SHOW EVOLUTION OF VARIANCE IN OUTFUT ESTIMATE WITH TIME 
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PtSl ' ION Z 
Figure 6.18. Plot of performance criterion oi,«[z) as a function of position z in the medium for 
K + N
- -- * - 2 ,_** _ _ J. times t K+N 0.0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.18; note how position z 
changes with time. 
of o* + N(z ) = max a' K + N U) 
1.30O0E-O1 
1 .32O0E-O1 




Figure 6.19. Plot of asymptotic shape of performance c r i te r ion ° K + N ( z ) as a function of position z in 
the medium as N-*»; compare posit ion z = 
totic position of maximum in Figure 6.18 
+°°  0.3 for Urn r j x a£ + M (z) in th is curve with asymp-im n *" N-~> z 
192 
where T = (t K +, - t„) = 0.002. z„ was taken as the initial guess at the 
best measurement locations, z Q = [0.15,0.15] . The latter plot is a 
plot of 
<i(z)T a c(z), (6.52) 
SS 
2 
the steady-state term in the asymptotic response of crJ + N fo r N large. 
Thus, comparison of the asymptotic approach in time of the curves in 
Figure 6.18 to the steady-state curve in Figure 6.19 shows that 
N 
c ( z ) T V * n " 1 M n " 1 d(z) - c ( z ) T a c(z) . (6.53) 
i—, S~S~ 
n=l 
As a special case, it shows that 
max o..+f/z.,,z)—> max c(z) q c(z) 
SS 
(6.54) 
at the position of maximum variance z . Note here that as expected, 
the position of maximum variance is directly over the source position, 
(6.55) 
6.3.2 The Effect of a priori Statistics — To demonstrate the ef­
fect of the uncertainty in the initial state estimate x? = m. upon the 
optimal monitoring design problem, consider variations in the a priori 
statistics given in the initial state estimate error covariance matrix 
Pg = M-. For this example, fix the time interval of interest at 0 < t < 
2.0 and set o | i m 5 0.2. 
(6.56A) 
Compare the f i r s t case for which 
0.00001 o" 
E o s 8 o ' 
0 '0 .00001 
193 
with the case where 







The first choice results in the evolution of o„+„(zt,z*) shown in Figure 
6.20, resulting in one measurement at t., = 1.26. The corresponding con-
tour plot of [ E K ( ? K ) ] ] I as a function of [ z j and [jd for that mea­
surement is shown in Figure 6.21. 
The plot of o^+f,(zJ,z*) for the second choice of M. as in (6.56B) 
2 
is shown in Figure 6.22, where owing to the higher initial value of aQ, 
two sample times result at t = 0.46 and t = 1.60. The corresponding con­
tour plots for those measurements are shown in Figure 6.23. 
Study of Figures 6.21 and 6.23 show that the locations of optimal 
measurement positions are not effected by the a priori statistics given 
in MQ, provided that the time to the firsc sample is sufficiently long 
for the infrequent sampling approximations to apply. 
For the first case, the time to the first sample is t.. = 1.26; for 
the second case, the first sample occurred at t K = 0.46. Thus, the only 
effect that the choice of M„ has upon the optimal monitoring design prob­
lem is the deti.'rnrination of the time of the first sample. 
Thus, the results of Conclusion V are substantiated here within 
the context of a monitoring problem with bound jn output estimation error. 
To illustrate the transient effects at play in the general monitor­
ing problem, effects that exist before the infrequent sampling require­


































































2 / * * \ 2 0 
Figure 6.20. Time response of ai+ufivtZ J f o r °i- = 0- 2 with initial covariance matrix P Q H H Q given in (6.56A); one sample occurs at t., = 1.26. 
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F i g u r e 6 . 2 1 . C o n t o u r p l o t o ^ F K ^ K ^ l n w 1 t h i n i t i a l c°variance matrix E Q = - 0 9 i v e n i n ^ 6 , 5 6 A * ' f o r 





Figure 6.22. Time response of C J | + N ( Z * , Z * ) for <?m = 0.2 with i n i t i a l covariance matrix P 0 i MQ given 
in (6.56B); two samples occur at t K = 0.46 and 1.60. 
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Figure 6.23A. Contour plot of P£(? K )1 with in i t ia l covariance matrix f 0 = MQ given in (6.56B) and 
ulim = 0.2. for the first sample at t„ = 0.46 
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Figure 6.23B. Contour plot of [ P £ ( Z K j L with i n i t i a l covariance matrix PQ = HQ given in (6.56B) and 
°l lim = 0.2, for the second sample at t R = 1.60. 
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last case above with HQ defined in (6.56B) but with a ' . = 0.16 instead. 
This results in the curve for o K + N(zJJ,z*) shown in Figure 6.24 for the 
shorter time interval 0 < t < 1.0. Two sample times result at t „ = 0.11 
and t K + r ) = 0.86. Corresponding plots for [£*(?,<)] and [ P £ + [ | ( Z K + H ) ] 
are given in Figure 6.25. Notice how in this case that the optimal mea­
surement positions it and z „ + N at the two samples are different. The 
o 
reason for this is that here, the estimation error l i m i t o , . is so low 
that the infrequent sampling approximations do not apply at the f i r s t 
sample t ime This is inferred by the response of °V+N^K , Z*^ ' " , : i 9 U r e 
6.24 where i t is seen that zhe steady-state slope [ f tJ i i = 0.00125 for 
this problem has not been reached yet at the f i r s t sample whereas i t has 
at the second; thus the steady-state simpl i f icat ions 1o not apply at the 
f i r s t sample. For th is reason, in practical applications, step (3) of the 
algorithmic procedure given in (5.72) is important where, at each sample, 
i t is necessary to check whether or not steady-state conditions have 
been adequately approached for the infrequent sampling approximations to 
apply. 
8.3.3 Problems with a Fixed Number of Samplers aid Constant Error 
Bound - Consider a problem withm = 2 samplers to be used in every 
2 
measurement with a time-invariant error bound o*. = 0.075. 
The i n i t i a l covariance matrix 
0.00001 O 1 
eS = y 0 (6.57) 
O 0.00001 
Conclusion V and XI are substantiated in the context of this problem with 
bound on output error. 





















































Figure 6.24. Time response of a K + f/z£,z*) for a, = 0.15 with initial covariance matrix P Q = M Q 
given in (6.56B). Two samples occur at t.. = 0.11 and 0.86; compare with Figure 6.22 
for case with a,. = 0.2. 
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Figure 6.25A. Contour plot of te)]u wi th initial covariance matrix P? = H. given in (6.56B) 
and cC. HO.15 for the first sample at t K = 0.11. 
case with a?, s 0.2. 
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Compare with Figure 6.23A for 
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Figure 6.25B. Contour plot of | EK(^K) w i t h i n i t i a l covariance matrix p[j = HQ given in (6.56B) 
and a?. =0.15 for the second sample at t K = 0.86. Compare with Figure 6.23B for 
case with a 7 - ~ 0.2. 
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Supoose the problem starts at time t„. As discussed in Section 
6.3, and according to Conclusion XI, the position z* of maximum variance 
in the estimate of the pollutant concentration at all measurement times 
is independent of time and is thus calculated at the beginning of the 
problem. With this value z*, relationships among the various optimal 
measurement position vectors z* at Ihe measurement times are to be con­
sidered. 
Assume that the time the first measurement is required is at timj 
t... iy, is found to maximize Ktt), the time the next measurement is re­
quired. Then, at t K + N > it+„ is found to maximize the next time interval 
to a measurement, etc. A typical plot of a (z*,z*) over values of t„ is 
shown in Figure 6.26. For each measurement time t „ + N > zJ +„ is to be 
found to minimize [ P S ( Z K + N ) ] . . so that to corroborate the optimizations 
K+N 
over ? K + N . contour plots are made at every measurement time for [ P K + N 
(z K + N)] as a function of [ji/+N] horizontally and [Zj.+NJ vertically. 
Plots for the four resulting measurement times in this problem at t = 
0.27, 0.48, 0.69, and 0.90 are shown in Figure 6-?7. Notice that the 
contours at all samples are the same, leading to the eame optimal design 
for z]! + N at all measurement times t K +^; thus, Conclusion VI is demon­
strated. 
Comparing the first two measurement time intervals in Figure 6.26, 
that is, (t K - t Q) = 0.27 compared with ( t K + N - t K) = 0.21 shows that, 
for N large, the only effect that the choice of U Q has upon the optimal 
measurement design at the first sample at time t., is in determining the 
time of the required measurement, t K; it has no effect upon the optimal 
locations zt which demonstrates again Conclusion V. 
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Figure 6.26. Time response of o K + t Yz* ,z* ) fcr o?..„ - 0.075; fo.jr samples occur at t f . °-?7, 0.48, 
0.69, and 0.90. 
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EXAMPLE TO SH3W EVOLUTION OF VARIANCE IN OUTPU1 ESTIMATE WITH TIME. 
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6.3.4 The effect of Level of Estimation Error Bound upon the Opti-
niaJ_jh£rtoring Problem - In the examples of the previous two sections, 
a comparison is now made of the effect of the level of the estimation 
error limit ; ... upon Jie outcomes of the optimal monitoring problems 
of design and management. In both cases, start with H. given in (6.56A) 
or (6.57), In the first example in Section 6.3.2, o.. r " 0.2 whereas 
in that of Section 6.3.3, ,j?
 v 0.07b. 
In the first case, o..+,,(zjt,z*] is shown in Figure 6.20, in the sec­
ond, in Figure 6.26. Notice immediately that there is a dii'eat effect 
upon the ••..•• •.';"t'.- problem; a lower estimation error limit leads to 
higher sampling frequency as would be expected. 
However, a more interesting point comes in the effect of the value 
of o'. v upon the optin.cl design problem, the optimal placement of moni-
tors. Comparison of the contour plots of [P^(z„)l for sample times 
2 2 
t„ in Figure 6.21 for a,. r. 0.2 with those in Figure 6.27 for a,. = 
0.075 shows that the optimal design problems are vastly different lead­
ing to entirely different positions zt for the global minima in the two 
problems. 
Notice also that the shape of the contour in Figure 6.21 is differ­
ent from those in 6.27, the predominant difference being the cmaller 
height of the rise around the source location z = 0.3. This can be ex­
plained as fallows, la the, case of the. flrs,t samples, far the. problem 
with a?. = 0.075.t„ = 0.27 whereas for o?. = 0.20, t„ = 1.26. Thus, 
urn
 J
 K ivn\ K 
the stochastic source has longer to act upon the system with t,,e higher 
error bound. The effect of this can be seen by considering ihe form of 
the predicted covariance matrix P^ in (6.24) and (6.28). For the asymp­








"(Jo],, + K C ^n) 
L ss 
(6.58) 
Thus, as K grows, the first element of f° get larger relative to the 
other steady-state terms in P° as seen on the right-hand side of (6.58). 
This results in different values for the inverse [ £ ( 2 K ) P S C ( J K ) T + V] 
in the equation for the corrected covan'ance matrix in (6.26). Thus, 
with T = (t K + 1 - t R) = 0.01, oZtim = 0.2 leads to K = 126 for the prob­
lem in Section 6.3.3 whereas that in 6.32 with cr?. = 0.075 leads to 
K = 27; this results in the different contours in Figures 6.21 and 6.27. 
Thus, the optimal design of the measurement locations is seen to be a 
function of the level of the error bound, which substantiates Conclusion 
IV. 
6.3.5 Examples of Various Levels of Bound upon Output Error -
The same problem as in the last examples was solved but with a range of 
error bound levels as follows: o ^ H 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.125, 0.15, 
0.2, and 0.5. Resultant contours of [P£(Z,,)]„ at the first sample time 
t„ for each case are shown in Figure 6.28. 
As the time interval grows before a sample is made, the uncertainty 
in the estimate of the state in the area near the source, z w s 0.3, be­
comes large relative to that elsewhere in the medium. These plots further 
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Figure 6.28C. Contour plot of fe)]n at f i r s t sample time t „ = 0.46 for a , . = 0.10 
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Figure 6.28D. Contour plot of feM,i at f i r s t sample time t K = 0.66 for o ^_ = 0.125. 
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substantiate the existence of a functional relationship between the opti­
mal measurements zt and the level of the output error bound o?. . 
6.3.6 The Effect of Time-Varying Error Bound upon the Optimal Mea­
surement Design - Consider here an example where the output estimation 
error limit cC. is allowed to vary in time. For this problem, let 
lim 0.1 (6.59) 
at the first sample time and then 
Aim - °L + °- 0 2 5 (6.60) 
for each sample thereafter. 
The resultant plot of o^ + N(jt,z*) over time for the interval 0 < t 
S 2 is shown in Figure 6.29, where the initial covariance P^ E M n is as 
before in (6.57). 
Notice how the curve asymptotically approaches the slope [Q],-,
 = 
0.0025 just before each sample, in accordance with the infrequent sam­
pling approximations. 
v 
At each sample,contour plots of lEDU^)] a r e 9 e n e r i»ted and pre­
sented in Figure 6.30 for sample ti mes t|, - 0.46, 1.04, 1,80. As can 
be seen from these plots, the contours change with the error level as 
shown in the previous sections; in fact, they directly compare with those 
of the previous section. Thus, the converse of Conclusion VI may be 
stated as 
Conclusion VIB. The optimal measurements found 
at one measurement time may not in general be optimal 
for other measurement times if the bound on estimation 
error varies with time. (C.VIB) 
Further verifications of the effects of the a priori statistics and 
level of estimation error bound upon the optimal design problem can be 
1 . 2 0 0 0 E - 0 1 




























































Figure 6.29. Time response of ^+n(?K' z*) f o r t < n e v a r y i n S estimation error l imit o z ^,( t) = 0.10, 
0.125, and 0.150 at sample times t K = 0.46, 1.04, and 1.80, respectively. 
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obtained by comparison of the contours in Figure 6,30 with those for 
the cases with a^ = 0.1, 0.125, and 0.5 in Figure 6.28 in the previ­
ous section. 
6.3.7 The Effect of Time-Varying Disturbance and Measurement 
Statistics upon the Optimal Monitoring Design and Management Problems 









and with PQ = M. given in (6.57). Consider two cases. F i r s t , f i x the 
measurement s ta t i s t i cs V to the values given above, in (6.61C) but l e t 
the disturbance s ta t i s t i cs vary. For this case, for the time interval 
0 < t < 2, sample times occur at t K = 0.46 and 1.22. The time-varying 
disturbance s ta t is t i cs between samples, start ing with W in (6.61B) is 
then given by 
j W, 0 < t < 0.46 
W(t) = < 0.5 W 0.46 < t < 1.22 
0.25W 1.22 S t < 2.0 
(6.62) 
The resultant plot of cC + N(z£,z*) as a function of time t K + N is shown in 
Figure 6.31 wrere the effects of variable W(t) in (6.62) are readily seen. 
As W(t) decreases, so does the rate at which the uncertainty in the esti­
mate of the maximum variance in the output grow:.. Thus, times between 
samples change greatly, changing the nature of the management problem. 
i / 
Though the plots of [PudSt,)] are omitted for brev i ty , for reasons slnri-
K K
 11 
la r to those in the example of Section 5.3.4, the contours change from 
sample to sample affect ing nonconstant solutions to the design problem. 
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Conclusion VIC. The solutions for the optimal 
monitoring design and management problems may not in 
general be the same for all measurement times if the 
disturbance noise statistics are allowed to vary with 
time. (C.VIC) 
Second, fix the disturbance noise statistics W to the value given 
in (6.61B) but now let the measurement error statistics vary from sample 
to sample. In this case, the sample times occur at t = 0.46, 0.80, 1.12, 
1.38, 1.62, 1.80, and 1.94 over the interval 0 < t < 2. Starting with 
V given in (6.61C) for the first sample, let the measurement statistics 
be given by 
V(t) = < 
[ - ' t = 0.46 
1.5 y, t = 0.80 
(1-5) 2 V, t = 1.12 
( i . 5 ) 3 y, t = 1.38 
( i . 5 ) 4 y , t = 1.62 
( i . 5 ) 5 y, t = 1.80 
. ( i - 5 ) 6 y , t = 1.94 
(6.63) 
The plot of c^+N(zjjI,z*) for V(t) is shown in Figure 6.32. Note that 
V(t) specified in (6.63) may be interpreted as taking consecutively worse 
and worse measurements from sample to sample. Thus, as the quality of 
the measurements decreases, the uncertainties in the estimate of the maxi­
mum variance in the output increase leading to higher initial conditions 
for the branches of at.*, after each measurement and resulting in shorter 
and shorter times between measurements. This completes the counter­
examples for Conclusion VI which are summarized in 
Conclusion VIP. The solutions for the optimal de­
sign and management problems may not in general be the 
same for all measurement times if the measurement error 
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6.3.8 Variable Number of Samplers - As shown in Section 5.3.4 
and Conclusion VII, the optimum number of sampling devices to use at 
each measurement time t K, the dimension m of the optimal measurement 
position vector ?J, is the same for every measurement 1n the Infrequent 
sampling problem. In order to find that optimum number, the monitoring 
design problem Is solved Heratively n times at the first measurement 
time t„ with m = 1,2 n samplers used in each iteration. This es­
tablishes a sequence of optimal measurement vectors zf of Increasing di­
mension from which corresponding values of [P £ ( Z J ) 1 may be found. To 
find the zt of optimal dimension, the various values of [E^zt)].. are 
used to find the choice which leads to the fewest total number of samples 
necessary over the entire time interval of interest. 
o 
To demonstrate this concept, consider an example with at. s 0.1, 
W = 0.125, EQ = Hg 9' v e n 1 n (6-57) and the measurement error in each 
measurement given by [ V ] ^ = 0.05, i = l,2,...»ra. Since the number of 
modal states retained n = 5, five cases are compared with from one to 
five samplers used for each measurement in each case. 
To find the optimum number of sensors m, for the case of bound on 
output error 1n the Infrequent sampling problem, from Conclusion X, a 
measurement is necessary at time t R + N when 
[e&Ojn + «flu + £< z * ) T s 5 s s< z *> >- Art < 6- 6 4> 
where the .^-vector zj 1s the vector of optimal position locations and z* 
from (5,72) is the position of maximum variance in the output cC + N(zJ,z) 
over all positions z in the medium. 
In order to compare the optimal z£ for various dimensions m, first 
find 
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c (z * ) T a c(z*) s max c ( z ) T £2 c(z) . (6.65) 
SV 2 sV 
This value is found by computation according to (5.72) where the matrix 
B is defined in (5.20). For th is problem, with the stochastic point 
ss 
source at z = 0.3 and including
 B E 5 modes in the model, the position 
of maximum variance 
z* = 0.2711. (6.66) 
Then, by computation, 
c(z*) T a c(z*) = 0.0417. (6.67) 
S~S~ 
For the first measurement at time t.., an expression for the time 
interval until the next sample is necessary can be obtained from (6.64) 
as follows. For this problem, the integration time step for ?i = 5 for 
the time interval 0 < t < 1 is chosen as 
T = ( t K + 1 - t K ) = 0.01. (6.68) 
The time to the next sample necessary is thus 
" ^ K+N " O " ( N ) ( T )' (6-69) 
where, from (6.64), the number of time steps 
N
 = l iny (°H* • [**&)]„ - s ( z * ) T | s ( z * ' ) < 6- 7 0 1 
The results starting at t Q = 0 with initial covariance matrix p|j i 
M 0 as in (6.57) led to the times of the first measurement t., = 0.46. 
The numerical determination of the optimal measurement position vectors 
zj; at t K for m = 1,2,3,4, and 5, along with the corresponding values for 
[EK'-IP-I a n t' t'le l ° n 9 e s t times to the next required measurements At„ + f, 
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Thus, as the number of measurement devices m deployed at the f i r s t 
measurement time increases, so do?s the time interval A t K + N before the 
next measurement is required. However, over the ent ire time interval of 
in terest , the optimal choice can clearly be seen to use only one measure­
ment device at each sample. To see t h i s , consider Figure 6.33 where 
plots are presented together for a!; +,,(z*,z*) as a function of time and 
for a l l f ive optimal choices of z j for dimensions m = 1 through 5 (plotted 
with " 1 " , " 2 " , . . , " 5 " ) . At the end of the time interval 0 < t < 1 , the 
tota l number of measurements necessary for each case are 
xi 1 2 3 4 5 
Total 
Samples 8 10 
Clearly taking only one sample at each measurement time is best. 
To see this another way, compare the two extreme cases for m = 1 
and m = 5 to determine the optimal dimension m for the measurement vec­
tor zj. From the table in (6.71), for m = 1, A t K + J - = 0.29. If this 
is compared with the case for m = 5, where At„ + N| = 0.40, if only one 
measurement device (m = 1) is used over five measurement times, 
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Figure 6.33. Time response of CTK+W(?|(»Z*) for optimal measurement position vectors z! of dimension 
w = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 plotted with corresponding symbols; note decrease in sampling 
frequency with number of measurements taken at each sample time. 
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devices used at only one measurement time results in A t „ + N | = 0.40. 
Both cases use a total of f ive samples but the case where only one sam­
ple is taken at each sample time leads to a much longer time Interval 
overwhich the accuracy constraint is met. 
Examination of the optimal measurement vectors zj£ In the table in 
(6.71) yields :n observation regarding the placement of monitors of equal 
measurement qual i ty which may be stated as 
Conjecture C. For the monitoring design problem 
using m s t a t i s t i ca l l y independent sampling devices of 
equal measurement qual i ty at each measurement t ime, the 
optimal position of each sampling device is the same 
point in the medium. (C.C) 
This is an interesting a lbei t obvious result which has arisen elsewhere 
for the steady-state solution of the Riccati equation associated with 
the continuous-time Kalman-Bucy F i l t e r (see Hersch £56]). I ts interpreta­
t ion l ies in the real izat ion that since the measurement devices y ie ld 
uneorrelated noise-corrupted measurements (that i s , V is assumed to be 
diagonal), the best position for one measurement device Is also the best 
for a l l others. The optimal design, then, is to make m statistically 
independent samples a l l at the same point in the medium at each measure­
ment time. This requirement of s ta t i s t i ca l independence has Implications 
about actual hardware needed for each measurement; i t would tend to rule 
out making more than one measurement with any given sensor at any one 
measurement time since the resultant additive noise would probably be 
correlated to some extent. This does, however, deserve closer study, 
and is not the point of th is example. 
6.3.9 Sensit iv i ty of Results for the Infrequent Sampling Problem 
to Model Dimensionality - The effects of the size and complexity of the 
model of a physical process used in the analysis of any system upon the 
232 
results of that analysis is always a point of concern. Much work has 
been done elsewhere on related problems including a recent study of the 
quantitative simplification of normal mode models presented in Young 
[131], Chapter 2. 
As mentioned earlier, it is not the intention of this study to ex­
plore this area in depth, However, a cursory look into model dimension­
ality as it relates to the infrequent sampling problem is in order here. 
Consider, then, the effects of increasing the dimension n of the normal 
mode model used in the Kalman Filter upon the results of optimal design 
and management problems for the case of infrequent sampling. As seen 
in previous examples, the variable of critical importance is the quan-
i/ 
tity [P^(z„)],,; its minimization directly effects the optimal design 
and management problems and as will be seen in what follows, that mini­
mization depends greatly upon the dimension of the model used in its 
calculation. 
Consider a problem with bound on error in the output estimate with 
o o 
0,. a 0.1. Let the time interval of interest be 0 < t < 1 with P„, W, 
and V given in (6.57), (6.20), and (6.21), respectively. Consider the 
sequence of problems with n = 5,6,7,8,9, and 10; the family of curves 
for oi+f,[zZ,z*) is shown in Figure 6.34, plotted with symbols "5", "6", 
"7", "8". "9". and "0" for the same order. «s can be seen immediately, 
the dimension of the Kalman Filter model can greatly effect the results 
in the optimal management problem. 
To gain insight into the effect of the value of n upon the design 
problem, contour plots of [PuCju)] at the first sample for each case 
are shown in order in Figure 6.35. The addition of higher modes to the 
y 
model is seen to complicate the nature of the [P£(z.,)J -surface. This 
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Figure 6.34. Time response of o W M ( ? K > 2 * ) f° r filter models of dimension n = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
and 10 plotted with corresponding symbols; note increase in sampling frequency 
with order of filter model. 
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CONTOUR PLOT OF [P(K,KM2<K> H11 AS A FUNCTION Or IZ(K)31 HORIZ AND tZtK)JP 
EXAMPLE TO SHOW EVeLUTICN OF VARIANCE IN OUTPUT W I K A T E WITH TIME. 
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Figure 6.35B. Contour plot of [ P £ ( Z K ) ] ] 1 a t f i r s t s a m p l e t i m e * K = ° ' 4 6 f o r f 1 U e r m w t e 1 o f d i m e n " 
sion " = 6; note similarity with case for n = 5 in Figure 6.35A, 
CONTOUR PLOT OF IP(K,K)(2(K11]II A? A FUNCTION CF IZtKHI HORI2 AND tZ(K)32 VERT 
EXAMPLE TO SHOW EVOLUTION OF VARIANCE IN OUTF'J.' ESTIMATE WITK TIME. 
POSITION OF MAXIMUM VARIANCE APPROACHES SCEADV-CTATE VALUE FOR LARPE TIME. 
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Figure 6.35E. Contour plot of [pj^(zK) 
sion « = 9. "• J 
at first sample time tK = 0.39 for filter model dimen-
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EXAMPLE TO SHOW EVOLUTION OP VARIANCE IN OUTPUT ESTIMATE WITH TIME. 
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Figure 6.35F. Contour plot of 
sion « = 10. [*M" at f i rs t sample time t „ 0.38 for f i l t e r model of dimen-
240 
owing to the addition of numerous local extrema. The classical approach 
to solving minimization problems which possess complicated objective 
functions is to increase the number of initial search points until suffi­
cient confidence is obtained to suspect that the global minimum has been 
found; no other methods are known. Quoting from Beveridge and Schechter 
[20], p. 499, regarding finding the global optimum in a problem with 
multiple extrema 
"Thus, once a particular local minimum has been 
located by an appropriate search technique, it is im­
portant to check that other, better optima do not exist. 
There is no rigorous method for this search, except in 
certain restricted classes of problem. One can only 
begin the search procedure at a number of different 
initial base points." 
Thus, the dimensionality of the filter model is seen to bear directly 
upon the complexity of the associated optimizations in the optimal de­
sign problem. 
1/ 
Another method of comparing the [P„(z„)L. surfaces for various 
model dimensions is by fixing one of the measurement positions and plot­
ting sections through the surfaces over the range of dimensions for
 n 
as functions of the other measurement position. Such plots are included 
for values of [z K] = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.8. Schematically they represent 
cuts through the three-dimensional contour surfaces as in Figure 6,36. 
The three sets of curves for n = 5, 6,7,8,9, and 10 are shown in Fig­
ure 6.37. For the first two cuts, with U J . = 0.1 and 0.3, large dif­
ferences result particularly in the region of the source near z = 0.3. 
For the third cut for Ui.]_ - 0.8, agreement is fairly good; note, how­
ever, that in contrast to the first cases, this cut is farther from the 
position of the source where it is seen that the effects of the source 
tend to be filtered out. 
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Figure 6.36. Schematic representation of the intersections 
of [ P | < ( | K | I I surface with the planes [ z K ] 2 i 
0 . 1 , 0.3, and 0.8. 
Comparison of the contours in Figure 6.35 and par t icu lar ly the cut 
for [ z K ] 2 = 0.1 near the global minimima in l l f e ^ „ n h t h e t i m e „ . 
sponses for o^ + f .(zJ,z*) in Figure 6.37A gives r ise to an apparent anom­
aly in the expected resul ts; even though higher dimensional models in 
general are seen to result in lower optimal values for lPuUv)l at 
the sample times, the sampling frequency for higher dimensional models 
is greater. This can be explained as follows. Consider the s i tuat ion 
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Figure 6.37A. Intersections of the [PJ^SK)]^ surfaces with the plane [z R ] 2 = 0.1 plotted as func­
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Figure 6.37B. Intersections of the [pj((2 K)| n surfaces with the plane [ z K ] ? = 0.3 plotted as func­
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Figure 6.37C. Intersections of the [P^K*)],, surfaces with the plane [lK\z 0.8 plotted as func­
tions of 
ing symbols. 
zv\ for filter models of dimension n = 5,6,....10, plotted with correspond-
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at the first set of sample times. The results from the figures are 
summarized in the following table. Even though as n Increases and 
n S 6 7 8 9 10 
2 . ["0.1340"] |"0.1340"1 ["0.2568] ["0.24121 [0.2393] ["0.24181 
~
K
 Lo. l340j Lo.l34oJ LO.O622J LO.O6I8J L0.0648J I.0.0633J 
m)\u 0.010707 0.010707 0.010495 0.009953 0.009814 0.009674 
°fc*> 0.02280 0.02280 0.02384 0.02697 0.02717 0.02828 
h 0.460 0.460 0.440 0.400 0.390 0.380 
h*H " *K) 0.380 0.380 0.360 0.320 0.310 0.310 
(6.73) 
[p£(z*)] deoveaaes, the time to the next sample, (t K + f, - t„), also de­
creases. Note however, that as n increases, so do the initial condi­
tions on the trajectories for cCtzt.z*). This effect stems from the 





 11 , 
are being added into the quadratic forms for ajUzJ.z*) as the matrices 
increase in dimension. 
The effect of this can be explained concisely in the asymptotic 
case for infrequent sampling by writing the expression for °K+N(zJj,z*) 
at the second set of sample times, t..+,,: 
4 N ( ? * K < ) * £ £ & ) ] n + N [ 8 ] n + sU*)T g & ( 2 % (6'74) 
As n increases, even though the term [p^U^)]]] decreases, the last 
term c(z*) Q e(z*) increases at a faster rate. Thus, for the same time 
period (t, + N - t.,), larger values of variance in the output result for 
models of larger dimension; thus, higher frequency sampling programs. 
One final comparison is made for the monitoring problem with bound 
on error in the output estimate. The number of modal states retained in 
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the Kaiman Filter model is seen to effect the outcome of the determlnl-
zatlon of position of maximum variance in the output estimate. That is, 
the model dimension effects where in the medium the error in the pollut­
ant estimate will first reach its limit. The maximization problem, re-
For time t(c+N given optimal measurement positions z£ at 
time t|<, find z* such that 
4d&**)°V $*(**•*)' (6,75) 
For the infrequent sampling problem in the case of no-flow boundary con­
ditions, from Conclusion X, (6.75) was found to be equivalent to finding 
max c(z) £2c(z). (6.76) 
o 
For the example treated here, plots of oS(z) at trie f i r s t sample 
times for the range of model dimensions n = 5 through 10 are shown in 
Figure 6.38. Results for the maximization problem are tabulated below. 
n 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Z* 0.2711 0.2711 0.2940 0.2922 0.2883 0.2957 
c ( z * ) T 0 t ( z * ) 0.0417 0.0417 0.0447 0.0501 0.0509 0.0519 
SS 
— ( 0» 
Recalling that the single point source is located at z 5 0.3, i t 1s 
seen that as more modes are Included in the model, the posit ion of the 
maximum variance in the estimate ef the output approaches the position 
of the source as expected; th is 1s the point in the med.um of greatest 
uncertainty in the estimate. 
Notice that the steady-state term a{i*y a c(z*) does In fact ln -
S5~ 
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Figure 6.38. Plots of CT?(ZJ,Z*) at first sample times t K as functions of position z in the medium 
for filter models of dimension n = 5,6,...,10 plotted with corresponding symbols. 
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behind the increased sampling frequencies for higher dimensional models. 
Notice further in all of the data here that there are no differences 
for models of dimension n - 5 or 6. The reason for this can be seen by 
comparison of the input distribution matrices for the two models, the 
matrix D in equation (6.13). For these cases, computation yields 




- -1.90? -1.902 
-1.618 -1.618 
1.923 X 1 0 " 1 0 (6.71s) 
Thus, the contribution of the noise source to the sixth mode is seen co 
be negligible in comparison to the others. The reason for this is that 
the sixth mode characterized by its eigenfunction 
e g(z) = cos (5irz) 
possesses a zero at z = 0.3 which happens to be the location of the source. 
Thus, the addition of the sixth mode does not change the response of the 
model after its transient term has disappeared since that mode is un­
forced. 
The results of this section are brought together in 
Conclusion XIX. The dimension of the model used in 
the optimal monitoring problem is seen to directly ef­
fect the results in the optimal design and management 
problems. (C.XIX) 
A word of caution is in order then; in practical applications, 
tradeoffs are necessary as in all analyses involving finite dimensional 
models of infinite dimensional processes. Short of embarking upon a 
quantitative solution to the model simplification problem, the analyst 
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should assure himself that a model of a given dimension is sufficient 
to adequately represent his process. In the framework of the infre­
quent sampling problem, the mathemat cs associated with the sensitivity 
anolvsis of the results for the optimal monitor are seen to be particu­
larly simple, providing a basis for rapid determination of adequate 
model complexity by straightforward comparison of numerical simulations. 
6.3.10 Problems Including Pollutant Scavenging - All the ex­
amples thus far have been fc the case of one-dimensional diffusion with 
no-flow boundary conditions and with no pollutant scavenging. Consider 
here cases where the scavenging term -aC in the initial-boundary value 
problem (6.6) is nonzero. For the monitoring problem with bound on 
error in the output estimate, from Section 5.5.1, the maximum variance 
in the output estimate in the asymptotic case for infrequent sampling 
is given by 
n=l 
(6.79) 
From the state transition matrix J for the matrix A in (6.13), it is 
seen that in (6.79), 
JO, a = 0 
* n = \ • (6.80) 
le-aT, c^O 
Thus, the asymptotic growth of the first mode is a ramp of slope [fi]-.-. 
for a = 0 whoreas it is a forced first-order response with a negative 
real eigenvalue for cases where a > 0 in problems with scavenging. These 
differences are studied in the following examples. 
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Consider first the example of the previous section with » = 5 
modal states. Choose for comparison the values a » 0, 0.1, and 0.2. 
A plot of o£ + N(z*,z*) for the three cases using symbols "1", "2", and 
"3", respectively, is shown in Figure 6.39. For completeness, contour 
plots of [Py(z„)] at the first sample times for the three values of 
-K -K
 n 
a are shown 1n Figure 6.40. As suspected from the separation of vari­
ables in the eigenproblem of (5.83) and (5.84) in Section 5.5, the addi­
tion of scavenging has no effeat upon the results for the optimal measure­
ment design problem but does have a direct effeat upon the management 
problem; the sampling frequency changes with a but the optimal mea-
sure.nent locations do not. 
Consider a second example the cases o = 0, 1, and 2; plots for these 
are included in Figure 6.41. It is seen that for both values of nonzero 
scavenging, nc samples occurred within the interval C < t < 1. From 
(5.20) it is found that the steady-state values of a£,.N(z£,z*) for the 
cases a = 1 and 2 are as follows for the condition 0 < $,j < 1: 
From (5.18), the limit for the first term in (5.79) is 
^[EK(4 / " = 0 1 <6,81A) 
From (5.20) the limit for the second term in (5.7S) is given by 
5*: Wi i > •it" ' - T ^ ' ( 6 - 8 1 B ) 
Thus, by computation, obtain 
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£[*4i 0 0 
l




•1 ) 0.06221 0.03124 
s(z*)Tne(z*) 0.03782 0.03493 
lim * K + M ( z t , z * 1 1 0.1000 0.06617 (6.B1C) 
for the case of a =1, the limiting value of ° K + N ^ K , Z * ' *S s e e n t 0 c < , u a 1 
2 
the estimation error limit o J i m « 0.1. Thus, this is seen to be the 
limiting case for the size of the scavenging term a for which the re­
sults of the infrequent sampling cease to apply; for values of 
a > 1, no samples occur. For the case a • 2, the limiting value for 
2 
aKtN *s c l e a r 1 y below the estimation error limit. 
It is seen, then, that for monitoring problems Including scaveng­
ing, situations may arise in practice where a steady-state level of un­
certainty In the pollutant estimate may exist which Is below the speci­
fied estimation error limit. In these cases, it 1s never necessary to 
sample in order to assure that the estimation error remains below Its 
limit; for such cases, the monitoring problem solution proposed here 
has no meaning. 
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Figure 6.39. Plots of ^ + N ( ? K , Z * ) versus time t K + f ) for systems with scavenging parameter a = 0.0, 
0.1, and 0.2 plotted with symbols "1", "2", and "3", respectively. 
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6.3.11, Problems with Multiple Sources — Though the results for 
the problem with a single point source are general, two cases are in­
cluded here with multiple sources to demonstrate the applicability of 
the infrequent sampling concepts when more than one source is injecting 
pollutant into the medium. Compare three cases Including one, two, and 
three point sources with their respective source location vectors given 
by 
?w s [°4 >••[::;]• 0.1 0.3 
0.8 
(f.82) 
For consistency, each of the three independent sources is specified by 
the same variance, [W]JJ = 0.125, 1 = 1,2,3, as In previous examples. 
Since the total disturbance to the system 1s more In the multiple source 
cases than for just one source as in past examples, the response of the 
output variance ojjtzl.z*) grows faster with time. In order to allow a 
sufficient number of time steps for the steady-state assumptions in 
(5.18) and (5.20) to hold, a larger error limit is used 1n these examples; 
of. = 0.5. 
A plot of the maximum variance in the output estimate aj;+N(zt,z*) 
1s included for the three cases in Figure 6.42; trajectories for one, 
two, and three sources are plotted with symbols "1", "2", and "3", re­
spectively over the time Interval 0 < t < 4. It is seen that the greater 
the noise input to the total system, the faster the maximum uncertainty 
1n th.s pollutant estimate Increases. 
Contour plots of [P£(z„)] at the first sample times are shown for 
the cases with one, tw>>, and three point sources in Figure 6.43. The 
general shapes of the surfaces change from those with just one source. 
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Figure 6,43B. Contour plot of [ E ^ I ^ L for the first sample at t K = 1.40 for the case with two 
sources at z = 10.1,0.311. 
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Figure 6.43C. Contour plot of L^SKOJn f o r t h e f 1 r s t s a m P l e t K = 1 , 0 ° f o r t h e c a s e w l t h t h r e e 
sources at z = '[O.l.O.S.O.S]1, 
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previous examples 1s included at z = 0.3 and results in the rises 1n 
the s p a c e s near that location, In Figure 6.34B, the second source at 
z w = 0.1 1s added which significantly Increases the uncertainty in the 
region near the left end of the medium. In Figure 6.43C, a third source 
at z s 0.8 results 1n a slight rise in that area. 
It seems 1n Hne with the results of Section 6.3.9 that the dimen­
sionality of the model effects the sensitivity of the response of the 
It 
surface [P„(z.,}] to the locations of sources i«* the medium. This can 
-K -K
 n 
be explained as follows. The model used in these two cases has only 
five modes retained in the modal expansion. The spatial mode shape or 
elgenfunction for mode n is of the form cos ((n-1) TTZ), where 0 < z < 1 
in these examples. Thus, near the end z = 0, all n modes have e1gen-
functions which approach unity whereas for other positions out into the 
medium, cancellations can occur. Heur^stically, the effect of a point 
source nearer z = 0, should be greater in each of the modal equations, 
resulting in a larger uncertainty in that region of the surface than 1n 
other areas. The response near z w = 0.3 and z = 0.8 should then be 
more like that in the area of z = 0.1 if a greater number of modes were 
retained. demonstrate this concept, Figure 6.44 shows the contour 
for [E^(« K)] for the same problem with j w as in (6.82) for three 
sources but with n - 10 modes retained. Comparing this plot with Fig­
ure 6.43C shows greater definition in the response near the region of 
the source at z = 0.8. In the limit, as n -» », the response of the 
surface [PIAZ,,)] to a single point source should be more nearly the 
same for all ? w, 0 < « < 1. 
In cases with multiple sources, the dimension of the model also ef­
fects the variance in the estimate of the output <j^+N(zJ,z) as a function 
CONTOUR PLOT OF I P f K . K J t Z(K> »J1 t AS A FUNCTION CF I Z t K I J I HORIZ AND I Z ( K I 3 2 VERT 
EXAMPLE TO SHOW EVOLUTION OF VARIANCE I N OUTPUT ESTIMATE WITH T I M E . 
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Figure 6.44. Contour p lot of | P [ [ ( Z K ) for the f i r s t sample at t K = 1.02 for the case with three 
sources at z = [0 .1 ,0 .3 ,0 .8 ] T , but with f i l t e r model of dimension n = 10. Compare 
with Figure 6.43C where n 
three sources. 
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Figure 6.45. Plots of oK(z*,zj at first sample times t.. as functions of position z in the medium for 
case with three sources at z = [0.1,0.3,0.8]T and filter models of dimension n = 5 and 
10 plotted with symbols "5" and "0", respectively. Compare with cases with just one source 
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of position z in the medium. The cases corresponding to the plots of 
C E K U K > ] 1 " Figures 6.43C and 6.44 for n » 5 and 10 are plotted in 
Figure 6.45 with symbols "5" and " 0 " , respectively. Here again, dimen­
s ional i ty effects the resul ts, 
6.4 Optimality in the Management Problem 
Demonstration of the optimality of the monitoring sampling program 
as proposed in Section 5.8 can be made by cross-comparing many of the 
examples included above. Two particular choices from Section 6.3.5, 
perhaps, serve to demonstrate better than the others, extension of the 
scalar results of Conclusions XVI and XVTI to the vector case. Let 
Pjj = M Q at t Q be defined in (6.57) as before and choose the time inter-
2 
val of '.nterest as 0 < t s 1. Let cr,. = 0.150 for a monitoring problem 
with bound on error in the output estimate. However, compare the follow­
ing two sampling schedules: 
(1) Predict to time t„ when 
K l 
sample, then predict to t = 1 ; 
(2) Predict to time t „ when 
K 2 
7 9 
sample, then predict to t = 1. (6.83) 
The plot showing the trajectories for the two programs in (6.83) 
plotted with symbols "1" and "2", respectively is in Figure 6.16. Both 
schedules result in only one sample time over the interval 0 < t < 1 
such that, since both require the same number of samples to maintain the 
estimation error within its bound, the schedule resulting in the lower 
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Figure 6.46. Plots of ajLu Ui; > 2*) versus time t K +„ for sampling schedules (1) and (2) given in (6.38) 
plotted with corresponding symbols; note optimality of the second sampling program at 
end of time interval shown. 
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Since the error in schedule (2) is lower at the end of the interval, 
2 2 
sampling at the limit, when at t,,, cC > a,,, is seen to be superior. 
Thus, extension of the scalar results to this particular vector example 
shows that here sampling at the limit is optimal. 
Naturally, this is not a proof but merely a demonstration in one 
particular example. However, for all cases studied to date, extension 
of the scalar results for the optimal management problem to the vector 
case has been seen to be valid, further indicating that proofs for the 
proposed extensions in Sections 5.8.2, 5.8.3, and 5.8.4 may be possi­
ble for the vector case. 
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CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDED EXTENSIONS OF THE 
MAIN RESULTS 
Here are gathered the main results for the class of optimal moni­
toring problem considered in this thesis with suggestions of certain 
areas in the theory where future expansions should be considered. The 
format is brief since concise statements of the conclusions resulting 
from this study, as listed at the beginning of this report, are con­
tained within the main chapters themselves. 
7.1 Summary 
The problem of the optimal monitoring of pollutants in d i f fus ive 
environmental media has been studied in the contexts of the subproblems 
of the optimal design and management of environmental monitors for bounds 
on maximum allowable errors in the estimate of the monitor state or out­
put variables. Concise problem statements were made in Chapter 2; see 
(2.7) and (2.8). Continuous-time finite-dimensional normal mode models 
for distr ibuted stochastic d i f fus ive pollutant transport were developed 
in Chapter 3; see, for example, (3.37) and (3.40) and Figure 3.2. The 
resultant set of state equations was discretized in time for implementa­
t ion in the Kalman F i l t e r in thf problem of optimal state estimation in 
Chapter 4; see the optimal f i l t e r algorithm summarized in Figure 4 . 1 . 
The theory of the solutions for problems of the optimal design and 
management of environmental monitoring systems was developed in Chapter 5. 
The general solution of the optimal monitoring problem with bound on er­
ror in the state estimate has been stated; see (5.13). The general solu­
t ion for the optimal monitoring problem with bound on error in the output 
estimate has also been found; see (5.63). 
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The main results of this thesis concern the special class of opti­
mal monitoring problem called the infrequent sampling problem. For the 
case of time-invariant linear stochastic diffusive systems, where the 
maximum errors allowable in the monitored estimates are relatively 
large, drastic simplifications in the solutions of the optimal monitor­
ing design and management problems are possible as set forth in all of 
the conclusions in Chapters 5 and 6. The final results for the optimal 
monitoring design problem in the case of infrequent sampling with bound 
on error in the state estimate are contained in Conclusion VIII. The 
final results for the optimal monitoring design problem for the case of 
infrequent sampling with bound on error in the output estimate are con­
tained in Conclusion XII. Extensions to systems including pollutant 
scavenging were made; results are in Conclusion XIII. Extensions were 
made to systems with fixed boundary conditions as summarized in Conclu­
sion XIV. The theory was found to apply for systems with emission or 
radiation boundary conditions in Conclusion XV, which completed the ex­
tension in the design problem to all systems with general homogeneous 
boundary conditions. 
The optimal management problem was solved analytically for scalar 
systems; see Conclusion XVII. Though an analytical result for the vec­
tor case of the optimal monitoring management problem was not found, an 
intuitively satisfying heuristic proof was proposed (see (5.196)) based 
upon the concept of the amount of correction made to the error in an 
estimate at a measurement in the scalar case found in Conclusion XVI. 
The general result for the infrequent sampling monitoring problem 
in arbitrary coordinate systems with various boundary conditions is con­
tained in Conclusion XVIII, 
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In Chapter 6, a considerable number of numerical examples are of­
fered in substantiation of the theoretical results of Chapter 5. Various 
forms of graphical computer results serve to illustrate many of the more 
salient points of the theory of the infrequent sampling monitor. 
7.2 Recommended Extensions 
The main contribution of this study has been to demonstrate to future 
resuarchers that optimal solutions for monitoring problems in large, com­
plex environmental systems will likely come from the study of an impor­
tant special case: the infrequent sampling monitoring problem. A great 
number of extensions and refinements are seen possible by this author; 
this work has really only begun to scratch the surface of a large set of 
problems where the theory of the infrequent sampling problem may apply. 
Some o f the more important areas for future consideration are suggested 
in what follows. 
Recent extensions nave been made by others of concepts of industrial 
engineering and operations research to the areas of dynamic system theory 
and optimal measurement system design. The work of Bar-Shalom, et at. 
[16] applies stochastic system theory to the resource allocation problem 
when uncertainty 1s included in the system. Aoki and Toda [5 ] have con­
sidered adaptive resource allocation for decentralized dynamic systems. 
All of these areas of theory - resource allocation as It applies to opti­
mization of measurements, stochastic control as it relates to taking 
noise-corrupted measurements and decentralized dynamic systems for the 
study of large, coupled dynamic processes —are relavent areas for future 
study in the optimal environmental monitoring problem. 
A useful extension of the fundamental concepts of Kalman Filter 
theory ib to the problem of optimal pollutant surveillance in environmental 
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systems (see, for example, Brewer and Hubbard [23]), By using the 
smoothing form of the Kalman Filter (see Gelb [44], Bryson and Ho [26], 
and Jazwinski [65]), it is possible to construct a monitor whose purpose 
is to identify from measurement data the source which is injecting a 
harmful pollutant into an environmental region - its location, strength, 
etc. Such a detection/surveillance monitor could prove t, be of great 
value to regional pollution control districts. 
Many of the mathematical procedures used in this study are subject 
to refinement, PosMbly the critical algorithm is that of the constrained 
optimization of a nonlinear function of many variables. The algorithm 
used here by Westley [127]was thought to be one of the superior gradient 
techniques in nonlinear programming when it was written. However, Westley 
[128] has since suggested consideration of the newer algorithms due to Abadie 
[i , 2], using the generalized reduced gradient method, as alternative 
and more powerful local minimization techniques. In this area of the 
extremlzation of a function with many local extrema, there is still the 
problem of determining whether or not the local minimum found is the 
global minimum. There still appears to be no analytical solution to the 
problem of global minimization [20]. Though not considered here, pure 
random search techniques, rather than steepest decent or gradient tech­
niques, might possess better convergence characteristics for optimization 
in larger dimensional spaces which would result from a: y practical applica­
tion 1n monitoring system synthesis; a starting point for future work 
here could be Ksrnopp [68], 
The efficient and accurate modeling of environmental pollutant trans­
port has long been a problem of concern to researchers and indeed con­
tinues to be. As the complexity and size oT systems studied grows, so 
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does the need for more efficient modeling techniques. A new application 
of the collocation methods from the theory of partial differential equa­
tions has been made by Michelsen, et al, [94,124]; state-space models of ex­
tremely small dimension (like five or six states) have been used with 
greater accuracy than more routine finite-difference models of very large 
size (like one thousand cells) for the solution of the transport equations 
of a fixed-bed chemical reactor. This technique could be a powerful al­
ternative to the separation of variables methods used in this study in 
systems where analytical expressions for eigensystems cannot be found, 
as was the case for fixed-bed reactors [39]. 
The general results for the infrequent sampling problem suggest po­
tential application to any modeling technique for physical systems where 
certain dynamic terms dominate all others in the asymptotic response. 
This is allied to the theory of systems of stiff ordinary differential 
equations [43] and to the area of singu'ar perturbations in control sys­
tem design [72,131]. Application is thus seen to extend to mechanisms of 
pollutant dispersal other than just Fickian diffusion through the use of, 
say, finite-difference modeling techniques (see Goudreau [47] for compari­
sons of finite-difference methods). This is thought to be a particularly 
fertile area for future extensions, since by applying finite-difference 
techniques to distributed systems of various configurations, tiio result­
ing differential-difference equations could be cast into a form which 
can be diagonalized into a finite set of modal state equations (see 
Loscutoff [79]); these modal equations would then clecrly exhibit the 
ordering of the eigenvalues which Is essential to the infrequent monitor­
ing problem. 
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Extensions are thus suggested to pollutant dispersal processes 
which combine diffusion with convection. Such processes embrace a wide 
variety of environmental systems, among them being air pollution, river 
and estuary water pollution and groundwater pollution. A recent study 
by Oesalu, et al. [311 shows how stochastic models for air pollution can 
be derived, a way which lumps .<11 the nondiffusive terms in the combined 
transport equation into time-varying source terms and then treats the 
resultant problem as one in Fickian diffusion. The use of such a tech­
nique seems to open a logical area for application of the theory asso­
ciated with the infrequent sampling problem. 
Other applications in such extensions to air pollution monitoring 
conceivably include use in the cost-optimal validation of regional and 
global atmospheric pollutant transport models [80,81], Considerable 
effort is being made toward modeling regional atmospheric pollutant 
transport phenomena. Extension of the infrequent sampling ideas ot this 
study to such areas couid result in the cost-effective validation of 
such models. As mentioned before, application to modeling the upper at­
mosphere could help in determining where and when to fly high altitude 
aircraft for taking air samples for global atmospheric model valida­
tion. A likely application of the extension to surveillance monitoting 
systems mentioned above would be in detecting radon gas source positions 
and strengths in uranium mine shafts and in geothermal wells; the release 
of radon has been coming under closer scrutiny in recent years as man has 
increasingly disturbed the environments where it had heretofore remained 
entrapped. 
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Another application associated with uranium might be to the Nation­
al Uranium Resource Evaluation Program. In this study, tens of thousands 
of soil samples are to be taken in the western United States. Upon de­
termining the amounts of certain trace elements contained in these sam­
ples, this data will be used in a large pattern recognition computer 
program in order to learn whether the existence of such trace elements 
is correlated to uranium ore deposits in the areas where the samples were 
taken. An extension of the infrequent sampling ideas might include find­
ing time scales over which dynamic models ol the trace element transport 
through environmental systems would be valid. With the use of such 
models which would apply over, say, days, months, or years, cost-effec­
tive sampling programs for the identification or uraniu'.i deposits could 
result. 
The initial application of optimal monitoring system synthesis con­
cepts to river and estuary pollutant transport has been proposed by 
Moore [95]. This author feels that extensions of the infrequent sampling 
problem ideas could be made there to simplify monitoring system design 
for aquatic ecosystems. 
Finally, applications could be studied in the areas of atomspheric 
and aquatic radiation monitoring systems. Applications are suggested in 
designing minimum-cost air sampling letworks, for example, in the moni­
toring of atmospheric radiation levels in regions where underground nu-
ciear experiments are conducted. An interesting extension of the sur­
veillance application suggested above could be made here in attempting 
to identify sources of radiation from air samples gathered by a minimum-
cost monitoring network. Another possible application could be to the 
cost-effective design of radiation detection networks for monitoring 
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groundwater radiation levels [1203. Variations of this might also in­
clude applications in the siting of nuclear power reactors and in the 
determination of best locations for their associated nuclear waste stor 
age sites. In such applications, the intent would be to find locations 
where soil conditions were such tliat in the event of leakage of nuclear 
waste substances into the so Jl, effects to surrounding groundwater sys­
tems would be minimized. 
All of these areas may be hypotehtical at Lest but deserve future 
study, for the application and extension of the concepts presented in 
this study for the infequent sampling problem possess a great potential 
for improving and advancing the design procedures of cost-effective 
environmental pollution monitoring systems. 
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APPENDIX A. DISCRETIZATION OF THE STATE EQUATION 
Given the linear, tine-invariant system 
x = Ax + Bu, (A.l) 
Takahashi [121], and others have shovm that for step size T s (t K +. - t„) 
„ .
 e4T„ . .AT iK+1 e =K 
-AT KJ.1 = e'~"Xi/ + e'-" I e -' BU(T) dT, 
J0 
(fi.2) 
T = t - KT. 
This expression is now put into two more useable forms for machine app l i ­
cation. 
Since y ( t ) is held constant over time in terva ls , i . e . , y ( t ) = u ( t K ) , 
TI / _fl~ 
^K+l e*
T x K + e*
T
 e " * T d T BuK 
=
 e AT, K + e A T [ _ ( e - A T . T JJ A -1 B u K . 





Equation (4.9) is ver i f ied with (A.3) and (A.4). 
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In cases where the system matrix A is singular A does not 
exist and (A.3) cannot he used. Starting with (A.2), an alternative ex­
pression is sought for (A.3). 
x K + 1 - ^  + eV[ I .* dT 
'f 




A ( T - T ) dt = I + A(T - T) + -• 
9 2(T - t ) 2 
J0 L 
IT 
6(T - T ) 2 ft2(T - T ) 
dt 
2! 3! 
- [IT] - 0 -
AT 2 A 2 T 3 
AT 2 A 2 T 3 
-
IT +
 TT + TF + 
~\ + i = e ~ T ~ x K + T |J + 2 T + i r + - - - 5SK-
AT (ATT 
2T+ I F 




APPENDIX B. DISCRETIZATION OF THE STATE DISTURBANCE STATISTICS 
This Appendix detai ls the development of a simple recursion for 
5 K + 1 (see D'Appolito 129]) , as outlined in Section 4.1.2. 
Leibnitz 's rule may be used to demonstrate that a is a solution of 
a Riccati equation. Starting from the def in i t ion 
t „ 
r K+1 
S K + 1 = Q( t ) | = / *(t,T)DW(T)D TJ(t,T) T dx, 
t _ t K + l \ 
(4.14) 
d i f ferent ia te to get 
ifs(t) at J(t,T)DW(T)DT|(t,T) dT 
+ j(t,t)DW(t)D TJ(t,t) T ^ | 2 . 
- «(t,t K)DW(t K)D TJ(t,t K) T -£ ( t K ) 
t „ L 
(ft *(t,T)Vw(T)D T j(t,T) T + j(t,T)DW(T)DT U | |(t.T)) dT 
+ SWOOP 
|A*(t,T)D|()(T)D T j(t,T) T dT 
+ / *(t,T)DW(T)D T*(t,T) TA T d T + DW(t)DT 
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= A / }(t,T)DW(T)D T jCt,T) T dx 
[f J(t,T)DW(T)D TJ(t,T) T dx AT + DW(t)DT (B. l ) 
or , f i n a l l y , 
j fsw + QAT + DW(t)DT; £2(0) = 0. (B.2) 
Since g K + , must sat isfy the above matrix Riccati equation, matrix Riccati 
equation solution methods are sought for the evaluation of (4.14). 
F i r s t , define the Hamiltonian H in terms of x and the costate vec­
tor 5 (see Kalman and Bucy [67] and Brewer [22 ] ) . 
i xTDWDTx - § TA Tx. (B.3) 
From this, obtain Hamilton's equations 
dx 3H _
 T 
df = af " "~ * 
|=-i=BWSVAC. 
Adjoin the x and ? vectors to obtain 
- - -
x 
-A T g X X 
— " — 
s A 








I i - -H 
$21 ,' *22 
where 
j = A*, *tt,t) = I 
Define (« x n) matrices x and @ such that 









x(o) = g 




Make the equality 
§ = 8X> (B.8) 
Differentiate to obtain 
6 = qx + gx- (B.9) 
Substitute from (B.7) to find 
DWDTx + AG = fix - af iV (B.10) 
Since x(0) = I and since x is a state transition matrix, x(t)~ exists 
so that i f 
9 = Ox 
then 
©x"1 = n CB.ll) 
and 
X' 1 = Q_1n. (B.12) 
Multiply (B.10) through by x" 1 and substitute (B.12) to get 
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DWD T + AOx"1 = a - QA T 
=>- n = Ag + QA T + DWQT. CB.13) 
Thus, by making the equality (B.8), it is seen that the solution of the 
matrix Hamilton's equations (B.7) is linked to the solution of the ma­
trix Riccati equation (B.13). 
The solution Q(t) of (B.12) can now be found. The solution of the 
Hamilton's equations (B.7) may be written 
x(t) I [~ x(o) 
@(t) 6(0) 
i 'll I *12 
— J . _ 
I 
$21 4 22 
Thus,
 x ( t ) = S u ( t ) , @(t) = * 2 1 ( t ) and 
5 ( t ) = $ 2 1 ( t ) * 1 1 ( t ) " 1 . 
From the form of A in (B.4), 
S 1 2 = 9-
With th is observation and using (B.6), i t is found that 
?22 
• * « 1 1 -
A$22' 
§2i = Bh'BTJii + 6*22» 
From (B.17) and (B.18) for T = ( t K + 1 - t K ) , 
$11<W = I 
* 2 2 ( t K , t K ) = I 
j 2 1 ( t K , t K ) -o. 
„-6 TT 
-22 













$ l i 1 = * 2 J - (B.22) 
Since 
J , ! 1 = |e" 6 T j tB.23) 
and 
£2 2~ = [ e 6 T J . (B.24) 
i t is seen that 
*iiSi = I = *22*n = L e - T J T e"~TT - I- ( B - 2 5 > 
Thus, it has been verified that since (B.18) is the adjoint of (B.17), 
in"1 = Zzz- ( B- 2 6> 
This eliminated having to use an inverse, resulting in the equation 
sought for y, 
3 = *2i*22- (B-27) 
Thus, the problem of finding n reduces from solving a matrix Riccati 
equation to solving for two state transition matrices, $„, and J,,. 
The computational algorithm for finding a i s now developed. The 
system under study i s time-invariant with calculational step s ize 
T = ( t K + 1 - t K ) so that 
(6T)n 
n^O Z A ) - i n - • ( B - 2 8 > 












An expression is sought for F to be used in computing $2i I n 
order to obtain a recursive relationship for F_n, right multiply (AT) n 
by (AT), 
(-A TT) n 
En ' ( A T ) 
(-A'T) I Q 
l_ 
"l 
DWD'T i AT 
(-A TT)" + 1 




F n + 1 = (^T)nDWDTT - £ n ( A T T ) , E 0 = Q. 
tn n! ' s n n! 
Thus, the algorithm equations are 
En + l=? iTT[5 n M T T-F n (A T T) ] . E 0 S » . 
AT -






* 2 1(T) = ) Fn, (B.37) 
(B.38) 
Here, k is the number of terms necessary to adequately approximate the 
infinite series expressions. In practice, it is found using a method 
due to Paynter (see Brewer [22]). 
0 K + ] = 8(T> = $ 2 1CT)» 22(T), T = (t K +, - t K ) . (B.39) 
Thus, the discretized form of the state disturbance covariance ma­
trix convolution (4.26) has been shown as the product of two state tran­
sition matrices, obtainable with the algorithm (B.35) - (B.39). 
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APPENDIX C. STATE AND ERROR COVARIANCE PREDICTION 
WITHOUT MEASUREMENTS 
In this Appendix are developed relationships useful to the monitor 
management problem for the extension of the predicted values of the state 
and error covariance terms in the Kalman Filter. 
The monitor management scheme proposed in Chapter 5 requires the ex­
tension of the predicted value of the state estimate error covariance 
matrix over times when no measurements are taken. This requires modifi­
cations to the basic Kalman Filter algorithm of Chapter 4. Consider the 
filter equations rewritten as 
& i = -*K+IEK*K+IT + s ^ + i < 4 - 2 7 > 
E K " [ l - SKSKJEK"1 K - ' J 
~
GK = E K " 1 ^ fccEH"1^ + X K ] " 1 t c - 2 ) 
For the case of prediction only, no measurements are taken, so set C K = 0 
and (see Bryson and Ho [26], p. 361), let 
V K _ .1 
= ? > g K — * g (c.3) 
so that 
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Thus, for the case of no measurements, the predicted error covariance 
matrix may be calculated iteratively as a function of its own past 
values and the state noise uncertainty term Q|/+1-
Equation (C.4) serves as the heart of the prediction process for 
K 
B K + N , which is the value of the error covariance matrix predicted ahead 
N steps to time t K + f. but based only on the knowledge of measurements 
made through time t„. In practice, a fixed time interval T s (t K + 1 - t„) 
is chosen so that 
*K+1 - • ( W t l c ) " 8 < T > = S * 8 f t T (C5) 
n K + 1 = s(t K + 1 - t R V g(T) i g (c.6) 
(see Appendixes A and B for details). With this computational time step 
T, it is possible to formulate an expression for E£ + N-
First note that for fixed size time steps, 8 in (C.6) is a constant, 
that is, 
8 = 8 K + 1 = 8 J + 1 . a n < ana J- (C.7) 
g represents the per step increase 1n the uncertainty in the state esti­
mate due to the stochastic input acting upon the state. Thus if the 
statistics of w(t) in (4.14) are constant, that is, if 
H(t) » W ( T ) , all t and T (C.8) 
Then from Appendix B, for fixed step size, n is a constant. With (C.5) 
and (C.6), (C.4) becomes 
The recursion to obtain £ » + N starts from the corrected error co-
variance matrix at time t„, P£, and predicts ahead one-step, 
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EK-H = *?K*r + 5- (c.io) 
Subsequent steps ^re taken using (C.9), 
e!U = S E ! ! + 1 S T + 5 
*] $P£S T + a W 
*
2?K* 2 + 53JT + 0- (c.ll) 
Finally, for step t. K+N' 
The two terms in (C.12) represent the free and driven response of P as 
time grows. If A is stable, the first term decreases with tirne. The 
second term, a discrete-time convolution of the forcing term Q, grows 
with time to some steady-state value. 
In practice, the prediction is started with (C.IO) and then extended 
recursively using (C.9) until some error limits are reached; say this 
occurs at time t K + f ). Now 1t is required to extend the state estimate 
Itself to time ti/+N- For a fixed tine step, from Appendix A, 
*le*i " *(*K+I " 0 " I < T } s * (C,13) 
and the predicted and corrected values of the state estimate can be 
written 
&?<•) " * » K + SHK ^C.14) 
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ho.n (C.3), the fact that no measurements are taken results in 
x£ — x£ _ 1 (C.16) 
8 K + ] • J ? K _ 1 + s a K - < c - 1 7 > 
Thus, the -urrent predicted value of the state estimate may be expressed 
as a function of its own past values and the past deterministic inputs. 
In a manner similar to (C.ll), the value of the state estimate pre­
dicted ahead N time steps is found to be 
K±N-1 
(CIS) 0 K - J** * \ AK+N-l-n*., 
Thus, once the covariance matrix has been recursively extended ahead to 
time t K +„, the state estimate may be predicted ahead all at once with 
(C.18). 
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APPENDIX D. ANALYTICAL MEASUREMENT OPTIMIZATION 
The purpose of this appendix is to demonstrate the difficulties in 
attempting to solve the measurement placement optimization problem ana­
lytically. The problem involves finding the optimum measurement matrix 
C at a measurement time, time t K + N>which minimizes some performance 
criterion. Two criteria are considered; one in which the error in the 
state estiriate after the measurement is to be minimized, the other where 
the sum of estimate error and measurement cost are to be minimized. 
Both attempts are found to fail. 
D.l Minimize Estimate Error 
For the case, the performance criterion is chosen to be 
J 1 i Tr 
Define 
T
 S (CP K K + NC T + y) 
(D.l) 
•2) 
and drop subscripts for now. Then, following Athans [11], take the 
total differential of J, 
dJ1 = dTrfp - P C T T _ 1 C P 1 
'.df- d(pc TT" 1Cp\ 
p(dC1)T_ 1CP - PC.V 1 <(dC)PCT 





In (D.3), use was made of the chain ru le. The second term may be de­
rived as fol lows: 
To f ind 
AY i|cPCT + y | 
f i r s t l e t 
XY = I , 
X = Y"1 
= S > d(XY) = (dX)Y + X(dY) = d l = 0. 
= # > dX = -X(dY)Y _ 1 
= Y" 1(dY)Y" 1 
dY"1 = -Y" 1(dY)Y" 1 . 
Now, i f 
then 
and f i n a l l y , 
Y = I CPCT + y j , 
d ! = CdC)PCT + CP(rfCT) 
dY"1 = - i " 1 (dQ)PCT + Cp(dCTJjY"1 
as sought. 
Return to (0.3) and expand the second term to obtain 
d J i = -Tl"r?(«icT)T"1£P - E E V ^ J D E E V ^ E 
- E£TT~1CP(dCT)T"1CP + PcV^dCJB (D.4) 
Bringing the total differential operator d(.) inside the trace operator 
Tr[.] is valid since both are linear operators, so is the partial differ-
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ential operator • £ (•)• Thus, in order to take the partial derivative 
of 0 1 with respect to the matrix C. follow Athans (£11], p. 19) with the 
use of unit matrices EJ^ to obtain 
3C Jl 3C l r [ K+NJ 
ijk 
- EcV 1 cp(E j i )r- 1 cP + reV^E^Ey 
• Z -IikEEjir'SLEu + I 1 k ££r 1 E 1 j PcV 1 cPE k j 
ijk 
• E^PcV^PE^.T^CPEy - E^PcV'E^Py 
= Z -WuEuf'aSk,+ [pcT-^.EiiPEYV^. 
ijk 
* [ESV'sJ ly ln f 'EKM - [££V1Jk.E f jPEk j 
(see [11], Eq. 5-H) 
/ - Mi, JT '^PI CH + TPCT"1] [pcV'cpl E., 
PCV^PI IT^CPI E,, - [PCV 1 ] [PL.E,, . L~~ ~ -~JkjL~ " J l k - u L~~ - J k i ^ J k - i j 
Ijk 
+ 
(now, with rules of matrix multiplication) 
= -I_16EP + I " 1 £ T E T £ T QV £PT 
+
 r ^ C P i V ^ P . " J_1QPTPT- (0-5) 
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Noting that 
P = P' 
-1 - 1 T 
1 = 1 
(D.5) becomes 
^ • j , = ^[T^CP2 - y ^ c V w . (D.6) 
(D.6) is the relationship sought, the derivation of which may seem ob­
scure. A more simple derivation results from making a pair of identi­
ties and the statement of a Lemma [ H ] : 
^•Tr[AXB] = A TB T> 
(D.7) 
3X 
These follow from 
Lemma: I f 
| Tr[AXTB] = BA. 
Simi lar ly , 
•%£- Tr[AX] = TrfAE.j j , then ^ | Tr [AX] = A T . 
e the above formulas, 
dTr[AXB] = Tr|A(dX)B] = Tr[BA(dX)j. 
Lemma: 
3-L- TrfAXB] = TrJjgA tfLJ - TrfgAE-J j | [AXB; = A TB T. 
To demonstrat  
Now apply the : 
AXTB = BA. 
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With the use of (D.7), (D.6) can be obtained d i rec t ly from (D,4) 
as fol lows: 
dJ 1 = -Tr[p(dCT)T" 1CP - P c V ^ d C j P c V ^ P 
3 i _ _T~VDD x T-'rDTnlrT,p-l
 r D T 
3C u l J , = -T"'CPP + T 'CP'P'C'T ' CP
1
+ T^CPPcV^CP - T ' W 
)IT.~'PDZ _ tv~ Im'r'T"'rp 
= -2 IT"'CP4 - T CP/C'T 'CPj (D.6) 
as before. 
Now, in the measurement optimization problem, we seek an extremal 
in C, C*, which minimizes J-j = Tr Pj^Jj . To that end, set 
af J i =»• (°- 8> 
j ' V P - PcYcPC1 + vV^P = 0. (D.P) 
Simplify (D.9) with the use of 
Lemma: Matrix Inversion (see [78]) 
For P > 0, V > 0 
p •• E £ T ( ? p £ T + y)"1?? " ( V 1 + s 1-" 1-) • ( D - 1°) 
To prove that th is is t rue , simply mult iply both sides by the inverse of 
the right-hand side and col lect terms. Substituting (D.IO) into (D.9), 
obtain 
i p"1 + fV-y w J i = T " l c p ! ~ 1 ^ T - 1 , - 1 
= C = 0. CD.11) 
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Thus, the extremalIzatIon results In the value C* = 0. However, this 
is only a necessary condition, and obviously corresponds to a maximum 
1n the performance criterion. Noting the form of J, in (0.1), the nega­
tive sign in front of the second term shows that for any £ * Q, J, j! 
that is, the extremal found 1s a maximum. This corresponds to the case 
where no measurements are taken. The value of J^  from (D.l) for C* = 0 
can be seen to be equal to Tr |pj£[j = Tr p|:+N , that is, the predicted 
and corrected covarlance matrices are equal, which agrees with the case 
when no measurements are taken. 
The opposite extreme is of some interest, that is, the case where 
the "size" of the matrix C, as given Lv Its norm, grows without bound, 
p l l * "• Consider the case where C is square and nonsingular, Then, 
from (D.l), dropping subscripts we find as C •• <°, 
T r
 |^K+M] = T r [ - " K T(--~ T + iO'^EJ 
T r
 P, - P£ T(fcpc TV 1cpJ 
= Tr P - PC T(£ T"VV 1)£pJ 
" Tr[P - P] = 0. (D.12) 
This is the result we would expect. As can be seen from Eq. (4.17) 
for the filter, 
*K +N " £ K + N X K + N + W ( 0- 1 3 ) 
the ''larger" C K + N , the more deterministic information Is contained in 
y K + N and the greater the s1gnal-to-no1se ratio. This manifests itself 
1n the variances of the estimates of the states going to zero, as seen 
in the diagonal terms of K+u vanishing. The quadratic term dominates 
the measurement noise covarlance V in the expression to be Inverted which 
allows our limiting operation to take place. 
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It should be noted here that even If this analysis had led to use­
ful results, a major constraint is placed upon the result. In that the 
operations of taking derivatives of traces of matrices (as 1n (D.5) and 
(D.7)) are based upon the utilization of unit matrices J., which are 
square matrices. Thus, only in the case where Q is a square matrix, 
I.e., as many measurement devices as states, could this analysis apply. 
This Is a serious limitation 1n the context of studying the optimization 
of measurement systems. 
D.2 Minimize Estimation Error and Measurement Cost 
To alleviate the degeneracy found above, let 
h ' T r[C + £K+N«K+N] 
Let T = (CPCT + V). 
Then dJ 2 = dTr P + C Tgcl 
= Trl-P^dC.1)!"^!; 
+ ffiV1 {(d£)£cT + gg(d£T)li"1gp 
- E G Y ' W G J E + (d£T)9£ + £TQ(d£)l 
= Trl- P(dCT)T"1CP + PcV'fdCJPcJj^CP 
+ ESV^EC^JT'^E 
PcV^dCjP + (dc/jgg + CTg(dC)l . (D.15) 
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And 
j jr J 2 = -T _ 1 CPP + T " 1 C P V Q V 1 GET 
+
 r" 1???? 1!" 1?? " l " 1 ? P T £ T + 9£ + 9Tc - o 
= -2<f\pz - T ^ C P V I ' V - gc} = g 
=
 l " V | E - E£T(<-EQT)+ i CP - gc 
= I ' ^CP^P" 1 + c V ' c ) - gc 
= CP - (CPC T + v)gc(p"' + c V ' c ) = o 
=
 CEP^E" 1 E cpc Tgcc Tv - 1 c 
+ vggp-' + vgcc Ty _ 1c - cp = g. (o.i6) 
Thus, extremalization with respect to a combined performance index, one 
which includes a weighted term for measurement cost, results 1n a very 
complicated expression. 
Now, operate on the above equation to obtain 
C I S T 9 C I ' 1 + QP£TQQ£Tv-1c + vgcp"1 + vgccV 'c - CP = g. (D.i7) 
Assume C exists. Thus, 
E£T99 + EEVEW + £ - 1ygc + c' 1ygcc Ty" 1cp - P 2 = g. ( D . I S ) 
or, f inal ly, 
p(cTgg)+ (c" 1«gccTv" 1c')p + c^ygc 
- E(l - £ T 9 £ £ T V " 1 C ) E = 9- (D.19) 
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Discussion: The drawback of the above equation is that it solves for 
the wrong variable, P K + N > in terms of C K + N ; required is the opposite, 
to solve for £ K + N as a function of E * t N which is known at time K+N. 
The equation could be used iteratlvely to find the P which matches 
the P L N already known in order to. fUd the. C K + ~ ; this type o.f method 
is not desirable, however. 
Also, to get -j» Jg into the form of a Riccati equation as in (D.19), 
for which standard solutions exist, a necessary assumption was that C K + f J 
be nonsingular. This implies having as many measurements as states at 
each measurement time which is a severe limitation when the point of the 
problem included minimizing the necessary number of measurements. 
D.3 Results 
Choices of the two performance criteria J-, and J 2, show that ob­
taining an eXtremum analytically is very elusive. No modification 
made by this author to the above performance criteria led to a set of 
equations for which an analytical solution could be found. 
More importantly, the fundamental concept of minimizing some per­
formance criterion with respect to the whole measurement matrix £ itself 
seems like the wrong thing to do. By this is meant that the elements of 
C in a general formulation of the system equations have little to do with 
the placement of measurement sites. An exception to this would be the 
case of decoupled state measurement where the model could he discreti2ed 
in space with one sensor in each element of the finite difference re­
presentation. 
Another possibility would be the formulation of the system in nor­
mal mode coordinates. In this case, the C matrix has a very definite 
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structure, where the sensor placements z appear as arguments of the 
matrix C = C(z). 
The former case, with a diagonal matrix C, was difficult to get 
into a form where optimal measurement locations would result. In the 
latter case, that of normal modes, a way was not found to constrain the 
solution to fit the normal mode form for C. 
Also, the addition of the quadratic term in C in J, above is diffi­
cult to understand. It was meant to represent measurement cost, but in 
problem structure here, any direct connection with cost of measurement 
is unclear. 
For these reasons, a more fundamental approach was decided upon, 
that of minimizing the performance Index directly with respect to the 
vector of sensor positions z. The problem is also to he formulated in 
normal modes, in order to simplify computation and also to direct the 
measurement positions to the problem structure through the measurement 
matrix C(z). The minimization 1s done for various dimensions of z, rep­
resenting various numbers of sensors. Thus, measurement cost is dir­
ectly related to the dimension of j. 
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APPFrtDIX E. NUMERICAL MEASUREMENT QUALITY OPTIMIZATION 
As mentioned in Section 5.3.7, the Inclusion of the optimal selec­
tion o the types of measurement sensors to dep,oy at a measurement 
time depends upon the way in which the measurement cost is defined in 
the original optimal monitoring problem definition. 
The case outlined in this Appendix deals with measurement cost 
which is defined to be proportional to measurement instrument quality; 
this is the general case first proposed in the optimal monitoring prob­
lem statement in Section 2.2. This is a realistic case in which a dis­
crete valued i,k>asurement cost function could be seen to apply as a func­
tion of the specific choices of measurement Instrument accuracy which 
could be obtained commercially. In order to include the quality of mea­
surement devices in the optimal design structure at each measurement 
time, formulate the portion of the objective function associated with 
measurement Instrument quality first as a oontinuoua function of the 
sizes of the measurement errors, or variances, given by the diagonal 
elements of the measurement noise covariance matrix y, that is, the 
terms [ V L J , 1 = l,2,...,m. The optimal choice of measurement instru­
ment accuracies would then be related to the resulting optimal values 
for the variances [V*]JJ» the best instrument accuracies would then be 
those commercially available discrete choices which most closely corre­
spond to the optimal measurement errors of values [V*].,.., i = l,2,...,m. 
To obtain the longest times between required measurements, it seems 
plausible then to form an adjoined vector for the optimization in Sec-
tion 5.3.6, a vector composed of the measurement sensor position, z. 
and their variances diag [V], as follows: 
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_,' *i S{SK},- " I I 5 I V 3 I , . 
v 2 2 
(E. l ) 
To include selection of sensor accuracy in the optimization, simply sub­
s t i tu te the 2m-vector Cu in (E. l ) for i;-vector z„ in the def in i t ion 
(5.44) to obtain J(^ j , ) , the combined objective function for measurement 
position and qual i ty optimization. 
A corresponding minor modification to the gradient in (5.49), with 
T defined as in (5.48), results in the fol lowing: 
^SOV'^KJK) ) * ] , , 
(E.2) 
where, from the definition of £„ in (E.l), 
« £ 7 ' S < « " E » (E'3) 
(see Athans and Schweppe [11], equation (7.17)). Thus, the combined 
gradient in (E.2) can be simply seen to be 
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* « • ) • 
wKih) 
^ i . If VI [ Zdiag HI J ^ ' J 
(E.4) 
an adjoined 2m-vector of terms associated with z., and V. 
Note that finding ?£ at the first sample, under the conditions of 
Conclusion VI, completes the design problem for all other sample tines 
to yield the final result stated as Conclusion VIII in Section 5.3.7. 
Notice that the main objective of every optimization problem in 
the monitoring design problem considered thus far has been to minimize 
the total number of samples taken over all necessary measurement times 
within the time interval of interest. Adding selection of measurement 
instrument quality to the problem probably changes the design objective 
to one which seeks to minimize instead the total measurement cost as 
first discussed in Section 2.2 where more accurate measurements (smaller 
[VL.)result in higher unit measurement costs. This presents a tradeoff 
between using numerous low accuracy sensors and fewer high accuracy mea­
surement devices. This restructuring of the problem could easily be 
carried out with constraints placed upon available measurement instru­
ment accuracies of the form 
Vmin « t V ] 1 f < V M X > 1 - 1 , 2 m. (E.5) 
These constraints, entered as bounds on the bottom half of C in the 
gradient minimization algorithm, would lead to optimal values for ^ 
for the entire range of possible dimensions for z„, m = l,2,...,n. The 
optimal results forc K over all ra at the first measurement time, ty, 
could then be extended over the whole time interval to determine which 
choice leads to the lowest total cost; according to Conclusion VII, this 
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optimal choice for [][*J at the first sample time must be optimal for 
all other measurement times, completing the design. 
The concepts of this Appendix for the inclusion of measurement 
instrument quality into the optimal monitoring design problem are pre­
sented to indicate how such an extension might be made. The details, 
though an important part of any realistic design, are not crucial to 
the other results for the infrequent sampling problem and are omitted 
in the interest of brevity. 
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APPENDIX F. DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF 
PROGRAM KALHAN 
The major computer program written for this study is PROGRAM KALMAN. 
It contains all the necessary coding for the optimal monitoring design 
and management computations. It is written in FORTRAN IV for a CDC 7600 
computer. It accepts input via a card deck named INFILE and generates 
an answer file OUTFILE which is given to an ordinary lineprinter. Bi­
nary disc files for intermediate storage are generated for use by the 
graphics package of postprocessor programs listed in Appendix Gj these 
two binary files are called PFILE and TFILE. A flow chart of the inter­
connections among KALMAN, its input and output files and its postprocessors 
is shown in Figure F.l. The various computer-generated figures in this 
report, listed with the programs from which they originated, are included 
in Figure F.2. 
The listing for PROGRAM KALMAN is included in this Appendix. A 
nearly sufficient number of comment cards are included to permit usage 
directly. A detailed explanation of its use is omitted here in the in­
terest of brevity; the interested user should examine SUBROUTINE INPUT 
(lines 402 to "535) where all input statements for the file INFILE occur. 
A brief description is now given of the more important routines 
which comprise this program. KALMAN is the main routine where the Kalman 
Filter algorithm of Figure 4.1 is implemented, along with the logic asso­
ciated with solution of the optimal monitoring problems as given in Con­
clusions II, III, X, and XI. SUBROUTINE FVAL computes [ P £ ( Z „ ) ] used 
~K -K ]1 
in the optimizations in SUBROUTINE KEELE for the optimal design problem; 
SUBROUTINE GRADNT is i t s f i rs t -o rder gradient, that i s , ^ f - [p£(z..)] . 
* — . 





Figure F.l, Relationships among PROGRAM KALMAN, its input and output files and 
its postprocessors. K 9 n a 
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PROGRAM FIGURES GENERATED BY VARIOUS PROGRAMS 
KALMAN 6 . 2 , 6 . 3 , 6 . 4 , 6 . 5 , 6 . 1 3 , 6 . 1 7 , 6 . 2 0 , 6 . 2 2 , 6 . 2 4 , 
6 . 2 6 , 6 . 2 9 , 6 . 3 1 , 6 . 3 2 
CONTOUR 6 . 2 1 , 6 . 2 3 , 6 . 2 5 , 6 . 27 , 6 . 2 8 , 6 . 3 0 , 6 . 3 5 , 6 . 4 0 , 
6 . 4 3 , 6 .44 
POFT 6 . 6 , 6 . 7 , 6 . 1 4 , 6 .15 
PELEM 6 . 8 , 6.10 
SIGMAT 6 . 1 8 , 6 . 1 9 
MAXTIME 6 . 1 2 
POSTPLT 6 . H , 6 . 3 3 , 6 . 3 4 , 6 . 3 9 , 6 . 4 1 , 6 . 4 2 , 6 . 4 6 
POSTFP 6.37 
POSTSP 6 . 3 8 , 6 .45 
Figure F.2. L is t of computer-generated figures and the programs 
from which they came. 
SUBROUTINE CONSTR defines the l inear inequality constraints of the form 
(5.53) used in KEELE. TRPKK and DTRPKK define Tr [p£(z K ) ] and i t s gradi­
ent, also UoOd in KEELE (they are only used in the comparison of perfor­
mance c r i t e r i a found in Section 6.2.3). bUBROUTINE SS computes the check 
for the approach to steady-state monitoring as in step (3) of (5.72). 
HAXSIG finds z* , the position of maximum variance in the output estimate, 
using SUBROUTINE MUELLER [61] as a root- f inder. 
SUBROUTINE KEELEA is th is author's modification of the or ig inal 
l inear ly constrained nonlinear programming algorithm KEELE wri t ten by G. 
W. Westley [127] ;the addition of a set of random start ing vectors has 
been added to the or iginal routine (see lines 986 through 1000). Sub­
routines CONDRP, PROJCT, CONADD, CUBMIN, and PRBOLC are a l l routines from 
the or iginal KEELE package. 
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SUBROUTINE PAYNTER finds the number of terms necessary in the matrix 
AT 
series expansion of J = e~ , the matrix exponential state t ransi t ion ma­
t r i x as discussed in Chapter 4 and Appendix A. SUBROUTINE STM performs 
1 / 1 / i / 
the actual calculation of * £ + 1 , T £ + , and r £ + , in (4.12) for the discrete-
time state equation. I t also performs the computation for g, , + 1 in (4.14) 
and (4.15) as suggested by D'Appolito [29] and detailed in Appendix B of 
th is report. 
A number of matrix arithmetic algorithms are included (l ines 2076 
through 2178) whose use was found to greatly simpli fy the numerous matrix 
computations which arose in the solutions of the monitoring problems. 
SUBROUTINE INVERSE (lines 2179 through 2371) is based upon the LDU de­
composition reported in Forsythe and Moler [ 38 ] ; i t is recognized as an 
extremely accurate matrix inversion algorithm. 
NOISE, NOISEW, and NOISEV generate normally-distributed random vec­
tors . They use FUNCTION GN which is an implementation of the polar 
method of generating random deviates from a uniform d is t r ibut ion as re­
ported in Knuth [71] . FUNCTION RAND returns a uniformly-distributed 
pseudo-random number on the open interval (0.1) ; i t was coded by F. N. 
Fritsch [42] and is completely portable in that is is useable on any b i ­
nary computer regardless of i t s machine word length. 
UBAR and UI generate the deterministic forcing function vector u( t ) 
in (4.1). A selection of possible analytical functions of time are i n ­
cluded; see the l i s t i n g for deta i ls . 
A number of output routines complete the program, the more notable 
of which are XYPLOTS and ENDPTS, wri t ten by H. K. McCue [84 ] . These 
routines provide the Hne pr inter plots of T r [ P K + N ] and cC + N as functions 
of time t K + N Included in th is study. 
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It should be mentioned that extensions of KALMAN to handle more 
complex problems could be easily accomplished. The eigensystem which 
results from the boundary conditions of the particular problem under 
study is specified in SUBROUTINE INPUT; problems other than that of one-
dimensional diffusion with scavenging and no-flow boundary conditions as 
coded in this program can easily be included. By moving the calls to 
PAYNTER (line 119), STM (123), SS (124), and MAXSIG (127) inside the main 
integration loop in KALMAN, the loop between statements 20 and 100 (lines 
141 and 349), time-varying system matrices and statistics could be in­
cluded. To handle noulinearities, the basic Kalman Filter algorithm of 
Figure 4.1 could be modified to the form of the Extended Kalman Filter 
with some effort (see Oazwinski [65], Theorem 8.1); the basic structure 
of this program permits such a direct extension. 
Future work should include the development of a more complete inven­
tory of pollutant source models. Besides point sources, representations 
for distributed background level and line sources in normal model form 
would broaden the scope of applicability of this program. 
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1 PROGRAM KALMAN I INFILE.TAPE2=INK ILE,OUTFILE,TAPE3=OUTFILE, 
2 2 PFILE,1APE4=PFILE,TFILE,TAPES=TFILE) 
3 VER = 10HVER4/30/75 
4 C 
5 CALL CHANGE (7H*KALMANI 
6 COMMON /\Of NIN.NOUT.NTTY,NRUN,VER 
7 C 
8 CALL CREATE (5HPFILE,10000,SUT) 
9 INTEGER POUT 
10 POUT = 4 
11 CALL CREATE (5HTF1LE, I 0000,SWT) 
12 INTEGER TOUT 
13 TOUT = S 
14 C 
15 DIMENSION 
16 C DIMENriONS OF FOLLOWING CARDS ARE DEFINED ONLY BY PROBLEM SUE MD 
17 1 AIIO,I0),B(1D,I0).C(10,10>,0(10,10),AC(10,10).BC(10.10),DC(10,10) 
18 2 ,M0(lOJ.CAPMOi10,10),V(10),CAPV(10.10),Wl10),CAPW(10.10). 
19 3 Xl\0),XKMl(10),XHKMlK(l0),XHKK(l0),Y(10>.Yml0),Z(10),E(l0), 
20 3 COV(IO), 
21 4 SIGMAV(10),SIGMAW, 1 0) , Gl 1 0, 1 01, P( I 0, 10),PP(10, 10), ID( 10101, 
22 5 U(10),lu(10).UK(10,3),W1(10,10),W2(10,10),W3(10,10),DY(10), 
23 6 ZU(lOl.ZWIlOl.WKPIllO,10). 
24 C DIMENSIONS ON POLL I WINS CARDS ARE DEFINED BY NUMBER OF TIME 
25 C POINTS TO BE STOKED FOR OUTPUT (NT), PROBLEM SIZE IND), AND 
26 C NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL VECTORS OR MATRIX COLUMNS TO BE STORED 
27 C FOR PLOTTING AND OUTPUT (NP). DIMENSIONS OF IIOUT) AND (IPLT) 
28 C COINCIDE WITH NUMBER OF CHOICES FOR OU'I PUT AT STATMENT 20 OF 
29 C MAIN PROGRAM AND N-JMBLR OK CHOICES FOR LERUGGING OUTPUT IN DEBUG. 
30 7 TST(110),ST(110,10,5) JMAXi5).NAMESTI5).NCOLSTt5), 
31 8 IOUT(10),IPLT(5),XYPWl(110).XrPW2(1IOI,TlTLES(4,8) 
32 DI MENSIUN WSS(10.lo),SYMBERRC2) 
33 DATA 5VI1BERR .' 3HTRP.3HSIG / 
34 REAL MO,10 
35 INTEGER FMAX 
36 COMMON /PRC5/ N,M.ZMAX.A.P.CAPV,WKP1,WSS,ISING 
37 EXTERNAL FVAL.GRADNT,CONSTR 
38 EXTERNAL TRPKK., DTRPKK 
39 PI = 3.14159266 
40 C SET SIZE OF ARRAY DIMENSIONS HERE... 
41 ND = 10 
42 NT = 110 
43 NP = 5 
44 C ND = THE MAXIMUM PROBLEM SIZE TO BE F..IN (LENGTH OF X-VECTOR) 
45 C NT i THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE STORED FOR OUTPUT 
46 C (CAUTION...THIS DIMENSION IS USED IN THE 3-DIMENS1ONAL 
47 C ARRAY (ST<NT,ND,NP)), THUS, IT RAPIDLY ADDS STORAGE 
48 C TO LENGTH OF PROGRAM.) 
49 C NP = THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VECTORS TO BE STORED 
50 C WHCR'.:. NP = (4 • ND). AS PROGRAMMED, IN ORDER TO STORE 
51 C THE FALLOWING.,.(X, XH, E, COV AND ALL M COLUMNS OF G). 
52 C HERE, M CAN BE AS LARGE AS ND. 
53 C 
54 C HERE. THE FOLLOWING EOUALITIES ARE MADE FOR THE CALLS TO (0UTPUT3) 
55 Nl = 110 
56 NJ = NO 
87 NK = NP 
58 C 
59 C HERE, I MAX, THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE STORED. IS SET 
60 C EQUAL TO NT. THE DIMENSIONS OF ASSICIATED ARRAYS. IT COULD BE 
61 C SET SMAILER IF OESIREO, BUT UNUSED STORAGE WOULD RESULT. 
62 I MAX = NT 
63 C 
64 C SET LOGICAL INPUT/OUTPUT UNIT NUMBERS HERE... 
05 N1N = 2 
66 NOUT = 3 
67 NTTY = 59 
68 C INITIALIZE RUN COUNTER AND START FIRST RUN... 
69 NRUN = 0 
70 1 NRUN = NRUN * 1 
71 CALL INPUT (N, L,M, LL, NTL, I PLT, 10UT,LENGTH, 
72 2 T0,T1,0T,AC,BC,C,DC,IU.UK, 
73 3 NO.CAPMO.W.CAPW.V,CAPV,IERROR.NOPO.EPS.KMAX,TITLES,ND, 
74 4 Z,ZU.ZW.ZMAX,ERRLIM,LIMIT,ALPHA,NSEARCH.SYMBERR. 








84 NP! = N • 1 
M2 = M « 2 
NE •= 0 
 •    ' 
INITIALIZATION... 
CALL NOISE (MO.CAPMO.X.N.ND) 
GENERATE NXN IDENTITY MATRIX (ID) 
DO 3 I - 1,N 
DO 2 J=1,N 
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91 ? i n n , J> = o.o 
92 3 10(1,I) • 1.0 
93 C INITIALIZE INITIAL C0NDITIOMS OF SYSTEM MATRICES. USE -0.0 FOR 
94 C THOSE WHICH ARE UNDEFINED AT T = T0. 
95 DO 10 I M . N 
96 JO 9 J=1,N 
97 G(I,J> = -0.0 
96 PI I, J) = CAPMOd . J> 
99 9 PP(I.J) = CAPMOd. J) 
100 XKMld 1 « XII > 
101 XKKKI I) « M O I D 
10£ YtI> » -0.0 
103 YH(I) = -0.0 
104 E<1) = -0.0 
105 Wd> = -0.0 
106 VI I ) = -0.0 
107 10 CONTINUE 
108 T = TO 
109 K = 0 
110 NOP = 0 
112 C COMPUTE STATE, CONTROL AND NOISE TRANSITION MARTICES FOR THE 
113 C DISCRETE PROBLEM [THEY ARE AIK.K-11, B(K.K-l) AND D ( K . K - M 1 
I M C GIVEN THEIH EQUIVALENTS FOR THE CONTINUOUS CASE CAC.BC, AND D C ) . 
115 f. WKP1 REPRESENTS THE DISCRETIZATION OF CONTINUOUS CONVOLUTION OF 
116 C CAPW1T) FOR T BETWEEN TK AND TK»1, WHERE CAPW(T) IS THE 
117 C COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR THE MODEL STOCHASTIC INPUT W(T). 
M S C FOR.iT, DETERMINE NUMBER OF TERMS TO BE USED IN TRUNCATED SERIES KK 
119 CALL PAYNTER <KK.KMAX.N.DT,EPS.NOUT.AC.ND) 
120 C IF PAYNTER CRITERION WAS NOT MET. SET NUMBER OF TERMS 
121 C IN MATRIX EXPANSION OF EXP(A'T) TO MAXIMUM ALLOWED IN INPUT DECK. 
122 IF(KK.LT.O) KK = KMAX 
1Z3 CALL STM (N.L.LL,AC.BC,DC.CAPW.A.B,D.WKP1,KK,DT,NO> 
124 CALL SS (N.A.WKPl,100."EPS,NSS,WSS,ND) 
125 C NOTE THAT WIDTH OF INTERVALS AND MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 
126 C IN F1ND1N0 POSITION Of MAXIMUN SIGMA IS PROBLEM-SIZE DEPENDENT... 
127 IFCLIMIT.E0.2) CALL MAXSIGISIGMAX,ZSTAR,I./(5»N>,CONVG,5"N> 
128 C 
129 t'RI T£ lPOL'T>N,t<l,LL, NTL, TO, Tl, LIMIT 
130 WRITE(TOUT)N,M,LL,NTL.TO,Tl,LIMIT,ERRLIM 
131 WRITElPOUTXiAil, J),J=I,N), l=l,N) 
132 WRITE(POUT)(IWKPlil,J).J=l.N).I=1.N) 
133 WRITEIPOUT)(<WSS(l J),J=1.NI, l=t,N) 
134 WRITE I POUT) UCAPWd,J),J=t,LL>,l=1,LL> 
135 W R I T E C P O U T K l C A P V d , J ) . J=1,M),1=1.M) 
136 IF1NTL.8T.0) WRITE(POUT) < (Tl TLES1 1 , J) , J--1 , 8) , I =1, NTL) 
137 IFINTL.GT.O) WRITE(TOUT) ((TITLES!I,J),J=1,8).I=I,NTL> 
138 WRITEIPOUTINOP.r,ERRLIM,DT 
139 WR1TEIP0UTX (CAPMOd , J), J=1,N), 1 = 1 ,N) 
140 C 
141 20 CONTINUE 
142 C 
143 C THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF LOOP WHICH CALCULATES SYSTEM AND FILTER 
144 C TIME-HISTORIES WITH THEIR RECURSIVE EQUATIONS. 
145 C THE LOOP STARTS AT STATEMENT 20 AND ENDS AT 100. 
146 C 
147 C 
148 C SELECT ERROR CRITERION VALUE ACCORDING TO (LIMIT)... 
149 C 
150 IF1L1MIT.EQ.1) ERROR = TR (PP.N) 
151 IF(LIMIT.£0.2) ERROR " SIGKPN IZSTAR,PP,N,ND) 
152 C 
153 C THIS IS THE CRUCIAL CHECK OF MANAGEMENT ALGORITHM...IF THE ERROR 
154 C IN THE ESTIMATE EXCEEDS THE GIVEN LIMIT, GO TO MAKE A MEASUREMENT. 
155 C IF NOT, RETURN TO CONTINUE PREDICTION. 
156 C 
167 IFIERROR.GE.ERRLIM) GO TO 28 
156 C 
159 C DO THE OUTPUT FOR TIME T. . 
160 C NOTE...FIRST TIME THROUGH, INITIAL CONDITIONS ARE OUTPUTTED. 
161 C 
162 C DEFINE THE VARIANCE VECTOR ICOV) FROM THE COVARIANCE MATRIX (P>... 
163 DO 5 1=1.N 
164 5 COVd I = PP(I , I) 
165 C 
166 IF UCIUT(1>.NE.-I> 
167 2 CALL DEBUG (N,L, M, LL,T,TO,X,XH,G,Y,YH,E,W,V,P,PP,IOUT,ND) 
168 C 
169 IFdPLTdl.EQ.il CALL 0UTPUT3 (X.3H X. 0, N, T. TO, Tl , TST, ST, 
170 2 XYPW1,XYPI>'2,TITL£S,NTLJMMEST,NCOLST,|MAX,JMAX,N1.NJ,NK) 
171 IF<IPLT(2>,EQ.DCALL 0UTPUT3 (XHKK,3H XH,0,N.T.TO.tl,TST.ST, 
I 72 2 XYPWI,XVPW2.TITLES,NTL,NAMEST,NCOLST, I MAX,JMAX,NI,NJ,NK i 
173 !F(IPLT(3>.E0.1) C A L L 0 U T P U T 3 (E.3H E.O.N,T,TO,Tl.TST,ST. 
174 2 XYPW1.XYPU2,TITLES,NTL,NAMEST,NCOLST,(MAX,JMAX,NI.NJ,NK) 
175 IFIIPLT(4).E0.1) CALL OUTPUTS (COV,3H00V.0,N,T,TO.Tl,TST,ST, 
176 2 KYPW1.XYPW2,TITLES,NTL.NAMEST,NCOLST, IMAX, JMAX, N.1 ,NJ, NK! 
177 lF(IPLt(5).EQ.11 CALL OUTPUTS (ERROR,SYMBERRILIMITl, 
176 1 O, 1,T,T0,TI,TST,ST, 





• S3 C 
184 C STORE LAST VALUE OF CAVAR1ANCE IN (P). THEN PREDICTED VALUE IN IPP 
185 C 
186 CALL ATOB (PP. P. N.N,ND) 
187 CALL AOOTBT <P, A.W1, N, N, N, ND) 
18S CALL ADOTB (A,Wl,W3,N,N, N.ND) 
189 CALL APLUSB IW3,WKP1.PP.N,M,ND) 
190 C 
191 C OBTAIN INPUT VECTOR OF TIME FUNCTIONS (UlI,T> , I»1, L) FOR DETER-
192 C MINISTIC FORCING FUNCTION,.. 
193 IF(L.NE.O) CALL UBAR(L,T,U,IU,UK,ND> 
194 C 
195 C GENERATE PROCESS NOISE W(T)... 
196 CALL NO I SEW (T,CAPW.W.S10MAW.LL.ND) 
197 C 
198 C INCREMENT TIME (T) AND ITERATION COUNTER (K) 
199 T = T * DT 
200 K = K * 1 
201 C 
202 C CALCULATE MODEL STATE X(K>, CALL IT (X)... 
203 C 
801 DO 24 I:I.N 
205 X(l> « 0.6 
206 DO 21 J=1,N 
207 21 X(I) = X(l) • All,J)«XKM1(J> 
208 IF(L.EQ.O) 00 TO 31 
209 00 22 J=1,L 
210 22 XII) = X(l> * BII.J)'U(J) 
211 31 CONTINUE 
212 DO 23 J=1.LL 
213 23 X(l) = X(i) • D'!,J)«W(J) 
214 24 CONTINUE 
215 C STORE CURRENT (X) IN (XKM1) FOR NEXT ITERATION... 
216 00 2S 1-1.N 
217 XKMKI) a XII) 
218 25 CONTINUE 
219 C 
220 C CALCULATE PREDICTED STATE ESTIMATE XH(K-1,K>, CALL IT (XHKM1K1... 
221 C 
222 DO 39 I = 1 , N 
223 XHKMIK(I) = 0. 
224 00 36 J=1,N 
225 36 XHKMIK(I) = XHKMIK(I) • A<I,J1*XHKK<J) 
Z26 IFIL.EQ.O) GO TO 32 
227 DO 37 J=1,L 
228 37 XHKMIK(I) =XHKM1K(I) * B(I,J1«U(J> 
229 32 CONTINUE 
230 39 CONTINUE 
231 C 
232 C COPY PREOICTED STATE ESTIMATE VECTOR INTO CORRECTED ESTIMATE 
233 C VECTOR FOR INITIAL VALUE IN NEXT PREDICTED CYCLE... 
234 C 
235 DO 40 l*l,N 
236 XHKK(I) = XHKM1KU) 
237 40 CONTINUE 
238 C 
239 C 00 TO CHECK FOR VIOLATION OF ESTIMATION ERROR CONSTRAINT... 
240 C 
241 SO TO 20 
242 C 
243 28 CONTINUE 
245 C THE ESTIMATION ERROR LIMIT (ERRLIM) HAS BEEN REACHED... 
246 C IT IS NOW NECESSARV TO TAKE A MEASUREMENT OF THE SYSTEM OUTPUT 
247 C IN ORDER TO OBTAIN MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE SYSTEM STATE. 
248 C 
249 C UNLESS TIME IS AT INITIAL VALUE. BR1NQ BACK TIME TO VALUE WHEN 
250 C ESTIMATION ERROR WAS LAST SATISFIED IN ORDER TO STORE AND OUTPUT 
251 C BOTH THE PREDICTED AND CORRECTED VALUES AT EACH MEASUREMENT TIME. 
252 1FIK.EQ.0) 00 TO 29 
253 T = T - DT 
254 K = K - 1 
255 29 CONTINUE 
256 C 
257 C WRITE NUMBER OF OPTIMIZATION (NOP) AND (PI MATRIX FOR POSTPROCESS 





263 2001 FORMAT t«1!«,l2.«) SAMPLE, TIME = *,E10.3> 
264 CALL MATOUTP!P,N,N,lHP,N0l 
266 C 
266 C (Ml IS THE NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS TO BE TAKEN. FIND THE OPTIMAL 
267 C PLACEMENT OF THOSE M MEASUREMENTS, THE PLACEMENT WHICH MINIMIZES 
268 C THE FUNCTIONAL WHOSE VALUE IS (TR2). THE OPTIMAL LOCATIONS ARE 
269 C STORED IN THE VECTOR (Z>... 
270 C 
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271 C CAUTION ... FIRST TWO ARGUMENTS ARE IM,M2), AS USED HERE, BUT 
272 C THEY ARE CN.M) AS USEO IN (KEELE)... 
273 C 
274 CALL KEELEA CM M2 NE,NLIN,FMAX, IW.Z,P11.CONVG,OELT, 
275 2 EPSLON,RHO,DELTAP,TRPKK,DTRPKK,CONSTR,1 FAIL,FLOWER,ACC,IEXP, 
276 3 NSEARCH) 
277 IFIISING.EO.3) GO TO 994 
278 IF(1FA1L.GT.O) GO TO 995 
279 WRITECPOUTHZCI ). 1=1,Ml 
260 CALL KEELEA (M,M2,NE.NL1N.FMAX,1W.2,PI 1 .CONVG, DELT, 
261 2 EPSLaN,RHO,DELTAP,FVAL,GRADNT,CONSTR,IFAIL,FLOWER,ACC,IEXP, 
283 IFCISING.EO.3) GO TO 994 
284 1FCIFAIL.OT.O) GO TO 995 
285 WRITECPOUT)CZCl),1=1,M) 
286 C 
287 C WITH OPTIMAL MEASUREMENT POSITIONS <Z1, CALCULATE 
288 C OPTIMAL MEASUREMENT MATRIX IC) = (C(Z>i... 
289 C 
290 DO 52 l=1,M 
291 DO 51 J = 1.N 
292 51 CII.JI t C0SdJ-1)»PI«ZII)) 
293 52 CONTINUE 
294 C 
295 C KNOWING OPTIMAL PLACEMENT (Z) OF MEASUREMENT DEVICES, 
296 C CALCULATE MODEL OUTPUT MEASUREMENT Y<K>, CALL IT (Y)... 
297 C 
298 r. SET MEASUREMENT NOISE V(T) 
299 CALL NOISEV (T,CAPV,V,SIGMAV.M,ND) 
300 C 
301 DO 30 I=1,M 
302 Y(I) = 0.0 
303 DO 26 J=l,N 
304 26 Y (I ) = Y ( I ) 
305 Yd ) = Yd) 
306 30 CONTINUE 
308 C CALCULATE FILTER SAIN MATRIX G(K), CALL IT (Q)... 
309 C 
310 CALL ADOTBT (P,C.Wl.N.N.M.NDI 
311 CALL ADOTB (C, Wl, W2, M, N, M, ND) 
312 CALL APLUSB <W2,CAPV,Wl.M,M,ND) 
313 CALL INVERSE (M.W1,W2,IERR) 
314 IF (IERR.LT.O) GO TO 992 
315 CALL ADOTBT IP,C,W3.N,N.M,ND) 
316 CALL ADOTB 1W3,W2,G,N.M.M,ND) 
316 C CALCULATE CORRECTED STATE ESTIMATE XH(K,K), CALL IT (XHKK)... 
319 C ALSO CALCULATE ESTIMATE ERROR E(K) = XIK) - XH(K.K), CALL IT <E).. 
320 C 
321 DO 42 1=1,M 
322 CXH = 0.0 
323 DO 41 J=1,N 
324 41 CXH = CXH « Cd,J)"XHKMtKIJ) 
325 YH<I) = CXH 
326 42 DYU) = Yd 1 - CXH 
327 DO 44 I = I,N 
328 GDY = 0. 
329 DO 43 J=1,M 
330 43 GDY = GDY • Gd,J)«DY(J) 
331 XHKKW) = XHKMlKd) + QDY 
332 44 Elll >XIII • X H K K d ) 
333 C 
334 C CALCULATE CORRECTED ERROR COVARIANCE MATRIX P1K.K), CALL IT <PP).. 
336 CALL ADOTB <G,C,W1,N,M,N,ND) 
337 CALL AMINSB (ID,Wl,W2, N,N,ND) 
338 CALL ADOTBT (P,W2,Wl,N,N,N,ND> 
339 CALL ADOTB <W2,W1,W3,N,N, N.ND) 
340 CALL AOOTBT (CAPV,G,Wl,M,M,N,ND) 
341 CALL AOOTB IG.W1,W2,N.M,N.ND) 
342 CALL APLUSB CW3,W2,PP,N,N,ND) 
343 C 
344 C FILTER AND STATE CALCULATION FOR THIS STEP IS FINISHED. 
345 C RETURN TO TOP OF LOOP BETWEEN STMTS 20 AND 100 TO OUTPUT RESULTS, 
346 C THEN CHECK TIME LIMIT AND CONTINUE SOLUTION. 
347 GO TO 20 
346 C 
349 100 CONTINUE 
350 C THIS IS THE END OF PROBLEM NUMBER (NRUN). TELL THE TTY AND GO TO 
351 C NEXT PROBLEM. 
352 WRITECNTTY, 1001INRUN 
353 1001 FORMAT!I 2,3H OK) 
354 C 
355 C WRITE I NOP) SET TO ZERO TO CLOSE OUT POSTPROCESSING 
356 NOP = -1 
357 WRITEIPOUT)NOP,T,ERRLIM,OT 
358 C 
359 GO TO 1 
360 99 CONTINUE 
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361 II = -I 
362 WRITEIPOUTMI 
363 WRITEIYOUTIll 
364 CALL EXITIO) 
365 C XXX ERROR EXITS XXX 
366 991 WRITEiNTTV,9391) 
367 9991 FORMA I' <« CANNOT CREATE OUTFILE. . . TRY AGAIN.*) 
3GB CALL EXITIO) 
369 902 WRITEtNOUT,9992) 
370 9992 FORMAT!/,» 3IN0IJLAR MATRIX IN KALMAN SAIN EQUATION.",/, 
371 2" OFFENDING MATRIX IS Ml « ICXPXCT * CAPVl.O 
372 CALL MATOUTP IWl,M,M.2HW1,NDI 
373 C DUMP OUTPUT GENERATED BEFORE SINGULAR CONDITION OCCURRED. 
370 CALL 0UTPUT3 (X,IOM SINGULAR) 
375 WRITE(NTTY,9982)NRUN 
376 99B2 FORMAT!12,8H NG'-SING) 
377 C THIS PROBLEM SINGULAR SO GO TO NEXT PROBLEM IN INPUT DECK... 
378 GO TO 1 
379 993 VRtTEINOUT, 9993) 
a60 9993 FCRHATW.S2H THE PAYNTER SERIES EXPANSION CRITERION WAS NOT MET.) 
381 WRITEINTTY.990S1NRUN 
382 9903 FORMAT!12.8H NG-PAYN) 
383 C THIS PROBLEM CANNOT BE RUN SO GO TO NEXT ONE IN INPUT DECK... 
384 GO TO I 
385 994 CONTINUE 
386 C A MATRIX BECAME SINGULAR IN THE OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE. 
387 C DUMP OUTPUT BEFORE SINGULAR CONDITION OCCURRED. 
388 CALL 0UTPUT3 IX.10H SINGULAR) 
389 WRITE!NTTY,99841NRUN 
390 9984 FORMAT!12,12H NG-SING OPT) 
391 C THIS PROBLEM SINGULAR SO GO TO NEXT PROBLEM IN INPUT DECK... 
392 GO TO I 
393 995 CONT1NUE 
394 C CONVERGENCE PROBLEMS IN OPTIMIZATION... 
395 WRITE(N0UT,999S>IFAIL 
390 9995 FORMAT!/," CONVERGENCE PROBLEMS IN (KEELEA1, IFAIL = '.12) 
397 CALL 0UTPUT3 IX, I OH SINGULAR) 
398 WRIT£INTTY,9S8S>NRUN,IFAIL 
399 S995 FORMAT!J2.20H NG-CONV OPT, 1FAIL=,I2) 
400 GO TO 1 
401 END 
402 SUBROUTINE INPUT (N,L, M,LL.NTL,IPLT,I8UT, LENGTH, 
403 2 T0.T1 .OT.A.B.C.D. 1U.UK 
404 3 MO,CAPMO,W,CAPW,V,CAPV,I ERROR,NOPQ,EPS,KMAX.TITLES.ND, 
405 4 Z.ZU, ZW,ZMAX,ERRLlM,LIMIT,ALPHA,NSEARCfl,SYMBERRi. 406 5 NLIN.FMAX,1W.C0NV0,BELT,EPSLON.RHa.OELTAP,FLOWER,ACC,IEXP) 
407 DIMENSION IPLTIS), 
408 I IOUTI10),A!ND.ND),BIND,ND).CIND,ND).DINO.ND),IU(NU), 
409 2 UKCND,3),MO!ND).CAPMO(ND.NO),WIND),CAPWIND,ND), 
410 3 V(ND),CAPVIND,ND),TITLESi4,8>. 
411 4 Z(NO).ZUINO>,ZWIND> 
412 DIMENSION SYMBERRI2) 
413 REAL MO 
414 COMMON /I0/ NIN.NOUT NTTY.NRUN, VER 
419 READ1NIN,101) N.L.M,LL.NTL,!IPLTII),1=1,5),(I0UT1J),J=1,101, 
416 2 LENGTH 
417 101 F0RMATC5I10,511X.01),1001, I 10) 
418 IF IN.EQ.O) GO T6 99i 
419 IF!NRUN.GT.I) GO TO I 
420 IF I LENGTH.EO.O) LENGTH = 20000 
421 CALL CREATE I7H0UTFILE,LENGTH,DUMMY) 
422 !F I DUMMY.LT.0.) GO TO 992 
423 1 WRITEIN6UT.103>VER,NRUN, 
424 2 N.L.M.LL.NTL.IIPLTII),1 = 1,5),IIOUTIJ), J=1,10), LENGTH 
425 103 FORMAT I44H10ISCRETE KALMAN FILTER SIMULATION PROGRAM, ,A10, 
426 1 10H, RUN NO. ,12, 
427 2 //,31H PROBLEM INPUT IS AS FOLLOWS...,//. 
428 3 I OX,IHN,I OX,I ML,10X,1HM,9X,2HLL,OX,3HNTL,IX,I OH IPLT. 
429 4 IX,I OH -I0UT,5X,6HLENGTH,/,5I1X,I 10),IX,5!IX,01-,IX,1OOI . 
430 5 IX,110) 
431 C SEE IF ANY IOUTIII IS NONZERO, IF NOT, SET I0UT(1>=-1 AS A FLAG. 
432 C THIS IS TO SIGNAL THAT (DEBUG) IS NOT USED. (DEBUG) IS MAINLY 
433 C USED FOR DEBUGGING PURPOSES ... IT PRODUCES OTHERWISE POOR OUTPUT. 
434 NDEBU3 = 0 
435 DO 3 I = 1.10 
436 3 I F ! I 0 U T I D l E Q . I ) NDEBUG = NDEBUG • 1 
437 IF(NDEBUG.EQ.O) IOUT!1 ) = - I 
438 READ (NIN.102) TO,T1,DT,NOPQ,EPS,KMAX 
439 102 FO..MAT 13E10.3,I 10,ElO.3,110! 
440 IF lEPS.EO.O.OS EPS = 1 . E-5 
441 IF(KMAX.EO.O) KMAX = 100 
442 WRITE(N0UT.105I TO,Tl,DT,NOPO,EPS,KMAX 
443 105 FORMAT!/,9X,2HT0,9X,2HT1.9X,2HDC.7X,4HN0PQ,8X,3HEPS,7X,4HKMAX,/. 
444 2 3I1X,EI0,3),1X,110.1X.E10.3,IX,110./) 
445 Tl = .99999999 « Tl _ _.„ 
446 READININ, 120)NLIN.FMAX,IW,lEXP,CONVG,BELT, EPSLON,RHO, DELTAP, 
447 2 FLOWER.ACC 
448 120 F0RMATI4I1O./.7E1O.3) 
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4 4 9 IF ( N T L . F O . O ) 6 0 TO 5 
450 DO 2 1=1,NTL 
45t READ i N I N . 1 0 0 ) ( T l T L E S f I , J ) , J = I , 8 ) 
452 100 FURMAT(8A10) 
45? WRITE (N0UT.108) ( T I T L E S ( I , J ) , J = 1 , 8 ) 
--54 100 FORMAT! IX ,8A10I 
455 2 CONTINUE 
456 5 CONTINUE 
457 IF(L.EO 0) 00 TO 7 
458 WRITE (NOUT,1061 
459 106 FORMAT!/," INPUT SEI ECTORS AND PARAMETER VALUES ARE AS FOLLOWS..." 
460 2 /,* I 1NPT A{l> A(2) A<3>«) 
461 DO 10 l=l,L 
'162 READ (NIN.104) IU(1),(UK<1,J>,J=l,3) 
463 104 rORIlAI I I 1 , 9X, 7E1 0. 3) 
464 WRITE (N0UT.I07) I,IU(1).<UK(I,J),J=I,3) 
465 107 FORMAT tl3, I 6,7(1X,ElO,3)) 
466 10 CONTINUE 
467 7 CONTINUE 
468 CALL VECINPT (MO,N.2HM0,ND) 
469 CALL MATINPT ICAPMC,N,M,5HCAPM0,NO) 
470 CALL MATINPT ICAPW,lL,LL,4HCAPW,ND) 
471 CALL MATINPT ICAPV,M,M,4HCAPV,ND) 
472 C 
473 C PRODI FM STRUCTURE IS FORMULATED IN DIMENSIGNLESS COORDINATES 
474 '_• SO 1 i-IAT 0NE-DII-ILNS10NAL MEDIUM IS OF UNIT LENGTH... 
475 ZMAK = I.0 
476 C 
477 1F(L NE.O) CALL VECINPT IZU,L,2HZU,ND) 
478 CALL VECINPT IZW,LL,2H2W,ND) 
479 CALL VECI "PT(Z,M,1HZ,NO) 
480 READININ, 111 ) ERRLIM,LI MlT,ALPHA,NSEARCH 
461 lit FOFMAT(?<E10.3, I 10)) 
482 WRITECNOUT,112) NSEARCH 
463 I 12 FORMAT (/, 
484 3 l?CH NUMBER OF POINTS FOR RANDOM SEARCH INITIALIZATION INSEARCH) = 
485 4 ,15) 
486 IFCLIMIT.EO. 1) WRITElNOUT, 1 I31ERRLIM 
487 113 FORMAT!//,* THIS IS A MONITORING PROBLEM OF THE FIRST KIND",/, 
488 2 • WITH A C0NS TRAIN1 ON THE ALLOWABLE ERROR IN THE STATE ESTIMATE" 
489 3 ,/." THE ESTIMATION ERROR CRITERION IS THE TRACECPCK.K+N)3 *,/, 
490 4 • fHC CONSTRAINT ON THE ERROR IN THE STATE ESTIMATE IS FIXED AT", 
491 5 ,//•• TRLIM •-» , El 0 , 3,/, « 1 « ) 
492 I F I L I M 1 T . E 0 . 2 ) W R 1 T E ( N 6 U T , 1 1 4 1 E R R L I M 
403 114 FORMAT!//,• THIS IS A MONITORING PROBLEM OF THE SECOND KIND",/, 
494 2' WITH A CONSTRAINI ON THE ALLOWABLE ERROR IN THE OUTPUT-, 
435 3 " ESIIMATE",/," THE ESTIMATION ERROR CRITERION IS THE MAXIMUM*, 
406 4 * VALLE OVER I HE LENGTH OF THE MEDIUM Z«,/, 
497 5 * OF THE VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE OF THE OUTPUT GIVEN BY...",/, 
490 6 • SIGMA(Z> = CT(Z) . tP(K,K+N)] . CIZ)",/, 
499 7 • THE CONSTRAINT IN THE ERROR IN THE OUTPUT ESTIMATE IS FIXED-, 
500 8 • AT',//,- SIGMALIM = », El 0. 3,/, " 1 * ) 
501 WRITE (NOUT, H O I ALPHA 
C'02 110 FORMAT!/," "ARAMLTERS FOR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION ARE ..",//, 
003 2 « DIFFUSION CONSTANT K = I.OOOE+00",/, 
5D4 3 « LENGTH OF MEDIUM L = 1.OOOE*00",/, 
505 4 " SCAVENGING RATE ALPHA = «,E10.3) 
'506 C KNOWING ZU AND ZW VECTORS, DEFINE SYSTEM MATRICES A,B AND D... 
507 PI = 3.14'59266 
506 DO 12 1 = 1 , N> 
509 DO 11 J=1,N 
510 11 A(l,J) = 6. 
511 12 A(l.l) •" -(((I-1 )»P1 )»«2 * ALPHA) 
512 DO 15 1=1,N 
513 IF(L.EO.O) GO TO 8 
514 DO 13 J=1,L 
515 B(I,J) = COS!(I-1)«PI*ZU(J)> 
516 13 I Ft 1 .EO. 1) B<I,J) = .5 
517 8 CONTINUE 
518 DO 14 J=],LL 
519 D(I.J) = COS((I-1)"PI"ZW(J>) 
520 14 IF(I.EQ-I) D(I,J) = .5 
521 15 CONTINUE 
522 CALL MATOUTP (A,N,N,1HA,ND) 
523 IF (L.NE.O) CALL MATOUTP (B,N,L,1HB,ND) 
524 CALL MATOUTP (D,N, LL,1HD,ND) 
525 I ERROR = 0 
526 RETURN 
527 C ERROR EXITS... 
528 C I ERROR = 0, OK. 
529 C IERROR s -I, END OF INPUT DECK, RETURN TO EXIT, 
530 C IERROR = -2, CANNOT CREATE OUTPUT FILE, RETURN TO EXIT. 
531 991 I ERROR = -1 
532 RETURN 
533 992 I E R R O K S -2 
53<t RETURN 
535 END 
536 SUBROUTINE FVAL (Z,PI11 
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937 C RETURNS tPCK.K)(Z(K>>1C1,1)... 
538 C FOR USE IN MAXIMIZATION OF ERROR-LIMIT INTERCEPT TIME By 
530 C MINIMIZING- THE (I.I) ELEMENT OF THE CORRECTED COVARIANCE MATRIX 
540 C AT TIME IK)... 
541 COMMON /PROB/ N.M.ZMAX.A.P.CAFV.WKPI,WSS,ISINB 
542 DIMENSION A( 10, lol, PC 10. |0> , CAPl'C 10, 10), WKPI 110,1 0), WSS( 1 0. 10) 
543 DIMENSION 0<10,101 PSII(10,10).2(1),Wl110,10).W2(10, I 0),W3(10,101 
544 N D > 10 
545 F. = 3.I4I5926B 
54E DO 12 1=1.11 
547 DO 11 J=1.N 
548 II C(l.J) = C0S((J-1)»PI»Z(I>) 
549 I 2 CONTINUE 
550 C FIRST COMPUTE IPSIIJ " tC«P(K-l,K)«CT1INVERSE... 
551 00 5 1AM,M 
952 00 2 IC=1,N 
553 WKIA.IC) = 0. 
554 DO 1 10"1,N 
555 I W K I A . I C ) = W K I A . i C ) • C( I A, 10) *P( ID, IC) 
550 2 CONTINUE 
557 00 4 1B=I,M 
556 W 2 M A . I B ) * CAPVUA.IBI 
559 DO 3 IE=1,N 
560 3 W2C1A.IB) = W2UA.IB) * Wl (I A, I E)»C( IB, I E) 
551 4 CONTINUE 
562 5 CONTINUE 
563 CALL INVERSE (M.W2.PSII,IERR) 
564 IF(IERR.LT.O) GO TO 991 
565 C COMPUTATION OF IPIZK)(K.K)1111... 
566 P11 = P(l,l) 
567 00 7 IC=t,M 
568 W1PI = 0. 
559 DO 6 1D»I,M 
570 6 W1PI = W1PI • W1CID,l)»PSII110,IC! 
571 7 PI1 = P11 - W1Pt«WlilC,1) 
572 ISINB > 0 
073 99 RETURN 
574 991 1S1NG s 3 
57? RETURN 
576 END 
577 SUBROUTINE GRADNT (Z.0P11) 
576 C 
579 C RETURNS OCPCK.KlIZCK))Jl1,I>/0Z... 
580 C THE DERIVATIVE IF THE (1,1) ELEMENT OF THE CORRECTED COVARIANCE 
581 C MATRIX AT TIME (K) WITH RESPECT TO THE VECTOR (Z(K>). 
552 C 
583 COMMON /PROB/ N.M,ZMAX,A.P.CAPV,WKP1.WSS.ISINO 
584 DIMENSION A<10,10),P<10,10),CAPVl10,10),WKP1(10,10),WSS(10,10) 
585 DIMENSION CC10,10),DOC 10,10),Z(1),DPI 1(1),Wl(10,10),W2(10,to), 
506 2 W3C10,10),PSI1(10,10) 
587 NO = 10 
588 PI o 3.14158266 
569 C 
590 C FIRST COMPUTE CPSIIJ " tC«P<K-l,K)«OT]INVERSE... 
591 C 
592 C GENERATE C(Z(K>) MATRIX (CALL IT C ) . . . 
593 C GENERATE 0C( I , J)/DZC I ) MATRIX (CALL IT D O . . . 
594 DO LO I'l.M 
595 DO 19 J"1,N 
596 C(I,J> • COS!<J-1)"PI-2(l)) 
597 19 00(1,J) > -1J-1)"PI«SIN((J-1)«PI»Z(I)) 
598 20 CONTINUE 
599 C 
600 DO 5 IA«1,M 
601 DO 2 ICal.N 
602 WKIA.IC) > 0. 
603 DO 1 ID.I.N 
6J4 1 WKIA.IC) a UKIA.1C) * C< I A, ID)»P< 10, 1C) 
605 2 CONTINUE 
606 00 4 IB"1,M 
607 W2<1A,IB) - CAPVlIA,IB) 
60S DO 3 lEol.N 
609 3 W2CIA.IB) = W2<lA,tB) • Wl ( I A. IE)»CUB, IE) 
610 4 CONTINUE 
611 5 CONTINUE 
612 CALL INVERSE <M,W2,PSII,lERFt) 
613 IFCIERR.LT.0) GO TO 991 
614 C 
615 C COMPUTE PSII«C»P... 
616 C 
617 00 7 IA=1.M 
616 W2CIA,I) • 0. 
619 DO 6 |B=1,M 
620 6 W2IIA. 1) s W2CIA, 1) * PSI I (IA, IBXW1 ! IB, I ) 
621 7 CONTINUE 
622 C 
623 C COMPUTE BRACKETED MIDDLE TERM OF SECOND MATRIX EXPRESSION... 
624 C 
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625 DO 12 IA=1,M 
626 DO 11 IC=1,M 
627 W3(1A,IC) 3 0. 
628 DO 10 IB=1,N 
629 10 W3(IA,IC> = W3(1A,IC> + W1 ( I A. IB) »DC( 10, 1B1 
630 11 CONTINUE 
631 12 CONTINUE 
632 C 
633 C NOW COMPUTE THREE MATRIX TERMS IN GRADIENT... 
634 C FIRST TERM... 
635 C 
636 DO 69 I I»I,M 
637 C 
638 DPI 1(1 I) = 0. 
639 C 
640 PDC = 0. 
641 DS 8 1A=1,N 
642 8 PDC = PDC • P(l,1A)«DC(II,IA> 
643 DP1K I 1 ) = PDC»W2(I 1,1 ) 
644 C 
616 C THIRD TERM EQUALS FIRST TERM, SO JUST DOUBLE THE FIRST... 646 C 
6 4 7 D P I K I I ) • 2 . < D P I K l I > 
648 C 
649 C FINALLY, COMPLETE SECOND TERM... 
650 C 
651 DO 24 1B=1,M 
652 IF(IB.EQ.II) 00 TO 22 
653 POCP - W2III,1)»W3(IB,II) 
654 SO TO 24 
655 22 POCP = W2I1I, 1 )«W3(I1, II ) 
656 00 23 IA=1,M 
657 23 POCP = POCP * W2(1A,I>»W3(lA.lI> 
65B 24 DPIKII) = DPI 1(11) - PDCP»W2(IB,1> 
659 C 
660 C INCLUDE OVERALL MINUS SIGN 
661 C 
662 DPIKII) = -l.»DPIKII) 
663 C 
664 89 CONTINUE 
665 90 ISING = 0 
666 RETURN 
667 991 ISINQ = 3 
668 RETURN 
669 END 
670 SUBROUTINE CONSTR 
671 COMMON /BAMRWH/ G(10,20),B(20) 
672 DIMENSION At 10,10),P<10,10),CAPVM 10,10),«KP1<10,10),WSS(10,lO) 
673 COMMON /PROB/ N.M,ZMAX,A,P,CAPV,WKP1,WSS,ISING 
674 DO 1 I=1,M 
675 G(l.l) = -I. 
676 B(l! • 0. 
677 G(I,M*I> = 1. 
676 1 B1M*I) = ZMAX 
679 RETURN 
680 END 
681 SUBROUTINE TRPKK (Z.TRP) 
682 COMMON /PROB/ N.M,ZMAX,A.P,CAPV,WKP1,WSS.ISING 
6B3 DIMENSION A(10,I 0),WKP1(to.10),WSS(16,10) 
684 DIMENSION PI 10, 10),C[10, 10),CAPV(10,10),PSII(10,10) 
685 DIMENSION Z(1),Wl<10.10),W2I10,10), W3(10, 10) 
686 IB « 10 
687 PI » 3.14159266 
688 C CALCULATE C(Z) AND PSIKC(Z)) AND PUT IN COMMON... 
689 DO 2 I=1 ,M 
690 DO 1 J O I N 
691 1 C ( I . J ) 3 C O S K J - I > » P I » Z ( I ) > 
692 2 CONTINUE 
693 CALL ADOTB (C,P.W1,M,N,N,ND) 
694 CALL AOOTBT (Wl,6.W2,M,N.M,ND) 
695 CALL APLUSB <W2,CAPV,W3,M,M,ND) 
696 CALL INVERSE (M,W3,PSII,I ERR) 
697 IFIIERR.LT.0)00 TO 991 
698 CALL ADOTB (PSII,W1,W2,M,M,N,ND> 
699 CALL ATDOTB (Ml,U2,W3,N,M,N.ND) 
700 CALL AM1NSB (P,W3,W2,N,N,ND) 
701 TRP " 0. 
702 DO 10 l=1,N 
703 10 TRP = TRP * W2(I,I) 
704 ISING « 0 
705 99 RETURN 




709 SUBROUTINE DTRPKK CZ.DDZ1 
710 COMMON /PROB/ N,M,ZMAX,A,, \PV,WKP1,WSS. I SING 
711 DIMENSION A(10,10),WKP1(10.,0),WSS(10,101 
712 DIMENSION P(10, 10),C(10, 10),CAPV(10, I 0 ) , PS1I<10, 101 
713 DIMENSION Z( 1),DDZTRP(1),Wl(10,10),W£(10,101, 
714 2 W3110.10 ,W4(10,10>,W5(i0,10>,W6(10,10>,DC<10,10) 
715 ND = 10 
716 PI = 3. 14159266 
717 C GENERATE C. . . 
718 DO 10 l = l,M 
719 DO 9 J=l,N 
720 9 C(I.J) = COS((J-l)*PI*Z(I>> 
721 10 CONTINUE 
722 C FIND PS II = PS I INVERSE 
723 CALL ADOTB (C,P,Wl,M,N,N,ND) 
724 CALL ADOTBT (Wl,C, W2,M,N,M,ND) 
/2S CALL APLUSB IW2,CAPV,W3,M,M,ND) 
728 CALL INVERSE IM,W3,PSII, I ERR) 
727 IF(IERR.LT.OJGO TO 991 
728 CALL ADOTB (PSII,Wl,W2,M,M,N,ND) 
729 DO 89 II = 1,M 
730 C GENERATE 0C(1,J)/DZ(1) MATRIX (CALL IT D O . . . 
731 DO 6 1=1,M 
732 DO 5 J=l ,N 
733 S DC(I,J) = 0. 
734 6 CONTINUE 
735 DO 7 J=l ,N 
736 7 DCIII.J) = -(J-l)«PI*SIN((J-1]"PI»ZCII)) 
737 C NOW CALCULATE THREE MATRIX TERMS, FIRST TERM (W4>... 
738 CALL ATDOTB <DC,W2.W3,N,M,N,NO) 
739 CALL AOOTB (P,W3,W4,N,N,N,ND) 
740 C SECOND TERM (W5>... 
741 CALL ADOTBT (Wl,DC,W3,M,N,M,NO) 
742 CALL APLUSBT(W3,W3,W5,M,M,NO) 
743 CALL ADOTB (W5,W2,W6,M,M,N,ND) 
744 CALL ATDOTB (W2,W6,W5,N,M,N,NO) 
745 C THIRD TERM, NOTE, THIRD TERM = (FIRST 1ERM1T, SO -'-'ST ADD UP TERMS 
746 CALL AM1NSB (W4,W5,W6,N, N,ND) 
747 CALL APLUSBT(W6,W4,W5,N,N,NDI 
748 DDZTRPU I > = 0. 
749 DO 12 l = l,N 
75C 12 DDZTRPU I > = DDZTRP(I I) - W5(I,I) 
751 89 CONTINUE 
752 90 ISING = 0 
753 RETURN 
754 991 ISING = 3 
755 RETURN 
756 END 
757 FUNCTION SIGKPN (ZSTAR,PP,N,ND) 
758 C FINUS... 
759 C SIGMA--21ZK,ZSTAR) = C(ZSTAR)T * PP(ZK)(K, ION) - C(ZSTAR) 
760 DIMENSION C(10),PPC10,10) 
761 PI = 3.14159266 
762 DO 1 1 = 1 .N 
763 1 C(I) - COS((1-1)*PI"ZSTAR) 
764 CALL XTAY (C,PP,C,SIGKPN,N,ND) 
765 RETURN 
766 END 
767 FUNCTION SIGMA(Z) 
768 COMMON /PROB/ N,M,ZMAX,A,P.CAPV,WKP1,WSS, I SING 
769 DIMENSION A(10, 10),P(10, 10),CAPV(10, I0),WKP1(10, I0),WSS110, 10) 
770 DIMENSION C(10) 
771 PI = 3.14159266 
772 DO 1 J = 1 , N 
773 1 C ( J ) = C O S U J - I ) « P I » Z ) 
774 CALL XTAY (C,WSS,C,SIGMA,N,10) 
775 RETURN 
776 END 
777 FUNCTION DSIGMA(Z) 
778 COMMON /PROB/ N.M,ZHtX,A,P.CAPV,WKP1,WSS,1S1NG 
779 DIMENSION A(I 0,10),P('0,10),CAPV(10,10),WKP1(10, 10),WSS( 10,10) 
780 DIMENSION C(10),DC(10) 
781 PI = 3.14159266 
762 DO 1 J=1,N 
783 CIJI = COS( (J-l )*Pl*Z) 
764 1 DCIJ) ••• -( J-l )»PI*S1NC (J -1 ]*PI*Z) 
765 CALL XTAY (DC,WIS,C,TERM,N,10) 




791 XI - WMlNl,,5NNI?;S!f6?,'WkpIilSSi6i.WSS,10,10,, 
793 2 W1(tO,10),W2(10, !0),SUMi10, 10) 
794 NSS = 1 
795 1 NSS " NSS+1 „, 
796 RATIO = A(2,2l"NSS/A<2,2) 
797 IFCRATIO.LE.EPS) 60 TO 2 
796 GO TO 1 
BOO C 2 M N o ' t w I s ) , STEADY-STATE MATRIX CONVOLUTION OF <UKP1 ) . . . 
601 CALL ATOB IWKP1,W2,N, N, ND1 
60' CALL -"TOB (WKPI , SUM, N, N, ND) 
803 DO 7 K=1 NSS 
804 CALL ATOB (W2,W1,N,N,ND 
805 CALL ABAT I A,Wl,W2,N,ND) 
806 CALL OPLUSB (SUI1.U2, SUM, N, N, ND) 
807 7 C0N1INUE 
608 CALL ATOB (SUM,WSS,N,U,ND) 
809 CALL MATOUTP (WSS.N,N,3HWSS,ND) 
il? 108 FORMA!?/,'? BTHE SNUMiSER OF 1ERMS IN THE TRUNCATED MATRIX", 
812 1 * CONVOLUTION SERIES*,/, ,„, 
813 2* FOR THE STEADY-STATE VALUE OF 1WSS) NSS = «,I3) 
814 RETURN 
815 END 
816 SUBROUTINE MAXSIG (SIGMAX,YSTAR.G,EPS, ITER) 
817 EXTERNAL DSIGMA,SIGMA 
818 YMIN = 0. 
81 9 YMAX = I . 
620 DY = GMYMAX-YM1N) 
821 YL = YMIN 
822 YR = YM1N+DY 
623 SUP - SIGMAIYL) 
624 Y S U J = YL 
825 I END = ITER 
626 1 CONTINUE 
827 CALL MUELLER (Y,FY,DSIGMA,YL.YR,EPS, I END, IER) 
828 C FINISHED WITH CURRENT INTERVAL. SLIDE LiMITS OF SEARCH RIGHT 
829 C CHECK FOR BOUNDARY AND GO ON... 
830 IFUER.GT.O) GO TO 13 
831 C IF AN EXTREMUM WAS FOUMD IN THIS INTERVAL, CHECK IT AGAINST LAST 
832 C VALUE OF SUPREMUM... 
633 FMUEL = SIGMA(Y) 
634 IFIFMUEL.LT.SUP) GO TO 11 
635 SUP = FMUEL 
636 YSUP = Y 
837 11 CONTINUE 
838 13 CONTINUE 
639 VL = YR 
640 YR = YR*DY 
641 IF(YR.OT.YMAX) GO TO 20 
842 FR = SIGMAtYR) 
843 IF(FR.LT.SUP) GO TO 12 
844 SUP = FR 
645 YSUP = YR 
646 12 CONTINUE 
647 GO TO 1 
846 20 CONTINUE 
843 C INTERVAL CYI1IN.YMAX) HAS BEEN SEARCHED... 
850 SIOMAX = SUP 
651 D5IGMAX = DSIGMA(YSUP) 
652 YSTAR <= YSUP 
8f.3 W R 1 T E O , 101 >YM1N,YMAX,G,SIGMAX,DSIGMAX,YSTAR 
654 101 FORMAT (/,« MAXIMUM SIGMA SOUGHT BETWEEN YMIN - »,E10.3, 
655 2 /,. AND YMAX • »,E10.3,», WITH INTERVAL WIDTH DY = «,EI0.3,/, 
856 3 - SIGMAX = *.EI0.3,«, OStGMAX = *,E10.3,». YSTAR = »,E10.3) 
857 RETURN 
858 END 
659 SUBROUTINE MUELLER (X, F,FCT,XLI,XRI,EPS, I END. IFR) 
660 C 
661 C REF...IBM SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE PACKAGE, 
662 C SUBROUTINE RTMI, IBM SSP PROGRAMMERS MANUAL, EDITION 4, 1966, 















8?7 2 FR»F 
876 C CHECK FL«FR .LT. 0,.. 
879 IF(SIGN(1.,FL)+SIGN(1.,FR))25,3,25 
660 3 I=*0 
881 T0LF=100,«EPS 
682 A 1=1*1 





668 S 1 F C S I G N U . ,FJ*SIGNC1 . , F R ) ) 7 , 6 , 7 










899 8 IFII-IENDJ17,17,9 





905 10 TOL=TOL*A 
906 11 !F(ABS(XR-XL)-T0L)12,12,13 
907 12 |F(ABS(FR-FL)-T0LF)14,14,13 
908 13 CONTINUE 
909 C END OF BISECTION... 
910 C ERROR RETURN...NO CONVERGENCE WITHIN (1END) ITERATIONS 
911 IER=1 
912 14 ! F ( A B . S ( F R ) - A B S ( F L ) ) I 6 , 16, 15 
913 C NORMAL RETURN 
914 15 X=XL 
915 F=FL 
916 16 RETURN 
917 C ITERATED INVERSE PARABOLIC INTERPOLATION.. . 








926 16 TOL=EPS 
927 A=ABS(X) 
928 IF(A-1.120,20.19 
929 19 T0L=T0L»A 
930 20 IF(ABS(DX)-T8L)21.21,22 
931 21 IF(ABS(F)-T0LF)I6.16,22 
932 22 IF(S1GN<1.,F)*S1GNC1.,FL>>24,23,24 
933 23 XRaX 
934 FR=F 
935 00 TO 4 




940 GO TO 4 
941 C ERROR...WRONG INPUT DATA 
942 26 I ER=2 
943 RETURN 
944 END 
945 SUBROUTINE KEELEA (N,M,NE,NLIN,FMAX.IW.XINF,FINF,C0NV6,DELT, 
94B 2 EPSLON,RHO,DELTAP,FVAL,GRADNT,CONSTR,J FAIL, FLOWER,ACC IEXP 
947 3 N5EARCH) 
948 C VERSION (A) OF (KEELE). (NSEARCH) MINIMIZATIONS «nE ATTEMPTED 
949 C EACH FROM A DIFFERENT RANDOM VECTOR WHOSE ELEMENTS ARE SCALED 
950 0 TO LIE WITHIN O.LE.Z(I),LE.2MAX. 
951 DIMENSION SC10.10),GTSG<20,20).P(20>,PAR(20),PL<20),PA<20) 
952 DIMENSION XB<10),EXTRA!10) 
953 DIMENSION XINF(l6) 
954 ZMAX = 1. 
953 REAL NORM,NORM I,N0RM2 
9S8 INTEGER C0LI20),DEPC<20).FNUM.FMAX,COLI,COLJ 
957 COMMON /BAMRWH/ G(10. 20),B(20) 
95B C REFERENCE... 
9GS C 
960 C PROGRAM AUTHOR 0. W. WESTLEV 
961 C COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY CENTER UNION CARBIDE CORP. 
962 C NUCLEAR DIVISION 



























































































MODIFIED TO RUN AT LLL 7/25/72 BY R.F.HAUSMAN, JR 
IV IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VARIBLES ALLOWED. 
IC IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS ALLOWED. 
101 IS THE LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER FOR PRINTOUT 
LA3EL1 = 6H OONV 
LABEL2 = 10HERGENCE »s 
LBLMAX = N + 1 
IF(LBLMAX.GT.7) LBLMAX = 7 
T0L1 = 1.E-10 
IF (IW.GT.O) WRITECI01, 1040 ) N,M,NE, I EXP, NLIN,FMAX,IW,CONVG,DELT, 
> EPSLON,RHO, DELTAP, TOL'. 
lF([W.EQ.2)WRITE[I0t, 1.149) 
1 SEARCH = 0 
00 1 I=1,N 
XBCI ) = X1NFM ) 
CALL FVAL (XINF.FINF) 
IF(NSEARCH.EQ.O) GO TO 5 
NSEARPI = NSEARCH * 1 
1 SEARCH = I SEARCH * 1 
IFIISEARCH.EQ.1) GO TO 5 
IFCISEARCH.GT.NSEARPI)G0 TO 798 
ISEARM1 = [SEARCH - 1 
WRITEtIOl,1048)1SEARM1 
GENERATE A NEW RANDOM STARTING VECTOR... 
DO 3 I=1.N 
XB(I ) = ZMAXXRANDCIY) 
CONTINUE 
I FAIL = 0 
I LAST = 0 
NBC = 0 
FNUM = 0 
IFRST - 0 
NDEP = 0 
NDEPEQ = 0 
FNUM = FNUM + 1 
CALL FVAHXB, FB) 
IF((IW.GT.O).AND.(1W.NE.2)) 
2 WRITEdOl, 1050 ) FNUM. FB, (XB( I ) , I = 1 , N) 
IF<IW.EO.2)WRITE!101,1051)FNUM,FB,(XB(I),1"1,N> 
SET THE INITIAL S TO I. 
DO 20 I=1,N 
DO 10 Jal,N 
S(I,J) = 0. 
S(I.I) = 1 . 
IF (M.EQ.O) GO TO 90 
ZERO OUT THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX. 
DO 30 J=1,M 
COL(J I = 0 
DEPC(J) = 0 
B(J) = 0.0 
DO 30 I=1,N 
Gil,J) - 0. 
OALL CONSTR 
ADJUST THE CONSTRAINTS TO UNIT NORM. 
G IS THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX G(1,1)«X<1) * G(2,1)»X(2) 
B IS THE VECTOR OF CONSTRAINT CONSTANTS, 
DO 60 J=1,M 
SUM = 0. 
DO 40 l°1,N 
SUM = SUM * GI1,J)»G<1.J) 
SUM = SORT(SUM) 
DO 50 I=1,N 
8(1, J) = G(l, J)/SUM 
B(J> = BCJ1/SUM 
NE1 = NE + 1 
NE2 = NE » 2 
IF (HE.EO.O) GO TO 90 
320 
1055 CALL C0NADD(GTSG.S,1,COL,P,PL,N,NBC,IV,IC) 
1056 IF (IW.GE.2) WRITE!101,1110 ) 1,NBC 
1057 IF (NE.EO.l) GO TO 90 
1056 DO 80 I=2,NE 
1059 C 
1060 C PROJECT THE I-TH CONSTRAINT TO TEST FOR LINEAR INDEPENDENCE. 
1061 C 
1062 CALL PROJCTIPL.P.EXTRA,S.GTSG.N,NBC,COL,I,IV,IC, N0RM1) 
1063 IF UW.GT.2) WRITE!101,1120 ) I.NORMl.TOLI 
1064 C 
1065 C TEST AGAINST TOL1 FOR LINEAR DEPENDENCE 
1066 C 
1067 IF CN0RM1.GT.T0L1) GO TO 70 
1068 NDEP = NDEP * 1 
1069 NDEPEO = NDEP 
1070 DEPCINDEP) = I 
1071 GB TO 60 
107? 70 CALL CONADDIOTSG.S,I,COL,P,PL,N,NBC, IV, IC1 
1073 IF IIW.GE.2) WRITE!101,1110 ) I,NBC 
1074 80 CONTINUE 
1075 NE1 = NE - NDEPEQ + 1 
1076 NE2 = NE1 • 1 
1077 C 
107B 0 
1079 C CALCULATE THE PARTIAL VECTOR OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION, 
1080 C 
1081 90 CALL GRADNTIXB.PAR) 
1082 C 
10S3 C GENERATE THE SEARCH DIRECTION. 
1084 C 
1085 100 CONTINUE 
108E DO 110 I = 1,N 
1087 110 PA!I) = -PAR!1) 
1088 C 
1089 C IF THERE ARE CONSTRAINTS IN THE BASIS THEN CALCULATE THE PROJECT1 
1090 C 
1091 IF (NBC.EO.O) GO TO 170 
1092 DO 120 1=1,N 
1093 PL!I) = 0. 
1094 DO 120 J=1,N 
1095 120 PL(I) = PL11) + S(I,J)»PAR!J) 
1096 C 
1097 C COL!I) = K IMPLIES THAT THE K-TH CONSTRAINT IS IN COL 1 OF BASI 
1098 C 
1099 DO 130 1=1,NBC 
1 1 00 PA! I ) = 0. 
1101 LA = COL(l) 
1102 DO 130 J=1,N 
1103 130 P A I D = P A I D * G!J,LA)»PL!J> 
1104 C 
1105 C PUT THE LADRANGE VECTOR IN THE VECTOR PL. 
1 106 CC 
I 107 DO 140 I°1,NBC 
1108 PL!I) = 0. 
1109 DO 140 J=1,NBC 
1110 140 PL!!) « PL(I) * OTS G d , J)«PAIJ) 
1111 C 
II 12 C 
1113 DO 150 I = 1, N 
1114 PA!I) = 0. 
1115 DO 150 J=1,NBC 
1116 COLJ = COL(J) 
!Z l 5 0 . „ P A < " " P A ( " * 0(1, COLJ >«PL!J> 
1118 DO 160 1 = 1, N 
1119 160 PA(I) = PA(I) - PAR!I) 
1 120 C 
1121 C 
I 122 170 CONTINUE 
1 123 C 
1124 C 
1126 C P A H 0 L D S r H £ , N F 0 F 0 R T H E DOWNHILL-POSITIVE DEFINITE CHECK, 
1127 C P HOLDS THE SEARCH DIRECTION. 1 126 C 
1129 00 180 I = I.N 
1130 P!I) = 6. 
1131 00 180 J=1.N 
132 160 PCI) = PII) • SII.J) « PAIJ) 




1138 C F'" D ™ E N ° R M ° F ™ E D , R E C r i 0 N VECTOR. 
1139 N0RM1 a 0. 
1140 NORM = 0. 
1141 DO 190 l°1,N 
! H S .«« K2SM I • N °R» ' + P A ( I ) » « 2 
1143 190 NORM = NORM • P<l)»»2 
1144 NORM = SORT I NORM) 
321 
1145 N0IM1 = SQRT(NORMl) 
1 1 46 NORM2 = NORM 
1 147 BETA = 0. 
1146 J = 0 
1149 IF (NBC. EQ. (NE-NDEPEC1) 1 GO TO 220 
1 ISO C 
1 151 C 
1 I 52 c. 
1 153 C 
1154 C 
1155 J = NE1 
1156 CC = PL(NEl) 
1157 IF (NBC.E0.NE1) GO TO 210 
1'58 DO POO I=NE2,NBC 
1159 IF (PL (I>.LE.CC) GO TO 200 
1160 J = I 
1161 CC = PL(I1 
1162 200 CONTINUE 
1163 210 BETA = . 5»CC/ABS1GTSGl J, 0) > 
I 16-1 22U CONTI NUE 
1165 IF (1W.GT.2) WRITE!101,1010 ) NORM.BETA, J 
1166 IF (NORM.LE.CONVG.AND.BETA.LE.CONVG) GO TO 710 
1 167 C 
1 168 C 
1169 C THE PROCEDURE. HAS NOT CONVERGED YET. EITHER DROP THE J-TH COL. 
1170 C OF THE BASIS AND RE-CHECK OR STEP ALONG THE DIRECTION IN P. 
1171 C 
1172 C 
1173 IF (NORM.GT.BETA) GO TO 250 
1 174 C 
1175 C DROP THE CONSTRAINT CORRESPONDING TO MAXIMUM LAGRANGE. 
1 176 C 
1 177 C 
1173 C SINCE A CONSTRAINT IS BEING DROPPED - FORGET ABOUT ALL OF TH 
1179 C PREVIOUS INEQUALITY DEPENDENCE. 
1 180 C 
1181 IF (NDEP.EQ.O) GO TO 240 
1182 K = NOEPEO * 1 
1103 DO 230 I-K.NDEP 
1184 230 D E P C ( 1 1 = 0 
1185 NDEP = NOEFFQ 
1185 240 ILAST = COL(J) 
1167 IF (IW.GT.2) WRITEt101,1080 ) ILAST 
1166 CALL C0NDRP(C0L, J, NBC,GTSG,PL, 1C1 
1 1 89 GO TO 1 00 
1. 90 C 
1 191 C 
1 192 C 
1 193 C 
1 1 94 0 
1 195 C 
I 196 £50 CONTINUE 
1197 LL = 0 
1198 CC = 1,E+60 
1199 IF I(NBC+NOEP).EQ.M) GO TO 320 
1200 DO 310 I = 1,M 
1201 IF (ILAST.EO.I) GO TO 310 
1202 IF INBC.EQ.01 GS TO 280 
1203 DO 260 K=1,NBC 
1204 IF (I.EQ.GOL(K)) GO TO 310 
1205 260 CONTINUE 
1206 IF (NDEP.EQ.O) GO TO 280 
1207 DO 270 K=1,NDEP 
1208 IF (I .EQ.Dr.PClK>> 00 TO 310 
1209 270 CONTINUE 
1210 C 
1211 C CONSTRAINT I IS NOT IN THE BASIS. IS IT BINDING. 
1212 C 
1213 281) C0N1 = B(l I 
1214 C0N2 = 0. 
1215 DO 290 J=1,N 
1216 C0N1 = C0N1 
1217 290 C0N2 = C0N2 . , . „. -»,..,,, 
1216 IFC IW.EC1.3)WRITEI 101, 1000 ) I.C0N1.C0N2 
1219 IF (C0N2.EQ.0. ) GO TO 310 
1220 NORM = ABSfCONl) 
1221 IF (NORM.GT.1.E-141 GO TO 300 
1222 IF (C0N2.GT.0. ) GO TO 700 
t223 GO TO 310 
1224 300 C0N1 = C0N1/C0N2 
1225 IF(C0N1 .LE.O.E-'OO.eR.CONl .GE.CC) GO TO 310 
1226 CC=C0N1 
1227 LL=I 
1228 310 CONTINUE 
1229 C 320 NORM = OMlNl(1.DO,CC) 
1230 320 NORM = CC 
1231 IF(NORM.GT.1.) NORM = 1. 
1232 ILAST = O 
1234 C CALCULATE THE INDEX OF IMPROVEMENT C0N2. 
322 
1235 C IMPROVEMENT IS ACCEPTED IF F(K) - F(kll .GL. tPSLON • CON2. 
1236 C 
1237 C0N2 = 0. 
1238 00 330 1=1,N 
1239 330 C0N2 = C0N2 - PARU>«Ptl> 
1240 IF CIW.GT.2) WRITEC 101,1020 ) C0N2 ,CO 
1241 ICON - 0 
1242 IF (C0N2.LT.0. ) 00 TO 370 
1243 CPAR a -C0N2 
1244 C0N2 a COM2 « EPSLON 
1245 C 
1246 C STEP TO THE LIMIT TO THE NEAREST CONSTRAINT TO CHECK FOR IMPROVEM 
1247 C 
1246 DO 340 1=1,N 
1249 340 PLC I) a XBl I ) • NORM*PCI> 
1250 FNUM o FNUM • 1 
1251 CALL FVALCPL.FL) 
1252 IF (IW.GT.2I WRITEC 101,1090 ) FNUM.FL, CPLCI),I a I,N) 
1253 IF CIW.GT.2) WRITEClOl.1030 > 
1254 IF ICFB-FL>.QE.N0RM«C0N2> 00 TO 350 
1255 C 
1256 C 
1257 C NO SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT. ATTEMPT TO LOCATE THE OPT. ALONO 
1258 C THE DIRECTION P TO MORE DEFINITION. 
1259 C 
1261 ^ IF CIEXP.EQ.O) CALL CUBMINCXB,FB,PL,FL.T,EXTRA,FVAL,h, C0N2.N0RM, 
1262 > FNUM.IW,NLIN,LL,GRADNT,CC,CPAR> 
1263 IF IIEXP.EQ.1) CALL PRBOLCIXB,FB,PL,FL,NORM,C0N2, P,N.FNUM.FVAL. IW. 
1264 > NL1N.LL. CC,FLOWER,ACC.CPAR> 
1265 IF (FNUM.GT.FMAX) SO TO 740 
1266 IF CLL.NE.2) GO TO 410 
1267 QO TO 370 
1268 350 DO 360 1 = 1,N 
1269 EXT a pLCI) - XBI1) 
1270 XBCI! o PLC I) 
1271 360 PLC I) a EXT 
1272 FB a FL 
1273 ICON = 0 
1274 IF ICC.LE.1. ) ICON a 1 
1275 GO TO 41O 
1276 C 
1277 0 NO IMPROVEMENT IN THE FUNCTION. SO RESET THE S MATRIX TO 1, 
1276 C 
1279 370 IF (IFRST.EQ.O) GO TO 750 
1260 DO 390 I=1,N 
1281 DO 360 Ka1,N 
1262 380 St!,K> a 0. 
1283 390 SCI,I) a 1. 
1284 IFRST a 0 
1285 IF (NBC.EO.O) GO TO 670 
1286 C 
1287 C RESET GTS3. 
1288 C 
1289 LA a 0 
1290 08 400 1=1,NBC 
1291 10 = COLCI 1 
1292 400 CALL CONADDCGTSB,S,10.COL,P,PL,N,LA,IV,I0> 
1293 GO TO 670 
1294 C 
1295 C 
129B C XB = XCKtD P = Q(K*1) PLa PCK*11 THEN PL a P(K*I> - SIK 
1298 C 
1299 C UPDATE S.GTSG FOR K*l AND POSSIBLY GTSQ FOR NBC • 1. 
1300 C 
1301 410 CALL GRADNTCXB.EXTRA) 
1302 IFIIW.E0.3)WRITECI01,1050)FNUM,FB,CXBCI ), I al, N> 
!222 FIIW.£Q.2)WR1TEII01,1051IFNUMlFB.CXB<I 1,1 = 1 N) 
1304 IF CFNUM.GT.FMAX> GO TO 740 
1305 IFRST a 1 
1306 00 420 l»1,N 
1307 420 PCI) a EXTRA;I) - PARC 1) 
1308 DO 430 l«1,N 
1309 IF ( ABSCPII)).GT.T0L1) GO TO 440 
1310 430 CONTINUE 
1311 GO TO 370 
1312 440 CONTINUE 
1313 C 
1314 C 
MVL £ RESCALE THE ALFA AND THE S MATRIX. HOWEVER LEAVE THE STEP SIZE 
2 1 £ WSk T E8 EPi -IHUS ! F A L F A is SCALED UP THE S IS SCALED DOWN. W.l £ fiL?° SCALE THE S AND THE GTSG MATRIX TO SATISFY THE NORM RE-
1318 C QUIREMENT. 
1319 C 
1320 C 
1321 C0N2 = NORM 
I 322 AF a 1. 
1323 IF IC0N2.GE.DELTAPI GO TO 450 
1324 AF a C0N2/0ELTAP 
323 
' - . ' . • , , I O -\^0 
K i l l C • 
- | - > . . . » l.C, 1 0 S . O 
,• ( ,; j) v n i i i i i i o i . ' i r o ) A 
'( I ' I , M 
.-:'.:-,V 
• • ''C ? i \ - l , 1A 
' 1 I , . ' ~ S(K. I > 
i •< c i CM TO s i o 
• • I i ' , i"-C 
• V i' . , NBC 
• • ! • • , ,K i = CT.'.OI 1,K) /AF 
K • . • i , rJO TO Olo 
, ' , ;-V 1 c 
.• •(,•• K---!, IA 
• ) I i , '•• ) " OTMi'.: , I J 
- I . h 
' J - 1 . N 
!>•.( U i PLC I I • ; • ' , . ! ' C . 
>:"..S ' PL<I>«=2 
.. i,c: • ? L ( l ) « P A t l ) 
1.0.:,. ) GO TO 370 
• • • • l i CE CCOMVO»C0N2>).AN0.CCN3RM/CON1).GT.OELT>> GO TO 
,i.T r.L.iAIN POS. DEF. FOR K * l USE RESET 2 CASE. 
.2 ) URITECI01,1100 ) 
W : Me S<K) TO StK + 1 ) 
| v UW = 0 
• • ' • ?0 I =7 , N 
HU 5?0 J=1,N 
. 'C1,J> = S < l , J ) • PL<1)«PL(J>/C0N1 
'
 , :
' I ' I I - 2 . N 
I. A * 1-1 
Iif. *;.80 J M . L A 
r»( i , j ) » S ( J , I ) 
P = C • II-TRANSPOSE « Y(K»1) 
.A = VCKH ) 
•••.T = Y ( K ) - T » S-M » (G-M-T • S(K) * G-M) - INVERSE. 
;-' ii 'nc.f.Q.OI GO TO 650 
rori THE UPDATE SCHEME USED HERE SEE RALSTON AND W1LF VOLUME I, 
DO S90 1 = 1, NBC 
P( I I = 0. 
LA = COLU ) 
DO 590 J=I.N 
P(l ) = P(ll • S<J,LA1 « PL(J) 
Wj i?00 1 = 1, NBC 
PA<I) = 0. 
CD 600 JM.NBC 
P A M ) = P A ( I ) • GTS3< I , J ) « P<J) 
. iiHZ - CJNI 
.X. 5-0 1=1,NBC 
IJ-IS = C0N2 + P<l ) «PA( I ) 
i") ' ' V 1 = 1 , NBC 
1 W ( 1 ) = 0 . 
,« u?.0 J=1.NBC 
PAP. l l l = FAR(i> * P ( J ) » G T S O ( J . I ) 
DO i %0 1 = 1 , NBC 
Ou eno J = I , N B C 
O C . O l l . J ) = G T S B U . J ) - PAU l iPARCJ I /CSNS I - . W 1 1 n > ( - U I O H l I 
IF (NftC . t 'J1. I ) tlO TO 6S0 
DO 6'I0 ! =2. NBC 



























































































00 640 J=1,LA 
640 GTSG11.J) = GTSG1J.I) 
650 DO 660 I = 1 ,N 
660 PARC 11 = EXTRA!I) 
GTSG HAS NOW BEEN ADJUSTED FOR SCK+1) 
; NOH IF A CONSTRAINT HAS BEEN ADDED ADD IT TO THE BASIS-
' 670 IF (ICON.EQ.O) GO TO 100 
680 IF (NBC EQ.O) GO TO 690 
Cfc\_V- PW5*tCT^P'u.,,P,El'VSftfc,S,,S'';S©1N,W&S.,«K-,\-,i_, W , hZ, M O m i l 
IF (IW.GT.2) WRITEdOl , 1120 1 LL,N0RM1,T0L1 
3 TEST AGAINST T0L1 FOR LI NEAR DEPENDENCE 
IF IN0RN1.GT.T0L1) GO TO 690 
NDEP = NliEP » 1 
DEPC(NDEP) = LL 
GO TO 100 
690 CALl- OONADOIGTSG.S.LL.COL.P.PL.N.NBC, IV,IC> 
IF UW.GT.2) WRITE!101, I 110 ) LL,N8C 
GO TO 100 
700 LL * I 
GO -TO S80 
710 CONTINUE 
IF( MW.GT. 0) .AND. ( IW.NE.21 ) 
2 WRITE!101,1050 ) FNUM,FB.CXBII),I=1,N) 
IF(IW.EO 2)WRITE I 101, I 131)( I LABEL I.LABEL2), l=l,LBLMAX> 
IF IIW.LT.1.OR.NBC.EQ.O) GO TO 760 
WRITE!101,1030 > 
WRITE!101,1140 ) 
DO 720 1=1,NBC 
10 = COL!I> 
720 WRITE!101,1160 ) I 0,(G(K,10),K=l, N) 
IF (NDEP.EQ.O) GO TO 760 
WRITEUOI, 1030 ) 
WR I T E ' " " . " 5 0 ) 
WRI1EII0I,1140 ) 
DO 730 l=1,NDEP |0 = DEPCII) 
730 WRITE!181,1160 I 10, (G(K,10),K =1, N) 
GO TO 760 
740 IF llW.GT.O) WRITE!101, 1 ISO ) FNUM.FMAX 
l f A f e 760 








" N T I N 
2 
.0) WRITEilOl,1190 ) 
CONTI UE 
IFlMSEARCH.GT.O) GO TO 771 
DO 761 1=1,N 
XINF'I I 1 = XB(I ) 
FINf = FB 
GO 10 799 
IF(FB.GE.FINF) GO TO 2 
DO 772 l=l,N 
XINF!I) - XBI I ) 
FINF = FB 
I FA 1 LA = I FAIL 
GO TO 2 
IFAIL = 1FAILA 
IF!IW.GT.0>WRITE(101,I052)NSEARP1 
. _ _ RETL RN 
1000 FORMAT!1H ,I 10,2E20. I 0) 
1010 FORMATUH ."NORM = ",E16.8, 
1020 FORH""" ~ ' ' 
FINF,IX1NFIII,1=1,NI 
F ATIIH !"VNDEX 0F~iMPR6vEMENT??El'e.a, loX, 
«1HE UPPER MOUND ON STEP SIZE«, El 8.8/) 
1031) FORhAT! iH ,///) 
1040.FORMAT tlHl, ax., «W»,9K,*M> 8X ,«1W",/ IH ,71I0/IH0.4X,»C0NVG»,6X,«DELT»,4X,»EPSLON»,eX,»RH 
a ,4X.»0ELTAP«,7X,"T0L1«/1H .6E10.3/ / I 
1048 F 6 R M A T ! / , « ITERATION NO. »,|3,/, 
2 • FNUM FUNCTION VALUE Z(1). . . - -• 
1049 FORMAT!41H FNUM FUNCTION VALUE 
1050 FORMAT!IH ,»THE NUMBER OF CALLS TO FVAL IS 
I 2H ,t6X,6E16.8)> 
1051 FORMAT!15,1X.7E16.8,/,I22X.6E1B. 8) ) 
1052 FORMAT!//," BEST LOCAL MINIMUM FOUND AFTER 
Zli)..., 
», I3/2H 
«, 13," TRYS IS-
1060 FORMAT!1H ."THE CONSTRAINT", I 3,'HAS BEEN PUT IN THE BASIS'. 
1 |H .'THERE ARE", I5."C0NSTRAI NTS IN THE BASIS NOW.*) 
1070 FORMAT!IH , »TH6 COEFFICIENTS OF THE NEW CONSTRAINT ARE"/ 1H , 
I 7E16.B/I1H .7EI6.8)) 
1080 FORMAT!1H0,"CONSTRAINT'.15. « HAS BEEN DROPPED FROM THE BASIS"//) 
1090 F0RMATI1H ."AFTER ".15," CALLS THE MAXIMUM STEP TOWARD THE NEARES1 
1 CONSTRAINT GIVES"/1H .7E16.8/I1H ,I6X,7E16.8)) 
1100 FORMATHH ,«XXXX RESET S FOR THE POSITIVE DEFINITE FAILURE") 
1110 F0RMATI1H ,«THE CONSTRAINT »,I5, « HAS BEEN PUT IN THE BASIS."/ 
325 
ISOS 1 1H ,"THERE ARE ",15," CONSTRAINTS IN THE PRESENT BASIS.") 
150G 1120 FORMAT ( 1 HO. * THE PROJECTION OF CONSTRAINT *,I3, 
1607 I • AGAINST THE CURRENT BASIS IS ".E16.8. 
1606 1 « THE TOLERANCE FOR L1N-DEP IS ",E16.8> 
1609 1130 FORMAT!1H ."AFTER ".IS. « CALLS THE CONVERSED POINT IS"/ 1H , 
1510 1 7EI6.8/I1H ,16X.6E16.8)) 
1611 1131 FORMATCCH •"»" ,7tA6,A10)> 
1512 1140 FORMATdH ,"CONSTRAINT « , 10X, "COEFFI CI ENTS»//) 
1513 1 150 FORMAH 1H0, 
1514 1 "THESE CONSTRAINTS ARE DEPENDENT BN THOSE IN THE BASIS «//> 
1515 1160 FORMATdH , I 5,5X,6E16.8/(1H ,1 OX, 6EI6.8)) 
1B16 1170 FORMAT!1 HO,"THE S MATRIX MUST BE SCALED TO SATISFY NORMS. THE 
1517 1 1H ."NORM SCALE FACTOR IS «,Et6.8) 
1518 1100 FORMATI1H ,"TOO MANY CALLS ",21101 
1519 1190 FORMAT!1H ,"THE IDENITY RESET USED IN SUCCESION") 
1520 END 
1521 SUBROUTINE CONDRPICOL,J,NBC.GTSG,PL,IC) 
1522 DIMENSION GTSG1 IC, IO.PLIIC) 
1523 INTEGER COL(IC) 
1524 IF !J.EQ.NBC) GO TO 30 
1525 C 
1526 C SWITCH V.OLUMNS J,NBC SWITCH ROWS J,NBC. 
1527 C 
1528 DO 10 1=1.NBC 
1529 CC = GTSG(I.NBC) 
1530 GTSGII,NBC) = GTSG(I.J) 
1531 10 GTSGII,J) = CC 
1532 DO 20 1=1,NBC 
1533 CC <• GTSGtNBC, I ) 
1534 GTSGINBC.I) = GTSGIJ, I) 
1535 20 GTSGIJ,I > = CC 
1536 C 
1537 C CALCULATE THE NEW INVERSE. 1536 C 
1539 30 CONTINUE 
1540 IF INBCGT.l) GO TO 40 
1541 NBC = 0 
1542 COL!1 > = 0 
1543 RETURN 
1544 40 NBI = NBC - 1 
1545 CC = GTSGtNBC.NBC) 
1546 DO 50 l=l,NB1 
1547 C0N1 *- GTSGII, NBC) 
1548 DO 50 K=l,NB1 
1549 50 GTSG(I.K) = GTSGll.K) - C0N1«GTSG(NBC,K)/CC 
1550 IF INBl.EO.l) GO TO 70 
1551 DO 60 I=2,NBI 
1552 LA = 1-1 
1553 DO 60 K=1,LA 
1554 60 GTSGII,K)=GTSGIK,1) 
1555 70 IF (J.LT.NB1) GO TO 80 
1656 IF (J.EQ.NB1) COL(NBI) = COL!NBC) 
1557 COL I NBC) = 0 
1558 NBC = NBI 
1559 RETURN 
1560 C 
1561 C ~ 
1562 C 
1563 C 
1564 80 00 90 1=1,NBI 
1565 90 PLII) = GTSGII,J) 
1566 NB2 = NBI - 1 
1567 DO 100 K=J,NBB 
1568 LA = K*l 
1569 DO 100 1=1,NBI 
1570 100 GTSGII.K) = GTSGII,LA) 
1571 DO 110 1=1,NBI 
1572 110 GTSGII.NB1) = PLII) 
1573 00 120 l=l,NB1 
1574 120 PL(1> = GTSGIJ,I) 
1575 DO 130 K=J,NB2 
1576 LA = K*l 
1577 00 130 1=1,NBI 
1578 130 GTSGlK.l) = GTSGILA,I) 
1579 DO 140 1=1.NBI 
1580 140 GTSG(NBI.I) = PLII) 
1581 DO 150 l=J,NB1 
1582 150 COL(l) = C0LII*1) 
1583 COLI NBC) = 0 
1584 NBC = NBI 
1585 RETURN 
1586 END 




1 ^.91 t NTEO' R <-.nt t ' c i , ' :n , r _ i/.ni. j 
159? cni'i; i i •.'. ,.•""•/' ' . i " . : ) • ) ,f. • ?o i 
. .!>". 1 J Tl ' ; ' . ' . P'.V I '.".- ,..-.!•• •••:'.. i , : , : i-.-RM o r TIC PROJECTION OK THE I -TH 
1.1-. i- •.•chi^r.vin . 
i '>oi:» :. 
1 • .H. DO 1 0 K -1 , l\ 
I ' v O £>. iP.VK) ••• U. 
1 w n DO 10 - ' - I . N 
loO'.i ' 0 E/UR/.I ,) (. . . T ) •' S < K , J ) * G < J , 1 > 
150, no ro io i ,NT-: 
I..0T- PL (K) = 0 . 
1 OO j LA = COL(K! 
1004 DO 20 J = l ,N 
WOE 20 PL(I<.) = PI . IK) • ' • - ' . ! .LA !*EXTRACJ) 
1 500 DO 30 K= I , NSC 
1607 P I K ) - 0 . 
1 t,oe DO 30 .'= •. , Nt;C 
1003 30 PCX) = PI " , ) ' O" . ' 0 (K , J ) « P L ( J > 
IG10 00 40 K - I , N 
1611 P L I K ) = 0 . 
15! 2 DO 40 J- ' I , NBC 
131 3 COL.i - CO_l , l ) 
1014 -10 PLCK) - PL1K1 • 0 K.COLJ ) « P ( J I 
I 0 ' !i DO C 0 K- 1,N 
1 fi 1 6 F- IK) ;• IX 1 RA ' K i 
101 '" DO i ic J - ; , M 
1GK1 *'0 P l U ; = P\',\l - I <K, J ) * P L ( J ) 
I Ma c 
1620 C P I. .iO'.v ' H i P i t : . " - ' i 11»' OF THE I -TH CONSTRAINT. 
1021 C 
l o ? 2 im*Mi = 0 . 
16;: 3 0 " ' 0 !< '• I , N 
11524 ; .1 i-A.r'hl - II0P.I1' H P I K ) « » 2 )52Ti i'1'JK-. - GOUTchuRMI) 
1 6 2 , rCL.UKN 
I 6 t ? END 
1628 -.OcTOi. TINE C^fiAriOl GTSO, S. LL , COL, P. PL. N. NBC, I V , IC) 
1629 t» - ." I . '« I f f S T ' j O C i C . l r . l .SC IV , W l . P I l I . P L U I 
1530 H'lfr'.. R Ot)'_( |C) , COLI , COLJ 
1631 f.5tll' /L.M'RwH/ G<10,20),BI20) 
1632 0 
1633 C 
1S34 C TIM'". f - O ' l l M E UPDATES THE MATRIX (G(M) - T « S (K ) » GCM) >•INVEF 
163i> c IO IHF , ,A IR,X IOCf1<". ) -T « SCK) • GCM*1) ) - INVERSE WHEN THE LL 
1636 C C J M M . / . I H T IS f JT IN TtiC BASIS . 
1637 C 
1636 C 
1639 II? 1 = HOC t 1 
1640 COL (KIM ) = LL 
1641 C 
1642 C SET OF A12 
1643 C 
IG44 00 10 l=l,N 
1643 P<l) = 0. 
1646 00 10 J=l,N 
1647 10 P(I) s PCI) « SCI,J) * GIJ.LL) 
1648 AO = 0. 
1643 DO 20 I si N 
1650 20 AO - AO + Q(l,LL) * Ptll 
1651 IF IHBC fcO.O) BO TO 100 
I 652 DO JO I=1,NUC 
1653 PL(I) = 0. 
1654 DO 30 J = 1,N 
1655 COLI = COL (I ) 
1656 30 PL(I) » PLCI) * OIJ.COLI ) » P1J) 
1657 C 
1658 C 
1659 C SET UP -All-1 • A!2 
1660 C 
1661 C 
1662 DO 40 I-1.N3C 
1663 PU ) sO. 
1664 DO 40 J=1,NBC 
1668 40 Pill • Pill • OTSO(I.J) s PL!J) 
1666 C 
1667 C COMPLETE CALCULATION OF AO 
1660 C 
1E69 DO 50 Is I,NBC 
1670 50 AO - AO • PLCII « PC I 1 
1671 OO 60 Is I,NBC 
1672 DO 60 Jsl,NBC 
1673 60 GT5QII.J) = QTSOII.J) * PC I I » PCJ) / AO 
1674 IP CNdC E O l l GO TO 80 
1675 00 70 |s2,NBC 
1676 LA = I - I 
1677 00 70 J=t,LA 
1676 70 OTS Q U . J ) sGTSGCJ.l) 
3?7 
1679 80 DO 90 1=1,NBC 
1600 GTS6II.NB1I = P(1)/A0 
1661 90 GTSGINB1.I) = GTSG<1,NB1) 
1682 1 00 0TSGIND1.NBU = 1 ./AO 
1&63 NBC = NB1 
1684 RETURN 
1685 END 
1666 SUBROUTINE CUBMI NIXB, FB, PL,FL,P.EXTRA, FVAL, 1 
1 NLIN,LL,GRADIIT,CC,CPAR) 1687 
1666 C 
1569 DIMENSION XBC1>,PC1>,PL<1),EXTRA!1) 
1 690 REAL NOF.M, NeRM 1 
1691 1 NTF.GER FNUM 
1692 C 101 IS THE LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER FOR PRINTOUT 
1693 101 = 3 
1694 LL = 0 
1695 NL = 0 
1696 NORM = DST 
1697 CALL GRAONTIPL,EXTRA) 
1696 GB = 0. 
1699 DO 10 1 = 1 , N 
10 GB = GB + PCI) * EXTRA!1) 1700 
1701 GA = CPAR 
1702 IF (GB.GT.O. ) SO TO 120 
1703 GO TO 30 
1704 20 LL = 2 
1705 FNUM = FNUM * NL 
1706 RETURN 
1707 30 IF (CC.GI.NOFM) GO 10 80 
1708 40 NORM = NORM / 2. 
1709 DO 50 l=l,N 
1710 50 PL(I 1 = XBCl) • NORM » PC I ) 
1711 NL = NL • 1 
1712 CALL FVALI PL ,FE) 
IF C1W.GT.2) WRITE!101,1000 ) FE, NORM 
IF 1ITB-FE).GE,N0RN«C0N2) GO TO 60 
1713 
1711 
1715 IF !NL I.E.NLIN) GO TO 40 
1716 GO TO 20 
1717 60 CALL GRADNKPL,EXTRA) 
1716 GB = 0. 
1719 DO 70 1 = 1 ,N 
1720 70 GB = GB • PCI)-EXTRA!I) 
1721 IF CGB.LE.O. ) GO TO 210 
1722 FL = FE 
1723 GO TO 120 
1724 80 GA = GB 
1725 Fl = FL 
1726 N0RM1 = NORM 
1727 C NORM = Dl'ilNl INORMI * DST,CO 
1728 NORM = NORN! • DST 
1729 IFINORM.GT.CC) NORM = CC 
1730 DO 90 1=1, N 
1731 90 PL(I) = XB(I) + N0RM»P!I) 
1732 CALL GRADNTIPL,EXTRA) 
1733 GB = 0. 
1734 DO 100 1=1,N 
1735 100 GB = GB t P(|) » EXTRA!I) 
1736 CALL FVAL1PL.FL) 
1737 IF I1W.BT.2) WRITE!101 ;1020 ) FL, NORM 
1738 NL = NL • 1 
1739 IF (GB.OT.O. ) GO TO 110 
1740 IF !<FB-FLI.GE.N0RM«C0N2> GO TO 200 
1741 IF INORM.GE.CO GO TO 20 
1742 IF CNL.LT.NLIN) GO TO 80 
1743 GO TO 20 
1744 110 A = N0RM1 
1745 B = NORM 
1746 GO TO 140 
1747 120 A = 0, 
1748 B = NORM 
1749 Fl = FB 
1750 GO TO 140 
1751 130 IF (NL.GT.NLIN) GO TO 20 
1752 14U 2 = 3 . •<(F1-FL)/(B-A>I*GA»GB 
1753 W = SQRT1Z-Z-0A-GB1 
1754 AS = B - UGB*W-Z>/CGB-GA*2.00»W>) » CB-A) 
1755 IF (A.LT.AS.AND.AS.LT.B) GO TO ISO 
1756 AS = .5>CA«B) 
1787 ISO DO 160 l=l,N 
1758 160 PL1I ) = XBCI ) * AS » P(l ) 
1759 NL = NL • 1 
1760 CALL FVAL(PL.FEI 
1761 IF (IW.01.21 WHITE!101,1010 ) FE.AS 
IF ((FE-FB).GE.AS>C0N2) GO TO 170 1762 
1763 NORM = AS 
1764 GO TO 210 
1765 170 CALL GRAONT!PL.EXTRA) 
1766 2 = 0. 
328 
1767 DO 180 l=1,N 
176S 180 Z = Z + ~" 
1769 IF (Z.GE.O. 
1 770 A = AS 




1776 FL » FE 
1776 SB = Z 
1777 00 TO 130 
1778 200 FE = FL 
1779 210 DO 220 1=1.N 
1780 W = PLC1) - XBCI) 
1781 XB' I) = PLC I 1 
1782 220 PLC 1 ) = W 
1783 FB = FE 
1784 FNUM = FNUM * NL 
1785 DST = NORM 
1786 RETURN 
1787 1000 F0RMAT13H H , E20.12,5X,E15.6) 
1788 1010 F0RMATC3H C , E20.12,5X,E15.6) 
1789 1020 FORMATC3H E , E20.12,5X,E15.6) 
1790 END 
1791 SUBROUTINE PRBOLCCXB,FB,PL,FL,DST,C0N2,P,N,FNUM,FVAL,IW.LINMIN, 
1792 > LL.CC.FLOWER,ACC.CPAR) 
1793 REAL NORM 
1794 REAL L1,L2,L3 
1795 DIMENSION XBC1),PC1),PLC 1 J 
1796 INTEGER FNUM 
179' C 101 IS THE LOUICAL UNIT NUMBER FOR PRINTOUT 
17911 101 = 3 
179S IF (FB.LT.FLOWER) FLOWER = -l.E*30 
180D IWK = 0 
1801 LL o 0 
1802 NLN = 0 
1803 NORM = CPAR 
1804 CON =-NORM 
1805 NORM = 2. • ABS((FB-FLOWER)/NORM) 
1803 C RO - DMINKNORM, 1 .DO, . 5D0*CC) 
180V RO = ,5»CC 
1808 IFCRO.GT.1. > RO = 1. 
1809 IFCRO.GT.NORM) RO = NORM 
1610 IF CRO.EQ.DST) GO TO 20 
1811 DO 10 1=1,N 
1812 10 PLC I I o XBCi) * RO'PCl ) 
1813 CALL FVALCPL.F1) 
1814 I F CIW.GT.2) WRITEC 1 0 1 , 1 0 1 0 ) F1 ,R0 
1815 NLN = NLN • 1 
1816 IF CNLN.GE.LINM1N) GO TO 240 
1817 0 0 TO 30 
1818 20 F1 = FL 
1619 30 LO = 0 . 
1820 L I = RO 
1821 FO = FB 
1822 40 Rl = . 5 *CON*RO«RO/CF1-F0+ CON'RO) 
1823 IF I R 1 . G T . 0 . ) 00 TO 80 
1824 C 5 0 L2 = DM1NI ( 2 . D0«L1 , L1 • . 9 9 9 " I CC-L1 ) 1 
1825 50 L2 = LI + .999»CC0-L11 
1826 IFCL2.GT.(2.»L1)> L2 = 2.«LI 
1S27 60 00 70 I=1 , N 
1828 70 PLC I) = XBCI) » L2«P(I) 
1829 CALL FVALCPL.F2) 
1830 IF IIW.GT.2) WRITE!101,1010 ) F2,L2 
1831 NLN = NLN * 1 
1832 IF CNLN.OT.LINMIN) GO TO 230 
1833 IF IF2.GE.FI) GO TO 140 
1634 LO a LI 
1835 FO = Fl 
183G LI = L2 
1837 Fl o F2 
1838 00 TO 50 
1839 80 IF IR1-L1) 100,50,90 
1840 C 90 L2 = DMIN1CR1,.999«CC) 
1841 90 L2 = .999.CC 
1842 1FCL2.GT.RI) L2 = Rl 
'843 GO TO 60 
844 C 100 D = 0MIN1C,7SD0*R0,R1) 
845 100 D = .75»R0 
846 IFC0.GT.R1) 0 = Rl 
'847 C R'd - DMAX1 I ,25D0«R0,D) 
848 R2 = .25«R0 
849 IFIR2.LT.D) R2 = 0 
'850 DO 110 I = 1 , M 
851 110 PLCI) = XBCI) * R2«PCI)' 
1852 CALL FVALCPL.NORM) 
1803 IF CIW.0T.2) WRITEC 101,1010 ) N0RM.R2 
1854 NLN = NLN * 1 
329 
1655 IF INLN.GT.LINMIN) GO TO 240 
1856 IF (N'JRM.LT.FO) GO TO 120 
1857 LI = R2 




1662 1.0 = R2 
1863 FO = NORM 
186/1 GO TO 50 
18o5 130 L? » Li 
1 'J6E F2 = F 1 
136 7 LI = R2 
1860 Fl = NORM 
1869 M O K = 1 
1670 IF (IWK.FQ.O) GO TO 150 
1671 , IF ( (FB-M ) . GE. 1.1 -CONK) GO TO 260 
1672 150 JWK = 1 
1373 R3 = .500-(F0"CLl«*2-L2**2) + F1 *(L2*<2-LO**2) + F2*( L0*«2-L1«"2: 
1874 > )/<F0*(L1-L2) * F1KL2-L0) + F 2 M L 0 - L O ) 
1875 IF ( AB5(R3-Lt).LE.ACC*L1) GO TO 260 
1676 C D = DMIN1(L0+.9D0*CL2-L0),R3) 
1877 D = LO + .9*(L2-L0) 
16?8 IFID.Gl.R3J 0 = R3 
1879 C R4 = OMAKULO* . 1D0*(L2-L0) ,0) 
1880 R4 = LO + . 1ML2-L0) 
1861 IF(R4.LT.D) R4 = D 
1882 160 DO 170 1 = 1 ,N 
18C3 170 PL(!) = XB(I) + R 4 » P U ) 
1884 CALL FVAL(PL.NORM) 
1685 IF (IW.GT.2J WRiTE(101,1000 ) NORM,R4 
1 Dub NLN = NLN • 1 
I ('87 IF (NLN.GT,LINMIN) GO TO 240 
1380 IF (R4.E0.L11 GO TO 260 
1689 IF (R4.0T.L1> GO TO 210 
1890 IF INCiRM.LT.FU GO TO 190 
1891 LO = R4 
T632 FO = NORM 
1893 IF tK.EQ.2) GO TO 140 
1694 R4 = .5ML1+L2) 
1895 180 K = 2 
1896 GO TO 160 
1897 190 L2 = L1 
1896 F2 = F 
189S 200 LI = h 
1900 Fl = NURM 
1901 OO TO 140 
1902 210 IF (N0RM.GE.F1) GO TO ?20 
1903 LO = L1 
1904 FO = Fl 
1905 GO TO 200 
1906 220 L2 = R4 
1907 F2 = NORM 
1908 IF (K.EQ.S) GO TO 140 
1909 R4 = .5ML1+L2) 
1910 r?0 TO 180 
19*1 230 IF (F2.Gc.F1) GO TO 240 
1912 Fl = F2 
1913 L1 = L? 
1914 240 LL = 2 
1915 IF UKB-F1) ,LT.C0N2*Ll) GO TO 280 
1916 LL = 1 
1917 DO 250 1=1, N 
1918 250 P H I ) = XB(I) + L1*P(I) 
1919 260 IF (FD.LE.F1) GO TO 240 
1920 FB = Fl 
1921 OST = LI 
1922 DO 270 I=1,N 
1923 D = PL(I) - XB(I > 
1924 X B U > = P L U ) 
1925 270 PL( I > o D 
1926 2^0 l-NUM - FNUM + NLN 
1927 RETURN 
1928 1000 J-0RMATC3H0B ,E25.12,5X,£15.61 





1934 C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES FOR THE PAYNTIiR TRUNCATION NUMBER K. SOLVE FOR 
1935 C A K SUFFICIENTLY LARGE THAT THE FOLLOWIN'3 INEQUALITY IS SATISFIED: 
1936 C I1/FACT0RlAL(k))*(Q*»K)*EXPCQ)<ERRQR 
1937 C 
1938 C REF.. ANALYSIS,SIMULATION, AND CONTROL OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS BY J. W 
1939 C BREWER PP100-1B2 FOR THE JUSTIFICATION OF THIS METHOD. 
1940 C AND, MCCUE. H. K., UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, 























C THE LARGEST FACTORIALS THAT ONE CAN REhVr.'-'FNr ON A 60 £51 T MACHINE 
C ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
C 18 FACTORIAL INTEGER 
C 154 FACTORIAL FLOATING POINT 
C THIS FACT ALONG WITH ' IOVI ONE IMPLIMENTS THE FAYNTfriR INEQUALITY 
C PLACES AM UPPEK 1JOUHI. IN KMAX (ASSUMING SINGLE PRECISION). 
C A REASONABLE VALUE IS KHAX-100 (OR FLOATING POINT FACTORIALS. 
C 
DIMENSION A(N0,N0) 
C SET K = 0 FOR CHECK ON RETURN. 
K = 0 
C SOLVE FOR THE LfRGFST ELEMENT IN THE A MATRIX. 
AMAX = ABStAll,1)) 
DO 1 I = 1 , N1 
DO 1 J=1.NI 
0=ABS(A(I, J)) 
1 IF(Q.GT.AM/):)AM."iX~Q 

































IFIAM*): I.L" r.'Rl- K 
COM) 1 MUE 
INECUAI.i Ti '.:'!. .^'T •"<!'! 
K = -1 
GO TO 11 
' I , 1 '} I I 
• m if. 
C'..'AI.' TY AND SOLVir 
ro IO 
1
 . [ . [ ' 1 OT: K"KMAX 
1 I '-J f w K = I . 














































THIS Pt.u: M;7 
SPECIAL CA.'/E. 
THIS SUElPoUV . :.|~ • ' 
NO I S t ' R - >£ I " ' '..S 
X ( K ) = - M X . i : 
GIVEN THC* 11ATF: 1'" . 
X(T)DOT = /.• . 
P = 3UMMA!"!0N I - - : 
Q=5U!'tf)Ai ION \"'. ' 
R=SUNKATIJN | - i ' 
'TJ 
'. L1A > 
or 
I T ALSO COI^PUTLH Tl-.i: •';': A H: < 0 ' ' : ! t: v,',-,,. ; ,. 
WHERE.. . 
F T L D ( I ) = ( l / l I X 4 U . I K I -1>«0 'T .n - i l . l . ' C 
A T L D ( I ) = ( A T / I ) > I A ! ' . I » I - I : . ATLI ' lC) •• i 
PH121 = SUMMATION 1='. ' ,0 : ! ' • ! ) Of • : 1..0i 
PH122 = SUMMATION I ' D I O •: - \ I u!" ' V . U - . 
WKP1(TK.TK-1) = P H I 2 I " ( r - r i i : : i l « T 
REF. . .D 'APPOLITO, J . A . . A ' l l r L E Al iV'.'! I I 
LINEAR STATIONARY CON.INMC'j ..Y5<y-'k;, I N : 
PP. 2 0 1 0 , 2 0 1 1 , DEC. 196c:, AHO 
GELB, A . ( E D . ) , APPLIED U P T l ' A ! - c: iTI MAT'O: 
COURSE NOTES, A SHORT COUR-." C\ I . A L M A I I r ! 
THE ANALYTIC SCIENCES CORF JI.Ai 1 .VI , I ' t r tDI I -
DIMENSION A ( 1 0 . 1 0 I . B I I 0 , 1 0 ) . 0 ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , P i 10 
DIMENSION S ( 1 0 1 . S U M ( 1 0 ) . A 1 I lO' .CAPWI "'• • 
2 PHI 21 ( 1 0 , 1 0 > , P H T 2 2 ! t O ) , F T I I.K t o , I U I . A 
ND = 10 
I T I A L I 2 E THE MATRICES. 
CALL ADOTBT CCAPW,D,FTLD,N3,N3,Nl ,ND> 
CALL AOOTB ( D , FTLD, DTLO, Nl ,iM.I, N l , ND) 
DO 2 1=1,N1 
DO 1 J » I , N 1 
O T L D I l . J ) = DTLD(1 ,J ) *DELTA 
P ( I , J ) = 0 . 
P H I 2 1 ( 1 , J ) = 0 . 
F T L D ( i ; j ) = 0 . 
T I ) , f ' L H 
FINALLY, 
I"'-,S. K-7 ' l , OR 
l l r i . r (<>,'. I . L I M l 
331 
2031 AT(I > = A d , I > "DELTA 
2032 SUM(I) » 1. 
2033 Sill • I. 
2034 PHI22(I>_» I. 
2036 C 2 COMPUTE STATE NOISE COVARIANCE TRANSITION MATRIX WKP1(TK,TK-1> 
2037 0 AND STATE TRANSITION MATRIX P(TK,TK-i>... 
2038 KKM1 « KK-1 
2039 DO 6 K=1,KKM1 
2040 DO 4 I=1,N1 
I°42 FTLD(I°J| N= (ATLD<I)«DTLD<I.J) - FTLOd . J) .AT( J) >/K 
2043 3 PHI2K ,J> = PHI2HI.J) * FTLDd,J) 
2044 ATLOd) = AT(I)«ATLD(I >/K 
2045 4 PHI 22(1 ) = PHI22d) *ATLD(1) 
2046 5 CONTINUE 
2047 DO 7 I=1,N1 
lo49 C N O T I . J = S ! N C E A IS DIAGONAL. PHI22 = (PHI22)T 
2J50 6 WKPHI.J) = PH121(I,J)*PHIZ2(J> 
I8I2 C 7 COMPUTE^duMff'THE INTERMEDIATE SUMMATION TIMES (DELTA)... 
2053 DO 15 J=2,KK 
2054 DO 14 I=!,Nl 
2055 S([) = S(!) « AT(I)/J 
2056 14 SUMd) = SUMd) • S( I ) 
2057 15 CONTINUE 
loll C COMPUTE CONTROL TRANSITION MATRIX Q(TK,TK-1)... 
2060 DO 18 I=1,N1 
2061 DO 17 J=1.N2 
2062 17 0(1,J) = DELTA*SUM(I)«B(I,J) 
2063 18 CONTINUE 
2064 10 CONTINUE 
2065 C COMPUTE NOISE TRANi'TION MATRIX R(TK,TK-1)... 
2066 DO 20 1=1,Nl 
2067 DO 19 J=1.N3 
2060 19 R d . J ) = DELTA"SUMd ) « D ( I , J ) 
2069 20 CONTINUE 
2070 CALL MATOUTP (P,Nl,Nl,2HAK.ND) 
2071 IF1N2.NE.0) CALL MATOUTP (6.N1,N2.2HBK,NO> 
2072 CALL MATOUTP (R,Nl,N3,2HDK,ND) 












SUBROUTINE ATOB (A,B,N,M,ND) 
COPIES (A) INTO <B)... 
DIMENSION A(10,10),B(10,10) 
DO 2 I = 7, N 
DO 1 J=I,M 

















SUBROUTINE ADOTB <A,B,C,L,M,N.ND) 
ROUTINE PERFORMS FOLLOWING MATRIX MULTIPLICATION. 
C(LXN) = AC'-XMI . B<MXN> 
DIMENSION A(10,10),B(10,10),C(10,10) 
DO 30 I = 1,L 
DO 20 J • I.N 
C(l.J) = 0.6 
DO 10 K e I.M 





2098 SUBROUTINE ADOTBT (A.B,O.L.M,N.ND) 
2099 C ROUTINE PERFORMS F0LL0W1N0 MATRIX MULTIPLICATION... 
2100 C C(LXN) = A(LXM) . BT(MXN) 
S»2i * S ! H E N S ! 2 N S "-iM,N) REFER TO MATRICES AFTER THEY ARE TRANSPOSED. 
2102 DIMENSION A(10, I 0),B(10, 10),C(10. '0) 
2103 DO 30 I = 1,L 
2104 DO 20 J " 1,N 
2105 C(l,JI = 0.6 
2106 DO 10 K = I.M 
2107 10 Cd.J) = 0(1,J) • A(I,K)»B(J,K) 
21OA 20 CONTINUE 
2101. 30 CONTINUE 
2110 RETURN 
21 1 1 END 
SUBROUTINE ATOOTB (A.B,C,L.M,N,ND) 
332 
£113 C ROUTINE PERFORMS FOLLOWING MATRIX MULTIPLICATION... 
2114 C CU-XN) = AT(LXM) . B(MKN) 
2115 C DIMENSIONS (L.M.N1 REfFR TO MATRICES Al-TER THEY ARE TRANSPOSED 
2116 DIMENSION A( 1 0, I 0), B( ", 0, 103, C( 10, 1 0) 
2117 DO 30 I = I,L 
2118 00 20 J e IN 
2119 C<I.Jl - 0.0 
2120 DO 10 X = 1,M 
2121 10 CO,J) = C(I,J) + AfK,I)»B1K,J) 
2122 20 CONTINUE 
2123 30 CONTINUE 
212D RETUilN 
2125 END 
2126 SUBROUTINE APLUSB CA.B,C,N,M,ND) 
2127 DIMENSION AC 10,10),HI 10, I 0),C(ID,10) 
2128 DO 2 ! = 1,N 
2129 DO 1 J = 1 ,M 
2130 I CM,J) = ACI.J) + B<[,J) 
2131 2 CONTINUE 
2132 RETURN 
2133 END 
2134 SUBROUT I i>IE AMINSB I A, B, C, N, M, ND) 
2 ' 3 5 DIMENSION A l l 0 , 1 0 ) , B l I 0 , I 0 ) , C I 1 0 , 1 0 ) 
2136 DO 2 I = 1,N 
2137 DO 1 J = 1,M 
2138 1 C ( I , J ) = A l l , J ) - B l ! , J > 
2139 2 CONTINUE 
2I<I0 RETURN 
2141 END 
2142 SUDROUTIMF APLU^ B''' (A, &, C, N, M, MO) 
2143 DIMtNo.OH A l 1 0 , 1 0 ) , B ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , C ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) 
21(14 F PERFOI.M:. FOLLOWING MATRIX OPERATION 
2145 C C(NXM) - A(NXM) + BT(NXM) 
2146 DO 2 1=1,N 
2147 DO 1 J=1,M 
2148 1 CCI,Jl = AII,J) * BCJ,1) 
£149 2 CONTINUE 
£150 RETURN 
2151 END 
2152 SUBROUTINE ABAT IA,B.C,N.ND) 
2153 C COMPUTES C = A»E-*T FOR SPECIAL CASE WHERE CA> IS DIASONAL... 
2154 DIMENSION A(10, 1Oi,BiI 0,10),C(10, 10) 
2155 DO 2 1=1,N 
2156 DO I J=1,N 
2157 1 C(I.J) = AI I , I )*BC 1 , J)*AC J, J) 
21?8 £ CONTINUE 
21 59 RE TURN 
21 60 END 
2161 
2162 
£163 TR = 0. 
2164 DO 1 1-1,N 
2165 TR = TR • A<I, I > 
2166 RETURN 
£167 END 
216B SUBROUTINE XTAY ( X , A , Y , Q , N , N D ) 
216S C FINDS VALUE OF QUADRAT IC FORM Q 
21 70 DI MENS I ON X ( I 0 J , A ( 1 0 . 1 0 ) , Y M 0 ) 
2171 0 = 0 . 
£172 DO 2 J = l , N 
£ ' 7 3 XA = 0 . 
2 '4 DO 1 I = 1 , N 
2 '5 I XA = XA * XI I ) " A ( I , J ) 






£162 C SUBROUTINE COMI'UTF.S THE INVERSE IF AN NXN REAL MATRIX (A) AND 
2163 C RETURNS IT IN (AINV). (A) IS NOT DISTURBED IN THE PROCESS. 
£184 C GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION USING THE LU DECOMPOSITION AND 





Of U'Xi.f'fi M.r.C 
iRiVTMr. .'.NO CLCVE (i. MPLER, COMPUTER SOLUTION 
i!AIC i'YS ("EMS, fPENlICE-HALL(1967), CHAPT. 17. 
•i I 9 J 
1? i c> 't 
2194 
2 t 9f 







































ON RETURN, nERROR J IS THE ERROR FLAG. IT SHOULD BE CHECKED. 
I TIMOR - 0, EVERYTHING SEEMSfi OK. 
lEMNO^ = -1, ROW WITH Ail ZfciW ELEMENTS WAS FOUND. 
' £iF.f-:(.; =? = -2, ZERO P/uor ELEMENT WAS FOUND. 
JCf.^ oR- = -3, ITERATIVE IMPROVEMENT DtD NOT CONVERGE, THE A MATRIX 
IS IL .-CONDI nONED SUCH THAT NO SIGNIFICANT DIGITS OF THE 
TRJC .^OLuTlCN WERE OBTAINED IN THE ORIGINAL SOLUTION FROM SOLVE. 
NOTE. . .VARIABLE D' MENS I ONI NG IS USED THROUGHOUT THIS PACKAGE. 
ND - 312F Of DIMENSIONED ARHAYS IN CALLING ROUTINE. 
r-N = T H E ACTUAL PROBLEM SIZE. BEING USED (NN.LE.ND, OF COURSE). 
DIMENSION Af10,10),AINV(10,10>,UL(10,10),B(10),X(10), 
2 SCALES I IQ),R( !0),OX{10) ( IPS(IO) 
IFCNN.EO.1>GO TO 10 
ND = 10 
CALL ntiCCMP (NN, A, UL, SCALES, IPS, I ERROR, ND) 
If-' ( IEftR:»R.LT.D) RETURN 
INDEX=1 
DO 1 1=1,NN 
iaf.Nf-.MiL i"HE PROPER B VECTOR. 
DO 2 J=1, NN 
B(J>=0.0 
CONTINUE 
V.OLvr. FOR IMF COLUMN OF INVERSE. 
Bt IND=:X) = 1 ,0 
CALL SOLVE (NN,UL,B,X. I PS,ND) 
CALL iMFRUV (Nil, A, UL, &, X, R, 3X, IPS, DIGITS, TERROR, ND) 
IF ( lERrtOR.Ll .0 *"~* 
->yi>Mi COuUMN IN IN'.' 








JF(A) I 1.20. 11 
AINV = 1 . /A 
'CRROR = O 
RETURN 






2P.1& SUBROUTINE pr.COMP * NN. A, ML , 5 ^Al . t S , I PS, 1 ERROR, ND> 
2239 D I MEN;-. I ON A( ND, NO ! , UL ( Hi!', ND; , JCALF51 NO ) , IPS(ND) 
2240 N = NN 
2241 C 
2242 C INITIAL!^ (PS, UL AND SCALF3 
2243 DO 5 I s 1,N 
224-1 J P S U ) s I 
2245 ROWNRM a 0.0 
2246 DO 2 J = 1,N 
2247 ULtI,J) = A(l,J) 
2240 IF(ROWNRM->=B'jf UL(I , J) )) 1,2,2 
2249 1 ROWNRM = ABSfUL(I,J)J 
2250 £ CONTINUE 
2251 IF (ROWNRM) 3,91,3 
2252 3 SCALES(I) = I 0/ROWNRM 
2253 •> CONTINUE 
2254 C 
2255 0 GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING 2206 NM1 s N-l 
2257 DO 17 K = 1,NM1 
2250 BIG = 0.6 
2259 DO 11 1 = K,N 
2260 IP = J P 5 U > 
2261 SIZE = ABSIULfIP.K))«SCALES I IP) 
2262 IF (SIZE-BIG) 11,11,10 
2263 ,0 BIG = SIZE 
2264 IDXPIV s I 
2265 11 CONTINUE 
2266 IF (BIG) 13.92,13 
2267 13 IF HDXPIV-K) 14,15,14 
2263 14 J = |PS(K) 
2269 IPS(K) = IPS(IDXPIV) 
2270 IFSMDXP1VJ = J 
2271 >5 KP = IPS(K) 
2272 PIVOT = UL(KP,K> 
2273 KP1 = K*l 
2274 DO 16 I = KPI.N 
2275 IP = I PS I I ) 






















ULOP.K) = -EM 
DO 16 ) = KP1,N 
ULUP.J) = UHIP.J) • EM»UL(KP,J) 
INNER LOOP. USE MACHINE LANGUAGE CODING IF COMPILER 
OOES NOT PRODUCE EFFICIENT CODE. 
CONTINUE 16 
17 CONTINUE 
KP = IPSIN) 
IFtUL(KP,N)> 











EVERYTHING SEEMED OK. 
. ROW WITH ALL ZERO ELEMENTS WAS FOUND. 
-2, 2ER0 PIVOT ELEMENT WAS FOUND. 
-1 
-1, 
2297 SUBROUTINE SOLVE (NN,UL,B,X,[PS.ND) 
2298 DIMENSION ULCND,ND),B(NO>,XIND),IPStND) 
2299 N = NN 
2300 NP1 s N«1 
2301 C 
2302 IP = IPS(I) 
2303 X(ll « B(IP) 
2304 DO 2 I = 2.N 
2305 IP = IPS!I) 
2306 I Ml = 1-1 
2307 SUM =0.0 
2308 DO 1 J » 1.IM1 
2309 I SUM = SUM • ULUP,J)«XU) 
2310 H I D = BIIP) - SUM 
2311 C 
2312 IP = IPSCN) 
2313 X(N> = X(N>/ULt]P,N> 
2314 00 4 I BACK o 2,N 
2315 I = NP1-IBACK 
2316 C 1 GOES (N-1),... ,1 
2317 IP • IPS(I) 
2316 IP1 = 1*1 
2319 SUM = 0.0 
2320 00 3 J = IPI,N 
2321 3 SUM - SUM • ULCIP,J)«X(J) 









































SUBROUTINE It-IPRUV (NN, A,UL,B, X. R.DX, IPS, DIQI TS, IERROR, ND) 
DIMENSION A(ND,ND).ULiND,N6>,B<N0>,X(N0),R(ND>,0XlND>,IPStND) 
USES ABSU, AMAXlti. AL0G10O 
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM 
N a NN 
XXX EPS AND ITMAX ARE MACHINE DEPENDENT. XKX 
EPS = 2.»»(-47) 
ITMAX = £9 
XNORM « 0.0 
DO 1 I • l,N 
1 XNORM « AMAXKXNORM,ABS(X(l))) 
IF tXNORM) 3,2,3 
2 DIBITS r -ALOOIO(EPS) 
GO TO 1U 
3 DO 9 I TER • I, ITMAX 
00 5 I • 1,N 
SUM • 0.0 
DO 4 J • 1,N 
4 SUM • SUM • A(I,J)»XIJ> 
SUM » B<I) - SUM 
5 R(I> » SUM 
XXX IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT A(l.J>>X(J> YIELD A DOUBLE PRECISION 
RESULT AND THAT THE ABOVE * AND - BE OOUTLE PRECISION. XXX 
CALL SOLVE <N,UL,R,DX,IPS.ND) 
OXNORM • 0.0 
DO 6 I • I.N 
T • X(ll 
X(l) « XCI) * DXII) 
DXNORK a AMAX11DXN0RM,ABS(X(I)-T>> 
6 CONTINUE 
IF 11TER-I) 8, 7.8 
7 DIGITS = -ALOG10IAMAX1(DXNORM/HNORM,EPS)) 




2363 C I ERROR = 0, OK. 
2364 C IERROR = -3, ITERATIVE IMPROVEMENT DID NOT CONVERGE, THE A MATRIX 
2365 C IS ILL-CONDITIONED SUCH THAT NO SIONIFICANT DIBITS OF THE 
2366 C TRUE SOLUTION WERE OBTAINED IN THE ORIGINAL SOLUTION FROM SOLVE. 
2367 I ERROR = -3 
2368 RETURN 
2369 10 I ERROR = 0 
2370 RETURN 
2371 END 
2372 SUBROUTINE NOISE (XBAR,CAPX,X,N,ND) 
2373 DIMENSION XBAR(ND).CAPXINO,ND).X(ND) 
2374 C RETURNS A RANDOM VECTOR (X) WHOSE ELEMENTS X(I) 
2375 C ARE NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED ABOUT A MEAN VALUE VECTOR (XBAR) 
2376 C WITH A (DIAGONAL) COVARIANCE <CAPX>. 
2377 C THAT IS, 
2378 C X .-. N (XBAR,CAPX). 
2379 C NOTE ... IT IS ASSUMED THAT CAPX IS A DIAGONAL MATRIX. 
2360 C 
2381 00 10 1 = 1,N 



























SUBROUTINE NOISEW (T,CAPX,X,SIGMA,N.ND) 
DIMENSION CAPXIND,ND), XIND).SIGMAIND) 
COMMON /I0/ NIN,NOUT,NTTY,NRUN,VER 
DATA NENTER /O/ 
RETURNS A RANDOM VECTOR (X) WHOSE ELEMENTS XC I > HAVE VARIANCE 
CAPXd.I), CAPX BEING THE COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR X, THAT IS, 
CAPX o EIX.XT). 
NOTE ... IT IS ASSUMED THAT CAPX IS A DIAGONAL MATRIX. 
XXX CAUTION XXX THIS ROUTINE HAS MEMORY..USE FOR ONLY ONE VARIABLE XX) 
THIS ROUTINE (NOISEW) USED FOR PLANT DISTURBANCE VECTOR (W). 
NOTE...BY REMOVING STMT 1 BELOW, THE ROUTINE WILL ACCOMODATE 
TIME-VARYING STATISTICS (IE, CAPX(T).NE.CONST, ETC.) 
IF (NENTER.EQ.NRUN) GO TO S 
NENTER = NRUN 
THIS FORM FOR TIME INVARIANT STATISTICS SUCH THAT STANDARD 
DEVIATIONS ARE CALCULATED ONLY AT BEGINNING OF RUN. 
GENERAL CASE WOULD BE TO CALCULATE SIGMA(T) A FUNCTION OF TIME. 
DETERMINE STANDARD DEVIATIONS FlhST TIME THROUGH 
00 2 l=l,N 
! SIGMA(I) » SQRTCCAPXU,!)) 
DO 10 1 < 1,N 
0 X(l) » GN(0.,SIGMA(l)> 
RETURN 
END 
2409 SUBROUTINE N8ISEV (T.CAPX.X,SIGMA,N,ND> 
2410 DIMENSION CAPXINO.ND),X(ND).SIGMA(ND) 
2411 COMMON /le/ NIN,NOUT,NTTY,NRUN,VER 
2412 DATA NENTER /O/ 
2413 C RETURNS A RANDOM VECTOR (X) WHOSE ELEMENTS X(I> HAVE VARIANCE 
2414 C CAPX(I,1>, CAPX BEING THE COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR X, THAT IS, 
2418 C CAPX = E(X.XT). 
2416 C NOTE ... IT IS ASSUMED THAT CAPX IS A DIAGONAL MATRIX. 
2417 C XXX CAUTION XXX THIS ROUTINE HAS MEMORY..USE FOR ONLY ONE VARIABLE XX) 
2418 C THIS ROUTINE (NOISEV) USED FOR MEASUREMENT ERROR VECTOR (V). 
2419 C NOTE...BY REMOVING STMT I BELOW, THE ROUTINE WILL ACCOMODATE 
2420 C TIME-VARYINS STATISTICS (IE, CAPX(T).NE.CONST, ETC.) 
2421 I IF (NENTER.EO.NRUN) GO TO 5 
2422 NENTER = NRUN 
2423 C THIS FORM FOR TIME INVARIANT STATISTICS SUCH THAT STANDARD 
2424 C DEVIATIONS ARE CALCULATED ONLY AT BESINNING OF RUN. 
2425 C GENERAL CASE WOULD BE TO CALCULATE SIGMA(T) A FUNCTION OF TIME. 
2426 C DETERMINE STANDARD DEVIATIONS FIRST TIME THROUGH 
2427 DO 2 I=1,N 
2426 2 SIOMAU) • SORTICAPXII, I ) ) 
2429 9 DO 10 I • 1,N 















FUNCTION GN (MU.SIGMA) 
SUBROUTINE RETURNS A NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED (PSEUDO-) RANDOM NUMBER 
WITH MEAN (MU) AND STANDARD DEVIATION (SIGMA). 
THE ROUTINE USES (RAND(.)> WHICH IS TO RETURN A (PSEUDO-) RANr&M 
NUMBER WITH UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION ON THE OPEN INTERVAL (0,1). 
DATA NENTER /O/, 
REAL MU,SIGMA 














IF (NL-NTER.EQ.2) GO TO 2 
VI ' 2. « RANLUKERNEL) - I. 
V2 = 2. * RANDEKERNEL) - 1. 
S = VI * VI • V2 * V2 
IF (S.GE.1.) GO TO I 
RAD = ;;CRT 6N = sicrn 
RETURN 
GN = SIGMA 



































FUNCTION RANO (IY) 
ROUTINE REU'IW;. A (PSEUDO-) RANDOM NUMBER 
UNIFORMLY LTI -:. fl-' I BUTEO ON THE OPEN INTERVAL (0.,T.>. 
ROUTINE IS « u I.ABLE, IE, IT SHOULD WORK. ON ANY MACHINE. 
i SEE REF FOR JETAILS.) 
REF...FRITSCM, F. N., UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, 
LAWRENCE L I VI-.;;MORF. LABORATORY (PRIVATE COMMUNICATION). AND 
INTERNAL DOC". ,-IENT ... NUMERICAL MATHEMATICS SECTION NOTE NO. 
FEB. 7, 1973, UCLLL. 
DATA M2 /O/, I TWO / 2 / 
IF (M2 .NE. 01 SO TO 20 
COMPUTE WORD SIZE OF MACHINE... 
M = 1 
10 M2 = M 
M = ITW0*M2 
IF (M .GT. M2) Oe TO 10 
HALFM = M2 
COMPUTE MULTIPLIER, INCREMENT. AND SCALE FACTOR. u t c II>->L. • i r i . i t n , i IIU/IH-I ii_n • , nnu 
IA = 8*IFIX(HALFM«ATAN(1.>/8.> + 5 
IC = 2«!FIX(HALFM»(0.5-SQRTI3.1/6.>) * 1 S = 0.5/HALFM 
COMPUTE THE NEXT RANDOM NUMBER... 
20 IY = IY«IA * IC 
IF (IY/2 .GT. M2I IY = (IY-M21-M2 
IF (IY .LT. 0) IY = (IY*M2)*M2 














SUBROUTINE UEJAR (L,T,U,IU,UK,NO) 
DIMENSION UK'ND.3).IU(ND>,U<ND> 
SUBROUTINE RETURNS THE INPUT VECTOR (U(I,T),I=1,L) 
IT USES OIER'JAL FUNCTION Ul I I WHICH SETS EACH ELEMENT. 
SEE (FUNCTION Ul) LISTING FOR MEANINO OF SWITCH (IU). AND ARRAY 
OF FUNCIION PARAMETERS (UK). 
EXTERNAL Ul 
DO 1 I=1,L 



































FUNCTION Ul <IU,l.UK.NDl 
? U S R H U T ' N Ei RETURNS (Ul) AN ELEMENT OF AN INPUT VECTOR WHICH IS 
A
„£ UF?Jl£M gE, ,T.',ME A s SELECTED BY (IU). INCLUDED TIME FUNCT ONS $ E I - T A S . r f R ^ B E L 0 H ' PARAMETERS FOR THOSE FUNCTIONS ARE PASSED 
THROUGH (UK(I,J)). (I) IS THE VECTOR ELEMENT INDEX. 
D?SinBi0N U M N U 3 ? ' " E N F ° R "** ° F 3 P A R A M E T E R S p e R INPUT. 
|tj I S A SW|TCH TO SELECT TYPE OF FORCING FUNCTION...SEE BELOW. 
GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9),IUP1 
ZERO ELEMENT 
Ul = 0.0 
RETURN 
STEP INPUT OF MAGNITUDE UK(1,1) 
III =1X11,11 RETURN 
RAMP INPUT OF 0A1N UK<I,1) WITH INITIAL VALUE UK(I,2) 
Ul = UK(I,1)• T + UK<1,2) 
RETURN 
PARABOLIC INPUT 
H.U;.„V K"' 1 )' T* T • UK(I,2)«T * UK(1,3) 
RETURN 
A>SIN(OMEGA»T * PHI) INPUT 
Ul * UKII,1)»SIN(UK(I,2)«T t UKII.3)) 
RETURN 
GAUSSIAN NOISE INPUT WITH MEAN UK I I , 1) AND STO DEV UK(I,2) 






















as J 2 
SU6P0UTINE MAT!NPT (A,N, M,NAME,ND) 
DIMENSION A(ND.ND) 
COMMON /IO/ NIN.NOUT.NTTY.NRUN 
DO 1 1=1.N 
READ <NJN,IOI> <ACJ,J),J=I,MJ 
y D.fllAT f 8E10. 3 ) 
WRITK (N0UT,102)NAME 
FORMAT (/. IX, A/, I-.)-: MATRIX IS...,/) 
00 C: I = 1 , N 
U f t l I t t M O U f , 1 0 3 ) 




2 5 4 9 
2 5 5 0 I O ! 
2 5 5 1 
25f.;; 10£ 
2 S M 
2554 1 OCl 
SUBRC'JTlNf.. V i •.;,-'« (X.N,NAME,ND> 
DIMLJVJIOI*. X C ' 
COHKOil M O / h.NOUT.NTTY.NRUN 
Ri:AP t NIC!, 10 . ) fXC 1 >, 1 = 1 ,N ) 
FORMAT (£T i 0. 3) 
WR1 f i . (N'V<: , I02JNAME 
FORMAT ( / , I K , A ? , 1 3 H VECTOR I S . . . , 
WRI7E'NOUT,103) < X < I ? , 1 = 1 , N ) 
TORMal ( 10< 1 X . E 1 0 . 3 M 
RETURN 
END 
2557 SUBROUTINE MATOUTF <A,N.M,NAME,ND) 
2558 LlMtMMON AiND.NO) 
2559 COIIhON /!Q/ NI N, N C W , NT TY, NRUN 
SSPO VRJ !£' NOUT, 'I 'T 1 )NAME 
2561 IUI fORMAl '/,IX,A/,!3H MATRIX IS..,,/) 
2562 00 1 I=1 tN 
2S-.63 1 Wftl TE-'NOUT, I 0 2 ) ( A C I , J » , J = 1 , M > 




SUBROUliNE VECOUTP (X, N, NAME. ND) 
DIMENSION X(ND) 
CO:IMO« /io/ NIN.NOUT.NTTY.NRUN 
WKiIE(N0UT,IC1(NAME 
FORMAT I/.1X,AV,13K VECTOR IS..., 
WRITE! NOUT. 102)(XlI 1,1 = 1 ,N> 
FORMATl IOC 1X.E10. 3) ) 
RETURN 
END 
2570 SUBROUTINE DiiBUG (N, L, M, LL, T, TO. X. XH, G. Y, YH, E. U, V, P, Pp I OUT. ND) 
25/7 C THIS ROUTINE USED TO GENERATE STRUNG-OUT LIST OF (ALMOST) ANY OF 
2370 C THE PIVOliLEN VARIABLES AS TIME PROCEEDS. IT IS MAINLY MtANT FOR 
:<3A» C OtBUGOIKi PURPOSED SINCE THE FOnM OF THE OUTPUT IS DIFFICULT TO 
2560 C INTERPRET. 
£501 DI PENSION XI ND) , XH{ N[l) , G( NO, NO) , Y( ND) . YH( ND) . E(I-ID) , W ND ) , V( ND) , 
2562 2 PINO.NDI.PPIND.ND), lOUT(lO) 
2503 DIMENSION EQUALS!10) 
2S84 DATA EQUALS I 1 0» 1 C H — " — -, = --/ 
25B5 COMHON /I0/ NIN.NOUT, NITV, NRUN 
2566 IFlI,FQ.TO)WRIl£(NOUT.101JNRUN 
256/ \o i roRwvior.mncBOouirCi OUTPUT I S AS FOLLOWS. . .RUN .12) 
2500 WRI TE(NOUT,103)(EQUALS(I),1=1,N) 
2563 IO0 FORMAT!/,IX,10A10) 
2590 WRI1EIN0UT.I02)T 
2591 102 FORMAT!/,• T = -,E10.3,/> 
2592 0 THE CODE FOR ( 10UT( I ), 1 = 1 , 101 CAN BE DEDUCED FROM THE FOLLOWING 
20S3 C 1EN STATEMENTS. IF A OIVEN (IBUTIDI SS I, ITS CORRESPONDING 
2594 C VECTOR OR MATRIX IS PRINTED AT EACH TIME STEP. 
2595 IFUOuTI ll.tO.DCALL VECOUTP (X.N.IHX.ND) 
2596 IF1I0UT! 2).E0.1)CALL VECOUTP 1XH,N,2HXH,ND) 
2597 IFIIOUT! 3).EG.11CALL MATOUTP !G.N,M,1HG.ND) 
2596 IFI10UT' 4}.EQ.1'CALL VECOUTP (Y,M,1HY,ND) 
2599 IFUOUTl 9) ,EQ. 1 1C.ALL VF-COUTP (YH.M. 2HYH. ND) 
2600 IF(IOUT( 6).E0.1)CALl VFCOUTP (E,N.6H(X-XH),NO) 
2601 IF(ICUT( 7).EQ.1)CALL VCCOUTP (W,LL.IHW,ND) 
2602 IF(IOUT( 6).EQ.1JCALL VECOUTP IV,M,1HV,ND) 
2603 IF1I0UTI 9).EQ.11CALL MATOUTP (P.N.N.TUP.NO) 






























































































SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS (X,NAME,NCOL,N.TIME,TO,Tl.T.ST, 














VARIABLES ARE AS FOLLOWS... 
THE VECTOR OF LENGTH... 
TO BE STORED FOR PLOTTING AT TIME... 
WHERE TIME RUNS FROM INITIAL VALUE OF... 
TO FINAL VALUE OF... 
THE VARIOUS TIMES ARE STORED IN... 
THE PLOTTING VECTORS ARE STORED IN... 
) WHERE 1 • THE LAYER OF STORED VALUES OF THE VECTORS 
AT TIME T(I). J = THE ELEMENT INDEX ON X(J) AND 
K = THE NUMBER OF THE VECTOR STORED. THUS... 
IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS tlN TIME) PER PLOT, 
IS A STORAGE ARRAY OF THE LENGTHS OF THE K VECTORS 
ARE THE PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS OF THE APPROPRIATE ARRAYS 
IN THE CALLING PROGRAM. 
IS A SWITCH. IT IS TO BE ZERO IF X IS A VECTOR, 
IT IS TO BE SET TO THE COLUMN NUMBER IF X IS 
A COLUMN OF A MATRIX (USED ONLY IN LABELLING) 
IS A 3-CHARACTER HOLLERITH NAME FOR X USED FOR 
LABELLING (EG, NAME « 3H XK>. 
IMAX.LE.NI, JMAX(K>.LE.NJ, KMAX.LE.NK, 




COMMON /I0/ NIN.NOUT.NTTY.NRUN 
IF A PROBLEM MATRIX HAS BECOME SINGULAR SO THAT THE PRESENT RUN 
IS TO BE ABORTED. GO TO DUMP OUTPUT UP TO PRESENT TIME AND 
REINITIALIZE POINTERS FOR NEXT PROBLEM, 
IFCNAME.EQ.10H SINGULAR)GO TO 11 
IF(TIME.NE.TO) GO TO I 
INITIALIZE ROW LENGTHS FOR VARIOUS VECTORS TO BE PLOTTED!JMAX(K)) 
ALSO. DETERMINE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VECTORS TO BE PLOTTED (KMAX). 
STORE VECTOR NAMES AS THEY COME DOWN. STORE (NAME) IN (NAMEST). 
STORE (NCOL) IN (NCSLST) TO SIGNIFY WHETHER (X) IS A COLUMN OF A 
MATRIX OR JUST A SIMPLE VECTOR. 
KMAX • K 
JMAX(K) • N 
NAMEST(K) - NAME 
NCOLST(K) • NCOL 
TM1 « TIME 
IF(K.NE.l) GO TO 8 
GO TO 2 
IFITIME.EQ.TM1> GO TO 8 
START A NEW LAYER AT NEXT TIME 
TM1 IS USED AS A MEMORY ELEMENT FOR SWITCHING. 
IF TM1.EQ.TIME, THEN IT MEANS THAT THIS IS NOT THE FIRST VECTOR T( 
BE STORED IN THE SEQUENCE OF CALLS TO (0UTPUT3). IF TM1.NE.TIME, (BUT ACTUALLY.IT EQUALS THE PREVIOUS TIME). IT MEANS (TIME) WAS 
JUST INCREMENTED IN THE CALLING PROGRAM SU6H THAT A NEW LAYER 
SHOULD BE STARTED IN STORING THE VECTORS (THUS, SET K=1, 1=1*1 
AND T(H«T1ME) 
K a 1 
TM1 » TIME 
IFd.NE. IMAX) GO TO 7 
1 IS AT THE ALLOWABLE MAXIMUM OF TIME POINTS PER PLOT UMAX). 
00 THE PLOTTING... 
DO 4 K • I,KMAX 
JMAXK » JMAX(K) 
DO 3 J • 1,JMAXK 
CALL XYPLOT CT.STI1,J,K),I.J.XYPWI.XYPW2. 
2WMESTCK),NCOLSTIKi, tlTLES,NTL.NRON,NOUT,Nl) 
CALL TABULAR(T,ST<t1 ,K>,I.JMAX(K),NJ, 2 NAMEST(K),NCOLST(K),tlTLES,NTL.NRUN,fojUT,M) 
CONTINUE 
COPY PRESENT LAYER INTO FIRST LAYER FOR CONTINUATION PLOT... 
DO G K * ItKMAX 
JMAXK a JMAX(K) 
DO 9 J • 1,JMAXK 
SSNTINOE' •W«'IW<W.K» 
RESET INDICES TO POINT TO FIRST PLOTTED VECTOR OF FIRST LAYER 
1 • I 




START OF NEW LAYER (NEW TIME). INCREMENT I AND STORE T(U... 
T(?> » TIME 
CONTINUE 
STORE PRESENT VECTOR X(J) INTO KTH VECTOR POSITION IN ITH LAYER 
JMAXK a'JMAX(K) 
OO 10 J • 1,JMAXK 
ST(I.J.K) • X(J) 
IF(TlME.LT.TI) GO TO 20 
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2697 IF(K.LT.KMAX) GO TO 20 
2698 C AT THE END OF TIME INTERVAL (TO.TI) FOR THE FINAL VECTOR. 
2699 C DO THE PLOTTING... 
2700 11 CONTINUE 
2701 DO 18 K n 1,KMAX 
2702 JMAXK s JMAXIK) 
2703 DO 15 J = I,JMAXK 
270-1 CALL XYPLOT ( T ,ST( 1 . J .K) , I , J.XYPW1, XYPW2, 
2?05 2 NAMEST<K),HC0LST<IO,TITLES,NTL,NRUN,NOUT,Nl> 
270b IB CONTINUE 
2707 CALL TABULARIT ,ST( I ,1 K ) , I , J M A X ( K ) , NJ, 
2706 2 N/.KEOT<K1,NCOLST(K|, T ITLES, NTL, NRUN,NOUT,Nl ) 
27'JM 16 COM r INUE 
2710 WRITCOH 
2711 WRlTElSXTd I I, I 1 = 1,1 ) 
2712 WRITE! 5MSTI1 I,1,KMAX),1 I=1,I ) 
271 a C RE.SE1 INDICES FOR NEW PnOBLEM AS IN DATA STATEMENTS... 
2714 K = 1 
2715 I = 0 
2716 GO TO 99 
2717 20 CONTINUE 
2718 C ADVANCE PLOT VECTOR INDEX FOR NEXT CALL... 
2719 K • K * 1 







































SUBROUTINE TABULAR tT.X.NT,N.NJ, 
2 NANE.NCOL.TlTLES,NTL.NRUN,NOUT.NI) 
C ROUTINE GENERATES A TABULAR LISTING OF X(T1, X AN N-VEOTOR. 
C ROUTINE VARIABLES ARE AS FOLLOWS... 
C X(l,J> THE ARRAY OF N-VECTORS AS A FUNCTION OF TIME 
C STORED ROW-WISE. 
C T(l> THE CORRESPONDING TIMES FOR WHICH ELEMENTS OF X 
C WERE STORED. 
C NT NUMBER OF POINTS IN TIME FOR VECTORS STORED. 
C NA1E A 3-CHARACTER HOLLERITH NAME FOR LABELLING. 
C TITLES(4,8) DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION. 
C NOUT LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER FOR OUTPUT. 
C NRUN RUN NUMBER. 
C NTL NUMBER OF TITLE CARDS. 
C Nl.NJ DIMENSIONS OF X(Nl.NJ) AND T(NI) IN CALLING PROGRAM. 
DIMENSION X(N1,NJ),T(NI1,TlTLES(4,8),LABEL(I 0) 
DO I I = 1,N 
1 LABEL <I > = NAME 
WRITEINOUT. 101JNRUN 
101 FORMATOhlRUN NO. ,12,/) 
IF(NTL.EO.O) GO TO 6 
DO B I = 1,NTL 
5 W R I T E ( N 0 U T , 1 0 5 M T I T L E S C I , J ) , J - l , 8 > 
105 FORMAT(1X,8AIO> 
6 CONTINUE 
IF(NCOL.NE.O) GO TO 10 
WRI TECNOUT. 102)((LABEL!I I,I), l«l,N) 
102 FORMAT!/,IIH TIME,I0(4X,A3,1H(,12,IH))) 
GO TO 20 
10 WRITEINOUT,120)(<LABEL!I),l.NCOL).I-1.N> 
120 FORMAT!/,IIH TIME.16(IX,A3,(HI,|2,IH., I 2,1H>>) 
20 CONTINUE 





























SUBROUTINE XYPLOT (XIN.YIN,NUMPTS,NROW,X,Y, 
2 NAME,NCOL,TITLES,NTL,NRUN,NOUT.ND) 
C 
C REF...MCCUE. H. K., UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, 
C LAWRENCE L1VERM0RE LABORATORY (PRIVATE COMMUNICATION). AND 
C PHD. DISSERTATION, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, 1979. 
C 
DIMENSION XIN(ND),YIN(ND),X(ND),Y(ND) 
DIMENSION POINTSIIOI > .BUTI6). Tl TLESU.ai 
IFINUMPTS.LT.2)G0 TO 999 
C COPY INPUT VECTORS (XIN.YIN) INTO WORKING STORAGE (X,Y) 
DO 1 1=1.NUMPTS 
XII) - XlNIl) 
Y(l) = YIN(l) 
1 CONTINUE 
C WRITE OUT TITLE CARDS 
WRITE!N0Ur,6) 
6 FORMAT!1 Hi) 
DO 3 1=1.4 
GO TO (301,302, 303.303), I 
301 IF!I.LE.NTL1WRITE!NOUT.3001)NRUN.(TITLES(I,J),J=1,8) 
3001 FORMAT!3X.9HRUN NO. ,I2,2X.8A10) 
IF( LOT.NTL)WRITEINOUT. 3011 >NRUN 
3011 FORMAT(3X,»HRUN NO. ,12) 
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GO TO 3 
(NRPVM IS l?OU ELLMENT NUMBER 
(NCU- I IS COLUMN El tttetil NUMUER IF ( Y I N ) IS A 
I F IS 7EK0 IF (Y IN) IS A SIMPLE VECTOR. 
I F l ' I l .E.NTL) .AND. I NCOI. NE.O) ) 
2 WRI TE'NOUT, 9n? I JNAME.NROV'.NCOL, ( T ITLES( 1 , 
I FORM''- r O X . A . 1 , 1M( , 12, 1H, , 12, IIIJ , 2X, 8A10) 
I K , ( I . L E . N T L 1 AND (NCQL . EQ. 0> ) 
2 WRlTElNOUT, JuSair.'AME,NrrOW. (TITLESC I , J ) , J = 
•-' FORMA I ( 6 r , A3 . 1 H ( , I 2 . 1 H I , 2X, SAI 0 ) 
I F l ' I . OT.NVI. I .AND. (NCOI. .NE.0I I 
2 U R I l t l .'TOUT, :-02C.) NAME, NROH, NCOL 
I r-Of»MA- C3y ,A3 . I H i , 12, 1H, , 12 , 1H)> 
t r i l l . O T N I L ) ,A ; ,0 . INCOL E O . O l ) 
2 WRI rE<HOUT.:<C2ClN.4ME,NReU 
GO TO 3 
I F t I I E . N T L ) WRI TECI0U1, 3031 ) i T I T L E S ! I . J ) , J = l , 
I • 5RMA I I 1 5X, DA 10 > 
IFl I X'l NTL)W«ITE(IMUT,5) 
CONTINUE 
3Y THE Y AXIS. 
COLUMN OF A MATRl * 
J).-1=1,8) 
. C-'.IO • '.-' 
>. v r FOF; MAX 
2 f > 1 0 1 = 1 
£•*•> 1 2 0 C O N T I N U E 
2 0 1 2 JJ-l 
2 f t 13 YNAX V { 1 ) 
2 t t l 4 DO 10 J - l . N U K P T S 
! H Y ( J ) . L E . Y M X ) G O TO 10 i ' 3 1 5 
at- i e Y N A X = Y ( J I 
?.t 1 ? J J = J 
::•: t i 1° now n r-iUE ? B 1 .1 I I " I .T. ' . / 'MOE 
? A 2 0 t - Y ^ Y I J > 
< ? f . f i x ;< = X i I 1 
xit.i?. Y ( I ) - : Y < J J ) 
t ^ f . ^ j M M ' X ( J J ) 
£ 0 ? ' . Y ( J J ) = Y Y 
X< J J l - X X 
£ b ? G l = M 1 
2 r ? 7 
."i 1 
i F ( 1 . r ' J . N U ^ I " 'J n 3 0 TO 3 H 
GO TC 2 0 
-( . 'NT 1 NUE 
CO 0 • ' V t K u P tt'N/fWU OF X AND Y . 
;>(! J I XM 1 H • X ( 1 ) 
F t 3 ? / M A > : - - X < 1 ) 
2 r . ' j 3 Y.<HN = Y< 1 J 
;.'<! j . ! ' . ' [ ' IAX -V ( 1 ) 
? f . V j 1)0 a l « l , H L I ' , P T S 
2&L>6 I F ( , \ 1 1 ) . L r . X M I N / X M I N - t X d ) 
2 0 ' j 7 » F ( X < i » . ( ? ! , > I M A X ) X M A X - X ( I ) 
2 f . 3 0 ! F ( Y ( 1 I,UT,YHtN)YMIN=Y(J) 
«?*,:J9 I F ( Y U ) C I , Y M A X ) Y M A X = Y a ) 
r» .<- , j 
( t,T 
C O N T I N U E 
\ , f :T THE S N U P O I N T S . 
^
f t f l 2 C A L L E M D r ' i S ' X h l N . X M A X ) 
i£» ' 3 C A L l ' t l D l ' T S t Y M l N . Y M A X ) 
' . ' ' H . A I f U F I . X AMD t ' E L Y . 
Zi. - « i U T L X - < X N / X - X i « M N > / 1 0 0 . 0 
2^ 'iG D F . i . Y ' i y M A A - Y M l N i / 5 0 . 0 
?. 7 1 U ' f--.r?M i E I H i - P L O T 
?•;*•• 3 KK • AB r. ( AC i r; i ' D E L X * I . o 
i f ; ' I S t2 l :F<0 = 0 
? ( - . j I F ( I X N I N . L L . 0 . Ci> , A N D l /1- iAX . *3E 0 . 0 ) ) I 2 E I 
21' .* ; 1 1 C O U N T = 1 0 
2 £ ; ^ 2 L I S T = 1 
a * w Q Q t o g , ^ - 1 . ( ! i l 
2 8 5 4 X l = l 
ao&s / Z 2 - Y M A K - X U D E L Y 
2 6 5 E - Y 7 1 - Y ? £ + D E L Y 
2 0 5 7 1 A A = 0 
2 0 8 0 l i : ( ( Y 2 1 . 0 E , 0 . 0 ) . A N D . ( Y Z 2 . L E . 0 . 0 D I A A = 1 
2 0 0 9 0 0 1 0 ; J = 1 . 1 0 1 
2 6 6 0 1 0 1 P Q I N i S ( J ) = 1 H 
2 a c i 1 F ( 1 C O U N T . N E . 1 0 » G 0 TO 105 
2 8 G 2 0 0 1 0 6 J - 1 . 1 0 1 , 2 
2 G 6 3 1 0 6 P 0 I N T S ( J ) - 1 H . 
? 9 6 r t 1 0 5 C O N T I N U E 
2 t ) 6 5 P O I N T S t 1 ) = 1 H . 
2 8 6 6 P a I N T S ( 2 1 ) = 1 H . 
2 6 6 7 P 0 1 N T S ( 4 1 ) = 1 H . 
2 « 6 B P O I N T S C 6 1 I s l H . 
2 0 6 9 P Q ! N T S ( 6 1 I s l H . 
2 8 7 0 P O I N T S t 1 0 1 1 = I H . 
2 6 7 1 I F I I Z f . R O E Q . 1 ) P G I N 1 S ( K K ) = 1 H I 
2 3 7 2 I F ( I A A . N E . 1 1 G 0 TO 1 3 7 
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2R74 1.16 
26'a 1 37 
2676 











2CJ8 1 1 1 
20O9 




















2910 C TH1 
2911 C 
2912 C 
2913 c 2911 0 














































COIN I I NUE 
YL.OW-- tMAX XI "DELY 
CON! 'NJE 
l f ( l . ' .S r .BT.NUMf 'T t . ) t3 i> TO 110 
IFIYvLISTJ . LI . YLOW.'GO TO 110 
K M X ' L I ST ) -XMIN) /DF.LX+1 . 0 
I ; 0 I N T 3 I K ) = 1IIX 
L IST = L I S T M 
GO TO 102 
CONTINUE 
IF ( I COUNT.£0 .10 )00 TO 112 
ICeUNT=l.'jUNT*l 
WRI rElNOUT, I 11 1(POINTS!J), J=l,101) 
FORMAT!liX,I01A1) 
GO TO 100 
CON I INUE 
YY=YLOW>DELY 
ICOUNT=I 
I F ( ( Y Y . S T . - I . O E - 9 ) . A N D . I Y Y . L T . 1 . O E - 9 ) ) Y Y = 0 . 0 
WR' PKNOUT, 1 13) YY . 1P01NTS< J ) , J = 1 , 1 0 1 ) 
FORMAT(2X,Ell .4.2X,101AI ) 
CON)1NUE 
DO 121 1:1,6 
Jt I - I - 1 
BUT(I)=XN1N*20.0"DELX«XI „._.,, _ „ 
IF( (BUT( I) .LT. 1 .OE-9) ./>ND. 'BUI C I ) .GT. -1 .OE-9) )BUT< I 1=0.0 
CONTINUE 
WRITElNOUT, 122)(BUT!J),J= I ,6) 
FORMAT!/, 10X,6(E10.3, 1 OX) ) 
WRITE INCUT, 202) 




REF...MCCUE, H. K. , UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, 
LAWRENCE LIVER1WRE LABORATORY (PRIVATE COMMUNICATION), AND 
PHD. DISSERTATION. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, 1978. 
.„,„ .~, .-,.-, ,„„.,„.„,., 25,0.50.0.75, 1.0, I . 1, 1 .25, 1. SO, 1 .75, 
22.00,2.50,3.00,3.50,4.00,4.50,5.0,6.0,7.0,8.0,90,10.0.11.,12 5, 
315.,I 7.5,20.,25.,30.,35.,40..45.,50.,60., 70.,80.,90.,100./ 
.OK XMIN/XMAX TERMS. 
1FIXMIN.NE.XMAX1G0 TO 1 
XMINXM1N-I.0 
XMAX=XMAX»I.0 
00 TO 999 
CONTINUE 
OEL=XMAX-XMIN 
IFIDEL.OT.0.0)60 TO 2 
XX=XMAX 
XMAX=XMIN 
)MIN = XX 
1 EL=-DEL 
CONTINUE 
IS POSITIVE AT THIS POINT. 
VALUE*1 .0 
IFIDEL.LE.1.0)00 TO 10 
CONTINUE 
IFIDEL.LT.VALUEIGO TO 20 
VALUE-VALUE«10.0 
60 TO 5 
CONTINUE 
IFIDEL GE.VAl.UE)GO TO 11 
VALUE=VALUE»0. I 







XXMIN=XMIN«10. 0/VALUE -XX 
XXMAX-XMAX*10.0/VALUE-XX 
1FIXXM1N.E0.0.0)00 TO 30 
1FIXXM1N LT.O.OIGO TO 35 
IN IS POSITIVE. 
DO 32 1=2,38 
AAA = A U ) 
IFIXXMIN.LT.AAA1G0 TO 33 
CONTINUE 
1 = 1 -I 
XXMIN = AII I 
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£961 GO TO 90 
2962 35 CONTINUE 
2963 C XXMIN IS NEGATIVE. 
2964 XXMIN=-XXMIN 
2965 DO 36 1=2,38 
2966 AAA=A(I) 
2967 IF(XXMIN.LT,AAA)GO TO 37 
2968 36 OONT1NUE 
2969 3? XXMIN=-A(I) 
2970 30 CONTINUE 
2971 IF(XXMAX.EQ.0.0)G0 TO 40 
2972 IFCXXMAX.LT.O.OIGO TO 45 
2973 C XXMAX IS POSITIVE 
2974 00 42 1=2,36 
2975 AAA=A(1) 
2976 IF(XXMAX.LE.AAA)G8 TO 43 
2977 42 CONTINUE 
2970 43 XXHAX=A(I) 
297S GO TO 40 
2960 45 COMT1NUE 
2981 C XXMAX IS NEGATIVE. 
2982 XXMAX=-XXMAX 
2983 00 46 1=2,38 
2984 AAA=A(t) 
2985 IF1XXMAX.LE.AAA1G0 TO 47 
2986 46 CONTINUE 
2987 47 1 = 1-1 
298B XXMAX=-A(I) 
2989 40 CONTINUE 
2990 C SOLVE FOR NEW END POINTS. 
2991 XMIN=(XXtXXMIN)"VALUE/10.0 
2992 XMAX = I XXtXXMAX) »VAL'JE/10.0 




APPENDIX 6. DESCRIPTIONS AND LISTINGS OF 
POSTPROCESSOR PROGRAMS 
All of the postprocessor programs listed in this Appendix have as 
their sole inputs the binary (unformatted) intermediate disc files, PFILE 
or TFILE, generated by PROGRAM KAI'.MAN; see Figures F.l and F.2 for their 
relationships to KALMAN and their own output files. 
CONTOUR generates contour plots of the surfaces [P£(Z.,)] at all 
measurement times t„. The idea for the format of the plots was taken from 
Case Study 26 in McCracken [83]; the coding was this author's own. 
POFT computes and plots surfaces for Tr[P^ + N(z„)] for increasing 
values of time tK+,.. The particularly efficient algorithms for the evalu­
ation of the trace function, as in subroutines FVAL anci PVAL, are called 
to the readers attention; the amount of computation involved in generat­
ing the (51 x 81) point grids in these contour plots grows enormously 
with the size of the problem such that computational efficiency is of 
prime importance in their generation. 
PELEM plots the contour surfaces of the diagonal elements of the co-
variance matrices, [£D(z K)].., i = l>2,..., n. They show the decomposi­
tion of the trace of that matrix which led to the fundamental result for 
the infrequent sampling problem of Conclusion II. 
SIGMAT plots the family of curves for aj;+„(z£,z) as functions of the 
position z in the one-dimensional medium for a set of consecutive times 
tK+N = ^K* t K + Y" 'K + 2 Y' ' • • ) • w n e r e Y is selected at the teletype. 
This routine was instrumental in showing the asymptotic movement of the 
position of maximum variance in the output estimate with time; see (6.54). 
if 
MAXTIME was used to compare the two performance criteria Tr[P^(z„)] 
and [Pp(Z|,)] . It showed that minimizing the trace at the time of the 
344 
measurement is not optimal, whereas minimizin its first element is opti­
mal for large time. 
POSTPLT is used in various places to plot families of curves as 
functions of time resulting from multiple runs in KAIMAN. Doing graphi­
cal displays with such a "postprocessor", that is, a program which op­
erates on data generated by another (usuallyNlarger) program, was found 
to have a number of programming and computational..advantages. Among 
\ 
them were small program size, ease of execution and versatility. 
K s-P0STFP was used to plot sections through the lPj(z„)X surfaces in 
the study of the sensitivity of the optimal monitoring probIenV-resuIts to 
dimensionality of the model used ir. the monitor. \ 
POSTSP plots o^(zj!,z) as functions of z for monitor models of vari- N 
ous dimensions. 
Numerous extensions of the programs listed here can be conceived. 
Among them is the use of the various plotters in conjunction with other 
programs; the basic plotting routines are quite versatile in that sense. 
In the case of the contour plots, where the dimension of the measurement 
vector y must be m = 2, an obvious refinement is to replace the general 
purpose matrix inversion package with a simplified algorithm for inver­
sion of the statistics matrix 
[4J1 s P ( ? K + N K + N ( S K ) ? ( ? ™ ) T + *]"' 
V 
in the covariance matrix correction algorithms; for these cases, T K + N is 
a (2 x 2) matrix. 
\ 
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P R C U . W 1 [ O N T O ' I K ( P F I L E , T A P F . 3 = - f ; ' F I L E J 0 0 U T , T A P E 3 = C 0 U T ) 
C A M - ? H A N O r ( £ H t - C J 
C A L I '* fct fiZtAHCQ'Vi , 4 0 0 Q U . S W T ) 
N I N - 2 
''(OUT = 3 
n m ; N " . f i - ' r i A t : c . I O I , p < i o , i 0 ) , C A P V ( I O , I O J , W K P I d o , i o > , w $ S ( i o , i o ) 
M I N I N.';i u N CAPWt 1 0 . 1 0 ) 
' M K h T f . . . iV 7 L U M f 1 0 ) 
i.M>\«, = 1 . 0 
t.'..i-(.-iOH . F R W . N , M , < - : M A X , A . P , C A « , WKP1 , W S S , I S I NG 
I.'IKE l < " 1 0 N r i 5 l , 8 1 ) , X ( 2 > J S t l 9 > , S L 1 N E ( & 1 ) , S Y f 1 B C 9 ) 
D A T A .? ,' 1H . I H I J I I j 1 H 2 , 1 H . 1 H 3 , 1H , ! H 4 , 1 H , 1 H 5 , 
2 1H , 1 H 6 , 1 H , 1 H 7 . 1 H , 1 H 8 , 1 I I , 1 H 3 , 1 H / 
WAT A o V " P / n i l , 1 H 2 , I M S , 1 H - 1 , 1 H S , 1 H S , I H 7 , 1 H 8 , 1 H S / 
l i . I '• i* .U - i - j I I T I . L 3 1 4 , « J
 ( P , P F M 5 1 ) , f c O A L £ H ( 5 I ) , S C U E V ( 1 1 ) , S A M P L E ( 1 0 ) 
CAit\ '.MM; / 1 1 U , . 1 * 1 H . , I H + , 4 - 1 H . , I H + ^ J - I H . , 1 H * , 4 « 1 H . , » H + , 4 * 1 H . , 
? 1 . . ' , ••» 1 H . , : H + . 4 » 1 H . . 1 H . , 4a 1 H . , 1 H * , 4 » I H . , 1 H * , 4 * 1 H . , 1 H + / 
\ / \ ' n - C f l i . F t - V I O H t . C + , . 1 * I 0 H . , I OH 0 . 9 + , 
P. 4 - I O H , , ! 0 H 0 . 8 + , 4 * 1 0 H . , 1 D H 0 7 + , 
C - ; - ! 0 ! : . , 1 0 1 1 0 . 6 + J 2 * 1 0 H . , 1 0 H C Z C K J 1 2 . , 
4 TOM . , 1 0 H 0 . 5 +, 
•J 4 * 1 C H . , 1 0 H 0 , 4 + , 4 * 1 0 H . , 1 0 H 0 . 3 + , 
G 4 » i O M . , I O H 0.2 + , 4 * 1 OH . j l O H 0 . 1 + , 
7 4 - ' O K . , 1 0 H 0 . 0 * / 
H A i . - . ; . C V KV / f l H O . O , 6 H 0 . 1 , S H 0 . 2 , S H 0 . 3 
k W O . ' , 0 1 1 0 . 5 , 8 H 0 . 6 , 8 H 0 . 7 , Q H O . S 
C< -->.)'. i l . T H l . 0 / 
OA.f. ' : ' > n i ' L 7 - / O H ^ L ' R O E T H , 
1 flhriRSl , B H S E P O N D . 6 H 7 H I R D , e H F O U R T H , 
P 6 h r I T T H , OHS I X f H
 4 8 H S E V E N T H , 6 H E I Q H T H , 
'J 8 H N I N T H / 
D ' l T ' - l T i r i M L1DRM181 ) 
CAT A 111 H ' M / I H * . 7 *11-1 . , 1 H * , 7 * I H . , 1 H+ . 7 - 1 H . , 1 H< , 7 « 1 H . , 1 H+ , 7 * \ H . , 
d. l H v , 7 « ) H . , 1 M * - , 7 x ) H , , 1 ^ , 7 * 1 1 1 . , 1H + , 7 * 1 H . , 1 H + , 7 * 1 H . , ;H*/ 
X M I N 
\C!Ar , 
i - r i l w 
P L O T L I M I T S 
«'H/- ' i « ' . I ' M l , N , I.I . N I L , 1 0 , T l , L I M I T 
i r • M . L 7 . ut r,o to JI9 
I T A . M • i l t ' H ( , i . l l , J J , . 1 - 1 , N > , 1 = ' , N > 
• T i i >ti • n . ' K p i ( ' , . ' ) , ' = i , r • U i , N ) 
": i ' M i ' ' I V ; W l | , J ) , J M , N ) , U l , K ) 
. ; ' . . . M . n • i< '.| ' j i 1 J l , f = l , U . » , i = '- , L L > 
r<r. .< . - 1-lM t t . W I ' V i I , . n , . • - ' M ) , : « 1 , M J 
I F i l h " . !:•; . O J R ' AL"»- 'N1M) ' < r M L K S ( • J J ) , J < 1 , 8 ) , I - l . N T L J 
O H i 1MUE-
K L - \ r - ) W n i l O ! - , T , L h P u ! M , LIT 
11' .r-'O.' I.I .u) nn "io duoo 
fit Af t ( N I N j n P l | , J ) , J = 1 , N ) , l = l , N ) 
( F i - N C " - . U . ! . 0 > r * F / - 0 ( p H N ) T O U M i I ' , 1 = 1 , H ) 
I f d N o i ' (.it C ) R i : / - , O i N I N M £ L X i M ( I : , I = "t , M ) 
X ( 1 ) = X M I N 
* ( 2 1 - V M 1 N 
C A L L : "VAL I . X . r M I N l 
K i A K - I K I N 
0 0 £ I - I . N r T 1 
M I I H . " ' l , ' , - O f J T ' U L Y . <K<£) " E B M C A L L Y . . . 
X ( f t •-• YM1M * ( I - I l « O Y 
DO ' ' - " I . N A P I 
- I i ) • x i i ' N + t J - i ) » n x 
i U.L r-VAL. f X , F i | , J ) ) 
I F l T I I J l L l . f M l f U F M I N - f U . J ) 
\ ? \ n i . . i> . r . v r r . A . ) r M A x = F ( I , J > 
I o n I H L ' E 
f O H i ' l N U E 
Of ~ L f M A K t - C U N I / N L 
N O p i ' l ." N O P * ) 
WRI i F i i M O U l , 1 0 1 ) 1 , ( T I T L E ? ( I . I ) , • I , 8 ) , S A M P L E ( N 0 P P 1 » , 
£ ( T 1 T L E S ( 2 , J 1 , J - I , a ) 
FOfJMA. ( * ! • , I 0 > , * C O t n O U R P L O T O F [ P ( K , K ) ( Z < K ) > ] H A S A F U N C T I O N O F -
2 , * L 2 i K < ] ! H O R I Z A N b [ Z I K U 2 V E R T * , 9 X , " T I M E * , E 1 1 . 4 1 / , 
3 I I X , U A 1 0 . O X , A f , - M E A S U R E M E N T * , / 
A M X , 3A ) 0 , • ') 
WPI lF.HO'jl , IC7JDDRH 
1 UIW1/" T l I O X . 0 1 A 1 , S X , 1 6 ( I H = ) ) 
h O K t O O I = K N V P 1 
DO 9 J = l , N X P 1 
















1 13 20 
1 14 206 
115 
1 16 27 































































lFliFMIN«K«OF>.GT.F!W*?l-H-l,.')>00 TO 6 
CONTINUE 
SLINEIJ) = SIK1 
I F l l F - . N Y P 1 . 1 - l , J D . E O . F M l N I S L I N E ( J ) = 1H« 
I F I I F I N Y P 1 M - I , J M . E Q . F M A X ) S L I N E I J ) = 1H0 
CONTINUE 
I F < I , 0 T . 7 ) 0 0 TO 280 
GO T 0 1 2 1 , 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 4 , 2 5 , 2 6 , 2 7 ) , 1 
WRITE(N1JUT,201>SCALER|I > ,SL1NE.BDRI I> 
F 0 R M A T I A I 0 , 8 1 A 1 , A I , 8 X , " CONTOUR LEVELS*) 
GO TO 1000 
WRI(E(MOOT,202)SCALEH1 I>,SLINE.BDRI1> 
F0RMATIA10,61A1,A1,8X," AND SYMBOLS") 
00 TO 1000 
WRITE INCUT,2031SCALEHI1),SLINE.BORI1) 
FORMAT!A10.81Al.A1,8X,16<1H»>) 
GO TO 1000 
WRITEIN0UT,204)SCALEH(I),SLINE.BDRII) 
F0liMATIA10,8IA1,A1,0X,«SYMB LEVEL RANGE') 
GO TO 1000 
WRITEINOUT,203)SCALEH(11.SLINE,BDRtI) 
GO TO 1000 
WRITE!NOUT,206JS0ALEHII),SLINE.BDRII),FMAX 
FORMAT!A10,61 A1,A1.6X.4H (0),Ell.4) 
00 TO 1000 
WRITElNOUT,207)SCALEH< I>,SLINE,BDRII) 
FORMAT!A10,81A1,A1,6X, 16ilH->> 
NSKIP a 1 
NLEVEL = 9 
GO TO 1000 
IF!I.GT.34)G0 TO 350 
GO T0(28,28,29),NSKIP 
FLEVEL a FM1N * !2»NLEVEL»1-NSKIPXDF 
WRITE(N0UT,208ISCALEHII),SLINE,BDR< i), 
FORMAT!AI0,8IA1,AI,8X,« I«,A1,«)«,El I. 
NSKIP = NSK!P*1 
OO TO 1000 
NSKIP = 1 
NLEVEL = NLEVEL - 1 
URITE!NSUT,207)SCALEH(I),SLINE,BOR!1I 
SO TO 1000 
LINE = 1 - 3 4 
30 T0I35, 36.37, 38,39, 40. 36, 42, 43, 44,45, 36, 47, 48, 44, 50, 51 , 52), LI NE 
WRi TE< NOUT.235)SCALEHII I,SLINE.BDRII), FMIN 
FORMAT!A10.81A1,At,6X.4H (a),Ell .4) 
SO TO 1000 
WRITE!NOUT,203)SCALEH(I),SLINE,BOR!I) 
GO TO 1000 
MRITECN0UT,237>SCALEH<1),SLINE,BDR(1> 
FORMATCA10,61A1,AI ,8X,"ESTIMATION') 
GO TO 1000 
WRITEINOUT.238>SCALEH(Il.SLINE.BDRI1) 
F0RMAT<A10,atA1,A1.8X,"ERROR CRITERION*) 
00 TO 1000 
WRITE!NOUT.239)SCALEH11>.SLINE.BURII I 
FORMATCAIO, 81 A1.A1, 8X, •CONSTRAINT »") 
SO TO 1000 
WR1TECN0UT,240>SCALEH(I>.SLINE,BDRI1),ERRLIM 
F0RMATIA10,81AI.AI,12X,EI1.4> 
00 TS 1000 
WRITEIN0UT.242ISCALEH!I),SLINE.BDRII) 
FORMATIAIO.BIAI.AI.BX,"SOURCE !NPUT») 
00 TO 1000 
WRITE!NOUT,2431SCALEH!I).SLINE,BDR(1) 
F0RMATlA1O,BlAI,A1,8X,aC0VARIANCE CW)>") 
00 TO 1000 
WRITE(NOUT,244>SCALEH<I),SLINE.BDRI!) 
F0RMATCA10,B1A1,A1) 
GO TO 1000 
WRl-|E(NOUT,245>SCALEHU ) , SLI NE,BDRI I >,CAPWI1, 1 ) 
FORMAT<A10,eiAl,AI,8X,"C ",Ell.4,«la) 
OS TO 1000 
WRITElNOUT,247)SCALEHI1I.SLINE.BDR!I) 
FORMAT tA10,81 Al, A1, 6X,"MEASUREMENT") 
GO TO 1000 
WRITE(N0UT,248)SCALEH(I),SLINE.BDRI1) 
F0RMATIA10,S1A1,A1,8X,"ERROR COVAR [V]"") 
00 TO 1000 
WRITEINOUT,280)SCALEH(I).SLINE.BDRII).CAPV(1,I>,CAPVI1,2) 
F0RMATIA1L.B1Al,A1.«X,"t*,F9.3 4X.FB.&."]•> 
GO TO 1000 
WRITEtNOUT 2 5 0 ) 3 C A L 6 H I I ! , S L I N E , B 0 R U > , C A P V 1 2 , D . C A P V I 2 . 2 ) 
GO TO 1000 




F 0 R M A T I / . 9 X . 1 1 A 8 , / , 5 1 X , " [ Z I K ) ] I > ) 
CALL MATOurf ( e . N . N , IHP.NOUT.10) 
GO TO 3 
347 
181 99 CALL EX1TU) 
182 END 
183 SUBROUTINE FVAL <Z,PI1) 
184 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
185 END 
186 SUBROUTINE HATOUTP (A.N.M, NAME, NOUT, NO) 
187 DIMENSION AIND.ND) 
188 WRITEINOUT.IOIjNAME 
189 101 FORMATC/,10X,A4,I3H MATRIX IS...,/) 
190 00 1 1=1,N 
191 I WRITE(N0UT,102)CA<I.J),J"I,M) 
192 102 FORMATIIOX,10CE10.3,IX)) 
193 RETURN 
194 ENO 
195 SUBROUTINE INVERSE INN,A,AINV.I ERROR) 
196 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE. . . 
197 END 
198 SUBROUTINE DECOMP <NN.A.UL,SCALES,IPS,I ERROR,ND) 
199 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE 
200 END 
201 SUBROUTINE SOLVE (NN.UL.B.X,IPS.NO) 
202 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
203 END 
204 SUBROUTINE IMPRUV (NN.A,UL,B,X,R,DX,IPS,DIOITS.IERROR.ND) 
205 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
208 END 
348 
1 PROORAM POFT (PFILE,TAPE2=PFILE.PTOUT,TAPE3aPT0UT) 
2 C SET CNPLOT) TO THE NUMBER OF THE MEASUREMENT FOR WHICH THE CONTOUR 
3 C PLOTS ARE DESIRED (I, 2....). SET IT TO ZERO (0) IF PLOTS 
4 C ARE DESIRED AFTER ALL MEASUREMENTS. .. CAUTION, THERE ARE (UMAX) 
6 C PLOTS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH MEASUREMENT, EACH SPACED [KNS"DT> 
5 C UNITS OF TIME AFTER ITIKI) FOR EACH MEASUREMENT. GETS COSTLV 
7 CALL CHANGE <2H*P) 
8 CALL CREATE (SHPTOUT,40000,SWT) 
9 NIN = 2 
10 NOUT = 3 
I I NTTY • 59 
12 OIMENSION A ( I O , l O l . W K P K I O , 10 ) ,CAP\M10 , ) 0 ) , P ( I O , 10) 
13 OIMENSION CAPWI10,101 
14 OIMENSION WSSIIO.IO) 
15 DIMENSION Z0UMd6> 
16 ZMAX • 1.0 
17 COMMON /PROB/ N,M.ZMAX,P,CAPV,ISINO 
IB COMMON /PR0B2/ A.WKPI.OT.T 
19 C 
20 DIMENSION F ( 5 1 8 1 > , X ( 2 ) . S ( 1 9 ) , S L I N E I 8 I > , S Y M S ( 9 > 
21 DATA S / IH , 1 H 1 , 1 H , 1 H 2 . I H , U I 3 . 1 H , 1 H 4 , I H , I H 5 , 
22 2 IH . 1 H S . I H . 1 H 7 . 1 H .1HB.1H . 1 H 9 . 1 H / 
23 OATA SYMB / 1 H I . 1 H 2 . 1 H 3 , | H 4 . 1 H 5 , 1 H 6 , 1H7 , IHB,1HS / 
24 OIMENSION T I T L E S 1 4 , 8 ) , B 0 R ( 5 1 ) , SCALEH(31 I , SCALEVd I ) , S A M P L E ( 1 0 ) 
25 OATA BDR .' 1H», 4» I H . . 1H» , 4" I H . , I H t , 4» I H . , IH« , 4« I H . . 1H», 4"1H. , 
26 2 ! H * , 4 « 1 H . , 1 H ^ , 4 - 1 H . . 1 H « , 4 « 1 H . . 1 H * , 4 « I H . , I H » , 4 » 1 H . . I H * / 
27 OATA SCAI.EH/10H 1 . 0 • , 4 « 1 0 H . ,10H 6 . 9 >, 
28 2 4«10H , | 0 K 6 . 8 * , 4 " 1 0 H . , 1 0 H 6 . 7 * , 
2 9 3 4«tOH , , I O H 0 . 6 * , 2 « 1 0 H . , 1 OH C Z ( K ) ) 2 . , 
30 4 IOH . , I O H 0 . 3 • , 
31 5 4 " I 0 H , IOM 0 . 4 » , 4 ' 1 0 H , 1 0 H 0 . 3 «, 
32 6 4 " I 0 H , 1 0 H 0 . 2 « , 4 " 1 0 H . 10H 0 . 1 • 
33 7 4>10H . IOH 0 . 0 • / 
34 OATA SCAI.EV / 8 H 0 O . 8 H 0 . 1 . 8 H 0 . 2 , 8 H 0 . 3 
35 2 SHO.4 .8H0.S ,BH0.6 .OHO.7 .8H0.8 
36 3 6H0.9 ,3H1.0/ 
37 OATA SAMPLE / 8HZER0ETH . 
38 1 8HFIMST .8HSEC0ND .8HTHIRD ,8HF0URTH , 
39 Z BHFIFTH .8HSIXTH .8HSEVENTH 8HEIQHTH . 
40 3 8HNINTH / 
41 OIMENSION B0RHI&1) 
" '•• IH».7«1H.,1H*,7"IH.,1H»,7«1H.,1H»,7-IH., 
.1H»,7«1H.,1H*.7»1H.,IH..7-IH.,IHi/ 
42 OATA B0RH/1H*,7"1H. , 
43 2 1H» ,7.1H.,1H»,7'1H. 
44 NL • 19 
43 NX = 80 
16 NY = SO 
47 NXP1 = NX • 1 
48 NYPI » NY • 1 SET CONTOUR PLOT LIMITS 
?u XMIN o O. 
Bl XMAX o ZMAX 
02 YMIN • 0. 
B3 YMAX = ZMAX 
84 DX • (XMAX - XMIN1/NX 
SB OY ' (YMAX - YMIN1/NY 
66 NTTY n 39 
57 WRITEINTTY,20011 
50 2001 FORMAT!• NPLOT KNS I I MA 
59 READ(NT!Y,2002)NPLOT,KNS, I I MAX 
60 2002 FORMAT(31|0> 
61 R E A O ( N I N I M , M , L L , N T L . T O . T 1 . L I M I T 
62 R E A O I N I N K I A I l , J ) , J « 1 , N I , t > 1 . N I 
63 R E A O C N I N H I W K P W I , J I . J ' l . N I . U l . N ) 
64 R E A D ( N I N ) ( ( W S S ( I , J ) , J = I , N > , I = 1,N) 
65 REAO(NINj((CAPW( , J ) , J a l . L L ) . 1 = 1 . L L > 
66 R E A D ( N ! N I ( ( C A P y ( | J l , J " l . M I . U l . K ) 
67 I F ( N T L . G T . O ) R E A O ( N I N ) ( ( T l T L E S ( I , J ) . J = 
68 3000 CONTINUE 
69 READ(NIN)NOP,T,ERRLIM,DT 
70 I F I N O P . L T . O ) QO TO S3 
71 R E A 0 ( N I N I ( < P ( 1 , J ) , J t l . N ) , I M . N I 
72 IF(NOP.GT.O)REAO< < I N ) i Z D U M d 1 , I "1,111 
73 IF(N0P.OT.0)KtAD(iilN)(ZDUM(l ), 1=1.11) 
74 IF(NPLOT.EO.O) 00 TO 30D1 
73 IF(NPLOT.OT.NOP) 00 TO 3000 
76 3001 CONTINUE 
77 N0PP1 • NOP* I 
78 I I • 0 
79 3 CONTINUE 
80 NS = KNS*I I 
81 TP = T « NS'DT 
82 X(l) " XrtlN 
83 X(2> o YMIN 
84 IFdl EO.DI CALL FVAL(X.FMIN) 
85 IFdl.OT.01 CALL PVAL(X.FMIN.NS) 
86 FMAX o FMIN 
87 DO 2 l=l,NYP1 
8U C XII) HORIZONTALLY, XI2) VERTICALLY... 
89 X12J » YMIN • (l-l)«DY 
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XIII = XMIN • <J-1>"DX 
IF(II.EQ.O) CALL FVAL (X.FII.J)) 
IF (ll.GT.O) CALL PVAL (X,FCI.J),NS) 
IFIFIl,J) LT.FMINIFMIN » FII.J) 
IF(F(I,J).GT.FMAX)FMAX = F(I,J) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DF o (FMAK - FMIN)/NL 
WRITECNOUT. 101 )TP. (TITLES!I, J), J»1,8),T,(TlTLES(2.J).J»l.6), 
2 NS.SAMPLE t N0PP1 ) 
F0RMAT("I",10X,"CONTOUR PLOT OF TRACECP(K,K»N)(Z(K>)J AS «, 
1 -FUNCTION OF", 
2 • tZ(K)ll HORlz, [Z(KI12 VERT«.9X,«T!K>N>.«,E11.4,/, 
3 I 1 X . 8 A I 0 . 9 X , " T I K > = " , E 1 1 . 4 . / . 1 I X . B A 1 0 , 9 X , « N • « , I 3 , 
4 • STEPS A F T E R " , / , 100X,A»,"MEASUREMENT"> 
WRITEINOUT, 107)BOTH 
FORMAT) 10X .81AI , 9 X , 1 6 1 1 H O ) 
0 0 1000 I " ,NYPl 
DO 9 J M . N X P I 
DO 6 K M ,NL 
I F I I F M I N » K « D F > . G T . F ( N Y P I « 1 - I , J ) ) Q O TO t 
CONTINUE 
S L I N E I J I • S I K ) 
I F K F l N Y P W l - I . J I I . E Q . F M I N l SLINE<J> » 1H» 
I F C i n N Y P H l - l , J H . E Q . F M A X ) SU INE(J ) • 1M0 
CONTINUE 
I F ! ! 0 T . 7 I Q 0 TO 280 
GO T 0 1 2 1 . 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 4 . 2 9 , 2 6 , 2 7 ) . I 
W R I T E C N 0 U ? , 2 0 l ! s C A L E H ! l I . S L I N E . B D R ! I ) 
F 0 R M A T ( A 1 0 , B 1 A I , A I , 8 X , " CONTOUR LEVELS') 
0 0 TO 1000 
WRITE1NOUT,202)SCALEH( I ) ,SL INE, BDR<I) 
FORMAT(AI0,eiAl,Al,8X,» AND SYMBOLS*) 
00 TO 1000 
WRITE(N0UT,203)SCALEH<I),SL1NE,BDRI1) 
F0RMAT(A10,8IA1,A1,8X, 16(1 H O ) 
00 TO 1000 
WRITE(NOUT,204)SCALEH!I).SLINE.BORI1 I 
FCRMAT(A10,81A1,A1,8X,"SYMB LEVEL RANGE") 
CO TO 1000 
WRITEIN0Ur,203)SCALEH(I),SL1NE,BDR(I) 
00 TO 1000 
WRITE<NauT,206)SCALEH(l>,SLINE,B0RCI>,FMAX 
rORMAT(AIO,6IAl,AI,8X.4H (0),El 1.4) 
00 TO 1000 
WRITEINOUT,207)SCALEH(I),SLINE,BDR(I) 
FORMAT(A10,81A1,A1,8X.16(IH->) 
NSKIP = 1 
NLEVEL = 9 
SO TO 1000 
IFCI OT.34)00 TO 380 
00 TO(28,28,29),NSK1P 
FLEVEL » FMlN • C2"NLEVEL»1-NSK!P)"DF 
WRITE(N0UT,206)SCALEHIII.SLINE.BDS(I),SYHB(NLEVEL),FLEVEL 
FORMAT!A10,81A1.A1.6X," <',A1.')",E11. 4) 
NSKIP " NSKIP*! 
CO TO 1000 
NSKIP • 1 
NLEVEL » NLEVEL - t 
WR|TEtN0UT.207)SCALEH(l).SL1NE,BDRUI 
OO TO 1000 
LINE " I -34 
OS T0(39, 36.37, 38, 39,40, 38, 42.43,44.49. 3b. 47,48,44,SO,91,S2),LINE 
WHITE!NOUT,23S5SCALEHII),SLINE.BDRI1>,FMIN 
F0RMATIA10,81AI,A1,«X,4H («),Elt.4) 
GO TO 1000 
WRITEIN3UT,203>SCALEH(1),SLINE,80R(II 
00 TO 1000 
WRITE(NOUT,237)SC«LEM(I).SLINE,BDR(I) 
FORMAT!A10,61A1.A1.6X,"ESTIMATION") 
SO TO 1000 
WRITECNOUT,23S)SCALEH(I).SL1NE.BDR!I) 
FORMAT!A10,81A1.A1,«X,"ERROR CRITERION") 
OO TO 1000 
WRITEINOUT,?39)SCALEH<I>,SLINE.BDRII) 
FORMAT!A10,81AI,A1,9X,"CONSTRAINT «»> 
00 TO 1000 
WRITE(N0UT,240>SCALEH<I),SLINE.BDRlI).ERRLIM 
FORMAT!A10,8IA1,AI,1SX,El 1.4) 
SO TO 1000 
WRITE!NOUT,242)SCALEH(1I.SLINE.BDRII) 
FORMAT I At 0,61Al,A1,8X,"SOURCE INPUT") 
00 TO 1000 
WRITE1N0UT,243)SCALEH(I).SLINE.BDR!I) 
FORMAT(AlO,6lM,A1,6X. "COVARIANCE tWJ"»> 
OO TO 1000 
WRITEINOUT,244>SCALEH(1),SLINE,BOR!I) 
FORMATIAI0,61A1,AI) 
OO TO 1000 
WRITEINOUT,245ISCALEHII),SLINE,BDR!I),CAPWi1,1) 
3S0 
1«1 245 F0RMAT<A10 ,8 IA1 ,A1 ,8X ,« [ « , E 1 l . 4 , « ] a ) 
182 0 0 TO 1000 
183 47 URITE<NOUT,247)SCALEH(l >,SLINE,BOR<I 1 
164 247 FORMATCAIO.SIAI.AI.SX. 'MEASUREMENT*) 
IBS GO TO 1000 
1SB 48 WR1TE(N0UT,248)SCALEHU>,SL1NE.BDRI I ) 
187 248 F0RMATCA10,81A1,A1,8X.«ERR0R COVAR CV1 = «1 
188 00 TO 1000 
189 SO WRITE<NOUT,2S0)SCALEH(1),SLINE.BDRI1J.CAPVCl.l),CAPV(I,2) 
190 250 F0KMAT<A10,B1A1,AI,BX,«|:«,FS.3,4X,F3.6,»]«> 
191 00 TO 1000 
192 51 WRITE<N0UT,250)SCALEHU) ,SL INE,BDRU>,CAPV<2, l ) , C A P V ( 2 , 2 > 
193 GO TO 1000 
194 52 WRITE(NOUT,203)SCALErll l ) , SLINE, BDRU ) 
199 1000 CONTINUE 
19B WR1TE(N0UT,107)B0RH 
197 WRITE(N0UT,253)SCALEV 
198 253 FORMAT!/ 9X 11A8,/, SIX,«[ZCK>]I•> 
199 CALL MATOUTP (P,N,N,1HP,NOUT,10) 
200 CALL EMPTV(NOUT) 
201 1 1 = 1 1 * 1 
202 1FII I . LE. UMAX) SO TO 3 
203 ;F(NPLOT.EO.O) GO TO 3000 
204 99 CALL EXIT 
209 END 
208 SUBROUTINE FVAL (Z.TRP) 
207 COMMON /PROB/ N.M.ZMAX,P.CAPV,ISINO 
200 DIMENSION P(10,10).C(10,10).CAPV<10.10),PSII 110,10) 
209 DIMENSION Z(I),Wl(10,10),W2110,10), W3<10, 10) 
210 NO = 10 
211 PI > 3.14159266 
212 00 12 1 = 1.ft 
213 DO 11 J=1,N 
214 II C(I,J) = 6oS<<J-l)«PI"ZU>> 
219 12 CONTINUE 
216 C FIRST COMPUTE IPSII1 " [C«P<K-1,K)«CT1INVERSE... 
217 DO 5 ! A ° l , n 
218 DO 2 I C » I , N 
219 W K I A , IC ) • 0 . 
220 00 I | 0 > I , N 
221 1 M H I A . I C I • W K I A . I C ) • C U A , ID )»Pt 10 , IC> 
222 2 CONTINUE 
223 00 4 IB»1.M 
224 W2IIA,IB) » CAPVUA,IB) 
225 DO 3 |E=1,N 
22B 3 W2UA, IB) = W2(IA,IB) * WlIIA.IE)«CCIB,IE) 
227 4 CONTINUE 
228 B CONTINUE 
229 CALL INVERSE CM,W2,PSII,I ERR) 
230 IF(IERR.LT.O) OO TO S91 
231 C COMPUTATION OF TRCPCZK)<K,K>1... 
232 TRP = 0. 
233 00 10 lA'I.N 
234 TRP o TRP • PIIA,IA) 
23B 00 7 IC'I.M 
236 U1PI > 0. 
237 DO 6 IDol.M 
235 6 UIPI = W1PI 
239 7 TRP • TRP -
240 10 CONTINUE 
241 I SI NO • 0 
242 99 RETURN 
243 991 ISINO " 3 
244 RETURN 
245 END 
246 SUBROUTINE PVAL (Z.TRP.NS) 
247 C CALCULATES TRACE(PIK.K*NS)), FOR INS) TIME STEPS <DT> BErcND (TIME 
24S COMMON /PROB/ N,M,ZMAX,P,CAPV,ISINO 
249 COMMON /PR0B2/ A.WKPI.OT.T 
250 DIMENSION P110,10),CAPVI10,10),A<10.10),WKP1C10,10),Z(2) 
251 DIMENSION CI10.I0),PS1I(10,10).PKPI110.10) 
252 DIMENSION W1<10,10),W2(10,10),W3(10. 10) 
253 PI • 3.14109266 
254 C 
258 C FIRST, UlTH THE VECTOR OF MEASUREMENT POSITIONS CZ), FIND THE 
256 C CORRECTED COVARIANCE MATRIX IW2) FROM THE LAST VALUE OF THE 
257 C PREDICTED COVARIANCE MATRIX (P) UN COMMON) AT TIME (TIME) 
2S6 C 
259 0 0 12 l = 1,M 
260 DO 11 J J I (J 
261 I I C ( I . J ) a COSMJ-1 l"PI>Z< t ) ) 
262 12 CONTINUE 
263 C 
264 C NEXT. COMPUTE [PSII 1 on CC»PCK-1 ,\l «CT1 INVERSE. . . 
2ES C 
266 DO S lA'I.M 
351 
267 DO 2 I C » 1 , N 
268 W 1 ! I A . I C ) • 0 . 
269 DO t 10= 1 , N 
2 7 0 1 W W I A . I C ) » W K I A , 1 C 1 • C<I A , I D ) » P 1 I D , 1 C > 
271 2 CONTINUE 
272 DO 4 IB"1,M 
273 W2IIA.IB) » CAPVIIA.IB) 
274 DO 3 |E°!,N 
275 3 W2(IA,IB) " W2(IA,IB) • W1CIA,IE)«C(IB.IE) 
276 4 CONTINUE 
277 S CONTINUE 
276 CALL INVERSE (M,W2.PSII,I ERR) 
279 IFIIERR.LT.O) GO TO 991 
260 C 
261 C COMPUTE CP(K.K)) MATRIX, BUT FIND ONLY DIAGONAL ELEMENTS 
2B2 C TO BE USED TO INITIATE TRACE CALCULATION... 
263 C 
264 DO ID I A:I.N 
385 PKPIIIA.IA> " P<IA,1A) 
286 00 7 IC=I.M 
287 WIP1 =0. 
266 00 6 ID=1.M 
269 6 U1PI = W1PI « UI(IO,IA)'PSII(ID,IC) 
290 7 PKPKIA.IA) •> PKPKIA, IA) - W1PI«WI(IC, I A) 
291 10 CONTINUE 
292 C 
293 C COMPUTATION OF TR[PIK,K*NS)]... 
294 C PREDICT THE COVARIANCE MATRIX AHEAD (N3> STEPS IN TIME. 
295 C COMPUTE ONLY THE DIAOONAL ELEMENTS SINCE THE TRACE IS REOUIRED. 
296 C 
297 00 16 K=1,NS 
298 DO 19 lol.N 
299 15 P K P K I . I ) = A < l , I M P K P M I , l ) » A C I , l > * WKP1 < I , I ) 
300 16 CONTINUE 
301 TRP o 0. 
302 DO 17 I a 1,N 
303 17 TRP = TRP • PKP1 (1,I) 
304 ISINQ = 0 
305 99 RETURN 
306 991 I SING o 3 
3D7 RETURN 
308 END 
309 SUBROUTINE MATOUTP (A,N,M,NAME,NOUT,ND) 
310 DIMENSION A(ND.ND) 
311 WRITE1N0UT,lOllNAME 
312 101 FORMAT</,20X,A4,1OH MATRIX IS...,/) 
313 DO I I=1!N 
314 1 WRITEINOUT. 102HACI . J) , J«1 ,M) 
315 102 F0RMATI20X,10E10.3) 
316 RETURN 
317 END 
318 SUBROUTINE INVERSE (NN,A,AINV.IERROR) 
319 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
320 END 
321 SUBROUTINE DECOMP (NN,A.UL,SCALES.IPS,I ERROR,ND) 
322 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
323 END 
324 SUBROUTINE SOLVE (NN.UL.B.X,IPS.NO) 





SUBROUTINE MPRl'V (NN, A, UL.B.X.R.DX. IPS.OIGI TS, IERROR.ND) 
SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROOTINE!.. 
END 
352 
1 PROORAM PEIEM (PF1LE,TAPE2=PFILE,HE0UT,TAPE3°PE0UT1 
2 C SET (NPLOTI TO THE NUMBER OF THE MEASUREMENT FOR WHICH THE CONTOUR 
3 C PLOTS ARE DESIRED (1, 2,...). SET IT TO ZERO (0) IF PLOTS 
4 0 ARE DESIRED AFTER ALL MEASUREMENTS... 
5 CALL CREATE (5HPE0UT,40000,SWT> 
S NIN • 2 
7 NOUT • 3 
S NTTY • SS 
9 DIMENSION AttO.10>,WKPt(10,10),CAPV(10,10),P<10,10) 
10 DIMENSION CAPWMO.tO) 
11 DIMENSION WSSdO, 10) 
12 DIMENSION ZDUMI10) 
13 ZMAX • 1.0 
14 COMMON /PROS/ N,M,ZMAX,P,CAPV,1SIN3 
15 C 
IS DIMENSION F(B1.SI),X(21,S(19).SLlNE(ei),SVMBI9) 
17 DATA S / 1H ,1HI.1H ,IH2,1H ,)H3,1H ,1H4,1H ,1HB, 
18 2 IH JtHB.IH :iH7.1h .1HB.1H .1H9.IH / 
19 DATA SVMB / (HI.IM2,1H3.lH4,IH5,1HS, 1H7,IHB.1H9 / 
•!0 DIMENSION TITLES<4,8)iBDR(Bt),SCALEH<ai).SCALEV<11.,1SAMPLE(10) 21 OATA BDR / IH*,4«IH.,)H*,4«IH.,1H*,4«IH.,1H*,4»IH.,1H*,4»1H., 
22 2 1H*.4»1H., 1H*.4«1H.1 H«,4«1M..1M«,4»IH.,1H».4«1H.,1H» / 
23 DATA SCALEH/10H l.0*.4«10H .,10H 0.9*. 
Z4 2 4>10H .,10H 0.8 »,4«10H . , 10H 0.7 •, 
25 3 4»10H ..10H 0.8 »,2«10H .,10H tZtK)J2 ., 
26 4 10H .,10H O.B •, 
27 5 4>I0H .,10H 0.4 •,4»10H ..10H 0.3*, 
28 6 4>10H .,10H 0.2 •,4«10H .,10H 0.1 • , 
29 7 4«I0H .,IOH 0.0 •/ 
30 DATA SCALEV /SHO.O ,8H0.1 .8H0.2 .BHO.O 
31 2 BH0.4 .8H0.5 ,«H0.« ,8H0.7 ,8H0.8 
32 3 OHO.9 ,3H1.0/ 
33 DATA SAMPLE / 8HZER0ETH , 
34 I 8HFIRST ,8HSECON0 ,BHTH1RD ,8HF0URTH , 
35 2 8HFIFTH ,8HSIXTH .8HSEVENTH .8HEIGHTH , 
3B 3 8HNINTH / 
37 DIMENSION BDRHtSII 
38 DATA BDRH/1H*,7»1H.,IH»,7«1H.,1H*.7»1H.,IH*.7«1H.,IH*.7«1H., 
39 2 1H»,7»1H.,1H«,7«1H.,1H*,7"1H.,1H*,7«1H.,1H*,7«1H.,IH*/ 
40 NL » 19 
41 NK a 80 
42 NY o 50 
43 NAPI • NX • 1 
44 NYP1 ' NY • 1 
49 C SET CONTOUR PLOT LIMITS 
48 XMIN * O. 
47 XMAX = ZMAX 
48 YMIN • 0. 
49 YMAX » ZMAX 
50 OX = (XMAX - XMIN1/NX 
51 DY = (YMAX - YMIN1/NY 
52 NTTY » 59 
53 WRITE(NTTY,2001) 
54 2001 FORMAT!a NPLOT*> 
55 READ INTTY,2002)NPLOT 
56 2032 FORMAT(IIO) 
87 READ(N NIN.M.LL.NTL,TO,Tl.LIMIT 
58 REAO(N N1(!AU.J>,J«I,NI,1-1,N) 
59 REAO(N NKIWPIII.J), J«l, N),I•I,N> 
60 REAO(N N)((WSS(I.J),J=1,N>.I«1,N) 
61 REAO(N NH(CAPW(1.J>, J°1. Li.), l»1,LL> 
62 REAOtN N)((CAPV(I.J).J»I.M1.I»1,M) 
63 IF(NTL.OT.O)REA0(NIN>((T|TLESII,J) JJ'I,8),|a|,NTL) 64 3000 CONTINUE 
65 R£AD(NIN)NOP,T,ERRLIM,DT 
66 IF(NOP.LT.O) 06 TO 99 67 READ(NINU(P< I ,J ) .JM,N> , l«1,N) 
68 IF<NOP.QT.O>READ(NIN>(ZOUM(l),1=1,Ml 
69 IF(N0p.3T.O)REA0<NIN)(ZDUM(l), 1=1, Ml 
70 IFtNPLOT.EQ.Ol 00 TO 3001 
71 IF(NPLOT.QT.NOP) 00 TO 3000 
72 3001 CONTINUE 
73 N0PP1 » N0P«1 
74 1 1 = 0 
75 3 CONTINUE 
7J K M ) • XMIN 
77 X(2) a YMIN 
78 IFUI.EO..O) CALL FVAL (X.FMIN) 
7S IF(II.OT.O) CALL PVAL(X,tI,FMIN> 
80 FMAX = FMIN 
81 DO 2 lal.NYPI 
82 C X(l) HORIZONTALLY, X<2> VERTICALLY... 
83 X(2) a YMIN * (1-1>»0Y 
84 DO I J«I,NXP1 
85 X(1> a XMIN • (J-1UDX 
68 IF(II.EQ.O) CALL FVAL (X.F<I,J>) 
87 IFIII.OT.OI CALL PVAL(X, ll.FU.J)) 
98 IF(F(I,J).LT.FMIN)FMIN » Fll.JJ 
89 IF(F(I,JJ.0T.FMAX1FMAX « F(I,J> 
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DF t. IFMAX - FMINI/NL 
IF II1.E0.0) WRITE CNOUT,100) T,(TlTLES(I,J),J"1,8>,SAMPLE<N0PP1>, 
2 <TITLESr2.J),J»1.8I 
FORMAT!•I",10X,"C0N13UR PLOT OF TRACE!PIK,K»N>(Z(K))1 AS », 
1 'FUNCTION OF", 
2 " [ZIK>J1 HORIZ, CZIK112 VERT",9X,"TIME"".El 1 . A , / , 
3 l1X,8A10,9X,Aa i"KEASUREMENT"./,l1X.eA10,/> 
IF (ll.GT.O) WRITE (N0UT.101) T, ( TITLES! I , J I, J" 1,8) ,SAMPLE(N0PP1 ), 
2 < T I T L E S ( 2 , J ) , J = l , 6 > , I I , l l 
FORMATOI" , IOX, "CONTOUR PLOT OF TRACECP(K,K*N) ( Z ( K ) ) I AS " , 
1 "FUNCTION O F " , 
2 • t Z < K ) ) 1 HORlZ, I Z ( K ) 1 2 VERT",9X, " T I M E " " , El 1 . 4 , / , 
3 I I X , e A I 0 . 9 X , A 8 , " M E A S U R E M E N T " . / , 1 1 X . 8 A 1 0 . 9 X , 
4 " E L E M E N T ! " , 1 2 , " , " , 1 2 , « ) » , / > 
WR1TEIN0UT,107JBDRH 
FORMAT! 10X.61A1 , 9X , 16< 1H3>> 
DO 1000 m . N Y P I 
D9 9 J ' l , NXPI 
0 0 5 K » l , N L 
I F I I F M I N ' K ' O F I . G T . F ( N Y P I * I - I , JDOO TO 6 
CONTINUE 
SL1NE(J> = SIK) 
IFC(FINYP1»}-1,J)).EO FMIN) SLINE(J) " 1H" 
IFIiFINYPIH -I , J I I .EO.FMAXI SLINECJ) " 1H0 
CONTINUE 
IPC I .QT 7>G0 TO 280 
GO T0I21,22,23,24.25,26,27).I 
WRITEiNOUT.201I.SCALEHII I ,SLI NE.BDRU ) 
FORMATIAIO.etAl.AI.BX," CONTOUR LEVELS"I 
60 TO 1000 
WRITE IN0U1,202ISCALEHII I,SLINE.BDR<I) 
FORMATIAIO.BIA!.AI.8X," ANO SVMBOLS") 
GO TO 1000 
WRITE(NOUT.203)SCALEH(ll.SLINe,BOR(lI 
F0RMATIA10.81AI .Al ,6X, 161 IH") ) 
GO TO 1000 
WhlTE (N0UT.204lSCAI.EM!I).SLINE,60R(I) 
fGRNAUftlO.eiAl,A1.6X,«SYMB LEVEL RANOE"> 
GC TO 1000 
WRIT£<Na./1.20nK,CALEHI I I . SLI NE, BDR< I ) 
GO 10 1000 
m'P 11 El NC1UT.206 > SCALEHtl),SL1NE.BDRC t ), FMAX 
FORMST!AIO.01A1,A1,BX,4H (01, E H .4) 
00 TO 1000 
WRI re :N0LlT.207)SCALEH( I > . S L I N E , B 0 R < I ) 
F0liMAT(A10,81Al,A1,8X, 1611H-U 
NSKIP » I 
NLEVEL * 9 
60 TO 1000 
IF 11 GT 34)00 TO 350 
00 TO(28,28,29),NSKIP 
FLEVEl = FMlN . <2«NLEVEL«1-NSKIP)"DF 
WRITE(NOUT,20B)9CALEHfI),SLINE,BOR(11,SYMB(NLEVEL1,FLEVEL 
FORMAT!A!0.81Al.AI.8X," 1>,A1,")",E11.4) 
NSKIP - NSKIP*! 
GO TO 1000 
NSKIP = 1 
NLEVEL - NLEVEL - 1 
WRITFINOUT,207)PCALEM( I 1,SLINE,BOR(I> 
GO TO 1000 
LINE " I - 34 
GO T0(35,36.37,38,39.40,36.42.43,44,45. 36.47,48, 44,50.51,52),LINE 
WRITE(N0U1.235ISCALEH(I1.SLINE.BORII).FMIN 
FORMAT!AtO.eiAl.AI,ex,4H 1"),El 1.41 
GO TO 1000 
URITE1N0UT,203)SCALEH(I I,SLINE,BDR(I) 
W3 TO 1000 
WRI|EIN0UT,237)SCALEM(I>,SLINE,BDRII) 
F0KMAT(A!0,61A1,A1.OX,"EST I MAT ION") 
GO TO 1000 
WR|TtiN0UT,238)5CALEM(l>,SLINE.BDRII) 
FORMAT!A10.81AI.AI.BX,"ERROR CRITERION") 
OO TO 1000 
WRITEINOUT,239ISCALEHII I.SLINE.BDRII) 
F 0 I ! M A T ( A 1 0 . B I A I , A I . 8 X , « C 6 N S T R A I N T =•) 
GO TO 1000 
WR1TEINOUT,240)SCALEH1I),SLINE,BDRC1).ERRLIM 
FORMAT(AIO,81 A),A1. I2X.EII.4) 
GO TO 1O00 
WRITE(NOUT,242)SCALEH<I),SLINE,BOR(I) 
FORMAT(A10,81A1,A1.8X."SOURCE INPUT") 
OS TO 1000 
WR I TE < NOUT, 243) SCALEH (I I. SI. I NE. BDR< I ) 
FORMAT!AIO,81Al.Al,8X,"C6vARIANCE [Wl"»> 
00 TO 1000 
WRITECNOUT,244)SCALEH(I),SLINE.BDR!I I 
F0RMATIA10.81AI,A1) 
GO TO 1000 
WRITE!NOUT. 245ISCALEH! I > ,SLII*-.,BDR( I >, CAPWC 1.1) 
354 
1»1 245 F0RMATtA)0,81A1.Al,8)t,»t »,E1I.4,«J") 
162 GO TO 1000 
1S3 47 WRITEINOUT,247I3CALEHII>.3L1NE,B0R<1> 
184 247 F0RMAT<A10.elAl.AI,0X."MEASUREMENT«> 
IBS 00 TO 100D 
1«8 48 WRITEINOUT,248)SCALEH(I),SLINE,BDR11 ) 
187 248 F0RMATCA10 81A1.A1.8X,"ERROR C6VAR CV1") 
188 00 TO 1000 
188 SO WR1TElNOUT,2a0>SCALEHII).3LlNE,B0Rtl),CAPV(l,1).CAPVII.2> 
ISO 200 F0RMATCA10 BlAl, A1,BX,"[«,FO.3,4X, FB.4,«)•> 
iai oo TO IOOO 
192 B1 WRITEINOUT,250>SCALEH(I),SLINE.8DR(I>,CAPVI2.1>,CAPVI2,2> 
IB3 OO TO 1000 
104 02 WRlTEINaUT,203)SCALEH<I>,9LINE,BDR<I) 
155 1000 CONTINUE 
108 WRITEINOUT,1071BDRH 
197 WRITEINOUT,253)SCALEV 
198 293 F0RMATI/.9X.I 1AO,/,OIX."tZIK>11"> 
1SB CAIL MATOUTP IP,N.N,IHP.NOUT,10) 
200 CALL EMPTY(NOUT) 
201 I I « I I • 1 
202 IF<I I . I.E.N) 00 TO 0 
203 IFINPLOT.EQ.O) 00 TO 3000 
204 99 CALL EXIT 
205 END 
206 SUBROUTINE FVAL IZ.TRP) 
207 C SEE PROGRAM NEWPT FOR TH1S ROUT INE... 
208 END 
209 SUBROUTINE PVAL (Z.I I,PI I) 
210 C RETURNS (ll.ll)TH ELEMENT OF (PIK»I,K*1))... 
211 COMMON /PROS/ N.M.ZMAX.P.CAPV,ISINO 
212 DIMENSION PI 10, 10),C<10,10).CAPVI10, 10),PSII<10,10) 
213 DIMENSION Z<1>,WT<10,10S,W2l10,10),W3tl6,10> 
214 ND • 10 
2IB PI • 3.14IS926S 
213 DO 12 l°1,Mj 
217 DO II J»I,N 
SIB II CII.J) a COSl<J-t>«PI»ZII)> 
215 12 CONTINUE 220 C FIRST COMPUTE tPSI I ) " tC«P<K-1,K)»CTJINVERSE... 
221 00 5 IA>1,M 222 DO 2 I C= I N 
223 WH jA.IC) • 0. 224 00 I I Da 1,N 
225 1 H11IA.IC) » WHIA.IO • OUA, IOXPIID, IC) 
226 2 CONTINUE 
227 DO 4 16=1,M 
228 W2I1A,IB) a CAPVIIA, IB) 
229 DO 3 lE=l,N 
230 3 W2<IA,IB) a W2(IA,IB) • W1(IA.tElaCCIB,IE) 
231 4 CONTINUE 
232 B CONTINUE 
233 CALL INVERSE (M.W2.PSII.IERR) 
234 IFCIERR.LT.0) OO TO 991 
235 C CALCULATION OF tP(ZK)IK.K)11 I. . . 
233 PI I ' P(11.11) 
237 OO 7 IC»1,M 
238 W1PI » 0. 
239 00 6 ID»1,M 
240 e U I P I « W I P I « w H i D . i n . p s i m o , i c ) 
241 7 Pll ° Pll • W1PI>UIIIC,II) 
242 ISINO a 0 
243 99 RETURN 
244 991 I SI NO a 3 
245 RETURN 
24B END 
247 SUBROUTINE MATOUTP (A.N.M.HAME.NOUT.ND) 
241 DIMENSION A(ND.ND) 
249 WRITEINOUT.IOilNAHE 
250 101 FORMAT!/.26x,A4,13H MATRIX IS...,/) 
251 DO 1 l-l.N 
252 1 HRlTE(N0UT,102XAtl,J),Ja1,M) 
253 102 FORMAT120X,10E10.3) 
254 RETURN £50 END 
256 SUBROUTINE INVERSE (NN.A,AINV,IERROR) 
287 C SEE PBOBRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE.. 
256 END 
355 
2B» SUBROUTINE DECSHP INN, A . M . . SCALES, IPS, IERROR.ND) 
260 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE. . . 
Z01 END 
28S SUBROUTINE SOLVE INN, UL .B .X , IPS , ND) 
283 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE. . . 
£04 END 
2Bs §!5'<5yiIH?„ l!3 p . RyY.. IH. N<.*j.HV-j. tA!!/.5iHJ' , r 8> D I O I T S ' ' ERROR, ND) 
BB7 END 
rsvanuv i i MC. • n r n u v i n i l , m . uu
 ttf , r\ , n . w n , 
SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE 
356 
1 PROGRAM SIGMAT <PFILE,TAPE2=PFILE,S8UT, TAPE3=S0UT> 
2 CALL CHANGE C2HHS) 
3 CALL CREATE <4HS0UT,40000,SWT) 
4 NIN » 2 
8 NOUT » 3 
6 DIMENSION SIGZdOl I.ZdOl ) 
7 DIMENSION A(I0, 10), P O O , 10), CAPVdO, 10) ,WKP1 d O . lOl.WSSdO, 10) 
5 DIMENSION CAPWtlO,10), ZUUMdO), Tl TLES(4,8> 
0 ND » 10 
10 COMMON /PROB/ N.M.ZMAX,A,P,CAPV,WKP1,WSS,ISING 
11 XNAME = 10HP0SITI0N Z 
12 YNAME = I0HS1G(Z,K«N> 
13 PNAME = 10HTIME TK»N \4 ZMAX " 1 . 0 
15 XMIN ° 0.0 
16 XMAX " ZMAX 
17 NX c ,00 
10 NXP1 * NX»I 
19 DX e (XMAX-XMIN)ZNX 
20 NTTV • 63 
21 WRITE1NTTY,1001) 
22 1001 FORMAT!• NPLT3 NSKIP>) 
23 RCADINTTY,1002)NPLTS,NSK1P 
24 1002 F0RMAT<2I.0) 
20 READ(NIN)N ,M,LL ,NTL,TO, T - . L I M I T 
26 READir i lN I I l A ( l , J ) , j ! i | , N ' . l = l , N ) 
27 R E A D I N I N X . W K P I d . J ) , J M , N > , I = 1 , N > 
28 R E A D I N I N I U W S S . l , J ) , J = 1 , N ) , I = 1 , N ) 
29 R E A O l N I N M I C A P W d , J ) , J u l , LC ) . I = 1 , L L ) 
30 REAO!N INM(CAPVd , J ) . J » I . M > . 1 ' 1 , M 1 
31 IFINTL.GT.0 >READC NI N M C TI TLES d , J) , J= 1 , 8 >, I ° 1 ,NTL) 
32 9 CONT1NUE 
33 REAO(NININOP,T.ERRLIM.DT 
34 I F ( N O P . L I . O ) GO TO 99 
35 R " \ 0 < N I N M ! P d , J > , J » l , N ) . l » 1 , N > 
36 . f INOr. lST.O>REAoiNIN>lzDUMd l , l > 1 , m 
37 I F < N 0 P . O I . 0 > R E A 0 ( N I N ) ( Z D U M < I ) , I » 1 , M ) 
38 . FHIN • SIGMA ( 0 . ) 
39 FMAX = FMIN 
40 DO 3 I I O . N P L T S 
41 PVALUE = t « ( I l - l ) « D T « N S K I P 
42 DO 1 I - 1.NXP1 
43 Z ( l ) * XMIN • <1 -1 )«DX 
44 S I U 2 I I ) - S I G M A I Z d >) 
45 I CONTINUE 
46 CALL MULTPLT C Z. SIGZ, I I , XNAME. YNAME, PNAME, PVALUE, Tl TLES. NTL, NOUD 
47 DO 2 K-l.NSKIP 
48 2 CALL APATW (A,P.WKPI,N,ND) 
49 3 CONTINUE 
60 11 « -1 
61 CALL MUL1PLT (Z.SIGZ,I I,XNAME,YNAME.PNAME.PVALUE,TlTLES,NTL,N0UT1 
62 GO TO 6 
63 99 CONTINUE 
64 RVALUE = (US8I1. Il/WKPII 1.1>laOT 
66 YNAME = I OHS GMMWSS) 
6D PNAMt « 10HT1ME TO SS 
57 DO 101 l°1,N 
68 DO 100 J = I.N 
39 100 HI.JI i WSSII.J) 
60 101 CONTINUE 
61 C ZERO OUT FIRST ELEMENT OF (WSS)... 
62 Pd, I) = 0.0 
63 00 102 lal.NXPI 
64 Z(l) • XMIN • (l-l)aDX 
65 SIG^I|) • SIGMA(Z(I)) 
66 102 CONTINUE 
67 1 1 = 1 
68 CALL MULTPLT (2.SIOZ,I I.XNAME,YNAME.PNAME.PVALUE,TlTLES.NTL,NOUT) 
69 II = -1 
70 CALL MULTPLT <Z,SIGZ, I I.XNAME,YNAME,PNAME,PVALUE,TlTLES,NTL,NOUT) 
71 CALL EXIT 
72 END 
73 FUNCTION SIGMAIZ) 
74 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR TIHIS ROUTINE... 
75 END 
78 SUBROUTINE APATW (A.P.W.N.NDI 
SD DIMENSION A d O , 10),P< ,0 lOI.WdO, 10) 
81 DO 2 1=1.N 
B2 DO 1 J=1,N 
83 I P(I.J) « A d , l)«Pd.J)«A(J,J> • W d . J ) 
64 2 CONTINUE 
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87 SUBROUTINE NULTPLT (XIN,YIN,N,XNAME,YNAME,PNAME,PVALUE, 
08 2 TITLES,NTL.NOUT) 
89 DIMENSION XlN(101),YlN(101),X(1010>,YC1010),PARAMI10) 
90 DIMENSION TITLESI4.8) 
91 MAXPTS o 101 
02 IFIN.LT.O) 00 TO 90 
93 NUMPTS = N«MAXPTS 
9<1 NPLTS = N 
98 PARAMI N> = PVALUE 
9G DO 1 1=1.MAXPTS 
97 II = IN-I("MAXPTS • I 
96 X<I I) = XINI1 I 
99 YlI I) = YINII) 
I oo i com i NUE 
101 RETURN 
102 90 CONTINUE 
103 CALL PARALST IX.Y,NPLTS,NUMPTS.XNAME,YNAME,PNAME,PARAM, 
104 2 TITLES, NTL.NOUT) 
106 CALL PARAPLt (K,Y,NPLTS,NUMPTS,XNAME,YNAME,PNAME,PARAM, 
106 2 TITLES.NTL.NOUT) 
107 RETURN 
100 END 
109 SUBROUTINE PARALST (X,Y,NPLTS,NUMPTS.XNAME,YNAME,PNAME,PARAM, 
110 2 TITLE-S.NTL.NOJT) 
II I DIMENSION X(1010),Y(10IO),PARAM(IO),SYMBOL(10),EQUALS(11),TERM<11) 
112 DIMENSION TITL£S(4,8> 
113 DATA EQUALS / 11« 10H==========/ 
114 DATA SYMBOL / 1H0,1H1,1H2,1H3,'H4,1H5,1H6,1H7,1H8,1N9/ 
1 IS IFINTL.EQ.O) 00 TO 2 
116 DO 1 I= 1,NTL 
117 I WRITEINOUT,101)I TITLES!I,J),J"1.«) 
118 101 FORMAT!1IX,8A10) 
119 2 WRITEINOUT,102IPNAMF,1PARAM!I).1=1.NPLTS) 
120 102 FORMAT!/.• TABULAR LIST OF PLOTTED PARAMETRIC CURVES",//. 
121 2 A10.10I1X.E10.3)) 
122 NPLTSPI = NPLTS*1 
123 WRITEINOUT,101)IEOUALS(I),1=1.NPLTSPI) 
121 104 F0RMAT(A10,101IX,AID)) 
I 25 WRITE1NOUT 103)(SYMBOL!I), 1•1.NPLTS) 
I2J 103 FORMATI"POSITION Z •, 10!"SIOiZ.K*",A1,•> •>) 
127 WRITEINOUT, 104)(EQUALS!I),\=1,NPLTSP11 
126 DO 6 1=1,101 
129 TERMI1) = XII) 
130 00 4 J = l . N P L T S 
131 4 T E R M I J « l l » Y K J - 1 I » I 0 1 * 1 ) 
132 5 HRITE1N0UT,1 06MTERMIK) , K = I , NPLTSP1 ) 
133 106 FORMAT(tl0.3,10(1X,EI0.3)> 
134 RETURN 
136 END 
136 SUBROUTINE PARAPLT <X,Y,NPLTS,NUMPTS.XNAME,YNAME,PNAME,PARAM, 
137 2 TITLeS.NTL.NOUT) 
138 DIMENSION XI I 010),Y!1010),SI 1010),PARAM!10) 
139 DIMENSION SYMBOL!10) 
140 DIMENSION TITLESI4.8) 
141 DIMENSION POINTS!101),BUT(6) 
142 DIMENSION SSTI1010) 
143 DATA SST / 101•IHO. 101«1H1,101•IH2,101•IH3, 101"1H4, 101»1H5, 
144 2 101.IH6, I01"1H7,16U1H8,161"IH9 / 
145 DATA SYMBOL /1HD, 1HI, 1H2, 1h3, 1H4, 1H5, t.-IS, 1H7, 1H8, 1H9/ 
146 DO I 1=1,NUMPTS 
147 1 SI I) = SST!I) 
146 IFINUMPTS.LT.2100 TO 999 
149 C WRITE OUT TITLE CARDS 
150 WRITEINOUT,6) 
161 6 FORMAT!IH1S 
152 DO 3 1=1.4 
153 00 TO (301,302,302,302),I 
15D 301 IF(I.LE.NTL) WRITEINOUT,2001)YNAME,(TITLESil,J),J=1,8) 
155 2001 FORMATI3X,A10,2X,8A10) 
156 1FII.GT.NTL) WRITE1N0UT,2002)VNAME 
157 2002 FORMATI3X.A10I 
158 00 TO 3 
159 302 1FI1 LE.NTL)WR1TE(N0UT,2003)ITITLESII, J), J=l,8) 
160 2003 FORMAT!I5X.8A10) 
161 IFII OT.NTL) WRITE1N0UT.5) 
162 3 CONTINUE 
163 URITEIN0UT.5I 
164 5 FORMAT!1H 1 
165 C 
166 C Rt-ORDER B. THE Y AXIS. 
167 C 
166 C SOLVE FOR MAX 
358 
169 1=1 
170 20 CONTINUE 
17f JJ=M 
172 YMAX-YIM 
173 DO 10 J=I,NUMPTS 
17.1 IFIYIJI.LE.YMAXIGO TO 10 
175 YMAX=Y(J) 
176 JJ=J 
177 10 CONTINUE 
170 C INTERCHAN8E 
179 YY=Ytl) 
160 XX=X(I) 
1S1 SS = S U ) 
182 YCI)=YtJJ) 
\B3 X(I>=X(JJ) 
184 Sill • S(JJ> 
185 Y(JJ)«YY 
I8G X<JJ)»XX 
187 S(JJ) = SS 
188 1»1*1 
189 IFII,EO.NUMPTS)00 TO 30 
190 GO TO 20 
191 30 CONTINUE 





197 00 2 1 •= 1, NUMPTS 
19B IFIXII).LT.::MINJXMIN»X(I ) 
199 IFIXd >.GT.XMAX)XMAX»XC1> 
200 IF(Y(II.LT.YH1N)YMIN"YU) 
201 IF<Y(l).OT.YMAX)YMAX=Y<I> 
202 2 CONTINUE 
203 C RESET THE END POINTS. 
204 CALL ENDPTSIXMIN.XMAX) 
20B CALL ENDPTS(YMIN.YMAX) 
206 C CALCULATE DELX AND DELY. 
207 DELXMXMAX-XMIN.V100.0 
208 DELY=(YKAX-YMIN>/50.0 
209 C GENERATE THE PLOT 
210 KK=ABS(XMIN) /0ELX*1 .0 
211 IZERO'O 
212 I F ( ( X M I N . L E . O . O ) . A N D . C X M A X . G E . 0 . 0 ) > I Z E R 0 = 1 
213 IC0UNT=10 
214 L1ST=1 
215 00 100 1=1 .51 
2 1 6 XI=I 
217 YZ2=YMAX-XI»DELY 
218 V <i\ =YZ2»0ELY 
219 IAA=0 
220 IF ICYZ1 . G E . O . 0 ) . A N D . < Y Z 2 . L E . O . O > > I A A = l 
221 00 101 J ' 1 . 1 0 1 
222 101 POINTSCJ>=lH 
223 lF( ICOUMT.NE.10>eO TO 105 
224 DO 106 . 1 = 1 . 1 0 1 , 2 
225 106 P O I N T S ( J ) ° l H . 
226 lOt. CONTINUE 
227 POINTS( 1 )»1H . 
228 POINTS! 21)=IH. 
£29 POINTSI 411=1H. 
230 OINTS( 61>"1H. 
231 ,>01NTSI B1)>1H. 
232 P O I N T S * 1 0 1 ) « I H . 
233 1FCIZERO.E0.1IPOIMTS(KK>=1H1 
234 IFIIAA.NE.IIGO TO 137 
235 DO 136 J"1.101 
236 136 POINTSIJIOH-
237 137 CONTINUE 
238 YLOHaYMAX-KUDELV 
239 102 CONTINUE 
240 IFIL1ST.GT.NUMPTSIG0 TO 110 
241 IFtY<LIST).LT.YLOW)QO TO 110 
242 K=(X(LIST)-XMIN)/DELX*1.0 
243 POINTS(K) - S(LIST) 
244 LIST=LIST»1 
245 GO TO 102 
246 IIO CONTINUE 
247 IFCICOUNT.EQ.10)00 TO 112 
248 ICOUNT=ICOUNT»t 
248 WR1TEIN0UT, 1 I I XPOINTS(J), J=1, 101) 
250 111 FORMAT!IBX,I01A1> 
251 GO TO 100 




256 WRITE<NOUT,1131YY, <POINTSIJ),J»1.101) 
257 113 F0RMATI2X.E11.4,2X,101A1) 
£iS 100 CONTINUE 
359 
239 00 121 I-1,6 
260 XI»1-1 
2G1 BUT(I)»XMIN»20.0»DELX»X1 
262 IF<(BU',n>.LT.1.0E-9>.AND. CBUTCI ). ST. -I. OE-9) )BUT( I ) '0.0 
263 121 CONTINUE 
264 WRITEtNOUT,122)I BUT(J).J=1,6) 
268 122 FORMAT!/.10X.6IE10.3,10X>> 
266 WRITE(NOUT,26o4)XNAME 
267 2004 FORMAT<61X,A10> 
26B WRITECNOUT,3000IPNAME,((SYMBOL!I).PARAM(I > >, 1 = 1, NPLTS) 
269 3000 FORMAT!"1",////,IX,l8i«=«),/,» PARAMETER VALUE",/. 
270 2 » AND SYMBOL",/.IX,l8<«»»>,/,» SYMB »,Al0,/,IX,18C»-«),/, 
271 3 10(" !«,A1,») »,E11.4,/)> 
272 WRITE<N0UT,6> 
273 999 CONTINUE 
274 RETURN 
270 END 
276 SUBROUTINE ENOPTS(XMIN.XMAX) 
277 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
278 END 
360 
1 PROGRAM MAXTI ME (PF1LE.TAPE2=PFILE,MOUT,TAPE3=M0UT> 
2 CALL CHANGE <5H*MAXT) 
3 CALL CREATE I4HMOIJT, 1 OOOO, SWT) 
4 N1N = 2 
5 NOUT = 3 
6 ND = io 
7 DIMENSION A(10,10;.P(10,10),CAPVI10,10),WKPl<10,10),WSSC10.10), 




13 READCNINXCWSSCl J) J=1 N).1=1,N) 
14 READININUCCAPWCI, J), J=1,LL>, !=1,LL> 
15 READCN1N)(CCAPVCl,J),J=l,M),i=l,M) 
16 lF(NTL.GT.O) PEADCNIN)((IITLESCI,J),J =1,8),I=1,NTL) 
17 REAOCN1N)NOP,T,ERRLIM,DT 
IB READ(NIN)C(CAPM0CI,J>,J=1,N), t = l,N) 
19 3 CONTINUE 
20 READCNIN)NOP,T,ERRLIM,iJT 
21 I F ( N O P . L T . O ) GO TO 4 
22 READCNINHCPCI , J ) , J= 1 . N ) , 1 =1 , N) 
23 READ(NIN)<ZSTCI,2,N0P),1=1,Mi 
24 READCNINKZSTCI,l.NOP),1=1,M) 
25 C NOTE...OROER OF STORAOE OF OPTIMAL ZK-VF-CTORS IS REVERSED. THAT 1: 
26 C ZK« FOR TRACE INDEX COMES OUT OF KALMAN FIRST, BUT 13 STORED 
27 C IN ZST(I,2.NOP), WHEREAS ZK* FOR PI 1 INDEX COMES OUT SECOND 
28 C AND IS STORED IN ZSTCI,1,NOP). ALL THIS TO PLOT PUU, THEN TRACE I 
29 C BUT IS STORED IN ZSTC1.1.NOP). 
30 C ALL THIS IN ORDER TO PLOT P11 FIRST, THEN TRACE, HERE. 
31 GO TO 3 
32 4 CONTINUE 
33 DO 50 I 1=1,2 
34 IFI1I.EQ.1) WR1TECN0UT,102) 
35 102 F0RMAT(*1*,/,* CRITERION NUMBER 1. PLOTTED WITH SYMBOL (1).*,/, 
36 2 * MINIMIZE tP(K,K+N)]11 WITH RESPECT TO Z(K).«,//, 
37 3 « K T TRP*,/> 
38 IFUI.EQ.2) WR1TECN0UT.103) 
39 103 FORMAT!*!*,/,« CRITERION NUMBER 2. PLOTTED WITH SYMBOL 12).*,/, 
40 2 * MINIMIZE TRACECPCK,K*N>] WITH RESPECT TO Z(K).*,//, 
41 3 « K T TRP*,/) 
42 NOP = 0 
43 CALL ATOB(CAPMO,P,N,N.ND> 
44 CALL ATOBCCAPMO,PP,N, N.ND) 
45 T = TO 
46 K = 1 
47 20 CONTINUE 
48 TEST = TR(PP,N) 
49 IF(TEST.GE.ERRLIM) GO TO 28 
50 TIME(K) = T 
51 Tnp(K) = TEST 
52 WrtlTECNOUT,101>K,T,TEST 
53 101 FORMATCII0.2E10.3) 
54 IF(T.GT.TI) GO TO 45 
55 1FCK.E0.110) GO TO 45 
56 T = T • DT 
57 K = K + 1 
56 CALL ATOB <PP,P,N,N,ND) 
53 CALL PREDICT (A,p,WKPl,PP,N, ND) 
60 GO TO 20 
61 26 CONTINUE 
62 IFCK.OT.1) T = T - OT 
63 NOP = NOP • 1 
64 CALL CORRECTCZSTU,U,NOP),P,CAPV,PP, !S1NG,N,M,ND> 
65 GO TO 20 
66 45 CONTINUE 
67 XI I = 1 I 
68 CALL MULTPLT (TIME,TRP,I I,K,10HT1ME TK*N , 1OHTRPIK,K»N), 
89 2 10H CRITERION,Xii,TITLES,NTL,NOUT) 
70 50 CONTINUE 
71 11 = -1 
72 CALL MULTPLT [TIME,TRP. I I,K, 1OHTIME TK*N , 1UHTRPCK,K*N), 
73 2 1PH CRITERION, XII,TITLES,NTL, NOUT) 
74 CALL EXIT 
75 END 
7C SUBROUTINE PREDICT (A.P,W,PP,N,ND) 
77 DIMENSION AC 10,10),PC 10, 16),WC10,10),PP<10,10) 
78 C PERFORMS THE ONE-STEP PREDICTION... 
79 C PP = <A*P*A-TRANSPOSE) • W 
80 C WHERE A IS A DIAGONAL STATE TRANSITION MATRIX 
81 DO 2 I = 1 , N 82 00 1 JM,N 83 1 FPU,J) = ACI, I H f l l . J I U I J , J) • W(I ,J) 




SUBROUTIN£ CORREOT(Z,P.CAPV,PP.I SI NO,N.H,ND) 
DIMENSION P(10, 10),C<10,10),CAPV(10,10),PS1I(10,10),PP( 1 0, 10) 
DIMENSION Z(1),W1(10,10),W2[10,10),W3(10,10) 
PI = 3. 14159266 
DO 12 I=1,M 
DO 11 J-1.N 
0(1. J) - COSKJ-1 )*PI»Z(I>> 
CONTINUE 
[C»P(K-!,K)*CT]INVERSE.., 
97 DO £ IC=I^N 
96 Wl(IA.IC) = 0. 
99 U 1 |D"1,K 
100 1 WK1A.IC) = MKIA.IC) • C(I A, 1D)«P<1D,IC> 
101 2 CONTINUE 
I OS DO 4 1 B= 1 , M 
103 WZMA.IB) = CAPVdA, IB) 
104 DO 3 IE-1.N 
105 3 W2(IA,!B> -" W2IIA.IB) * Wl ( I A, !E)»C< IB, IE) 
106 4 CONTINUE 
107 5 CONTINUE 
108 CALL INVERSE (M.W2.PSI1,IERR) 
109 IF(IERR.LT.O) 00 TO 991 
110 C COMPUTE FULL <P(ZK)(K,KJ) MATRIX... 
111 DO 10 IA=1,N 
112 DO 7 10=1,M 
113 W3(IA,!C> = 0. 
114 DO 6 10=1,M 
115 6 W3(IA,IC) = W3(]A,[C> • Wl(ID,I A)«PSI1(ID, IC) 
115 7 CONTINUE 
117 00 9 IB=1,N 
1 IB W2(IA,IB) = P(IA,IB) 
119 DO ( IE>1,n 
120 € U2IIA.IB) = W2(!A,IB) - W3<I A, IE)*W)(1E,IB) 
121 PPUA.IB) = U2UA.IB) 
122 S CONTINUE 
123 10 CONTINUE 
124 ISINS = 0 
125 99 RETURN 
126 991 I31Ne = 3 
127 RETURN 
126 END 
129 SUBROUTINE ATOB (A.B.N.M.ND) 
130 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
131 ENO 
132 FUNCTION TR(A.N) 
133 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
134 END 
135 SUBROUTINE INVERSE (NN,A,AINV, I ERROR) 





141 SUBROUTINE SOLVE (NN,UL,B, X, I PS, ND) 





147 SUBROUTINE MULTPLT (X!N,Y[N,N,NPTS,XNAME,YNAME,PNAME,PVALUE, 
148 2 TITLES,NTL.NOUT) 
149 C SEE PROGRAM S1GMAT FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
150 END 
151 SUBROUTINE PARAPLT(X,Y,NPLTS,NUMPTS,NEACH,XNAME,YNAME,PNAME,PARAM 
152 2 TITLES.NTL.NOUT) 
153 0 SEE PROGRAM SIGMAT FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
154 END 
155 SUBROUTINE ENDPTS(XMIN,XMAX) 
156 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
157 END 
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1 PROORAM POSTPLT <TFILE,TAPE2=TFILE,PPOUT,TAPE3=PP0UT> 
2 CALL CHANGE C3H*PP> 
3 CALL CREATE (5HPP0UT,10000,SWT) 
A N I N = 2 
B NOUT o 3 
6 DIMENSION YNAMEC2),PNAMEC2) 
7 DATA YNAME / 1OHTRtPK,K+N],10HSIG(K,K*N> / 
e DATA PNAME / IOHTRACELIM ,IOHSIGMALIM / 
0 DIMENSION T1ME<110>,XTC110),TITLES(4,8) 
la II » 1 
1 CONTINUE 
READ< NIN)N,M,LL,NTL,TO, T1 , LI Ml T, ERRLIM 
IF(N.LT.O) 00 TO 50 
1FCNTL.GT.0)READ(NIN)(CTITLES<1, J>,J=1,8>, 1=1, NTL) 
READ<NIN)NPTS 
6 READ<NINMTIME(1) , I=1 .NPTS> 
7 READININHXTCI > , U 1 , N P T S > 
S WRITE<N0UT,101)YNAME(LIM1T), II,PNAMECLI MlT),ERRLIM,YNAMEtLIMIT) 
'- 101 F0RMATO1",/,» PLOT OF »,AIO,« VERSUS TIME, PL0TTE6 WITH SYMBOL 
2 !!,/,« ESTIMATION ERROR LIMIT «,A10,« = «,E10.3,//, 
3 « TIME»,A10,//> 
00 2 1=1,NPTS 
2 WRITECN0UT,102)TIME<1),XT(I> 
102 F0RMAT(2E10.3> 
CALL MULTPLT {T IME, XT. I I , NPTS, lOHTlMiT TK+N , 
2 YNAME<LIMlT) ,PNAME<LiMIT) ,ERRHM,TlTLSS,NTL,NOUT! 
1 1 = 1 1 + 1 
GO TO 1 
50 11 = - 1 
CALL MULTPLT (TIME.XT,I I,NPTS, 1CHTIME TK*N , 




i'EE PROGRAM SIGMAT FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
END 
40 SUBROUTINE ENDPTS(XMIN.XMAX) 
41 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
42 END 
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i PROGRAM POSTFP [PFILE,TAPE2=PF1LE.FPCUT,TAPE3=FP0UT> 
2 CALL CHANGE C3H»FP) 
3 CALL CREATE C5HFPOUT,1OOO0,SWT) 
4 DIMENSION 2(10),X(I 10),FXlt10) 
5 COMMON /PROB/ N,M.ZMAX.A.P,CAPV,WKPI.WSS.ISINO 
6 DIMENSION A<10,10).P<10,10),CAPVC10,lO),bKP1ClO,10),WS3<10,10) 
7 DIMENSION CAFWi10,10) 
8 DIMENSION TITLESI4,a> 
9 NIN = 2 
10 NOUT = 3 
I I NTTY = 59 
12 YNAME = 10HCPCK,K>311 
13 PNAME = 10HDIMENS. NS 
14 DZ = 0.01 
15 ZMAX =1.0 
16 1 WRITECNVTY,1001) 
17 1001 F8RMATl»tZ(K>32=»> 
18 READCNTTY,!002)Z(2) 
19 1002 FORMATCE10.3) 
20 IF(Z(2).LT.O) GO TO 99 
21 REWIND NIN 
22 1 1 = 1 
23 3000 CONTINUE 
24 READ<NIN>N,M,LL,NTL,T0,T1,LIMIT 
2 5 I F ( N . L T . O ) GO TO 5 0 
26 R E A D < N I N ) < C A < I . J > , J = l , N ) . 1 = 1 , N ! 
27 R E A 0 C N I N ) C I W K P I C 1 , J > , J = 1 , N ) , l = l ,N> 
28 READCNINHIWSSCI . J ) . J = 1 , N > , l = 1 , N > 
29 R E A D ( N I N > ( I C A P W ( l , j S , J = 1 , L L > , l = l , L L ) 
30 R E A D ( N I N ) ( ( C A P V ( I , J ) , J = 1 , M ) , 1 = I . M ) 
31 I F C N T L . 0 T . 0 ) R E A 0 < N 1 N H I T 1 T L E S < I , J ) , J » 1 , 8 ) , 1=1,NTL) 
32 READ(NIN>NOP,T,ERRLIM,DT 
33 READCNINMCP(I,J),J = I,N),I=1,N> 
34 DO 5 1=1.101 
35 Z(1) = (I-1)*DZ 
3S X(l) = Z<!> 
37 CALL FVALCZ.FXI1)) 
38 5 CONTINUE 
39 WRITE< NOUT,101)Z< 2),N.N 
40 101 F0RMATC»1«,/,« PLOT OF [P(K,K)]11 FOR CZ(K)]2 = «,E10.3,/, 
41 2 » VERSUS I-0S1710N [ZtK)]l FOR MODEL DIMENSION NS = «,I2,/, 
42 3 » PLOTTED WITH SYMBOL («,11,»)»,//, 
43 4 »CZ(K)!1 [l=CK,Kn1!«,//) 
44 CALL MULTPLT <X,FX, I I,101,1OHtZCK)J 1 
45 2 YNAME.PNAME,ZC2).TITLES,NTL,NOUT) 
46 II = II • 1 
47 GO TO 3000 
48 50 CONTINUE 
49 CALL MULTPLT (X,FX,I I,I 01,10HCZIK)11 
50 2 YNAME.PNAME,ZC2),TITLES,NTL,N0UT1 
51 30 TO I 
52 99 CALL EXIT 
53 END 
54 SUBROUTINE MULTP'-T <XIN, YIN, N.NPTS.XNAME, YNAME, PNAME, PVALUE, 
55 2 TITLES.NTL,NOUT) 
56 C SEE PROGRAM S1GMAT FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
57 END 
58 SUBROUTINE PARAPLTCX.Y,NPLTS. NUMPTS, NEACH,XNAME,YNAME,PNAME,PARAM, 
59 C SEE PROGRAM SIGMAT FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
SO END 
61 SUBROUTINE ENDPTSCXMIN,XMAX> 
62 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
63 END 
64 SUBROUTINE FVAL CZ.Pll. 
65 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
66 END 
70 SUBROUTINE DECOMP <NN,A,UL.SCALES, I PS,I ERROR,ND) 
71 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
72 END 
73 SUBROUTINE SOLVE CNN UL.B.X,I PS,ND) 
74 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
75 END 
76 SUBROUTINE IMPRUV <NN,A,UL.B.X.R,DX,IPS,DIOlTS,IERROR,NO) 
77 C SEE PROGRAM KALMAN FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
78 END 
364 
1 PROGRAM POSTSP CPFILE,TAPE2=PFILE,SPOUT,TAPE3=SPOUT) 
2 CALL CHANGL <3H*SP) 
3 CALL CREATE (5HSP0UT,1O00O, SWT) 
4 DIMENSION Z<I 0),XIIIOJ,FX(I 10),PBUMC10,101,XOUM<10) 
5 COMMON /PROB/ N.M,ZMAX,A,P.CAPV,WKP1,WSS,ISINO 
6 DlMEMS IOPI A(10, lOJ.PI 10,10>,CAPV(10, 101.WKPI(10,101,WSS<10,10) 
7 DIMENSION CAPW110.10) 
8 DIMENSION TITLES(4 1S) S N1N = 2 
10 NOUT = 3 
11 yNAME = 10HSIGMA2(Z) 
12 PNAME = 10HDIMENS. NS 
13 DZ = 0.01 
1A ZMAX = 1 . 0 
IS 1 CONTINUE 
IS REWIND NIN 
17 1 1 = 1 
1« 3000 CONTINUE 
19 HEAD C Nl M) N, M, LL, NTL. TO, Tl , LI Ml T 
20 IF(N.LT.O) ©6 TO 50 
21 READININX <Ad,J),J=1.N),l = l,N> 
22 REA0(NIN)((WK|'1U, J I , J= I , N), U l ,N> 
23 READ(NIN)((WSS(I ,J) ,J=I ,N), l= l ,N) 
24 READ<MNH(CAPWI1.J),J=1,LLI, U I . L L ) 
25 READINlNHICAPVd.J),J=1 M).1=1,Ml 
2S IFfNTL.GT.OlREAOCNINldTlTLESd ,J ) ,J=1,B>, 1 = 1,NTL) 27 REAtXNINlNOP.T.ERRLlM.DT 
28 HEAOCNlNldPDUMd, J), J=I,N), l = l,N) 
29 RLADIN1N>N0P,T (ERRLIM,DT 30 READ(NINM<Pd,J),J=1,N>. I = 1,N) 
31 READ<NIN)(XOUM(I),1=1,M) 
32 READ(NIN) (XDUMd), 1 = 1,M) 
33 3 CONTINUE 
34 READCNIN)NOP.T,ERRLIM,OT 35 IF(NOP.LT.O) 00 TO 4 
36 READ(NINI((PDUMd,J),J=1,N),I=1,N) 
37 READiNINKXDUMd>,l=1,M> 
38 READININMXDUMd ), 1 = 1,M) 
39 GOTO 3 
40 4 CONTINUE 
41 DO 5 1=1,101 
42 I d ) = <1-1>»D2 
43 «(ll = Zll) 
44 FXd) = SISMAIZd )) 
45 5 CONTINUE 
46 CALL MULTPLT (X.FX, I 1,101,lOHIZ(K)11 
47 2 YNAME,PNAME,Z<2>,TITLES, NTL, NOUT) 
48 II = I I + 1 
49 00 TO 3000 
50 50 CONTINUE 
51 WRITEINOUT,10IIN.N 
52 101 FORMAT!»1",/,- PLOT OF SI0MA>»2(Z)>,/, 
53 2 * VERSUS POSITION Z FOR MODEL DIMENSION NS = «,I2,/, 
51 3 = PLOTTED WITH SYMBOL <*,ll,«>»> 
55 II = -1 
56 CALL MULTPLT (X,FX, I 1, 101,lOHCZ(K)31 
57 2 YNAME,PNAME,Z<2),TITLES,NTL,NOUT) 
58 CALL EMPTY(NOUT) 
59 99 CALL EXIT 
60 END 
61 FUNCTION SIGMAC2) 
62 C SEE PROGRAM SIGMAT FOR THIS ROUTINE... 
63 END 
SUBROUTINE MULTPLT (XIN,YIN,N,NPTS.XNAME.YNAME,PNAME,PVALUE, 




SEE PROGRAM SIGMAT FOR THIS ROUTINE,.. 
END 
SUBROUTINE ENDPTSIXMIN.XMAX) 
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